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RECORD CHANGER

belongs in your
High Fidelity System
Balanced, heavy 4 -pole motor...
balanced pulley and coupler reduce
rumble to an inaudible minimum.
Automatic muting switch and R/C
network eliminate 'clicks.'

Minimum
Noise and

Distortion

Collaro quality control limits for the
RC -456 are less than 0.25% rms wow
and 0.1 % rms flutter measured at
331/3 rpm
unmatched by any other
record changer.

Accurate
Speed g Pitch

...

Jam -Proof

Collaro safety -clutch prevents damage
even if tone -arm is held
or moved during change cycle.

__

Four Speeds

Plays all 78, 45 and 331/3 rpm records
plus new types designed for

...

162/3

Automatic
Intermix

rpm speed.

Plays 7, 10 and 12 -inch records stacked
in any order automatically.

-

individually or
for selecting and playing specific
bands and parts of a record.
For playing records

Simple

...Plus

Installation

* Rapid change cycle independent of record speed.
* Automatic 'shut -off' after last record.
* Simple, one -knob speed selection.
* Gentle, straight- spindle record handling.
* Interchangeable, plug-in cartridge shells.
* Heavy, rim -weighted turntable for flywheel action.
* Automatic idler- disengage prevents idler flats.
ROCKBAR CORPORATION

Prewired power and audio connections
eliminate soldering. Pre -cut mounting
board available.

At leading sound dealers, or write dept. XM18

650 Halstead Avenue, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

INSTRUMENTS BY EMC
QUALITY
r
Save More ...Service Better
1

tr ory

v

A COMPLETE "ECONOMY- LINE"
WITH HIGH -PRICED FEATURES.

Advanced production techniques and extensive quality controls assure you of a
high quality, reliable instrument at the
lowest possible price . . compare and
you'll agree
it's smart to buy EMC.

ee

-

nt

-

VOLOMETER

EMC Model 102

.

-

VOLOMETER

Durable molded bakelite case, pocket size.
Features 800 micro amperes D'arsonval -type
meter, 31/2 inch plastic meter, accurate to
within 29'. Three AC current ranges
and
the same zero adjustment for both resistance ranges.
$14.90 wired & tested $12.50 kit form

EMC Model 104

precision -engineered instrument features a 41/2 inch, 50 microampere meter,
with alnico magnet
.
with 3 AC current
ranges to 3 amps and three resistance
ranges to 20 megohms.
$26.95 wired & tested $19.25 kit form
This

-

TUBE TESTER and REJUVENATOR
EMC Model 209

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
TUBE TESTER
EMC Model 206 P

-

-

Miniaturized instrument gives fast, absolutely accurate checks for tube quality,
shorts, leakages, continuity, and opens on
all modern and future tubes
uses standard emission test for quick readings on
modern, 31/2" plastic meter. $38.50 in
hand rubbed carrying case.
$35.90 (hammertone metal case)
$25.90 kit form

the finest pieces of tube testing
equipment at a price comparing favorably
with emission -type testers. This completely
flexible model using lever -type switches
offers extremely accurate results with ease
One of

...

of operation.

144

$83,50 (hand rubbed carrying case)

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
EMC Model 106

-

-

VOLT -OHM- CAPACITY METER
EMC Model 107
Directly measures capacity, resistance and

Specially designed for field alignment of
TV and radio sets. Uses 1% precision resistors for voltage multipliers. 5 db ranges.
Full scale deflection of 11/2 volts for both
AC -DC volts. Housed in compact portable
bakelite case. Size 41/4" x 51/4" x 27/e ".
Net weight 3 lbs.
$35.00 wired and tested $23.90 kit form

complex waveforms peak to peak. Some of
the high quality features at no extra cost
are expanded scale cannot burn out .
measures 50 mmfd to 5000 mfd .
induc.
tance from 1.4 henries to 140,000 henries
in 4 ranges
10/0 multipliers for voltage
capacity and resistance measurements.
$48,90 wired & tested $34,50 kit form

...

WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE FOR COLOR AND MONOCHROME TV
EMC Model 601
601 oscilloscope gives you the highest quality features ever found in this price
push -pull vertical
field. Exclusive features: full 5 me bandwidth for color TV servicing
60 cycle phasing control
5 UP1 -5" scope tube
amplifier, .02 volt per inch sensitivity
built -in peak -to -peak calibration
DC positioning controls eliminates overshooting and bounce
multivibrator sweep, from 15 cycles to
2 -step compensated attenuator input
reference
over 75 kilocycles.
$70.90 kit form
$117.90 wired and tested

-

EMC Model

- -

-

-

-

Write today for

FREE

-

illustrated catalog and technical information

RF -AF CRYSTAL MAKER
TV Bar -Generator -EMC Model 700
The popular 700 has three extra features

-

on

Yes. send me o complete catalog of all

the EMC economy line.
EMC

Instruments PE -12

NAME

-

OCCUPATION__

generator for TV adjustment with a
variable number of bars available for horizontal or vertical alignment. Complete
coverage from 18 cycles to 108 megacycles
on fundamentals.
$55.90 wired and tested
bar
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Train in Great Shops of COYNE for better jobs in

MAIL COUPON
TWO TOP OPPORTUNITY FIELDS
Whether 17 or up to 45 years of age, train the Coyne FOR FREE BOOK
coupon for 48 -page illusway for a better job and a real fuure in ELECTRIC - Send
trated book "Guide to Careers

ITY- ELECTRONICS or TELEVISION- RADIO,
Train on real,
full -size equipment at COYNE where thousands of
successful men have trained for nearly 60 years
largest, oldest, best equipped school of its kind
established 1899. No advanced education or previous
experience needed. Employment service to graduates.
Liberal Finance Plans and
START NOW-PAY LATER
Easy Payment Plans. Also part -time employment
help for students. Training in Refrigeration and
Electric Appliances can be included.
fields that offer a world of opportunities.

--

-

B.W.

COOKE

Jr., President

A Technical Trade

FOUNDED

in Electricity- Electronics and
Television-Radio." No cost; no
obligation; no salesman will call.
Vets and Non-Vets get vital
facts pow!

r

1899

Institute Operated Not For Profit

1100 S. Pauline Street,
RAOIO TELEVISION
ELECTRICITY

Chicago, Dept. 9G-71H
REFRIGERATION

B.

W. COOKE Jr., President
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
5. Pauline St., Chicago 12, III., Dept. 96 -71H

CONE
500

Send BIG FREE book and details of your training
offer. This does not obligate me and no salesman
will call. I am interested in:
(

)

Electricity-Electronics

(

)

Television -Radio

Name
Address
City

State

ELECTRONICS

YOU CAN
BE

DOING

QUICKLY

INTERESTING

PROFITABLE

WORK

LIKE THIS

The future is YOURS in TELEVISION!
A fabulous field -good pay -fascinating work
prosperous future in a good job, or independence in
your own business!

-a

e

Coyne brings you MODERN -QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards at truly lowest cost
-you pay for training only -no costly "put together kits." Not an
old Radio Course with Television "tactcad on." Here is MODERN
TELEVISION TRAINING including Radio, UHF and Color TV.
No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal
guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job 3uides to show you how to
do actual serväcing jobs -make money early in course. Free Lifetime Employment Service to Graduates.
B. W. COOKIE, Jr.

Pr,

tent

Seoul ea,csrafrt 1.34 knee
Book
and full details,
including easy
Payment Plan. No
obligation, no
salesman will call.
COYNE Television
F
1

L

ur vH°

Home Training Division
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago

12,

on

III.

Dept. 96 -1{T7

Send Free Book and details on how I can get
Coyne Quality Television Home Training at
low cost and easy terms.

Name
A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED
NOT FOR PROFIT
500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago 12, Dept 96-HT 7

December, 1956

Count-the Institution behind this treir-

...

inC
the largest. Went. beet equipped
reeidentfole,Aoolofitekird. Fou ndedl óp3.

Address
City

State
5
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Letters from Our Readers

26

McWatts

Carl Kohler

30

Garner

63

POP'tronics Bookshelf

32

Transistor Topics

Lou

After Class
The Transmitting Tower

Herb

Brier

84

Tuning the Short-Wave Bands

Hank Bennett

86

S.

Sound Impressions

phonograph with the

Ceramic
Phono Cartridge
WC10 "Twin- Lever" Improvement Cartridge will
dramatically improve the tone quality of your conventional home phonograph -will actually make it better
The

than new! The low price of the "Twin- Lever" permits

anyone to enjoy the luxury of faithful reproduction of

recorded music.
This

remarkable cartridge replaces practically all

three- speed, plastic -cased cartridges, crystal or ceramic,
turnover or single needle.

easily installed in any tone arm with standard 1/2"
mounting centers. Needle replacement can be accomIt is

plished in seconds

-

$9.50

list Price

with two sapphire needles

with

a

-mil diamond and

l

ELECTRONICS SINCE

sapphire needle

1925"

BROTHERS, INC.
SHURE
Microphones -Electronic Components,
214

6

Tools and Gadgets

107

COMING NEXT MONTH (JANUARY)

(ON SALE DECEMBER 20)
Look for construction details on a simple
short -wave converter, the "Economy" tube
tester, and a transistorized superhet that reThree experiquires no outdoor antenna.
ments which utilize sun batteries or solar cells
will also be described.
You will be interested to know that electronic technicians now "make noise" in special
sound chambers to find how much racket both
instruments and human beings can stand.
Don't miss the "Whys and Wherefores of
Watts" which should help you to understand
hi -fi better. And if you want to locate those
rattles in your car, try clamping our speaker/
coffee can arrangement to your dashboard.

NARTREY AVENUE

IN THIS MONTH'S

(DECEMBER)

$34.00

List Price

a 3 -mil

N

100

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS

MODEL WCIOD

MODEL WC10

98

Tips and Techniques

without tools -with the cartridge

in the arm.

re"

78

Electronic Aids for Small Aircraft
Listening Tests for Speakers
An Experimental Hi -Fi System
All- Transistor Amateur Transmitter
A Light Bulb Volume Expander- Compressor
A "Densitimer" for the Darkroom

EYANSTON, ILLINOIS

A ways say you

saw

it
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?

LOOKING FOR JOB SECURITY AND SUCCESS?

LET

MY STUDENTS AND GRADUATES TELL YOU
ABOUT MY TRAINING-

NEW!
NEW!
NEW!

I

of my regular job.

step -by -step,

some

average

I

week for this part time

work.

RITA training helped

in making extra

me

-ABOUT MY EQUIPMENT
YOU

money

and giving me experience

Richard Hennis, little

GET ALL THIS

it

EQUIPMENT

Superesel

Public Address System

Radio Receiver

the electronic field.
Rock, Ark,

6 30 54

SERVICE MANAGER
I

manage

television
and

two

radio

am

shops,

one

here

one in Pompano

Combination Voltmeter

6

23.'54

showed

me new,

methods

of

sons

presented

as

AF -RF

Signor

quicken

repairing.

-

Ammeter- Ohmmeter

Beach.

RITA training increased my
knowledge of TV circuits anc

TV servicing.

follow approach used so
fully in our other courses.

Executive

Director, Pierce School
of Rodio & Television,

radie

an

a

$50

Sylvania Now Sponsoring
RTTA's Color TV
Technician Course

The

ciation.

shop al home and

a

and TV after working hours

TECHNICIAN COURSE

Learn the latest. Be arepared for
your share of those profits) RTTA's
Color TV Servicing Course brings
you the most complete, up- to -theminute data and procedures for
the servicing and maintenance of
all Color TV receivers and equipment. The 14 lesson course guides
you through the development and
transmission of the composite color
TV signal, and includes trouble shootrng and servicing methods.

have

have been working

COLOR TELEVISION

One of the nation's largest electronics manufacturers and marketers Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
in its continuing effort to cooperate
with independent service dealers
is now sponsoring the RITA Color
Television Technician Course.
The Color Television Technician
Course is being made available to
authorized Sylvania Dealers
throughout the 48 states who are
interested in expanding their
knowledge and experience in Color

L. C. Lane, B.S., M.A.
President, Rodio -Television Training Asso-

HAS OWN BUSINESS

Generator

Les

are

very

Fort Lauderdale,

Pia.

concise and dear.

William Phillips,

-.,-411)
(-w Telephone

REPAIRED

EVERY SET

... amoney

RITA training helped me to
understand TV more thoroughly. I have repaired every set that I was called on
to repair. 6 21'54

easy -tosuccess-

Andrew Busi, Jr., Iselin,

Transmitter

making little gem."

kit #6 and

was amazed at how It works.
friend of mine and he asked me to set ft
picnics his social club was having. Thal
money making little gem.
John Fernandez, Fresno, Colti, 6, 7/54

s

have competed

I

showed

it

to a

up for one of the
sure

is

o

"We get excellent pictures .

.

would like to compliment you on on excellent and complete
course. We net excellent pictures on my TV set from WSYR
(Syracuse,
N.Y.), approximately 110 air miles away. The
set is working good and
have had to replace only three
I

Pa.

YOU, TOO, CAN GET A BETTER -PAYING JOB IN THE EVER-EXPANDING

1

assembled it Mo
Larry H. Stafford,

Aubes since

RADIO -TELEVISION- ELECTRONICS FIELD

...

1

years ago.

Kingston, Ont., Canada 7/8 54

..

very good reception
.
Why limit yourself and your earnings because of your lack of training. Learn AT
have really enjoyed the course and bare come a long ray
HOME in your SPARE TIME to be an electronic technician, television repairman, or
In TV servicing. I om getting very good reception on my -TV
studio technician. You don't need any experience whatsoever. Many student:.
station considering that the nearest VHF station is 120 miles.
earn enough in their spare time to pay for the entire course.
J. W. Hanlon, Jr., Henderson, Texas 7/13 54
After you finish my Radio -FM Television Course or FMTelevision Course you can have, if you want it, two
YOU GET
weeks of laboratory training at my associate resident
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
THESE
school in New York City -AT NO EXTRA COST.
FREE
If you have had previous radio and television expeMI
RTTh
rience you can take my practical TV Studio Technician
Mn. Leonard C. Lone, President
Course to qualify for a good -paying job in a TV
RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION
studio.
1

r

6

ti

Dept.

PE. 12C 52 East 19th Street, New York 3, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Lane: Send me your NEW FREE BOOK, FREE
SAMPLE LESSON, and FREE aids that will show me
how con moka TOP MONEY IN TELEVISION. I understand I am under no obligation.

Write to me today and let me show you how you can
begin now to put yourself on the road to a better future.

VETERANS!

1

(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLYI

My school fully approved to train veterans under new
Korean G.I. Bill. Don't lose your school benefits by waiting
too long. Write discharge date on coupon.

Age

Natur
Address

Zone

Cr,

Radio -Television Training Association
52 EAST 19th STREET
Licensed by the State of New York

December,

1956

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Approved for Veteran Training

Raeiu.FM -TV Technician Course
FM.TV Technician

L

Store

VETERANS!

Color TV Course

Write discharge date

( ourse

TV Studio Techni
cran Course

B> IN

MI

OM

MI

WI
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you get the most for your money when you build

ALLIED'S
*
*
*

own

knight-kits
*

You get premium quality part;
You get maximum value for your kif dollar
You get exclusive new features
You get advanced design and top performance
You get easiest -to- follow instructions for assured success in the finished equipment

*

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM THE PIONEERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS

Printed

Wiring

Fascinating

knight -kit

TRANSISTOR RADIO KIT
Model S-765
only

435

Experiment with the
marvel of transistors!
Printed circuit mount i

p
boar d simlifies
sembling. Just

asng

mount components,

solder a few connections and enjoy excellent AM broadcast reception. Compact; fits in palm of your hand; operates from single penlight cell that lasts
for months. Complete with all parts,
transistor and penlight cell. Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs.

,$4.35
Model 5.765. Net only.
S -266. Accessory kit; 4000 ohm double
headphones and all parts for outdoor
antenna. Net
$3.15

knight -kit

"SPACE- SPANNER"
BANDSWITCHING RECEIVER KIT
Model S -243

$159

All -new 2 -band receiv-

-a

er, easy to build
great value. Band switch selects thrilling
short wave, including

amateur, aircraft, police and marine radio (6 to 18 mc), and
standard broadcast. Highly sensitive
regenerative circuit. Has 4" PM
speaker and beam -power output for
strong volume. Kit includes calibrated
panel, punched chassis, all parts and
tubes (less cabinet). Easy to build.

/

101 x 6 "; for 110 -120 v. 50 -60 cycle
AC or DC. Shpg. wt., 4% lbs.
7 x

$15.95
Model 5-243. Net only.
S -247. Matching cabinet for above $2.90

knight -kit

II"

"RANGER

AC -DC SUPERHET RADIO KIT

Build this top quality
table model radio at low
cost! Tunes full AM
5 broadcast, 540 to 1680

Models -735
only

$112

kc (includes police
calls). Features Alnico
PM dynamic speaker; automatic volume control; sensitive Superhet circuit; handsome plastic cabinet. Easy.
step -by-step assembly. Complete with
punched chassis, all parts and tubes,
speaker and smartly styled bakelite
cabinet (6 x 9 x 5 "). For AC or DC.
Shpg. wt.,
Model

8

S -735.

lbs.

$17.25

Net only

IDEAL KIT FOR THE HAM
Model S-255
only

$4375
knight -kit

50-WATT

CV! TRANSMITTER KIT

knight -kit TWO-WAY
INTERCOM SYSTEM KIT
Easy to build -ideal
Confor
ste of Master and Reeach with
unit,
smote -to -talk switch.
$147 press
Remote can be left
"open" for distant answering or baby sitting. In "closed" position, Remote
remains private, but can be called and
Model S -295
only

can originate calls. High -gain 2 -stage
amplifier and 4" PM speakers. With
tubes and 50 -ft. cable. (Up to 200 -ft.
may be added.) Each unit 43% x 6% x
4% "; antique white finish. For AC or
DC. Easy to assemble. 7 lbs.
$14.75
S -295. Net only

order from
8

knight -kit
Model S -265
only

$126 5

10 -IN -1 LAB KIT

Instructive, fascinating! Enables you to
build any one of 10 circuits:

Broadcast

re-

ceiver for headphone
reception; Phono Oscillator to play records through any
radio; Phono Amplifier; Code Practice
Oscillator; Signal Tracer; Electronic
Timer; Relay, etc. Includes tubes, all
parts, instructions (less photo -tube
and socket, and headphone). Ready to
build. For 110 -120 v., 50 -60 cy. AC.
10 lbs.
$12.65
Model S -265. Net only
J -112.

C -100.

Headphone for above .... $1.05
Antenna Kit for above...$1.05

ALLIED RADIO

Compact, value -packed, low power rig. 50 watts input to 807;
6AG7 oscillator takes crystal or
VFO; bandswitching covers 80,
40, 20, 15, 11 -10 meters; pi
matching network eliminates separate antenna tuner; clean cathode
keying of oscillator and final; excellent TVI suppression; meter
reads plate or grid of final. With
all parts, tubes, wire, solder and
instructions (less key and crystal).
8'/4x11'/4x83/4 ".18lbs.
Model S -255. Net only. $43.75

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL,
Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR
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YOU BUILD THE BEST AND SAVE MORE WITH

knight -kit
VTVM KIT

...

K. , ïì>.`........

BUILD YOUR OWN QUALITY

with printed
circuit board

.

.

=23,.

SAVE!

AND

LINEAR -DELUXE

AMPLIFIER KIT

Custom quality at very low cost. For
use with any tuner or preamp with full
set of controls. Deluxe features:
Chrome -plated chassis; potted transModel S -755
formers and chokes; printed circuit
board; balance and damping
only$4450 wiring
controls. Output: 25 watts. Response:
10 to 120,000 cps at 20 watts.
db,
+0.5
Distortion: 0.15% at 25 watts. Speaker Outputs: 4, 8 and
all parts, tubes, instrucx
14
x
9
".
With
6%
16 ohms.
tions; ready to build. Shpg. wt., 27 lbs.
$44.50
Model 5.755. Net only
S -759. Metal enclosure for above; black finish. ... $4.25

Easy to build. Reads peak -to -peak.
1% resistors. Balanced- bridge pushpull circuit; 4W meter, 200 microamp.
Ranges: AC peak -to -peak volts, 0 -414 -4d-140- 400 -1400 -4000; AC rms v.
and DC v., 0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500;
ohms, 0- 1000- 10K -100K, 1 -10- 100 -1000
megs; db scale, -10 to +5. Zero center scale; direct-reading db scale;
polarity reversing switch. Ready to
build. 7% x 5% x 434s". 6 lbs.
$24.95
Model F -125. Net only
F -126. High Voltage Probe
$4.75
$3.45
F -12r. High Frequency Probe

knight -kit

10 -WATT

ECONOMY HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT
True Hi -Fi at lowest cost. Only 0.5 volt
drives amplifier to ful110 watts output!
Response: +1 db, 30 to 20,000 cps at

knight -kit
20,000 OHM /VOLT

watts. Distortion: less than 0.5%
10 watts. Chrome -plated chassis is
punched for preamp kit listed below.
Model S -753
Matches 8 -ohm speakers. With tubes,
all parts, easy instructions. 7 x 13 x 6"
only$2350 Shpg. wt., 14 lbs.
$23.50
Model 5.753. Net only
$3.10
S -235. Preamp kit (for magnetic cartridges)
$3.95
S-757. Metal enclosure for above; black finish
10

VOM KIT
only$

HI -FI

.

BASIC 25 -WATT HI -FI

only$2495

F

lNtMEAll::,te

knight -kit

Model F-125

Model

knight -kits

Ntrrt!!Mtfll:...

"..;,.

at

-140

2 950
rt

Low cost 32 -range VOM. Features
434" 50- microampere meter; 1% precision multipliers; 2% accuracy full scale deflection. Ranges: AC, DC and
output volts, 0-2.5-10-50- 250 -10005000;; Resistance, 0- 2000-200,000 ohms
and 0 -20 meg; DC ma, 0.1 -10-100; DC
amps, 0 -1 -10; Decibels, -30 to +63
(6 ranges). Black bakelite case, 6% x
534x3% ".Ready to build.51bs.
$29.50
Model F -140. Net only

knight -kit

20-WATT

LOW COST HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

Delivers deluxe Hi -Fi sound. Includes
built -in preamp; inputs for magnetic
cartridges, etc.; record compensator;
bass and treble controls, etc. Response:
+1 db, 20- 20,000 cps at 20 watts.
Speaker Outputs: 4, 8,16 and 500 ohms.
Model S -750
Chrome -plated chassis, 73% x 13 x
8% ". With all parts, tubes and easy
$3575
23 lbs.
instructions.
only
$35.75
Model S -750. Net only.
5 -758. Metal enclosure for above; black finish .... $4.15

knight -kit
'IN CIRCUIT"
CAPACITY
CHECKER KIT

$1250

Model
F -119

A

iY

only

Remarkable unit checks capacitors
while they're still wired in the circuit!
All you do is press a button -and the
"magic eye" shows opens and shorts.
Tests opens and shorts on capacitors
of 20 mmf or greater, even if in parallel
with a resistance as low as 50 ohms.
Complete; ready to build.5 lbs.
$12.50
Model F -119. Net only

ALL PRICES NET F. O. B. CHICAGO

ALLIED RADIO
OUR

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 079 -M -6
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

36th
YEAR

Ship me the following KNIGHT-KITS:

Quantity

FREE

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

Model

Description

Price

356 -PAGE

1957 CATALOG
It's your money- saving
guide to everything in

Electronics, Featuring
more than 25 other KNIGHT-KITS,
incIs ding Test Instruments, Hobbyist
Kits and Amateur Kits. Send for it!

enclosed. For parcel post, include postage (express

S

is

shipped collect).

Send me your FREE 1957 ALLIED 356 -Page Catalog.

Name
Address

ORDER NOW
December,

1956

pit

Zone_State

..1
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"Naw, I don't pay any attention to girls,"
Carl said, just a trifle too emphatically;
"but I wish we had something to do in
there. If we could just talk to each other
some way
He stopped speaking as Jerry suddenly
swung his feet to the floor and sat upright
on the creaking couch. "That's an idea!"
Jerry exclaimed. "Why don't we build
a couple of little transmitters and receivers
and chew the fat during that period instead
of wasting time ?"
"Well, I dunno," Carl said doubtfully.
"We'd have to use code instead of phone,
and it would have to be doggoned quiet
code at that. You know how still that
crabby old Miss Dean keeps things in that
study hall. I've seen her send kids to the
office just for shuffling their feet."
"Yeah, that's right," Jerry said thoughtfully. "We couldn't use earphones, even
the hearing -aid type. She would certainly
spot something like that."
"If we just had some system so we could
feel the signals instead of hear them
Carl started to say.

-"

By JOHN T.FRYE

Extra Sensory Perception
IT

WAS A BLEAK Saturday afternoon in
early December and Carl and Jerry were
sitting in Jerry's basement doing absolutely nothing. This was most unusual, for the
two were generally busy at something
or other. But there they were: Jerry
sprawled on the old leather- covered couch
along the wall; and Carl sitting across the
workbench, elbows on knees and chin
propped on hands.
"Hey, Jer," Carl finally drawled, "do
you have trouble staying awake in that
second period assembly ?"
"Sure do," Jerry said with a reminiscent
yawn. "Guess neither of us needs to do
muc i studying in there, and there's nothing
else to do. Even the surrounding scenery
is no good. Did you notice the girls who
sit on both sides of me? Real beasts!"

-"

ccmHAT'S IT!" Jerry interrupted. "We'll
1 use a low- frequency note to modulate
the transmitter. The receiver will amplify
this and feed it to a diaphragm -type earphone with the diaphragm taped right

DO IT-YOURSELF
/Y/ON f/DEL/TY
6PYS7,fI DIODE

ilA1 T!/iEk KIT

_----------

-``

NO. 565
The Miller No. 565 Tuner Kit is the result of
masterful engineering and careful planning. Previously sold only as a factory assembled unit the
tuner has received overwhelming acceptance by the
most critical audophiles, and is far superior to all
other such tuner kits. Only recently have materials
become available which make possible the construction of extremely high "Q" coils. Coils used
in our tuner have a "Q" in the order of 600.
Assembly and wiring of this tuner is not difficult.
Step by step instructions with exploded views,
pictures and circuit diagrams are supplied with
each kit.

NO POWER REQUIREMENTS
LOW
SELECTIVITY (20 KC)
LIFETIME
NO NOISE
COST
TROUBLE FREE OPERATION
SENSITIVITY GAIN CONTROL
SMALL SIZE 4 "x7 "x31ii" DEEP
NOTHING TO
VERNIER DIAL
FREQ.
CAUSE DISTORTION
540 KC -1700 KC
The No. 565 tuner kit is fully guaranteed.

Buy with confidence from your Radio and
TV Parts Distributor. It is one of the
lowest priced quality tuner kits on the

market.

Net Price $14.70

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES 3, CALIF.

Completely Wired No. 595 Tuner also available. Price $19.50 plus Excise Tax
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Now,
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In Your Own Home

AUTOMATION
TELEVISION

TECHNICAL
NO PREVIOUS NEEDED

EXPERIENCE

SOW ,..get

rut

E11ERYTHING

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

rult

EF

type
AT

D T I WAY

TIVE

-with

NEED
YOU 1.aboraioryfor

LEARN

the aid of BOTH

HOME LAB EQUIPMENT
and HOME MOVIES

training

V hat

will mailing the coupon below

HOME

ing billion dollar opportunity field of TELEVISION- RADIOELECTRONICS. You'll see how to gel into highly Interesting work that pays well ... that offers one of America's most promising futures ... that enables you to
start your own business almost "on a shoe string," if
you prefer this to a job opportunity.
And above all, you'll get some GOOD NEWS especially welcomed by men anxious to earn REAL
MONEY in this growing field. For you'll see that
NOW you can get the kind of practical, laboratory type training so desirable for making real progress
in Television- Radio -Electronics AND WITHOUT

INCA

LEAVING HOME.

You'll see that DeVRY Technical Institute sends
everything needed to set up your own HOME

"SCOPE"

LABORATORY. You get and keep the same type of basic
electronic equipment used in our modern Chicago Training Laboratories. You get home training that includes the knowledge and experience
gained from training thousands of students first hand in Chicago. And to top
it
you use DTI's amazingly effective and exclusive home training aid
INSTRUCTIVE MOVIES. But why not get the complete story? Mail coupon today
for complete facts.

-
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16
ovie projector and
s of highly instructive movies
wonderful aid to help you gate
important fundamentals faster ... easier

Build over 300 fascinating
perienic from 16 2IG SHIPMENTS of
Elevlonic -R odio parts which you KEEP.

1
1

Use a

Build valuable < mme not -type test
equipment -as shown . to the leftwhich you KEEP. This includes a quality
5 -INCH oscilloscope and vacuum tube
vo Imeter -both highly useful for Television work.
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Enjoy
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"One of America's Foremost
Electronics Tra nin9 Ceatrrs"

Home Movies

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
FORMERLY

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.

December, I95ó

MODERN
LABORATORIES

It you ptnfer, get oil
your preparation in eta
new pNcago uvnJne,
Laberarmì
LIon e of
'kg Finest of
or ilL kind.

EARN
MOSEY
14 TELEVISION
RADIO
ELECTRONICS

Ample Instructors, mod.
terequipment. Write
details!

MILITARY SERVICE!

you're.object to.nìlitary ...vlan, the info.If

motion wu hava for you
should prove very helpful. Molt coupon today..
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Member of National Home Study Council

DEVRY 'TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

,
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Ilt

starting your OWN SALES AND SERVICE
BUSINESS. Mail coupon today for the
complete details.

89WAYS

T0

y -le -reed

FOLD -OUT die-

Get an honest-to- goodness EMPLOYE
MENT SERVICE to help you get a goad
job after graduating -or assistance in

I

Television- Radio -Electronics, but without
the TV set.)

1

t

wellillustrated,
5
teswns with handy
grams.

and keep a Ibig 21 INCH TV Set.
Build
(D
offers another home training in

1

Ahave

do for YOU? Just

his! You'll find out about one of today's most remarkable
.. practical ways to prepare to get into America's amaz-

4141 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO 41, ILL. Dept. PE -12 -M
I would like your valuable Information -packed publication showing
how can get started toward a good job or my own business in
Television-Radio-Electronics.

1
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 10)
against a sensitive portion of the skin.
With a little practice, we should be able to
interpret the buzzing sensation produced
by dots and dashes just as well as we
could if we were hearing an audible note."
"What kind of transmitter and receiver

Yes,

Linthrop

will we need ?"

leads

the

way

with finer, heavier construction, superb acoustical engineering and tone quality that
cannot

be matched in any
speakers at comparable price.

efr

enjoy

superior
tone you've wanted for your
hi -fi, and you'll own a speaker
that gives years and years of
uninterrupted service . . . a
speaker made by one of the
biggest suppliers to the
Radio -TY trade.

ORDER DIRECT

MINIMUM DISTORTION

$..8.95

8"

$10.85

12"

$13.95

POSTPAID
and
TAX PAID

FOR MAXGAUM LISTENING PLEASURE

'

AND NOW

d

the

factory dealing, the

ALL MODELS

a

Linthrop you
savings of direct

When you order

6.8 OZ. ALNICO V
MAGNETS, 6.4 CHM

loocy.

booty.

t0000cy.

... THE LOW COST

4y

s
TWIN EXTENSION SPEAKER
BRING GLORIOUS
SOUND TO YOUR

...

Here it is
a compact twin -speaker
unit that connects in seconds to any
phonograph, TV or radio, and
brine the full tone of your net to any
remote part of the house. Or use it in
the same room for rich, all 'round
sound. Made by one of America's outstanding hi -fi speaker manufacturers.
Beautiful light or dark wood cabinet
containing an 8' woofer and 31/2"
tweeter, frequency range 40- 15000. 4
ohm impedance. Measures 20 %z" wide
x 10' deep x 8V " high. Faced with
attractive grille cloth.
hi -fi,

ORDER DIRECT TODAY

...

send
lust $23.95 for complete unit

postpaid and tax paid, with

money back guarantee. Specify
light or dark finish. Send check
or money order for

KITCHEN
BEDROOM
BASEMENT

DINING ROOM
PATIO
REC. ROOM
MUSIC, SPORTS,
DRAMATIC SHOWS
ANYWHERE

IN
YOUR HOME OR
COTTAGE AT

LOW, LOW COST!

ONLY

ifig#012, MFG. CO.
433 FULTON, N.W.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICN.
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COMPLETE!

"Transistor types in both cases in the
interest of small size and low battery
drain," Jerry promptly said. "I think the
receiver should be a regenerative detector
with a couple of stages of audio behind it
to furnish plenty of drive to the
-or perhaps we should call it earphone
a 'skin phone.' The transmitter will consist of an
r.f. oscillator modulated by a low- frequency audio oscillator.

We'll key this audio
oscillator and let the r.f. generator run all
the time. Since we'll only be working over
distances of a few dozen feet, no antennas
will be necessary."
"What kind of a key can we use ?"
"A tiny one made with a couple of pieces
of spring brass will be good enough. The
leads from this can run through a shirt
sleeve so that the key can be concealed in
the palm of the hand and worked by simply
squeezing the contacts together. After all,
we won't be sending thirty -five words per
minute. When the key isn't in use, it can
be slipped back inside the shirt sleeve."
"Well, let's get started!" Carl suggested,
hopping off the bench. "I want to have this
thing ready to go by Monday, and if we
don't run into some bugs that need ironing
out, it will be the first time."

HIS TIME was no exception. The receivers gave no trouble, but the transmitters made up for it. Even at the low
frequency used -around 550 kilocycles
the oscillators were sluggish. They tried
several circuits before they found one that
was stable in performance and would accept modulation from the low- frequency
oscillator. Finally, though, by late Sunday
afternoon the problems were all apparently licked, and the boys were ready for a
trial. Each boy had a small earphone, with
its cap removed, taped to the inside of his
upper right arm so that the face of the
diaphragm was flat against his skin. A tiny
transmitter was carried in one shirt pocket,
a small receiver in the other.
"Are you ready ?" Jerry asked, as he
looked across the laboratory at Carl.
"Fire at will!" Carl answered.
Jerry started squeezing the "key" concealed in the palm of his hand, and Carl
flinched and began to giggle. "Hey, that
tickles!" he announced, "but I can make
(Continued on page 16)

-
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR TIME WORTH

595 AN HOUR!
Here's part of a letter we got from an I. C. S. student"Every spare -time hour I spent earning my I. C. S. diploma
has been worth $95 to me! My position, my $7000 a year
owe to 1. C. S."
income, my home, my family's happiness
Hardly a day goes by without a letter like this coming in
from an I. C. S. student ... from men and women of all ages
who, in their spare time, at home, pulled themselves out of
the small -pay rut and put themselves on the road to success.
Take the case of I. C. S. student Frank B. "I was making
$152 a month when I signed up with I. C. S.," he writes. "My
present income is $395.25 a month."
I. C. S. is the oldest and largest correspondence school.
256 courses. Business, industrial, engineering, academic, high
school. One for you. Direct, job -related. Bedrock facts and
theory plus practical application. Complete lesson and answer
service. No skimping. Diploma to graduates.

-I

-size guide to ad3 FREE BOOKS -a 36 -page pocket"hlow
to Succeed."
vance nn-at, a gold mine of tips on
Also a Iris: catalog outlining opportunities in your
S.
lesson text.
I.
C.
sample
a
and
interest
field of

For Real Job Security -Cet an I. C. S. Diploma!

I_

C. S.,

Scranton 9, Penna.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE, SCHOOLS

A

Member, National
Home Study Council

6CCJYETH AR

(Partial list of 256 courses)
BOX 94622L, SCRANTON 9, PENNA.
which I have marbled X (plus sample lesson):
Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE
Television Technician
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL LEADERSHIP
AVIATION
ARCHITECTURE
Foremanship
Jr.
ENGINEERING
Aeronautical Engineering
and BU I LDI NG
Air Brake Equipment
Industrial Supervision
Civil Engineering
Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
CONSTRUCTION
Car Inspector
Leadership and Organization
Construction Engineering
Air Conditioning- Refrig.
BUSINESS
Diesel Engineer & Fireman
-Labor Relations
Personnel
Engineering
Highway
Architecture
Advertising
Section Foreman
Reading Struct. Blueprints
MECHANICAL
Architectural Interiors
Bookkeeping and Accounting
STEAM AND
Sanitary Engineering
AND SHOP
Building Contractor
Business Administration
DIESEL POWER
Gas -Electric Welding
Structural Engineering
Building Estimator
Business Correspondence
Combustion Engineering
Metallurgy
Heat Treatment
Surveying and Mapping
Building Maintenance
Public Accounting
Diesel Eng's
Diesel -Elm.
Engineering
Industrial
DRAFTING
Creative Salesmanship
Li Carpentry and Mill Work
Electric Light and Power
Industrial Instrumentation
Aircraft Drafting
Heating
Federal Tax
Stationary Fireman
Industrial Supervision
Architectural Drafting
Painting Contractor
Letter- writing Improvement
Stationary Steam Engineering
Internal Combustion Engines
Electrical Drafting
Plumbing
Office Management
Machine Design- Drafting
TEXTILE
Mechanical Dotting
Professional Secretary
Reading Arch. Blueprints
Carding and Spinning
Machine Shop Inspection
Mine Surveying and Mapping
Retail Business Management
ART
Cotton, Rayon, Woolen Mfg.
Machine Shop Practice
Plumbing Drawing and
Sales Management
Engineering
Finishing and Dyeing
Mechanical
ng
Cartooning
Estimating
Stenographic- Secretarial
Textile Des'ing
Loom Faig
Quality Control
Art
Structural Drafting
Traffic Management
Throwing
Textile Eng'r'g
Reading Shop Blueprints
Come Illustrating
ELECTRICAL
CHEMISTRY
Warping and Weaving
Refrigeration
Magazine Illustrating
Engineering
Electrical
Analytical Chemistry
Sheet Metal Worker
MISCELLANEOUS
Show Card and Sign Lettering
Electrical Maintenance
Chemical Engineering
Toolmaking
Tool Design
Domestic Refrigeration
Sketching and Painting
Contracting
Electrician
Chem. Lab. Technician
Marine Engineering
RADIO, TELEVISION
Lineman
General Chemistry
AUTOMOTIVE
Ocean Navigation
Industrial Electronics
HIGH SCHOOL
Natural Gas Prod. & Trans.
Auto Body Rebuilding
Professional Engineering
TV
Eng'r'ng
Practical Radio
Good English
Commercial
Petroleum Engineering
Auto Elec. Technician
Short Story Writing
Radio and TV Servicing
School Subjects
High
Plastics
Auto -Engine Tune Up
Telephony
Operating
Radio
Mathematics
Paper
Making
Pulp and
Automobile Mechanic
Age

Name

City
Occupation

December, 1956

Zone

State

Home Address

A M to P M
Working Hours_
Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Canadian, Ltd.,
Montreal, Canada.... Special tuition rates to members of the U. S. Armed Forces..
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LEARN HOW TO BUILD COMPUTERS!
DIGITAL COMPUTER COURSE
Have you ever wanted to build a small digital computing device?
produces in miniature what computers like ENIAC, SEAC, BIZMAC,One that reetc., do on
a large scale? Our DIGITAL COMPUTER course shows how
to set up and build
computers and experiment with pulses, storage, gates, flip flops,
subtracting, multiplying and applications of Boolean Algebra to circuit adding,
design.
get an introduction to programming. More important, you learn how and You
where
to buy computer parts to build your own computers. Manuals,
wiring diagrams
and texts provide a complete introduction to theory and practice
of DIGITAL
COMPUTERS clearly explained. We have a complete question
answering service. This is the finest and only DIGITAL COMPUTER
course on
the market
O

$28.00

modulo 2 counter.
More commonly a flip flop arrangement of 2
triodes. This is the main
elementary componenf
from which counters
A

accumulators
assembled.
and

are

ANALOG COMPUTER COURSE
ANALOG COMPUTERS are widely used in engineering and scientific research to
duplicate actual physical conditions and to integrate and
differentiate directly.
Our ANALOG COMPUTERS course lists sources of materials,
parts, theory and
practical instructions, plus wiring diagrams and schematics for
adding, multiplying, integrating and differentiating specific experiments, give practice
in calculating scale factors, choice'of time scales, machine equation and block
diagrams, phase inverting amplifiers, use of parallel imputs, solution of simple
differential equation. We show you how you can build computers at home.
Texts discuss theory and design of computer elements, network and operational
amplifiers, multiplication and function generation. This is your best and only
comprehensive introduction to ANALOG COMPUTERS. Each course is a complete introduction to the subject with all necessary instructional material and parts. Course. Manuals
C4 $28.00
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diagram for a
imple integrating circuit.
Block

RADAR

ROBOTS

Theoretical (Part 1) and practical (Part
2) course in operation and maintenance.
Equivalent of Navy course for technicians
suitable for civilian maintenance crews.
Including Texts: Course P3C -Parts
and 2 together $45.00; Part
LU
1- $28.00 or Part 2

Construction and maintenance: DEVELOPS the basic concepts of Robotry. Explores history of Robots, early designs
and models plans of some true Robots
Robot Turtle
Robot Squirrel
Robot
Mouse. Detail plans and step by step instructions for building Robot Turtle -Ex-

COLOR TV

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Construction operation, testing -acoustic
theory-exceptionally entertaining pas-

1

$28.00

The principles behind color TV are clearly described together with repair

pro-

cedures. The course covers basic ideas in
black and white, explaining a variety of
circuits then proceeds to show how color
systems have grown out of previous techniques. Including Texts:
Course P3A
00

$28

ACOUSTICS
For HI -FI fans! Treat yourself to a proper theoretical background of hi fidelity
systems-course covers experimenting
for most desirable setups-design of your
own equipment- stereophonic effects. Course P4.
14

E=4
R
X,

.

$28.00

- -

-

periments. Lots of fun.
Course with plans, Texts PS7

LQ
$28000

time- explores theoretical requirements
for designing new devices
yourself. Course P3D

$28.00

ELECTRONIC MEMORY
COURSE
The course contains instructions for building

relay memories, magnetic core memories and
tube storage memories, with detailed descriptions of methods of storing information and
automatically giving instructions to electronic
devices. Suitable for all levels -particularly
designed for people who have some knowledge
of electronics.
Including Texts: Course Cl

$28.00
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Actual tune composed on GENIAC

COMPUTES, "REASONS"
PLAYS GAMES

BUILD IT YOURSELF in

a

GENIAL
BRAIN
ELECTRIC

few hours!

the
brain machines in just a few hours by following
Yes, you build any one of 33 exciting electric
no wiring
a thrilling booklet! No soldering required .
clear -cut, step -by -step directions given inbrain
kit
that
machine -not a toy. The only logic machine
beyond your skill! GENIAC is a genuine
symbolic
basic ideas of cybernetics, Boolean algebra,
not only adds, subtracts, etc., but presents the that
even a twelve- year -old can make a machine that
construct
to
simple
So
etc.
logic, automation,
the
GENIAC,
of
circuitry
special
the
With
will fascinate people with advanced scientific training!
were never
Electric Brain Construction kit, you can compose tunes automatically. These new circuits
available before!
on one flashlight battery, and the use of
OVER 400 COMPONENTS AND PARTS. Circuits operate
you've ever
circuits one of the most fascinating things than
ingeniously designed parts makes building
you can
answers almost quicker
your
get
-and
fields
done! You set up problems in a variety of
brain against its
-and pitaidyour
-nim, tic -tac -toe, etc.
set them up! Play games with the machinewould
You
the
machine.
of
the
without
hours
you
take
logic! Solves puzzles in a few seconds that
transferred
actually see how computing and problem- solving is analyzed with algebraic solutions
directly into circuit diagrams.
1956 Model GENIAC KIT contains:
YOUR COST FOR GENIAC KIT: only $19.95 postpaid. Theintroduction
to computers. (2) "How
basic
and Machines"
(1)a complete 200 -page text, "Minds
book on basic computer design
text
illustrated
fully
to Construct Electrical Brains At Home "
for building circuits. (3) Wiring Diagram Manual. A
theory and circuits with specific instructions
you can tear out and place on your work bench for easy
special booklet with full scale diagrams that froth
experiments,
scratch, the manual adds fifteen extra
assembly. (.1) Beginners' Manual. Starting to teach
the basic symbols of electric circuits. (5) Over
thoroughly tested using GENIAC components
and
parts.
100 components
So-mail the coupon for your GENIAC today! Your money back if not delighted!
.

-a

-a

Some Firms and Institutions that have ordered GENIAC:
Lus Angeles
General Insurance
Walter V. Clarke
Allis-Chalmers
Public Schools
Remington-Rand

International
Business
M

Wheeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary
College

Associates
Barnard College
Westinghouse
Electric

Co. of America
Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.
Albert Einstein
Medical College

Phillips

Naval Research

Laboratories

.

Laboratories

Kansas State

K1-Only

$1

995

University
Duke University
Coral Gables
Bell Telephone
Laboratories

(Add
$2.00

(30c

W of

Miss.

Outside U. S.)

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., Dept. PE-I26, 31 Broadway, New Haven, Conn.
wish to order the courses checked below and have enclosed
ELECTRONICS
PHYSICS
Television P3A
High School Physics
Radio P3B
-PIA
10 Part
Radar- Theoretical P3CI
Part 2
Radar-Practical P3C2
College Physics
Musical Instruments P3D
Part -P2A
I

I

0
I

[[[JJJ

-'IB

in full payment of
Acoustics Hi -Fi P4
Nuclear Physics PS
Analog Computer C3

tuition.

Digital Computer C2

Memory Storage CI
Construction of Robots

PS7

I

Part

2

-P2B

am interested in the following courses and would like additional information.
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
Normal PSI
High School
School
P52
Child
Trigonometry
A College
Abnormal P53
ill Human Biology
Algebra
n Analytic
Hygiene PS4
Mental
Qualitative
p Zoology
Solid Geometryy
Aptitude Test PSS

High

Calculus
Statistics

Please send me

Name

City
December, 1956

n

Q uannic

Botan
Botany

Physical

Genetics

Organic

GENIAC Kit. $19.95 (Add

Rapid Reading PS6
Construction of Robots

PS7

80$ West of Mississippi or $2 00 Outside U. S.)

Occupation

Age
Zone

State
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BEST BUY IN HI -FI
ÇtteinmeL.

K I T S

Little Jewel

THE

MUSIC LOVERS AMPLIFIER
Featured by Life Magazine as the best buy in the
now available in Kit Form. It's easy and
fun to assemble. Power Output: 10 Watts. Freq.
Response:
DB, 20 to 20,000 CPS. With 3 inputs: Radio, Magnetic and Crystal Phono and
Microphone. Charcoal and Gold Finish. Including 5
tubes and complete instructions. Shipping Weight: 9 lbs.
L IK KIT
Net

field

...

t

20 Watt HI -FI AMPLIFIER

Single unit amplifier with built -in pre -amplifier
and all the controls. This exceptional Kit provides
separate turnover and roll off record compensators
and loudness, volume, feedback bass and treble
tone controls. Freq. Response: '0.5 DB, 15 to
30,000 CPS. Charcoal and Gold Finish. Shipping
Wt. 20 lbs. Complete with easy -tofollow instructions.
61 -PGK
Net $
See your Hi -Fi Dealer.

5950

M------®a®- --.. - - - Gromnles
If he cannot help you, write

.

-A

Division of Precision Electronics, Inc.
Dept. P -12, 9101 King Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois
Send complete Kit details.

Send
Kit.
COD ($5 enclosed).
Postpaid. (Full payment enclosed. Enclose name of Dealer. (If any.)

Name
Address

City

Zone... .State
10 -day money back guarantee on all Kits

I6

&

Jerry

(Continued from page 12)

out your 'CQ' all okay. Try something
else now."
Jerry began tapping out the dots and
dashes to ask: "Can you read this ?" And
he jumped in turn as Carl promptly came
back with the "dit- dah -dit" of "received
okay" followed by the "dah -dit -dah -dit"
that means "yes" in the code used by amateurs. In the few minutes remaining before supper, the boys found that they could
easily work each other up to about a hundred feet. Then they had to lay their new
playthings aside.
The next morning their mothers did not
have the least trouble getting them started
off for school; but oddly enough, the boys
did not walk together as they usually did.
Instead, they went down opposite sides of
the street, with faraway looks in their
eyes and their right hands working spasmodically.

IT

1

$Z495

61 -PGK

Carl

ta

WAS during the second period study
hall that they had the opportunity to
give their brainchild the acid test. As soon
as the bell had rung and everything was
quiet, Miss Dean started her gimlet -eyed
stroll through the aisles. Just as she
walked past Carl's desk, Jerry tapped out :
"What a sour-puss!" He did not need to
feel the buzzing acknowledgment against
his arm; Carl's heaving shoulders told
clearly that he had got the message.
The boys had a real picnic during the
study period sending messages back and
forth. Every boy is a lodge brother at
heart, and the fact that what they were
doing was secret and entirely unnoticed by
others in the room added tremendously to
the flavor of the accomplishment. Time
went very fast, and just before the end of
the period, the voice of the principal
boomed through the loudspeaker on the
wall announcing: "Instead of going to your
next class or study hall, all students will
proceed to the auditorium for a special
program to be presented by Professor
Karns of the psychology department of our
state university."
The boys' study room was directly across
the hall from the auditorium; consequently
Carl and Jerry were in the vanguard of
the thundering herd that surged through
the doors of the auditorium. As a result,
they were seated in the second row from
the stage when the curtains parted. A
dapper man wearing pince -nez glasses
stepped to the proscenium and said:
"Good morning, students. The program
that you will see now is going to be a
little unusual. To some of you it will be
(Continued on page 20)
Always say you saw it
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The instruction you receive and equipment you
get land keep) will start you on your way. Pay as- you -learn. You pay for only one study group
at a time. This 52 page book contains complete
information on Home Study Courses for the beginner and the advanced student.
RCA Institutes, Inc., Home Study

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A SERVICE Of RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
350 WEST FOURTH STREET NEW YORKI4, N.Y.

Name
Please Print

CHE,

Address

-City

December. 1956

PE -120

350 West Fourth Street New York 14, N. Y.
Without obligation, send me FREE CATALOG
on Home Study Courses in Rodio, Television
and Color TV. No salesman will coll.

Zone.... State
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4 AND 6 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET KITS
POCKET AND HOME RADIOS
FOR SPEAKER AND EARPHONE OPER

FIRST
BUILD
THIS

a 3- 5/16'W x 1 "D BUILT -IN ANTENNA,
REQUIRES
NO EXTERNAL ANTENNA OR GROUND!
Lafayette engineers have designed this fascinating 4- transistor
superhet receiver kit
in o unique and interesting form. It is, by itself, o
completely self -contained,

POCKET SIZE: 4-1

,ï

pocket sized personal portable set which operates a miniature
earpiece so only you
can hear; by plugging into the KT -96 kit listed below,
is instantly converted to o
full 6- transistor home radio, complete with speaker forit the
entire family to enjoy.
The set is completely subminiaturized and utilizes
the
Argonne "Poly -Vari -Con" ultra miniature 2 -gang variable new, radically different
condenser. You will be
delighted with the truly subminiature ports, from the variable
which measures only
1- 1/16" square x 5/4" deep, to the tiny I.F.'s and
electrolylics. The chassis measures
only 4" L x 3 -5/16" W x 1" D. You'll be amazed at its performance.
Circuit features use of 4 transistors (2 high frequency and 2 audio
type) plus a germanium
diode, 2 I.F. stages and built -in high gain ferrite core
and antenna. The result is
a sensitive, stable and selective set covering the entire
broadcast band. Requires no
outside antenna or ground connection. The kit is furnished
and all parts, including battery and chassis already drilledcomplete with transistors
piece and carrying case are accessory items, not supplied. and punched. The ear All
and circuit diagrams are furnished with simple, easy -to- follow necessary pictorial
instructions. Shpg.
wt., 2 lbs.
KT 94 Kit
Net 19.95
MS-311 LEATHER CARRYING CASE
Net 1.95
MS -260 Super power dynamic earpiece
Net 3.95
MS -278 Economy earpiece
Net 1.95

2- TRANSISTOR CLASS

B PUSH PULL OUTPUT
STAGE KIT WITH SPEAKER SELF -CONTAINED IN
BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CASE.
CONVERTS 4- TRANSISTOR KIT

INTO

A 6- TRANSISTOR HOME

RADIO

WITH SPEAKER

Add a completely transistorized push -pull audio stage to your 4 transistor
receiver. Complete
stage including speaker and case measures only 3" H a 249" W
a 1 %" D. Plugs right intò
4 transistor kit above.
Converts your 4 transistor set to e 6 transistor plus diodes superhet
receiver. Performance equal or .perior to commercially wired
sets selling at more than twice
the price. Kit includes 2 transistors, 2 transformers, 255"
PM speaker, pre -punched
chassis, speaker case to hold entire stage, battery, hardware,
instructions and diagrams.
Shpg. At., 1 Ib.

KT-96

Net 11.50

Basic FM -AM Tuner

having

outstanding

COMPLETELY
WIRED

specifications and de-

-

livering astonishing

AND TESTED!

performance
all at
a budget price in easily assembled kit form.

ACCURACY AND
QUALITY
GUARANTEED!

AFC DEFEAT CIRCUIT WITH FRONT PANEL CONTROL
FOSTER -SEELEY DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT

GROUNDED GRID TRIODE AMPLIFIER
20- 20,000 CPS RESPONSE
Choose this 7 tube compact high- fidelity FM -AM tuner whose
characteristic features are found in unite costing many times as
much, and whose performance is unheard of at this low price.
There are two front panel controls, a function
for AM,
FM, PHONO, TV and a tuning /AFC defeat control.control
Arm atronf FM circuit with limiter and Foster- Seeley Features
discriminator.
Simplified tuning with slide -rule dial and flywheel
counterweighted mechanism, high impedance phono input and
high
impedance audio output.
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANCE: FM 88- 108MC, AM, 530
-1650 KC. ANTENNA INPUT: FM, 300 ohms, AM Ferrite loopstick
and high
impedance external antenna. DISTORTION:
than 1% at
rated output. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: FM,Less
±
.5 db 20 to
20,000 cps, AM ± 3 db 20 to 5000 cps. SENSITIVITY:
FM, 5
UV for 30 db quieting, AM, Loop sensitivity
80 UV /meter.
SELECTIVITY, FM, 200 KC bandwidth, 6 db down;
376 KC FM
discriminator peak to peak separation,
AM,
8 KC bandwith, 6 db
down. IMAGE REJECTION, 30 db minimum. NUM LEVEL:
below 100% modulation: TUBE COMPLEMENT, 2- 60 db
12AT7,
1 -6BE6, 1 -BA6, 2 -6AU6,
1 -6AL5 plus selenium rectifier. SIZE,
65/4" high x 9%" wide x 95/z" deep (excluding
SUMPTION, 30 watts, For 110 -120V 60 cycles knobs). CONAttractive
etched copper -plated and lacquered finish. LessAC.metal
case.
Shpg. wt., 9 Iba.
KT -100
NET
34.95
ML- 10G....Metal cage for above, Shpg, wt., 3 lbs. ....
5.00

f
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FREQUENCY 120KC
to 2MCI
120KC to 120MC ON FUNDAMENTALS!
30 DAY TRIAL PERIOD! FULL REFUND IF
YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED FOR
REASON
Completely wired and tested instrument. ANY
not confuse
with kits sold in the same price range. Has Do
the
quality
and
accuracy of instruments selling for 3 to 4 times as much.
Six overlapping ranges
120KC
320KC to
1000KC, 1MC to 3.2MC, 3.2MC toto 320KC,
11MC, 11MC to
38MC, 37MC to 130MC
all
fundamentals
calibrated harmonics from 120MC to on
Switch between
internal modulation at 400 cps or260MC.
any external source at
other frequencies. 400 cps signal can be used separately.
Outputs are unmodulated RF, modulated RF and 400 cps
audio. RF output is in excess of 100,000 micro volts.
Jacks are provided for high or low RF output.
Highly stable special circuit design. Fine adjust RF control. AF output 2 -3 volts, input 4 volts, across 1 megohm.
5 inch etched dial plate
protected by
plastic bezel.
Common AF terminals for EXT -MOD clear
input and INT -AF
output eliminates need for special connectors.
Gray metal
case
carrying handle
complete with leads, line cord
and plug. For 105 -126V, 60 -60 cycle A.C. Shpg,
wt.,
8 lbs.
Signal Generator
LSO-10
22.50

-

-

-

-

-

-

100 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK, N.Y.

U

AMA

LibertÑAve

PLAINFIELD, N. 1., 139 W. Second St.
BRONX SI, N. Y.,
542 E. Fordham Rd.

BOSTON
NEWARK

Include postage with order.
Always say you saw it

10,
1,

MASS.,
N.
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ELECTRONICS

Racked with the largest selection of Electronic, Rodio and
TV Ports, and equipment. PA. Hi -Fi systems, tubes, antennas, Transistor Kits, ports and components, Test Equipw build your own kits, tools, books, Microscope,
ment, new
draftingequipment, Binocular.. Telescopes, All Radio, TV
For the
ALL AT GREAT SAVINGS
and Ham supplies

-

-

economy minded servicemen, dealer. engineer and technician. CHUCK FULL Of BUYS! SEND FOR YOUR FREE
COPY TO-DAY.

3 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET POCKET RADIO KIT

3 TRANSISTOR HI -FI
PREAMPLIFIER KIT
New Lafayette Hi -Ft Presto Kit using

A TRUE POCKET SUPERMET RECEIVER-NO

ANTENNA'

A remarkable sensitive, super -selective
pocket -uperhet receiver with astonishing performance over the complete broadcast band. Uses 2 high -frequency and
one audio transistor plus efficient diode
detector and features 2 specially matched
IF transformers for maximum power
transfer. The components are housed In
a professional looking beige plastic case.
The receiver's appearance enhanced by attractive maroon and silver
station dial. Sensitive built -in ferrite antenna eliminates need for
external antenna. A designer's dream in a tress pocket superhet
receiver! Complete with all parts, transistors battery, case, dial
and easy to follow step-by -step instructions. 4Vs "x2 %"z1- 1/16 ".
Shpg. wt, 1 lb.
Not 16.95
K.MIf, -Complete Kit, less earphone
Net 3,95
MS -260 -Super Power Dynamic Earphone

new GE 2N190 quality audio transistors.

Separate Volume, Bass and Treble controls. Frequency response 20. 20,000 cps.
Three phono and microphone. Provides
low- noice, stable preamplification without hum and mlcrophonics. Complete with all parts transistors,
pre -punched chassis, battery and detailed step-by-step instructions.
Size 41/2"

x 33iá" x 1t/a

". Shpg. wt.,

2

lbs.

Net

KT- 117 -Complete Kit

18.45

5 TRANSISTOR

PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER KIT
34 WATT, CLASS B.
PUSH -PULL OUTPUT
CRYSTAL AND, MAGNETIC INPUT
SEPARATE BASS AND
TREBLE CONTROLS

AND 2 TRANSISTOR POCKET
RADIO KITS

1

New 5 transistor audio amplifier
for phonos- microphones-tunersetc. Excellent for the experimenany one desiring
student

ter-

E

-or

a good transistorized amplifier.
Uses new G.E. 2N189 and 2N186Á transistor, Inverse feed back
for reduction of distortion. Transformer coupled driver and output
stages. Complete with punched chassie, knobs, transistors, all
parts and detailed instructions and diagrams.
Net 22.95
KT- 104 -3.2 ohm output
Net 22.95
KT105 -8 ohm output

TRANSISTOR CODE PRACTICE
OSCILLATOR KIT

,

,

For those interested in mastering the international code, an audio tone oscillator is
essential. The circuit of thin transistorized
feedback oscillator has the aimpiisity of the
neon glow, the signal strength of the vac uum tube, and requires only two penllte
cells for weeks of service. It may be used
for solo practice, or two may send and receive with the same unit. Kit comes complete with Transistor, Telegraph Key, Hestators Condensers. Masonite Board, etc..
and Schematic Diagram.
Net 2.99
KT-72
Net 1.1
Cannon Eel- Single Headset

2 TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT

Packed into a 21/a "xe1/2"xI t/a" plastic case
This Two Transistor' plus crystal diode radio
kit offers many surprises. utilizing regenerative detector circuit with transformer coupled
and excelaudio stage, gives You high gainstations
wits
lent selectivity. Pulls In distant
ease with more than ample earphone volume.
Kit comes complete with two transistors
transistor
Argonne
crystal diode. loopstick.
plasaudio transformer. resistors, condensers,
tic case, etc. Including schematic and
structions.
KT-118A Complete Kit less earphones.
10.95
Net
MS -200 New Super Power Dynamic
Earphone. Ideal for Transistor
Circuit Imp. 8000 ohm, D.C. 3 95
200. ohm

.

NEW POCKET

AC -DC

-

AC & DC

Not a kit
with a sensitivity of 2000
ohms per volt on both AC and DC. Single delector switch. 3" 180 amp. meter. Scales:
DC Volts: 0 -10 -50 -500 -1000; AC Volts:
0- 10- 50- 500 -1000; Ohms: 0.10K, 0 -1 Meg;
DC Current: 500 us and 500 ma; Decibel:
-20
to +22, +20 to 36; Capacity: 250 mmf
to .2 mfd and .005 to 1 mfd. Heavy plastic
panel, metal bottom. 41/e" x 31/2" x is/ec'.
With batteries and test leads. Shpg. wt. fibs.
8.95
RW-27A

Completely wired

Accurate VOM

December,

1951i

TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT -KT -97
IDEAL

ADVANCEMENT TO 2 TRANSISTOR
Ideal, low -cost transistor pocket radio kit.
Super -selective ferrite loop antenna permits
good reception up to 50 mile radius with
approx. 50 ft. antenna and good ground.
Provisions for advancement to 2 transistor
receiver. Complete Kit with simple detailed instructions. 3 %" z 2 %" z 1 ". Shpg.
wt., 1 lb.
K T-97- Complete. lesa earphones.. Net 4.50
TWO TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT-KT -98
Contains all KT -97 components plus additional A -C coupled transistor stage for increased sensitivity and output. Complete with
inetructi ins, Shpg, wt.. 1 lb.
Net 5,95
KT -98 -Complete 2 Transistor Kit, less earphone
Net 1.40
MS- III -Crystal earphone for KT-97 and ET-98
Net 3.95
M5.260 -Super power dynamic earphone
20,000 OHM PER VOLT MULTITESTER SEMI KIT
A new kind of kit -the difficult work is already
done -you wire in only a few multipliers and
mount the battery holder to complete the unit.
A fine high sensitivity (20,000 ohms per volt DC
-5000 ohms per volt AC) instrument employing
s 3" 40 microamp movement. Has 4 DC voltage,
4 AC voltage. 2 DC current. 3 resistance and 2
db ranges. Complete with test leads and detailed instructions. Size 3%" x 4%" x I5ú ". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Net 11.95
KT -20 -Kit

ri
a

DEPT

VOM MULTITESTER

2,000 ohm per Volt on

EXTERNAL

NO EXTERNAL GROUND!

I

K

'

Rau°

165 -08 Liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33; N. Y.
SEND FREE

CATALOG

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY----- - - - - -ZONE

- --

STATE-

-
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page

He walked awkwardly up the steps to the
stage and faced the professor.
"Don't look so frightened," the professor
said jovially. "This is not going to hurt a
bit. You are familiar with the names of a
deck of playing cards ?"
"Yes," Carl said in a small hoarse voice.
"Fine! I want you to stand right here at
the front of the stage facing the audience.
On the elevated screen at the back of the
stage I'll show a card at a time with this
projector. As each card shows on the
screen, I want all of the students to concentrate on its name and suit as hard as
they can for five full seconds. At the end
of that time I shall strike this little bell,
and I want you to name the first card that
comes into your mind. For example, you
may say, 'Ace of diamonds,' or 'Nine of
clubs,' or whatever card is in your mind at
the second you hear the bell. What we
shall be trying to do is to transfer the
knowledge of the card directly from the
mind of the audience to your mind. A
young lady back in the wings -she is too
pretty to have on the stage because she
would distract attention from the experiment -will keep a careful record of each
card shown and the cards you name.
"But let me warn the audience not to
expect too many correct identifications.
The odds against your correctly naming

16)

quite interesting. Others will find it dull.
What you think of it does not really matter. You are going to be permitted to take
part in an experiment in what is known as
'Extra Sensory Perception.' There is a
growing belief in some quarters that a certain amount of information can be transferred from one mind to another without
the aid of any of the usual senses. To check
the validity of this belief, our psychology
department is conducting experiments,
such as the one in which you are about to
participate, at various high schools and
keeping a careful record of the results.
Out of these experiments, we hope to arrive at some definite conclusions as to
whether there actually is such a thing as
`ESP' or not.
"To go on with the experiment, I shall
need an assistant. Experience has taught
me that it is useless to call for volunteers
from a high school group; so I'll draft one
of you. Let me see now. The tall young
man wearing glasses in the second row
looks like a bright chap. Will you please
come up here, young man ?"

HANDS

on all sides, even those of his
buddy, boosted a reluctant Carl to
his feet and shoved him out into the aisle.

l

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN
/

r

HI -FI SPEAKER CABINET
Take your choice of seven KD
speaker cabinets priced from $26 to $118. You save as
much as 50% when you do it yourself. Kits contain
everything you need -pre -cut, partly -assembled parts,
screws, glue, and easy -to -follow instructions.
If you prefer, buy just the illustrated instruction
book, get materials from local suppliers. Instruction
books, 75c to $1.50.
Give your Electro -Voice speaker cabinet a fine furniture finish. Finishing kits, $5. Decorative Metal Trim
kits from $4.80.
It's easy and economical.

Aristocrat
Assemble Your Electra -Yoke Speaker System Step -by -Step

Practical Electro -Voice Building Block plan
lets you start with an E -V coaxial loudspeaker, add matched, compatible components

whenever your budget permits.

:...ÿ,,:.._...,;.

Hear the difference in
speakers. Dial the E -V

Systems Selector at your
E -V Dealer's, hear the

improvement each
matched component
makes as you build from a
single speaker to a multi -

speaker Electro -Voice
high- fidelity system.

20
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WRITE FOR BULLETIN E612

glectayc,

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U. S. A. Cables: ARLAB
Canada: E-V of Canada Ltd, 1903 Avenue Road, Teroree,

Export:
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INTERESTED IN

Electronics -TV -Radio
How Can
CARL E. SMITH,
E.E., President

IS THE

MY PASSPORT TO FUTURE SECURITY
GET THESE FREE
:LEVELAND

NSTITUTE

FCC?

ample
FCC

It's amazing what the future holds for you
in this modern world of electronics. Let me
send you the entire story -FREE!
How to pass the FCC Exam
A Sample FCC lesson
Money- making FCC License Information
I can train you to pass the Valuable FCC
exam in a minimum of time if you have any
practical experience and a fair knowledge
of mathematics.
CARL E. SMITH, E.E., President

Walter Eggers. Pacific Grove
West Salem. Ohio

Harold Phipps. LaPorte, Indiana
John J. Johnson, Boise City, Okla
James Faint, Johnstown, Pa

FOR A LIFETIME

PROFESSION

Making

FCC License

Information

klartia.gt;

Where to apply to take FCC Examinations.
Scope of knowledge required.
Necessary FCC exam preparation.
4 Positive knowledge check.
And additional data of great value.
1

2
3

YOUR GUARANTEE

License
1st Class
2nd Class
1st Class
2nd Class

Time
12 Weeks
10 Weeks
28 Weeks
12 Weeks

1st Class

26 Weeks

-

If you fail to pass your Commercial
License exam after completing our
course, we guarantee to continue your
training without additional cost of
any kind until you successfully obtain
your Commercial License.

AND THOUSANDS MORE!

START BUILDING

esson

Money

These Three Booklets Tell You

JOIN the LIST of SUCCESSFUL
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
Paul Reichert,

Get a Valuable

FCC COMMERCIALLICENSE?

then you will want to know

vr
WHAT

I

Employers make job offers every month!
Your FCC ticket is recognized by most employers in
the Electronics field as proof of
your technical ability.
Pave the way for Your Share of
the better things in life.
Member National

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics

Home Study Council

Desk PE -16, 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics.
I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below:
Amateur Radio
Military
Radio-TV Servicing
Il Broadcasting
Home Experimenting
Manufacturing

Telephone Company
Other

In what kind of work are you now engaged9
In what branch of Electronics are you interested"
Name

City
December, 1956

Age

Address

Zone
State
Special Tuition Rates to Members of Armed Forces

a
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 20)

world of

A

HOW-TO-DO-IT-WITH

TRANSISTORS
information

RtHEpN

even one card are tremendous, and it is
against these mathematical odds that we
are competing. If you can better the law of
probability by just a little, it will be sig-

nificant."

TERRY was watching Carl closely, and
he saw the latter's mouth draw into a
straight line that meant he was not taking
at all kindly to the glib man beside him.
Jerry did not like him either':' He sounded
too much as if he were trying to be "cute,"
as though he were talking down to his
youthful audience.
The lights were lowered, and suddenly a
huge queen of spades appeared on the
screen above and behind Carl. With a sudden inspiration, Jerry squeezed the little
brass contacts already held in the moist
palm of his hand to spell out "QS." As he
finished the last dot, the bell tinkled and
Carl promptly said in a loud voice "Queen
of spades!"
"An astounding, auspicious beginning!"
the professor exclaimed. "Let's try another."
He flashed the seven of hearts on the
screen. Jerry immediately tapped out
"7H," and Carl called out "Seven of
hearts!" the instant he heard the sound of
the bell.
"This places too much ,of a strain on coincidence," the dapper man said in a suspicious, harried voice. "Maybe you can see
some reflection of the screen, or perhaps
some smart aleck in the audience is sig:

íF
for only

:

504

- -

Complete information
illustrations, wiring diagrams, parts lists
for making
transistorized timers, receivers, oscillators,
geiger counters, metal locators and many
other practical and useful circuits. Available
at your Raytheon Tube Suppliers or send
50¢ to Department P7.
RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS
ONLY

99

New low price puts transistors
within anyone's reach. Available
only

through your Raytheon Tube

Supplier.

f::relhvwe in

f hrlfonic.

RAYTHEON MFG. CO.

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts
22

. . The scientist flashed card after card on the
.
screen, and Carl called off each one correctly
.

Always say you saw it
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS
/4040t04 fi4ede-ri

TELERAMA

ALL

8

BRANCHES OF

TELEISIN.
IN

ONE

[LECTRONICS

DYNAMIC, MODERN SHOP METHOD,
HOME TRAINING COURSE
R<al.lrahon

Another great advance in HOME STUDY TRAINING. Let National
Schools, of Los Angeles, a practical Technical Resident Trade School
for over 50 years, train you at home by Shop -Method, for today's
unlimited opportunities in ALL 8 BRANCHES of the Television, Electronics, Radio Industry.
Chec, all you receive in One Master

YOU DO MANY PRACTICAL JOBS.

Course at One Low Tuition
1. Television
Including Color TV
2. Radio
FM and AM
3. Industrial Electronics
4. Sound Recording and Hi- Fidelity
5. Preparation for FCC License
6. Automation
7. Radar and Sonar
8. Communications

You do servicing, circuit analysis and

- -

ALL OF THIS MODERN, NEWEST,
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT IS YOURS TO KEEN

a modem TV set, including
large screen Picture Tube.
Parts to bold a powerful Soperhet Re.
ceiver, standard broadcast and short wave.
Parts to conduct many experiments and
build Continuity Checker, RF Oscillator,
TV Circuits, Audio Oscillator, TRF Re-

Parts to Build

ceiver, Signal Generator.
Professional Multitester
These area MUST for all technicians.

RADIO

uGiMed Iv,

L. I. ROSENKRANZ
ProAIdnt of NATIONAL SCHOOLS
This Master -ShopMethod course

is

com-

pletely up -to -date

Here in Los Angeles,
the TV and Electron'' ics center of the world
we are able to keep in
constant touch with the

industries' latest de-

many other down -to -earth experiments. You build a modern TV set
from the ground up ... with equipment
kits we give you, including a new large
screen picture tube and professional
Multitester, at no additional charge.

velopments. As a stud t, you will quickly
in your spare
vaster all phases at home .
time Your earning power will grow with
every lesson. Just as thousands of National
Schools graduates do every day, you can
handle servicing, manufacturing, repairing,
hundreds of other jobs, or make good money
in your own business. SECURE YOUR
FUTURE -NOW SEND COUPON BELOW.

Many of our
students earn their entire tuition and
more in Spare Time jobs we show
them how to do while learning. YOU
GET GRADUATE ADVISORY SERVICE, TOO.
EARN AS YOU LEARNt

p t 0 KEES

IN THESE MODERN TV STUDIOS, SHOPS AND
LABORATORIES, your Shop Method Home

Study Course was developed by experienced instructors and engineers. What
an advantage that is to you at hone
each lesson is tested, proved, easy to
understand. You can master the most opto -date projects, such as color TV set
even prepare
'repair, printed circuits
for F.C.C. License and industrial elec.
tronies without taking a special course.
TAKE YOUR FIRST STEP NOW TO
A TOP-PAY JOB IN TV, ELECTRON ICS, RADIO. SEND COUPON BELOW
TODAY.

-

APPROVED

FOR
VETERANS

AND

tk,It.

,f!irlll,

NON -VETERANS

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
4000

ti

h1

t MEER

5 FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF
187 N. LA SALLE ST. , CHICAGO I, ILL

IN CANADA. 811 W.

Hastings St., Vancouver,

B. C.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905
Los Angeles, California

SERVICE-MAIL NOW TO OFFICE NEAREST TOY!'
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. R2G -126
x000 S. FIGUEROA ST.
187N LA SALLE ST.
CHICAGO 1, ILL.
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. OR
I ,,sis
free TV- Rarlin "Oppartnnity" Book and 0. n - 1
GET FAST

,

FREE!
illustrated "CAREER"
BOOK in TV, Radio, Electronics. AND actuol Sample
lesson -yourc of no cost, no

I,Ie

Fully

obligation

SEND COUPON

NOW- TODAYI

1

tesson.

No

salesman will call.
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.j

AI:i I.'RLS'i
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7I NF..... STATE.....
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 22)
W

naling you in some fashion. Would you
mind letting me blindfold you ?"
"Go right ahead," Carl said in return.

Ir

ge

o

High Frequency
Model GT5F
List Price $8.75

o
ai
o

NEW
SPEAKER
MODELS
WITH A
FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
FOR EVERY

Mid Range
Model GM81
List Price $13.80

APPLICATION
MID RANGE
Woofer

EXTENDED

Model 015P
List Price $42.65

TWEETER

WOOFER

COAXIAL

Coaxial

Model G12J3
List Price $39.75

FABULOUS "G" SERIES
SOUND REPRODUCERS

Are ideal for
single or multiple

installations,

additions
or for
bi- naural applications. Their fabulous features of superb range, response
and overall perfection of performanceand unbelievable low price-makes Utah's
new "G" series your best buy in Hi Fi.
The incomparable, precision combination of
molded, seamless cones permanently
welded with indestructable adhesive
to rugged, 8 oz. voice coils
powered by oriented grain Write
for
Alnico V magnets, assures complete
you of full power han- Faéaleut;
"G" Catalog
dling capacities.
in Hi

Fi

systems

and
techniçai

folder.

the FABULOUS "G"
at your dealers today.
See

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CORP.
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
Export Dept. Rocke International, N. Y.
24
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AFTER A MOMENT of indecision, the
scientist won over the fashion plate,
and the professor removed the handkerchief that was peeping meticulously from
his breast pocket and securely blindfolded
Carl. Then he went back to his projector
and flashed the jack of spades on the
screen. Carl easily translated the dots and
dashes of "JS" buzzing against his arm
into the name of the card. Desperately,
the scientist flashed card after card on the
screen, and Carl called off each one correctly.
By this time the professor was so disturbed and puzzled that he had forgotten
all about his appearance. Frantic fingers
run through his hair had left it tousled.
He tugged at his shirt collar as he walked
slowly around Carl, looking at him with
deep, incredulous interest.
"I just can't believe it!" he muttered.
"One- hundred -percent correct identification! Young man, can you explain how you
perform this feat ?"
"I just did what you told me to do," Carl
said blandly. "I simply called out the card
that was in my mind when the bell sounded. Guess it must be a kind of telepathy,
or something."
"'Or something' is right," Professor
Karns fervently agreed. "I must take you
down to the university with me and give a
demonstration of your phenomenal ability
to my colleagues."
"Aw, I don't think I could do that," Carl
objected, as he started backing toward the
steps leading down from the stage. "I don't
like to mess around with this sort of thing.
Makes me feel kind of creepy."
"But you owe it to science!" the professor argued. "If we can repeat this experiment, my account of it will appear in every
scientific journal in the world."
"I'll think about it," Carl said, hastily
going down the steps.
THE ASSEMBLY was dismissed, and as
Carl and Jerry walked along the hall
Jerry whispered:
"That was a lot of fun, but it certainly
means that we'll not dare wear these contraptions to school again. And don't ever
breathe a word about them. If it is ever
found out how we helped ESP, you and I
are going to be the guests of honor at the
darndest tar-and -feathering party you ever
saw; and I can just see Professor Karns
ladling out the hot tar right now!" -r
Always say you saw it
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Join the Thousands of Central- Trained Technicians
Now Enjoying
CAREERS in ...

HIGH -PAY

411

t.

*,,..
°;,:

'5'

.

,..-

ra

,r

Outstanding Employment
Opportunities Open to
Central Graduates!

How Central's "Progressive Plan"
Will Pay Off for YOU!
Central's complete, accredited training is designed to get you the technical job you want
in the shortest possible time! Through
Central's "Progressive Plan" of study, as you
complete each phase of training your earning
capacity goes higher! How far "up the ladder"
you want to go is entirely up to you. A few
short weeks of training prepares you for certain basic jobs. Then, with every additional
phase of training you complete, you qualify
for more advanced types of positions that
command higher salaries. You can settle for
any of a wide variety of well-paid, worthwhile
jobs along the line ... or you can use Central's
complete training to advance right up to the

Nc matter what you're doing now . . whether
you've ever had previous technical experience or
not, you can begin right now to prepare for a
great career in these fascinating, rewarding fields!
.

Capitalize on the fact that Central's nationally
recognized, proven training methods, top instructors and long record of educational achievement
hare put Central- trained men in high demand
throughout America!
that Central's graduates
are periodically interviewed and employed by
many of the Country's foremost industrial giants
and leading employers of electronics specialists.
Hundreds of radio and TV stations look to Central
as a reliable source for competent, thoroughly
and the nation's major
trained technicians
airlines and aircraft manufacturers have hired
hu-rdreds of Central- trained technicians for important communications and electronics positions.

...

top -level, top -pay positions! Don't limit yourself! Get he facts on Central's complete training. Mail the coupon today!

...

3 Proven Training Plans

I

VETERANS

YOUR FUTURE

-

IN

(with 9 kits of equipment)
Qualifies you for diploma, FCC license exam, and a variety
of electronics jobs (or transfer into advanced resident
1. PIOME STUDY COURSE

training).

(with 9 kits of equipment) -Home study, followed by short period of resident
training. Qualifies you for diploma, FCC license exam, and
a wide variety of positions (or continue with advanced resident tiàining). An ECPD-accredited engineering technician
program.
2. HOME STUDY- RESIDENT COURSE

3. FULL RESIDENT COURSE-Qualifies

you for Associate of
Science (A.S.) degree and top -pay employment opportunities
as Electronics Engineering Technician. An ECPD-accredited
eng neering technician program. Part-time employment
opportunities available for students while training.

December, 1956

Central offers courses
approved under G. I. Bill

ELECTRONICS
I

CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
1644 Wyandotte St.
Kansas City 8,. Missouri
Tell me more about how you can

Dept. A-126

qualify

me

for

a

high

pay Electronics career.
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LETTERS

of your readers give the exact frequency of NLK
that can also be heard around 20 kc.?
JAMES V. HAGEN
Glen Rock, N. J.

More Mystery C.W. Stations

Found: Parabolic Dishes
In answer to the letter in your November
issue, I think that Electronicraft, Inc., Bronxville
S, N. Y., has some paraboloids available. These
range in diameter from 17 to 43 inches and could
probably be used to duplicate the Carl and Jerry
experiments in the May 1956 issue. I have no
information on prices, so suggest writing directly
to Howard Sevanties at the above address.
R. CAMPBELL

Morristown, N. J.

Speak -O -Phone Needle Wanted
I am in quest of information as to where I can
obtain a Speak -O -Phone fiber needle. This is a
personal phonograph that was made under Patent
No. 1421045.
M. G. JACOBSEN
Walla Walla, Wash.

More Comments on L.W. DX
Thanks for the interesting article on long -wave
DX in the October issue. It sure provided me
with much needed information. By the way, I
find that NSS operates around 20 kc. and 165 kc.
in addition to the channel on 121.95 kc. Can any

I have heard a station using the call SRF sent
in code on the broadcast band for over a year.
Perhaps others have heard it and can give me an

explanation.
V. LTNGBLOOM
Elsie, Nebr.

This may sound like a second OAB -since I
hear a station signing SRF on the lower edge of
the broadcast band. I am using a Hallicrafters
S -40 and think that the SRF call is sent at about
three words a minute.
ROBERT L. COOKE.
San Jose, Calif.
Titis appears to be another one of those aircraft beacons operating around 530 kc. Must
broadcast receivers will pick up these signals if
tuned to the lowest possible part of the dial
(speaking in kilocycle's). Does anyone have information on the location of SRF?

"After Class" Format Approved
I feel that the information I get from After
Class articles greatly increases my over -all knowledge of general electronics. I would like to see

Available only in the

BROADCAST FIDELITY FINGERTIP SIZE!

.

ALTEC

tS
MICROPHONE

In any sound installation where compact
size and highest quality are important,
the first choice is Altec's M -20 "Lipstik"
Microphone System. The proven quality
of this system has won wide acceptance
for laboratory acoustical measurement
as well as for critical medical and scientific
uses. Mounted in a rugged case no
larger than a lipstik, the Altec "Lipstik"
is the smallest quality microphone on
the market.
IO TO 15,000 CPS FREQUENCY RESPONSE

-1/8" LONG, 0.6' DIAMETER
MICROPHONE, BASE, CABLE, AND CONNECTOR WEIGH
ONLY 5 OUNCES
PRINTED CIRCUIT BETWEEN TUBE SOCKET AND
MICROPHONE CORD TO MINIMIZE WIRING AND
FACILITATE TUBE REPLACEMENT
OMNIDIRECTIONAL, IDEAL FOR TELEVISION BROADCAST,
INTERVIEWS
M -20 SYSTEM INCLUDES MICROPHONE HOLDER,
POCKET CLIP, AND POWER SUPPLY
3

A SOUND REPUTATION SECOND TO NONE

Dept.

12 -P

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.
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AS A MAN OF MECHANICAL ABILITY
YOU CAN TRAIN IN YOUR SKILL...
ADVANCE IN YOUR GRADE...
DOING WORK THAT YOU LIKE...
WHILE PREPARING FOR YOUR FUTURE
IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE!
M-66-PE

You go places

faster
in the

U. S. AIR FORCE

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD and mail to
Airman Recruiting Information Branch
Box 2202, Wright. Patterson AFB, Ohio
Please send more information on my opportunities for
enlisting in the U.S. Air Force. I am between the ages
of 17 -34 and reside in U.S.A. or possessions.
Name

City
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POPULAR

SAMS BOOKS

EXPERIMENTER

AMATEUR

FOR THE

TECHNICIAN

(Continued from page 26)

more material on computers and automation with
details of circuitry.
JOHN N. LANDON, ET1
N. Hollywood, Calif.
Please accept my congratulations. Few publishers allow space today for items that could possibly be evaluated as only experime>}tal material.
Is there anything more on electrets (August issue,
page 85) ?
BOB ERB

Columbus, Ohio
This is my vote for After Class. The "different"
material is enjoyable. Please keep the quiz since it
is a good test on basic theory retention.
BOB FULLER, W9CJT
Indianapolis, Ind.

Attenuators, Equalizers and Filters. Describes
the design, application and theory of operation
of every type of Attenuator, Equalizer and
Wave -Filter used in audio, recording and reproducing systems, both professional and home $2.75
type. 176 pages; 5% x 8' z° .....
Library-bound deluxe edition......
$4.00

Find your new After Class feature material extremely interesting.

Transistors. The first complete, practical book
on Transistors and their application in TV-

A. D. CRAIG

Radio- Electronics. Explains theory, circuitry,
installation, testing techniques and servicing.
$1.50
100 pages; 5% x 8',2 "; illustrated

Detroit, Mich.
Think your After Class section is really stepping out into very interesting fields. I am also
interested in printed circuits, so add my vote for
more material along those lines.
J. E. AULD
Miami, Fla.

Want to Be a Ham. Shows you how to
get your license and acquire equipment. Covers: Conquering the Code, Getting Your Ticket,
Going on the Air, etc. 196 pages; 51A x 8h';
.. $2.50
illustrated
So You

Li

Complete course covers
theory, definitions, components. Includes sec tion on actual projects that translate theory
into practice. 248 pages; 8I- x 11'; illustrated
$3.00
Basic Radio Manual.

Magnetizer Works Fine
I built the magnetizer- demagnetizer on page 57
of the August 1956 issue, and came to the conclusion that it works -though I found it necessary to make some parts substitutions. By the

Basic TV Manual. Covers all phases of TV set
operation and design from picture tube to antenna. Includes project section demonstrating
theory in action. 312 pages; 81% x 11 "; illus-

$5.00

trated

Atomic Radiation, Detection and Measurement.
Helps you understand nuclear science and its
applications. Covers circuitry and operation
of all types of detection devices. 200 pages;
$3.00
5% x 81/i°
Electronic Metal Locators. Explains how Metal
Locators operate, describes commercial types,
shows how to build locators. Describes uses in
industry, for prospecting and for mine detection. Complete coverage of the subject. 124
$2.30
pages; 5 x 8 }z°; fully illustrated
Radio Receiver Servicing. Covers all basic receiver types -gives time- saving hints for solying common troubles, such as dead set, weak
x 8! ";
set, noisy set, etc. 192 pages; 5

$2.50

illustrated

Tape Recorders. Explains recorder theory, tape
characteristics, how recorders work; covers

motorboard mechanism, drive motors, volume
indicators, bias oscillators, amplifiers, magnetic heads, equalization circuits. 176 pages;
$2.75
5% x 8IT; illustrated
1111.111

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.MAMMI

B. KININGHA bI

Order from any Radio & TV Supplier -Wholesaler, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 14_M6,
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.
Send books checked above. My (check) (money order)
for $
is enclosed.
Name
Address

City

L
28

Zone.... State
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

way, some catalogs show the Stancor FC -l0 as
the focus coil used in the RCA model 630TS TV
sets. I guess this was the replacement number.
Springfield, Ill.

Printed Circuits-More! More!

!
I

This is an enthusiastic reaction to the mention
in your September issue of the possibility of continuing the series on printed circuits.
GARRY GLASGOW

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Fine, Garry. Any more votes?
Always say you saw t
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0.1

.

1.5

V
MODEL 310
CLO

5u51
BECINYINC
or

an old hand
It's
ESSENTIAL

Model 310

MIGHTY MITE
the only complete miniature
V -O

-M (AC -DC)
only ,29.50 net

for everyone who

builds or repairs
radios, hi -fi,

television,

The same valuable tool professionals use for:
current measurements ... voltage measresistance measurements
urements
checking circuit continuity
checking for defective components
(shorted condensers, open resistors, etc.)
both before and after installation
checking for shorts or opens in wiring
Tells all about everything electrical and electronic -all essential ranges.
20,000 ohms per volt. D.C.
5,000 ohms per volt. A.C.
A complete professional tester you won't be
afraid to use. This book shows every simple
easy step you need to use
.

inter -corn,
house -wiring
systems,

appliances, etc.
-4

.

.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Bluffton, Ohio

Docombor, 1956
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Complote training
By CARL KOHLER

FOR BETTER RADIO -TV SERVICE JOBS

Zole,110^
ßoa'1(a(lß(ptl!pN

t(tppD

ONLY

$12
for the complete
2- volume
course

3 MONTHS TO PAY

Let these two great new Chirardi training hooks teach you
to handle all types of AM, FM and TV service jobs by approved
professional methods -and watch your efficiency and earnings

soar!

Each book is brand new. Each contains the latest data on
the latest methods and equipment-NOT a re -hash of old, out of -date material. Each is co- authored by A. A. Ghirardi whose
famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and MODERN RADIO SERVICING were, for 20 years, more widely used for military, school
and hume study training than any other books of their typel

THE NEW

Ghirardi

RADIO -TV SERVICE LIBRARY
Almost I:, sl pat'v.

,nd over AII(, clear illi:+tr.,tini.. _how step-byphase of tronhlc,hoocino ei,d nirvicing.

h.oIle every

step how to

-Radio and Television Receiver

1

TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR
A complete guide
to profitable professional methods. For the
beginner, it is a comprehensive training course. For the experienced
serviceman, it Is a quick way to "brush up" on specific jobs, to
develop improved techniques or to find fast answers to puzzling
service problems. Includes invaluable 'step-by-stop'
vice charts.
820 pages. 917 illus., price $lì.75 separately, (Outside s U.S.A. $7.251

2 -Radio

and Television Receiver

CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION
This 609 -page volume is tiie ideal guide for s
who realit pays to know what really makes minders P1 radio -TV receivers
and why. Gives a
mplete understanding of basic circuits
circuit variations: how c to recognize them at a glance: how to
eliminate guesswork and useless testing in servicing them. 417 illus.
Price separately $6.50 (outside U.S.A. $7.00).

"tick"
and

New low price

... you save $1.25

if broken into lesson form and sent to you
you'd
regard these two great hooks as a bargain at $50 or more!e
Under this new
w offer, you save $1.25 [n the price of the two
hooks-and have the privilege of paying In easy nstallments while
you use them! No lessons In wait for. You learn t fast-and right!

- - - STUDY

10 DAYS FREE!-

-

Dept. PE -126, RINEHART & co.. Inn.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. V,
Send lxoks below for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION. In Ill
days, I will either remit price indicated or return books postpaid undo a you nothing.
Radio & TA' CIRCUITRY & OPERATION (Dice $6.501
Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING á REPAIR (Price

$0.75 separately,
Check here for MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION OFFER
.
Save $1.25.
Send both of above big books at
special price of only $12.00 for the two. ,Regular price
$13.25
yo
a $1.251.
Payable at rate of $3 after
10 days if you decide to keep hooks and $3 a month for 3
months until the total of $12 has been paid.
.

Name
Address

City, Zone, State
Outside U.S.A. -$7.25 for TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR;
$7.00 for CIRCUITRY & OPERATION: $13.00 for both hooks.
Cash with order, but money refunded If you return books in

L10 days,
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SYNCHRO
Motor and

Freq. Crystals

Generator

Brand New

only

12 V.

$4.95
Per Pair
Simply connect
like stator wires
of e a c h u n i t

(marked with S
on unit) and rotor

1

wires (marked

with R on unit in aeries with 110 V.
60 cycle current, you have an electrical equivalent of a flex. shaft without
usual limit to length, backlash error,
and friction. Ideal for your beam direction indicators, wind direction indicators,
antenna rotation, etc. Popular size 5
(file" long 31/2" dia.). Units orig. made
for 400 cycle but operate intermittently
on 60 cycle when connected in .series as
above. Ship. wt. 12 lbs. per pair.
Price
$4.95
per pair
Regular 60 cycle units, per pair. .$9.95
r

Dynamotors
Input: 12 -14 V. 3.4 A. Output:
172 V. -138 MA. An ideal dynamotor
to adapt to mobile uses on new 12 V.
cars. Don't pass up this buy even if
your intended uses are not immediate.
Size 63/4" L. x 31/2" dia. 4" lead with
A
6 pin Jones plug. Ship. wt. $2.75
71á lbs. New
DM -40

/ARR -1 Receiver-$2.95

6v. 25 AH
Storage Battery

Plastic

case size

71/2" x 2 9/16" x
6aa" h. Shipped dry
charged. Fill with

many times our low

price. Shipped in
packing; ,vl. $4.95
47 lbs.

Beam

has self -contained hydraulic pump
art.,eted by 27 V. 11 amp. 1/5 hp. oter
,.eich pumps oil into either side at' hydraulic piston giving better than a 100 lb.
torque to able drum. Reversible by actuaties of either of two self- contained enten dit
hydraulic valves. Connect by cable around
antenna beam for any desired iodation
speed. Greater adaptability than any other
Bsurplus device o market. Ship. wt., 7 Ibs.
rand new. Only "'a few left, ", $4.95
order early
',,. t

Rectifier
Special!

-

For Model

Trains

$1.50 ea.
24

V.

DC

:3

Amp. Selenium

source for operation of the
tan Plus
supply t. .t:,items. Make up your power
po
with these
liver from 12 to 28
rectifiers and your AC source of triai 18 to
for
ral
greater
36 volts. Parallel
amperage cap. Measures c .5i/4" L s
w x lñp" H.
Brand
w, ea.

$1.50

SPECIAL! Garage Door

Lift $44.30

have been in use by us here at Esse for
over 3 ors. and n trouble. We purchased
the c plete units except for the electrical hookup of relays, switches, etc. and
pass them on to you at about 1/5
price for your wiring as per Included
stnictfons. All parts and
Incl. Wt. approx. 160 lbs.
$44.50
Shipped by motor truck only.

i

V. dy$29.50

Transmitter -$3,95

transmitters. One on .,.b
Th..; tither on 56.75 Mc. combined together in a plastic
ten

approx. 81/2" dia. ';t
watt output Using 3A5 tribes.
Battery operated (not incl.)
complete with microphones.
These have found favor with
the model makers for radio
ball

lbs.
control. Ship. wt.
Brand

BNrand

8

new....

$3.95

$9.95

ew
Command type 6 -9.1 Mc. for mobile or fixed operation. The last
of a popular item. Brand new
with tubes but less dynamotor. Ship. wt. 8 lbs.. $9 95
BC -454 3 -6 Mc. receiver also
available in used but good condition
$9.95

New

E SSE

6

BC455 -B RECEIVER

400 -0 -400 V. @ 125 Ma. Also
475, 875, or 1275 V. @ 6 ma.
plates: 28 V. @ 2 amps; 6.3 V.
@ 6 amps; 6.3 V. @
1 amp.
and 5V. @ 3 amp, filaments.
Electrostatic shield. As illustrated
but with 16 screw type terms.
Marked terminals for easy connection. Size 5"x 4" x 5,/," h.
Ship. wt. 12 lbs.
$3.95

December, 1956

$19.50

-I

amps; on 2.5 V. foil
10 amps; e two 2.5 V.
@
5
amps
a 2.5
V. e 2.1 amps. 110
V. 60 cycle Primary 5000 s' It n sulalioo
test. Size 5" x 51,' x 61:_
$3.95
yr
Ship. wt. 21 lbs. New

Transformer-Plate Power

FMT -30D

Transmitter

AN /ART -4 Dual

Nine secondaries: one
:.:3 V. p 11 amps:
one 6.3 V. C 1.:1
amps; one 6.3 V. /.i,
t amp; two 5 V. ,a :1

i

Motorola

dynamotor)
I.sed. Guaranteed good (with
namotor)

Multi Secondary
Filament
Transformer

FLASH -Just Received!

from 110 V. D(7. Mfg.
by Ward -Leonard. Size
12" v.x20 "h.x 10 "d.
Brand new in orig. packing. Ship. 1st. approx. ..sO lbs. They'll go
fa =l at this price, so order
$1.50
now

Mobile transmitter for conerr.ion to your
ham fregs. Nose operates within range of
30 to 'i2 Mc. FM easily converted to AM
by modulating grid suppressor or screen
grid of final tube. Complete with a 6
meter crystal and tubes. Covers as shown
not included. Ship. wt. approx. 40 lbs.
Used. Guaranteed good (lees $ 9.50

electrical operated garage door lift for
raising overhead doors up to 8 x 16 ft.
These lifts were locally mfgd. and two

New

14 AMP. BATTERY
While Supply Lasts
Cost Covnmt. $300 ea.
Our large- quantity purchase allows this bargain. Charges 6, 12, or
2.1 V. butteries at 14
amp. rate max. Operates

ectitìers-

$1.50 ea. Just what you have been wailing
rectifier to give you the RC:
for -A solen

1.265 sp.g. sulphuric acid. Ship.
wt. 8 lbs. $3.95
Permoflux Hi Fì series 61 -1 6"
speaker. 50- 12,000 cps. frog I. response. Regular $10 seller.
$3.28
Ship. wt. 4 lbs. Only

to $4.95

fined. Size: 10" dia. x
12" high. Cost Covnmt.

M-I Servo
Unit for

An

ER -25 6

Reduced

Brand new Evans blue
flame heater.
Output

shack where not con-

I

R -1

KEROSENE OR GASOLINE HEATER

approx. 50,000 BTU.
Ideal for garage or

Rotation

Described in Radio TV News, Jan. 1549,
for use in 220 Mc. converter. Essentially a two stage RE acorn tube super het converter as it now stands. Also can
be used for a preselector. Small enough
for mobile only 3
w. x 3" h. x 10" d.
Rugged aluminum construction. Has four
954 acorn tubes. Filaments now operate
on 12 or 24 volts by merely throwing
switch in unit or can be easily modified
for 6 V. operation. Dial is calibrated in
range of 234 -258 MC. Operation can be
changed for use from 50 to possibly 300
Mc. Cover not shown but included. Complete with conversion as written in above
mag. Brand new demilitarized $ 1.95
units. Ship. wt. 4 lbs
Antennas for above receiver and
frequencies. Ship. wt. 1 lb. New. $1.25
Co -axial antenna relay for use with above
or other transmitter- receiver combinations. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.. New
$1.25

Less Than 5c Ea.
Imagine crystals cn,ting
Covnmt. $3.50 to $12.:)o
ca. in this assortment.
100 brand new various
freq.; plenty in ham bands. l'r:utically
all types of holders, all mounti-i1, guaranteed to oscillate. Assortment $4,95
of 100. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

REMIT SHIPPING CHARGE AND INSTRUCTIONS WITH ALL ORDERS. OTHFACTIO ORDER
ORDER WILL BE
SEMIT S EPP NG
COLLECT. ALL ITEMS O
R ANTE ED TO YOUR
SA OTHERWISE
MONEY R
FUNDED IF RETURNED PREPAID WITHIN to DAYS OF RECEIPT.
RADIO

CO.

42 WEST SOUTH

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS 25, INDIANA
31
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aa.;

YEARS

BOOKSHELF

OLD!
He's already an

"HOW TO MAKE GOOD TAPE

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING
DESIGNER
Out of high school just 2 years ago, this young
man has already started a fascinating, highly
rewarding career in electronics engineering. No
matter whether you are now 18 years old-or 28
26-month Embry-Riddle education will prepare you for a quick statt in this lucrative professional field.

-a

m
"SUPERHETERODYNE CONVERTERS AND
I-F AMPLIFIERS" by Alexander Schure.
Published by John F. Rider Publisher Inc.,
116 W. 14th St., New York 13, N. Y. 56

Electronics Engineering Design course concentrates on essential technical studies and practical
projects. With the aid of top flight Embry -Riddle
instructors you'll master many absorbing fundamentals -- - Microwaves and Radar, Servomechanisms, Industrial Electronics and Television, to
mention a few of the subjects.

pages. Paper bound. Price, 90 cents.
Circuits designed for mixing, converting,
and i.f. amplifying in superheterodyne receivers are covered in this volume, which

The demand for trained engineers is greater than
the supply -and will be for years! So take the
first step now -mail this coupon. And remember,
study and play in Miami's perfect year -round
climate is stimulating and exciting.

.

is No. 12 in

FOUNDED 1926

Training
Authorized
under
G.I. Bills

I

'

Embry

ii

°Riddle

SCHOOL OF AVIATION
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

MI

DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
Embry- Riddle School of Aviation, Miami 30, Florida
Without obligation,
particulars.

please send

i'

FREE and postpaid full

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING DESIGN

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN

1
1

,Age

Name
Address

`

City
am o (check one)
I
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Eta

State

'

iiiaElN mum Eli=II=mil
Veteran

Non -Veteran

RE-

CORDINGS" by C. J. LeBel. Published
by Audio Devices, Inc., 444 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y. 151 pages. Cloth
bound, $2.50. Paper bound, $1.50.
This new handbook contains up- to -theminute information of interest and value to
all tape recordists. The author-secretary
of the Audio Engineering Society-writes
with accuracy and clarity on how recorders work, selecting a recorder-as well as
the tape itself, using the recorder, microphone and studio techniques, editing, stereophonic tape, and putting together your
own tape -recorded show. Illustrations, a
glossary, and an index round out a very
compact volume.
Recommended: to all tape hobbyists.

the publisher's "Electronic

Technology Series." The approach is non mathematical and yet manages to cover
theory, design, and performance. Among
the topics included are tracking, alignment, a.v.c. and d.a.v.c., conversion efficiency, and the Miller effect.
Recommended: for those studying superheterodyne receivers as well as practicing
technicians.
"ELECTRONIC TUBES, CIRCUITS, AND
DEVICES" by Lewis Blevins. Published by
Universal Scientific Co., Inc., 1102 Shelby
St., Vincennes, Indiana. 620 pages. Paper
bound. Price, $4.50.
This is a big volume, packed with solid
theoretical and practical information covering basic tube types, principles of operation, generator circuits, r.f. characteristics
and control circuits. A brief introduction to
basic radar, television, computing, and
v.h.f. circuits is included. Designed as a
learner's textbook, this book is valuable
for its straightforward and simplified exAlways say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

BUILD 16 RADIO
CIRCUITS AT HOME

only

with the New Improved 1957
PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU -KIT"
A Practical Home Radio Course
Now Includes

TESTER,

SOLDERING

IRON,

$1fl95

No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
Excellent Background for TV

HIGH

FIDELITY, SIGNAL TRACER
CODE
OSCILLATOR, PRINTED CIRCUIT

SIGNAL INJECTOR

FREE

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU

Hi -Fi, Radio & TV
Servicing Manuals

The "EduKit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
rock -bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making
use of the most modern methods of home tiainiing. You will learn radio theory. construc-

tion practice and servicing.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in
a professional manner; how to service and troublshoot
e
radios. You will work with the
standard type of ap inched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will earn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble-shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, the Progressive Signal Injector,
the Progressive Dynamic Radio A Electronics Tester and the accompanying instructional

on

request

(see coupon below)

;

material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build 16 Receiver, Transmitter Code Oscillator, Signal
Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will receive an
ex cellent background for Television.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is the
product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The
Etlu -Kit" will provide you with
basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete
price of 519.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
cannot make a mistake. The "Edu
you to teach yourself at your
awn rate. No instructor is necessary.
The "Edu -Kit" is also used for courses
of study, extra-curricular activities indus-

You do not need the slightest background
in radio
e. Whether you are interested in oRadio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying

you

Kit" allows

business or a job with a future, you will find
the "Etlu -Kit' a woth -while investment.
Here is an excerpt from a letter that we
from Loren DePriest, 1496 4th
Stved
aff Mansfield, Ohio: "I have spent many
from the schematicsoin
book, han have
learned a great deal from them. Being as
I am
interested in Radio, I consider the
rnoney spent
a wise
investment.
estmen
havyour
erned umoreafrom your
course by actually doing than I did from
an expensive Curse.'
Many thousands of individuals of all
ages and
backgrounds have successfully
used the "Edu -Kit in
e than 79 countries of the world. The
-Kit" has been
carefully designed,
step by step, so that

trial

personnel training and

rehabilitation.

The "Edu -Kit" is used by Jr. High Schools,
High Schools, Technical Schools, Jr. Col-

lege,, Colleges, Universities, Industrial
firms, Rehabilitation Hospitals, Boards of
Education, U. S. Govt. agencies, United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organizations (UNESCO), Veterans
istration, and numerous adult, radio and
Young Peoples' groups and clubs. The "EduKit" os also popular with servicemen
throughout this country and abroad.
Designed for universal use, the "Edo Kit" operates on any voltage from 105
to 125 volts, AC and DC.
For use
countries employing higher line velea
s,
a 210-250 Volt AC /DC model is available.

instructing

eu

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Etlu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world,
and is universally
n versally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training.
The "Ed u
Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn
by Doing." Therefore you construct,

learn schematics, study theory, practice troubieshooting -all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an
sily- learned, thorough and Interesting background in radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "!du-Kit." You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio, With this first
set you will enjoy stening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing
and trouble shooting
Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually, i a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will find
yourself constructing ,m
advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 16 different radio
and electronics circuits, each guaranteed
to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube
tickets, v ariable, electrolytic and paper
dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips,
coils, hardware, tubing, punched metal
chassis, Instruct on Manuals, etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit
materials, including Printed Circuit chassis,
special
sockets, hardware
instructions. You also receive a useful set of

tools, a professional electric soldering iron,
and a self-powered Dynamic Radio Si Electronics Tester. The "Etlu -Kit" also includes
Code Instructions and the Progressive Code
Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C. -type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur
License training. You will also receive
lessors for servicing with the Progressive
Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal
Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and s
Quiz Book. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, eta, Everything is yours to keep.

--

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF

RADIO

TOOLS

Kit."

FROM OUR MAIL BAG
Ben Valerio, P. O. Box 21, Magna,
Utah: "The EduKits aree wonderful. Here
am sending you the question and aisle
the answers for them. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits, and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment. I en
joyed every minute I worked with the
different kits; the Signal Tracer works
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV Club."
Robert L. Shuff, 1534 Monroe Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would
you a few lines to say that I received my Edu-Kit, and was really amazed
that such a bargain can be had at such
a low price. I have already started repairing radiios
nd phonographs.
My
friends
r
really surprised to see me
get Into the swing fu
so quickly. The
I

Troubleshooting Tester that comes
a
with
the Kit
really swell, and
the
trouble if there is any to be found."

PRINTED CIRCUITRY
At no i
in price, the "EduKit"
include Printed Circuitry. You build
Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a
unique servicing instrument that can detact many Radio and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio construction is now becoming popular in
commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insu
lated chassis on which has been deposited a conducting material, which takes
the place of wiring. The arì s parts
are merely plugged in and v soldered to
ter
nais.
now

a

"UNCONDITIONAL MO NEY -BACK GUARANTEE
ORDER DIRECT FROM AD
RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR KIT WORTH $5

&

ELECTRONICS TESTER
ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRON
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP
IN RADIO -TV CLUB
CONSULTATION SERVICE

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouble- shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
Will practice repairs on the sets that
you construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of troubles in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professionalll Signai Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamio
Radio a Electronics Tester. While you are
this
you
be able ton
many a repair
repair iob
job fgr yens
your
friends and neighbors,
fees
which will far
the price 9of
"Etlu- Kit." Our Consultation Service will
help ou with any technical problems you
may nave.
Stataitis, of 25 Poole,- PI., WaterJ
bury, Conn., writes: "1 have repaired
several sets for my friends, and made
money. The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself.
was ready to spend $240 for a Course,
but I found your ad and sent for your

p

Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid
full payment of $19.95.
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. 1 will pay $19.95 plus postage.
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu- Kit."

Include FREE
valuable Hi -Fi, Radio and TV Servicing Literature.
(Outside U.S.A. -No C.O.D.'s. Send check on U.S. bank or Intern't'I M.O.
"EdbKit" for 105.125 V. AC /DC $20.95; 210-250 V. AC /DC $23.45.)
Name
Address

:

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC.
497 Union Ave.. Room 5270, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

December, 1956
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Bookshelf
planations, its numerous practical experiments, and its abundant illustrative ma-

SAVE HOURS OF WORK

terial.

Recommended: as a basic text for those
who have already mastered fundamentals.
"RADIO- ELECTRONIC MASTER," 1957
(21st) edition. Published by United Catalog
Publishers, Inc., 110 Lafayette St., New
York 13, N. Y. 1546 pages. Price, $2.95.
(Available from electronics parts distrib-

quickly make round, square, key
and "D" openings with Greenlee

utors.)

This annual catalog has become, in the
course of years, an industry -wide reference
volume. Containing 1546 pages, it is the
largest electronics catalog ever published.
Over 125,000 items -from simple components to complete equipment -of 350 manu-

Radio Chassis Punches
lrz minutes or less
you can make a smooth,
accurate hole in metal,
bakelite or hard rubber
In

with

a

facturers are covered.

GREENLEE

Punch. Easy to operate
... simply turn with an
ordinary wrench. Wide
range of sizes. Write for
details. Greenlee Tool

Co., 2392 Columbia
Ave., Rockford, Ill.

The Master

gives

detailed descriptions, specifications, and
prices, and more than 11,250 illustrations
are included. The buying guide's detailed
set of indexes pinpoints products as well as
manufacturers.
Recommended: as a valuable guide to all
who buy, sell, design, or service electronic
parts and equipment.

1221122
GREENLEE

"RIBBONS OF SOUND" by Karl A. Bar leben. Published by Book Dept., U. S. Camera Publishing Corp., 9 E. 40th St., New

If you're interested

York

in true high fidelity

16,

N. Y.

126

pages. Paper bound.

Price, $2.50.
This compact volume could serve as an
introduction to the correct techniques and

YOU NEED THIS!
The authoritative, easy -tounderstand story of how a hi -fi
loudspeaker works. Tells you how
to judge a good loudspeaker ..
what to look for, listen for. 32
fascinating pages, including dozens of diagrams and delightful
cartoons. Only book like it! A
wonderful guide for everyone
who has a hi -fi system. A must
--monism
for everyone who plans to purchase one!
Yours FREE -just send a dime to cover cost of mail g.
.

.

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC., WHITE PLAINS,

N

4E,
'
I

I1

'
I
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terest

is

a

separate

chapter

on

micro-

phones, affording a treatment of this topic
not generally found in beginner's books on
recording.

Recommended: for the beginner at tape
recording.

"INVERSE FEEDBACK" by Alexander
Schure. Published by John F. Rider Pub116 W. 14th St., New York 13,
N. Y. 56 pages. Paper bound. Price, 90

lisher Inc.,

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC. Desk B-33
80 South Kensico Ave.. White Plains. N.Y.

Gentlemen:
Please send me
my copy of

"Speaking about Name
Loudspeakers."
Enclosed is Dime Address
to cover the
cost of mailing. City

use of home tape recorders for many users
with little or no previous technical background. Among the topics covered are the
manufacture of tape, different kinds of
tape, how the tape recorder works, recording and editing techniques. Of special in-

-

slate

cents.
Volume 15 in Rider's "Electronic Technology Series," this book explains the principles and uses of inverse feedback as applied to a great variety of electronic
devices. Stability of performance, automatic control, and control of frequency response are some of the accomplishments
(Continued on page 37)
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You Can Train at Home

for Good Pay Jobs in

RADIO-TELE VISIO N
Fast Growing Industry Offers Good Pay, Security, Bright Future
Training PLUS OPPORTUNITY is the
ideal con- bination for success. Today's
OPPORTUNITY field is Radio -Television. Over 125 million home Radios
plus 30 million sets in cars and 40,000,000
Television sets mean big money, oppor-

tunity for trained Radio -Television

Technicians. More than 4,000 Radio
and TV Broadcasting stations offer
interesting and important positions for
technicians, operators. Color Television, J.E.SMITH
portable TV sets, Hi -Fi, other develop- Founder
ments assure future growth.
Since 1914 -for more than 40 years- N.R.I. has
been training ambitious men at home in spare time
for Radio -TV. Thousands of successful graduates say
N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings. desirable jobs. Planned
experiments and practice bring basic principles.
techniques to life right in your own home. Find out
what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing -Get Practical

Add to Your Income Starting Soon Experience with Kits

N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As
Make $10 -315 a Week Extra part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC -DC
Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube
Fixing Sets inYour SpareTime Voltmeter shown below. Use them to
get
Soon MAT enrolling, many N.R.I. stu- make testa, conduct experiments,
dents start earning extra money fixing practical 'xperience. All equipment
Many
earn
enough
to
k(ep.
yours
neighbors' radio nets.
extra to pay entire cost of course and pro vide capital to start their own full time
Radio -TV business after getting N.R.I.
Diploma. Mail Portage Free postcard for
Sample Lesson. See how practical it is to
learn at home. Get 64 -Page Catalog, too.
See equipment you get, opportunities in
this growing field. Prices of N.R.I.
Courses are low,

t

rms easy.

Find Out What Oldest and Largest Home

Study Radio -Television School Offers You
N.R.I. TRAINED THESE MEN
.

r

Station'.

Engineer with
-'I operated

repair shop. Then
WPAQ and now
foe

1119',

a successful Radio
I got a job with
I

am an engineer

WHPE." VAN W. WORK -

MAN, High Point, N. C.

Quit Job to Start own Rubino -As

-"

I decided to quit my job and
TV work full time. I love my
work and em doing all right finan-

do

cially." V,. F. KLINE, Cincinnati, Ohio.

V.R.I.

Cou.erse

Started

Ili. W

driver earning
enrolled with
N.R.1. Now I am a tester with
was

$3S a week.

a

cab

Then

I

TV maker." J. H. SHEPHERD,
Rlaomingt.in, Indiana.

T

SAMPLE LESSON
AND CATALOG

l'hanks 'V.II.1. for Good titan

-" Right now I am doing spare time repairs on Radios and Television. Intend to go into full time
servicing." C. HIGGINS, Waltham, Maas.

See Other Side tC
"3'1'
CUE O IIT AND AI All CARD NO W
NO STAMP NEEDED!
WE PAY POSTAGE

BOTH FREE
This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows
how you learn Radio -Television at home. You'll also receive
64 -Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. D4
Washington 9, D. C.
Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64 -Page
Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)
Age
Name

Address

City

Zone

State

Approved Member, National Home Study Council

Practice Servicing -Communications with Kits of Parts N.R.I. Sends
r

YOU BUILD AC -DC

YOU ¢UILD Signal Generator

Superhet Receiver

You build this Signal Generator. Learn how to compensate
high frequency amplifiers, practice aligning typical I. F. amplifiers in
receiver
circuits.

N.R.I. Servicing Course includes

all needed parts. Get actual serv-

icing experience practicing with
this modern
(receiver.

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube

Voltmeter

Broadcasting Transmitter
As part of N.R.I. Communications Course you build this low
power Transmitter, learn commercial broadcasting operators'
methods, procedures.

Use it to conduct

experiments; earn extra
cash fixing neighbors'
seta; bring to life
theory you learn
from N.R.I.'s easy to- understand texts.

lr

Radio -Television Can Give You
a Good Job with a Future
N. R.I. Graduates do Important Work
Get Important Pa

Here is a line of work that people respecta vocation
where you can advance, win a place for yourself, earn
good pay and gain much personal satisfaction. And you
can learn at home in your spare time. Smart fellows
everywhere are using their spare time to develop new
knowledge, new skills. They know it is the trained
man who gets ahead, gets the better job. drives the
better car. is respected for what he knows and can do.

Be a

Skilled Technician

The technical man is looked up to. He should he. He
does important work, gets good pay for it. Radio Television offers that kind of work. There are more
than 40 million Televisions, 150 million home and auto
Radios. Millions more are sold each year. There are
splendid opportunities for the man well trained in
Paid for
Has Own Radio - Radio-Television Servicing or Broadcasting. Micro Chief Engineer
Wave Relay. Aviation and Police Radio. Two -Way
Instruments
with Station
TV Business
"I am Chief Engineer "I am doing very well "We have an appli- Communications for buses, taxis, trucks, etc. are exof Station KGCU. I in spare time TV and ance store with our panding- making more jobs, greater opportunity.
have my own spare
time business servicing
two -way communications systems." R.
BARNETT, Bismarck,
N. D.

Radio. Sometimes

have three TV jobs
waiting. Paid for instruments out of earnings." G. F. SEA MAN,
New York, N. Y.

Radio and TV servicing. During my Army
service, N.R.I. training helped me." W. M.

Tested Way To Better Pay

WEIDNER, Fairfax, N.R.I. Training is practical, thorough. You get the
S. D.
benefit of N.R.I.'s 40 years experience training men
for success in Radio-Television. N.R.I. training is
backed by the record and reputation of the OLDEST
and LARGEST home study Radio-TV school. Most
N.R.I. men start without any
1 successful
knowledge of Radio, many without a high
school education. Find out what Radio Television training can mean to you. Make
FIRST CLASS
a decisive move today toward becoming
Permit No. 20 -R
Radio-TV
one of that select group
Technician. Send for Actual Lesson and
(Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.)

See Other Side

JE

-a

Washington,

BUSINESS

REPLY

No Postage Stomp Necessary If Mailed

POSTAGE WILL

BE

In

U

Catalog, both FREE. NATIONAL

RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. D4, Washington, D.C.

CARD
The United States

PAID BY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
16th and

D. C.

64 -Page

Sts., N. W.

Washington 9,

D. C.

Cut out and mail
Postage Free Card

Bookshelf

(Continued from page 34)

of inverse feedback that are discussed. The
text is written in straightforward, simple
style, with math held down to a minimum.
A number of schematic diagrams help the

text.
Recommended: for students and technicians whose work and interests involve
inverse feedback circuit s.
Free Literature Roundup
Allied Radio's 1957 catalog contains over
350 pages describing the many items
stocked by this distributor. To obtain a
copy, write to Allied Radio Corp., 100 N.
Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.
Books and manuals covering various
phases of radio and TV servicing are listed
in a catalog available from Harry G. Cisin,
Amagansett, N. Y. The list includes publications for beginners as well as for experienced technicians.

REK-O-KUT
TURNTABLE ARM

P,,. Pend.y

Designed primarily for young people, but
appealing to readers of all ages, is an attractive book entitled The Adventures of
Grandpa Champ." Printed and illustrated
in color, this 32 -page book dramatizes the
dangers of poor electrical wiring in the
home. Recommendations for insuring safety by using A -MP (Aircraft -Marine Products Inc.) electrical terminals are included. The text is engaging and the cartoons
riotous. For your copy, write to M. Russell
Berger, Inc., 1700 Walnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

A- 120 -12" $26.95
A- 160 -16" $29.95
-

FRICTION -FREE
LATERAL MOTION

achieved by unitized
sealed -in twin bearing pivot.
FRICTION -FREE
VERTICAL SUSPENSION between 1 mm

chrome -steel bear -

ings,..sealed

The 1957 edition of World Radio Laboratories' Catalog is now available. Included
in it are 200 pages listing ham radio equipment. For your copy, write to World Radio Laboratories, 3415 W. Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

in cross -shaft!

NO NEED FOR

STYLUS PRESSURE
GAUGE! With

cartridge mounted
and arm in state
of balance...

Microphones, phono pickups, recording
heads, and related accessories are described
in a new catalog available on request from
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartley Ave.,
Evanston, Ill.

Thousands of radio -television service
aids are described in a colorful, 80 -page
catalog available from General Cement
Mfg. Co., Div. of Textron Inc., 919 Taylor
Ave., Rockford, Ill.

slightly higher
west of Rockies

turn micrometer-

action counter weight to build
up stylus pressure.
See your deoler or write:

K-O-KUT

COMPANY, INC.

o, ens

8wd., Long tstanú City t,

N. Y.

mo

A folder describing General Cement's
line of self -spray paints, with many electronic applications, may be obtained by
writing to this organization at 400 S. Wyman St., Rockford, Ill.
30
December, 1956
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1957
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Name

HI -FI COSTS

50 KITS & WIRED MODELS to choose

from!

Address

Zone.

City

#540

Prices 5% higher on West Coast
NEW!

VACUUM TUBE

NEW!

State

.

Occupation

Home, car, TV,

appliance repairs:

84 Withers St., Bklyn. 11, N. Y.

Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Laboratory Precision test instruments & Hi -Fi. Send FREE catalog d
name of neighborhood EICO Distributor,
PE-12

SAVES YOU 50% on your

TEST INSTRUMENT

j

E/CO

PEAK -ta -PEAK
VTVM

VOLTMETER

#232 8 UNI -PROBE

#221

(pat. pend.)

KIT $25.95

KIT $29.95

WIRED $39.95

WIRED $49.95

PERFORMANCE -PROVED by TV manufacturers, electronic schools
and over 100,000 Servicemen. OVER 1 MILLION in use today!
-PULL
S"
N.. #666
NEW!
***
N1IL NEW! DYNAMIC
#425
GO
BLACK -d -WHITE
PUSH

COLOR &

1.

SCOPE

o`ünnn` a

A

is

KIT $44.95
WIRED $79.95

`.

SCOPE

Lowest -priced
professional Scope

a

kLL

TV

5-MC

yil

WIRED $129.50

CONDUCTANCE
TUBE

TUBE

KIT $79.95

-

L

1;01,

#460
TESTER

KIT $34.95

TRANSISTOR

#625

WIRED $49,95

KIT $69.95

8

TESTER

WIRED 5109.9$

YOU BUILD EICO KITS in ONE evening,

but

they LAST a LIFETIME!

NEW! 20 -WATT
NEW! HIGH

Ultra- Linear
HIGH

FIDELITY

#HF20
KIT $49.95

KIT $29.95

WIRED $44.95

FINEST

SIGNAI

ÿ'

AUDIO

t

GENERATOR

ö

ìTi

°

@

#320

GENERATOR #377

with Power Supply:

engineering

LATEST

RF -AF

Sine 8
Square Wave

PREAMPLIFIER #HF6I
WIRED $37.95
KIT $24.95

AMPLIFIER
WIRED $79.95

-®

r

FIDELITY

KIT $31.95

WIRED $49.95

components

WIRED $29.95

KIT $19.95

EASY

instructions
1000 Ohms /Volt

NEW!

L

SIGNAL

RF AF

GENERATOR

R
J

'0;

WIRED $39.95

KIT $34.95

'

n

nn!)

EXCLUSIVE

performance

1;®`

MULTIMETER
TV -FM

Q

#324'

(ISO kc to 435

KIT $26.95

VP

-

SWEEP

#556
GENERATOR

!R

(41/2" METER)

#360

KIT $16.90

MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #145
WIRED $49.95

KIT $19.95

GUARANTEE on components, instructions,
and LIFETIME service and calibration!

5 -WAY

Test radio, hearing aid,

j?t"
6V &

WIRED $23.50

WIRED $28.95

ELIMINATOR 8

BATTERY

Box #1100

KIT $5.95

batteries:

BATTERY

CHARGER

RETMA Res. Sub.

flashlight, photo- flash,
electronic equipment

12V

J
R -C

BRIDGE d

R

RETMA Cop. Sub.

#584

-C-L
4411

COMPARATOR

KIT $19.95
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Box #1120

#9508

WIRED $29.95

KIT $9.95

Ai,,,dY

WIRED $9.95

TESTER

WIRED $12.95

dy y ,

_v .

,

KIT $5,95

WIRED 59.9S
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Thunderbolts and Whist/ers
By DON GLEASON

why and wherefore of eerie sounding radio signals generated
by certain types of lightning
The

...
...
...

ONK!!
SHEEEEE000000000 .. .
SHEEEEOOOO0000 .. .
.. BONK!
BONK!
SHEEE0000000000 .. .
These odd sounds were emitted over and
over by a loudspeaker in The Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C., during a stormy afternoon last summer. For
hours the popping, crackling sounds of
"sferics," the usual very -low- frequency radio static, had been monotonously pouring
out. Then, about midday, a thunderstorm
with strong lightning strokes had combined
with the proper condition of the atmosphere. "Whistlers " -strange, drawn out,
eerie -sounding radio signals-were being

...
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generated by lightning stroke after stroke
in great profusion.
What, you might ask, could be sillier than
a bunch of people listening to static instead
of turning the radio off during the storm?
But it's not ordinary static they are listening to. The "Bonk!" of the lightning crash
is followed a second or two later by a
swooping whistle; a weird, downsliding tone
like a sigh from the ether. The mysterious
cause of these "whistlers" is what our scientists want to fathom.
According to theory, the sighing whistle
means that part of the radio wave generated by the lightning flash has zoomed
thousands of miles through the upper
reaches of the atmosphere and out into
space, turning downward again to the
Southern Hemisphere. Way down near the
Straits of Magellan, it bounces back off the
earth and dogs its own track back to its
point of origin. With uncanny precision, this
errant radio wave seeks out the small storm
area where it was "born" from all the immensity of the earth and sky. No homing
pigeon could be more faithful than this
39

The theoretical path taken by a whistler is
demonstrated by Harold E. Dinger with a loop of
wire. Because it follows the earth's magnetic lines
of force, the path extends into intersolar space.

mysterious, short -lived, v.l.f. radio wave.
For years, scientists at The Naval Research Laboratory have been studying these
curious radio waves. From a long, low
building on the Laboratory grounds, a coaxial cable runs up to the roof and connects
to a long -wire antenna. This is 200 feet
long and ends at the top of a 120' radio
tower. Radio signals from thousands of
sources fall on this receiving antenna. Local
broadcast stations "plaster" it, and on 16
kc., the dandandit-danditditdit -ditdandit of
GBR, Rugby, England, can be heard.
To Harold E. Dinger, the NRL expert on
v.l.f. radio waves, these man-made signals
are simply interference, requiring careful
filtering for their elimination. "Whistling
atmospherics" presently hold Mr. Dinger's
concentrated attention, and he and his asso-

nor

ciates have surrounded themselves with
special electronic apparatus for their study.
The long omnidirectional antenna feeds an
audio amplifier which covers the frequency
range from 800 to 14,000 cycles per second,
and can amplify signal voltages by a factor
of one million. A high -fidelity tape unit is
fed by the amplifier and automatically records whistler activity.
Since a whistler tone is never completely
pure and often very ragged, a careful analysis of the taped spectrograms is necessary
to determine the dominant frequency. Mr.
Dinger and his staff have studied thousands of whistlers, corroborating previous
results by other workers, and have discovered new evidence which as yet is not
completely explained.
(Continued on page 115)

Pen -and -ink spectrograms are analyzed to determine how the sound changes in frequency
as time elapses. The whistler below is represented by the dark band running from left to right.
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How to Hear Whistlers!
WANT TO TRY YOUR HAND at detecting whistlers?
If you have a hi -fi phono system with a reluctance
pickup head and separate preamplifier, you need only a
coil antenna and a hum -suppression filter, both of which
can be assembled quickly.
To make the antenna, get 300 to 600 feet of any small diameter insulated copper wire, either solid or stranded.
Wind it into a large coil of 20 to 50 or more closely spaced
turns, using the outline of an opened door as a temporary
coil forni. Bind the turns together with string or insulating tape at short intervals along the coil to make a single,
closely packed winding. Remove the coil from the door
and open it up into an approximately square shape. Using
strings, suspend it in a vertical plane from the ceiling with
the coil ends dangling over -and close to the arm
the record player. Leave enough slack in the wires so that
the coil may be rotated to the position of least hum pickup
before it is permanently tied in place.

of-

To make the hum -suppression filter, you will need one

0.02 -pfd. capacitor, one 0.002 -pfd. capacitor,
and two half -watt, 22,000 -ohm resistors.
Connect the capacitors in series. Then

twist the resistor pigtails together (or connect them with a piece of wire) at one
end and connect the free ends across the
0.002 -pfd. capacitor (as shown in diagram).
The filter should be inserted in the audio
line between the preamplifier and the main
amplifier, close to the main amplifier chassis (see photo above, right). The junction
of the two resistors and the shield of the
cable from the preamplifier should all be
grounded to the main amplifier chassis.
You can test the filtering action by playing
a record through the system. With the
filter in place, the music should be clear
but the low frequencies will be strongly
suppressed.
Next, disconnect
the reluctance pick up head, and connect the coil leads
to the input terminals on the arm. (See photo above.) With the coil antenna connected and the filter in place, turn on the amplifier and turn up
the gain. The residual hum and man -made interference you will
hear comes from the magnetic fields produced by nearby 60 -cycle
kl
power lines. The coil antenna may be rotated until the point of
minimum hum is found. It should then be tied in place.
With this setup, you can hear "sferics," Le., "clicks," "chinks,"
'.J
"tweeks," and if it is early morning, possibly the "dawn chorus,"
a still -unexplained phenomenon consisting of chirping noises. And,
if conditions are favorable, you should hesr- WHISTLERS! The
best days will be when big thunderstorms occur within 600 miles.
Conditions vary with latitude but it is believed that whistlers are
generated wherever lightning strikes in the United States.
During the forthcoming International Gecphysical Year, scientists
all over the world will cooperate in gathering data on whistlers
which may open up new horizons for commun_catiom. Don Gleason
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A Head For Radio!
AMAN with a "head for radio" is Paul
Johnson (left) of Jacksonville, Fla.
Working in his garden out of earshot of
his living room console, Johnson tunes in
his one -tube receiver. The radio -complete
with loop antenna, battery power supply,
and earphones-fits neatly over Johnson's
head. Two dry cells power the set which
took an hour and a half to build and brings
in local stations. It's certainly not hi -fi, but
it sure beats the chugging of a lawn mower,
or -in this case -the snip-snip of hedge
clippers. (Wide World Photo)

Compact Computer Control
CIRCUITS for controlling large computers are printed on compact "cards"
which may be stacked as shown to form a
complete con-

trol unit.

Cards are fitted into their

holder in

building block
f a s h

Talking Traffic Lights?

o n.

"Transac," the
device can add
two numbers
in 1.5 micro-

TRAFFIC LIGHTS that literally talk to
1 pedestrians and motorists may occupy

our street corners if the suggestion of General Electric engineer Elmer W. Hassel is
followed. According to Hassel, voice messages could be given via traffic light equipment by using amplifiers mounted in the
same cabinets containing intersection radio
tone control units. Hassel says the projected "talking traffic lights" could be set up
readily in cities already using G.E. radio
tone control systems. Such cities include
Los Angeles, Calif., Chicago, Ill., and Evansville, Ind.

i

Known as
seconds;

it
multiplies in
15
microsec-

onds. This
unit contains

nearly

1000

tiny transistors, 300 resistors, and 12 capacitors permanently dipsoldered. It was developed by the Philco
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

Smallest TV Camera
DON

GODDARD,

TV

news

commentator, televises network executive Bob Whitehouse
with a subminiature TV camera
developed by Grundig- Majestic,
a German electronics firm.
Only 4" long and 2" in diameter,
the tiny TV "eye" was used at
the national political conventions in Chicago and San Francisco. With it, cameramen were
able to pick up dramatic action
in
cramped quarters where
standard TV cameras could not
be moved into position. The unit
is distributed by the Majestic International Corp., 743 N. LaSalle
St., Chicago, Ill.
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hat's The Weather Up There?
FOR OVER 100 years, the Army
Signal Corps has been talking
about the weather -and doing
something about it. This meteorological preoccupation stems less
from a need to fill conversational
gaps than the knowledge that the
weather is an active participant in
battle.
With the advent of war in the
air, and radio communications, the
upper layers of the troposphere
also became part of tactical planning. As shown on this page, electroniçs has joined the older means
of exploring winds and weather
at high altitudes.
3( -

*free!" reiseatei c-s trre upper weather
forrriny Isyer? a Ile 3tnosphere ftop) had
perscnel +oiZl. -ot had to go up there
our ;eft fa se? if any storms were orewin
'Meet ernnen 'cce án bc'loon basket.

Sparing themselves uncertain journeys to nowhere,

weathermen later developed ways of charting balloon flights from the ground. Above, an optical instrument- called a theodolite- tracks the balloon
after it is released by the soldier holding it,
thus recording speed and direction of upper winds.

Sharply directional antenna above

is the
electronic equivalents of a theodolite. It tracks
a small balloon which sends out radio signals
in flight, making survey independent of visibility and time of day.

Storm tracking by radar is the latest all electronic addition to the weatherman's er.
senal. With equipment of left, the Signal
Corps maps cloud) movements within
mile distance from transmitter.
December, 1956
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TV

for Skin- Divers

NOT EVERYONE can become a

skin- diver, but all can "see"
what the underwater swimmer sees
with the aid of the special equipment shown at left. Made by Pye
Ltd., Cambridge, England, it is
claimed to be the smallest and
lowest -priced underwater TV camera available. A high- definition
picture on a 14 -inch screen is obtained from the 38 -pound unit,
which is controlled remotely from
above water.

Transistors Run Mobile Speaker
AMOBILE-COMMUNICATIONS -type s peak e r
with built -in transistor amplifier has been announced by Motorola, Inc., 4501 W. Augusta Blvd.,
Chicago 51, Ill. Known as "Power Voice," the new
speaker is small and light enough to fit onto a
rolled -down car window, as in the photo at right;
yet it provides up to ten times the audio output of
standard "passive" speakers in mobile two -way radio installations. Response is 300 to 3000 cps.
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than standard tubes used
today. Deriving its name from the phrase "electron
bombardment induced conductivity," the device can
virtually "see in the dark." Its use is foreseen in
special television pickup applications, including
color TV and closed-circuit industrial TV.
100 times more sensitive

Counseling Service for Schools
COUNSELING on how to set up electrical or
electronic shop instruction in any size school is
now available from the Crow Electri -Craft Corp.
This organization will supply detailed recommendations for a complete shop, including test equipment. There is no charge for this service. Crow is
well known as

Tracking the Storms
RADAR PULSES from antennas
similar to the one shown at
right will help detect and track

hurricanes and tornadoes for
earlier and more reliable Weather
Bureau storm warnings. Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., will produce 39 new -type weather -radars
for the U. S. Dept. of Commerce
tailor -made for forecasting work.
These radars will form nation -wide
network for spotting storms.

-
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the manufacturer
of the "ElectriCraft" line of
kits. Educators
may avail themselves of the
counseling service by writing for
the School Coun-

seling Service
Questionnaire,
Dept. 356R, Crow

Electri -Craft
Corp., 1102 Shelby Street, Vincennes, Ind.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Talk About Hot Circuits!
RADICALLY new electronic devices
which do not deteriorate at red -hot
temperatures were shown recently by
General Electric. This penetration of
the "thermal barrier" in circuit building
is claimed to be a major step in developing advanced electronic gear and controls for use in supersonic aircraft and
guided missiles. An additional advantage is the eliminating of bulky, power consuming cooling equipment from airborne installations.
30
Flame from blow -torch is applied to
new G.E. vacuum tube, laboratory
model of the 6BY4 micromonia'ure ceramic tube. Tube operated normally -even when ,.edhot in flame -as indicated by
oscilloscope pattern in background. Nation's satellite program is expected to reap beneits of these new heat -resistant
tubes and other circuit parts.

Hiîgh- temperature multivibra(including vacuum
tubes, resstors, capacitors, and
printed wiring board) is placed
in electric furnace at left as
test gets under way. For results of heat test, see below.

tor circJÍt

Unique motor, below, got so
hot during test that cigarette
Motor
was lit by touching it.
ran 50 hours at 500 degrees C.

December, 1956

Ordinary circuit )below, left) before being placed !inside furnace. At its right is sama circuit after exposure to heat. Note
melted tubes and damaged parts. At extreme right is new G.E.
circuit after exposure fo

11500

degrees C-still in top condition.
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Flying Saucer?
FIRST FLIGHT photo of one of
the strangest shapes in the sky
is this shot of a Lockheed Super
Constellation carrying a large circular radome. Inside the plane's
bulging bonnet is the largest and
farthest-seeing airborne radar ever
flown. Measuring more than 30
feet across, the radome has negligible effect on the aircraft's stability and controllability. The U. S.
Navy expects added efficiency in
its patrol missions with the radome and the equipment in it.

Taking Stock with Tape

THANKS to

a battery of Presto SR -27
tape recorders recently installed in
the American Stock Exchange, New
York City, visitors to the financial center can now learn about its operations
in any of six different languages. By
simply picking up one of the 60 telephone handsets located in the gallery
above the main trading floor, the visitor
can hear a tape -recorded account of
what's going on. The English language
talk was recorded by John Daly, noted
TV commentator.

Airport Monitor
LISTENING in on the real -life
conversations between airplane
pilots and the airport control tower is a new visitor's pastime at La
Guardia Field, N. Y. By depositing a dime in the box shown below, you can monitor these talks
or hear a lecture on "airport
facts." A toggle switch selects the
talk to be heard.

Radar Simulator Spurs Training
CONSOLE shown in the above photo was
as a ground-based training aid for
teaching fledgling navigators how to use airborne
radar. In this "SRI" radar recording system, a
70 -pound airborne recording unit uses the video
output of a radar receiver to regulate the brightness of a small spot of light imaged onto continuously moving 35 -mm. photo film. The playback unit
then shows the film as a realistic radar display. The
playback signal can be fed into any number of
standard radar display devices to create the familiar map-like presentation. Operating controls of
each display device are manipulated by the student.
Fifty minutes of radar presentation can be stored
on 100 feet of film.
designed
THE
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CHILD'S RADIO

ELECTRONIC TOY PROTECTS
TRADITIONALLY, different holidays and
seasons of the year have close associations
like "firecrackers and the Fourth
of July," "turkey and Thanksgiving." Over
the years, Christmas, always a deeply significant religious holiday,, has, in the American tradition, become associated with
gifts of toys to children.
To the dyed -in- the -wool electronics hobbyist, tacking an "electronic" label to a
strictly mechanical toy smacks slightly of
sacrilege. But there are four electronic
toys for which you need offer no apologies
all are "electronic" in operation as well
as in name. And all are easy to build,
sharing the common features of simplicity
and economy. For convenience in discussion, each toy is described as an independent project. This is the same format
used in our earlier article. Note that the
toys have been carefully designed to have
broad appeal to all children and special
appeal to those in particular age groups.
Designed to have maximum appeal to
children in the age- bracket from pre-school
through the first or second grade, the
"Child's Radio" (Project 1) emphasizes
simple operation. But as the children grow
older, they acquire greater dexterity and

...

...

'

Just one year ago POP'tronics published a
feature article entitled "Electronic Toys For
Christmas." Reader response to this article
was most gratifying . . . so much so, in fact,
Toys"
that we've decided to make
a regular yearly feature. So here is another
"installment" . . . written by the same author.
E. G. Louis, incidentally, has five children of
his own-more than enough to qualify him as
an authority on toys!
The Editors

love to "do things" with their hands. A
modern version of an old game, "Electronic
Tiddly- Winks" (Project 2), can help satisfy

this urge. While not beyond the capabilities of youngsters, this game requires sufficient skill to offer a challenge to children
through the sub -teens. "Electronic Roulette" (Project 3) Is a true electronic game
of chance and, as such, will appeal to children in age -groups from Grade School
through Junior High. What's more, by
modifying the "rules of play" slightly, this
toy can provide fun for older children and
adults. Finally, the "Electronic Harmonica" (Project 4) will appeal to young men
and women who want to develop their musical talents with a truly different instrument.

PROJECT 1

Transistorized "Child's Radio"
Simplicity is the real keynote of this radio receiver.

Requiring few components,
the circuit is simple and the receiver is an
excellent assembly project for an older boy
or girl, who could wire the set for the
"baby" of the family. The radio almost operates itself, turning itself ON when used,
and OFF' when put away. This feature insures long battery life-the child can't
forget to turn the set OFF.
A mercury switch controls the battery
power. When the radio is lifted to the ear
in normal "listening" position, the power
is turned ON; when the set is laid down,
December, 1956
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BI

LI

SI

Top view of transistorized radio chassis is
shown above. Above, left, is the complete radio.

after use, the power is automatically
switched OFF. Fixed tuning is employed,
with the radio preset to the strongest local

station. There is no need for a volume
control.
Construction Hints: The author's model
was assembled in a round plastic box
salvaged from the kitchen, where it originally held six wedges of cheese. Because
circuit layout is not critical, you can assemble your model in a wooden box, plastic
cigarette case, or any similar container.
The single magnetic earphone should be
cemented in place in the case's lid, while
the receiver proper is mounted on a perforated Bakelite "sub- chassis." If you are
economy- minded, you can eliminate the
transistor sockets, soldering the transistors
permanently into the circuit. If you do
this, use care to avoid overheating the
transistor leads.
Mercury switch S1 is held in place by a
small fuse clip. Adjust its position so that

-

TO

EARPHONE

Diagrams and parts list for the "Child's Radio."
BI -Two penlite cells (Burgess No. 7)
C1 -25- 350 -µµ1d. fixed capacitor (see text)
CRI -1N34A diode
LI- Transistor "Loopstick" (Miller No. 2002 or
Lafayette No. MS -299)
Sl- S.p.s.t. mercury switch
V1 -2N107 p -n -p transistor (General Electric)
V2 -2N170 n -p -n transistor (General Electric)
1- High- impedance magnetic earphone (1000
ohms or more)

2- Transistor sockets
-2-cell battery box (Austincraft
1- Antenna clip (Mueller No. 88)
1

1-Bakelite

No. 141)

mounting plate (Lafayette No. MS-

262)

Misc.- Plastic box, coil mounting bracket, machine screws, wire, solder, etc.
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the switch is ON (mercury touching both
contacts) only when the receiver is held
upright. A fixed capacitor (Cl) and an adjustable coil (L1) select the desired station. Choose a value of Cl to tune in the
strongest AM broadcast station in your
area. If the station is near 1500 kc., Cl
may have a value of from 25 to 50 µµfd.; if
it is near 1200 kc., a value of from 75 to
150 µµfd.; if around 850 kc., a value of 180
to 220 µµfd.; and, finally, if near 550 kc.,
Cl may be from 250 to 350 i fd. The exact
value is not critical, since the tuned circuit
is set to final frequency by adjusting the
core of L1.
You'll have to experiment to determine
the best antenna -ground arrangement in
your area. If you have a strong station
close by, you may find that a short antenna (about two or three feet long) with no
ground connection is satisfactory. With
weaker stations, you will need a longer antenna lead (say six to eight feet) equipped,
at the end, with a small clip to permit attaching it to a window screen or other object which can serve as an antenna. For
very weak stations, you may need both a
ground and a good antenna.
Tune L1 to the desired station after connecting the antenna and ground (if used)
leads. When the receiver operates, install
it in the plastic case and cement the lid in
place. Apply cement only to the edges of
the lid, so that you can break the cement
bond when the batteries need replacement.
In use, the entire receiver is simply held
to the ear in an upright position so that
the mercury switch closes. When the child
tires of listening, he simply lays the radio
down and the mercury switch cuts off the
power automatically!
PROJECT 2

"Electronic Tiddly-Winks"
The classical game of "Tiddly- Winks" is
played with a cup and a number of small
discs or buttons. The cup is placed in the
center of the playing area and, using one
disc to apply edge pressure, each player
tries to snap all his remaining discs into
the cup. The game can be made more difficult by using different -sized cups and
varying the size of the playing area.
In "Electronic Tiddly- Winks," the goal
of the game remains unchanged, but a
number of refinements have been added. A
special pointer or scribe is used to "flip"
the playing pieces and-to make the game
slightly more difficult -the pointer is not
allowed to touch the playing board. A special control box serves as an electronic
"monitor," watching over the game and
giving an instant indication if this rule is
broken.
December, 1956

To play "Electronic Tiddly-

Winks," you

flip the washer
as shown at left
with

a

home-

made scribe.
Below is the
complete playing board with
monitor unit in
the background.

Construction Hints: You'll need to asthe playing
semble the following items
board, the goal cup, the playing pieces or
"winks," the pointer or scribe, and the control box monitor. A large sheet of aluminum will make an excellent playing board.
Mount a small soldering lug in one corner
of the sheet and attach a flexible lead.
The playing pieces, or "winks," are small
washers, which may be either fiber or plastic-metal washers cannot be used. These
should be about 1/e" thick and may be cut
from thick fiber or plastic tubing. Provide
at least four "winks" for each player, coloring them in "sets" for identification.
To make the scribe, solder a flexible lead
to a sharpened nail and cement the nail in
a plastic tube. The tube serves as an insulating handle. The metal point should be
narrow, tapering and slightly rounded to
prevent marring the "winks."
The control box monitors the game and
indicates when the "no touch" rule has
been violated. All parts are mounted on
the lid of a small transparent plastic box.
Windows for the neon bulb indicator lamps

...
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are provided by covering these areas with
small bits of masking tape and spraying
the back of the lid with colored Acrylic
plastic. The masking tape is then peeled
away, leaving a clear (transparent) area.
Neon bulbs are held in place with small
cable clamps, while smaller components
(resistors and capacitors) are mounted on
a seven -position terminal strip and connected to the reset switch, Si.
RI

>

r

BPI

BP2

SCRIBE

Schematic and pictorial diagrams for "Electronic Tiddly- Winks" together with parts list.
BPI, BP2 -Binding posts
C1 -10 -µ1d., 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.I -µtd., 200-volt tubular capacitor
'NEI, NE2 -Neon bulb
R1 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt carbon resistor
R2- 470,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor

R3- 390,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R4- I0,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt carbon resistor

SI-S.p.s.t.

push- button switch

SR1- 20 -ma. selenium rectifier (Radio Receptor
8Y1)
TI -11S-volt isolation
No. TR -91)
text
Misc. -Line cord and

-see

transformer (Lafayette

plug (see text), plastic
box, terminal strip, cable clamps, machine
screws, nuts, wire, solder, ground lugs, etc.

Accessories-Playing board (aluminum sheet,

about 18" x 18 "), plastic cup, thick fiber
or plastic washers, scribe (see text)

During proper operation, only the neon
bulb NE2 should glow first
and should
remain glowing until the scribe is touched
to the playing board. The instant the connection is made, NE2 should go dark; when
the connection is broken, the other bulb,
NE1, should light. Depressing the reset
switch SI should restore the original condition. The inexpensive neon bulbs used in
this circuit are manufactured to rather
broad electrical tolerances. Because of
this, you may have to interchange the
bulbs or adjust parts values experimentally
to obtain optimum operation.*
It is suggested that you use an a.c.operated supply with an isolation transformer. As a substitute power supply arrangement, you can connect two 67? -volt
batteries in series to provide 135 volts. The
line cord and plug, Ti, SRI, R1 and Cl are
Left out and the positive side of the battery
connected to one side of a new s.p.s.t.
switch (used as an OFF -ON control), with
the other side of the switch connected to
the junction of Cl, R2, and R3. The negative side of the battery connects to the
other side of Cl.
We do not recommend use of the common selenium and capacitor a.c. rectifier
taken directly from the power lines. Such
a power supply can place the wrong side
of the line above ground, and thus constitutes a severe a.c. shock hazard.

...

If readjustment of parts values is necessary, you'll
find that R? should be larger than R3. Try values of
from 390,000 to 560,000 ohms for R2, values from
220,00U to 390,000 ohms for R3. Capacitor C? may
have values from .1 to 0.5 pfd., and R4 values from
8200 to 18,000 ohms. Resistor RI and capacitor C./
are part of the power supply circuit and may be left
fixed in value.

TO
SCRIBE

TO

PLAYING
BOARD
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Wiring

of the

control box for
"Electronic Tid-

dly- Winks" is
shown at the
right; below is

complete
monitor unit

the

with line cord
and plug.

immediately, and resets the monitor unit.
In any case, even if the scribe passes
around the players several times, the player who first gets all his "winks" into the
and the player
cup wins the round
winning the most rounds wins the game.
.

.

.

PROJECT 3

"Electronic Roulette"
Here is an electronic game of chance

that is virtually impossible to "beat," for
neither skill, intuition, cleverness, nor pracIf you use a power supply arrangement
different from that specified in the wiring
diagram, it may be necessary to make
small changes in the component values.
These changes can be made experimentally
to insure proper operation.
Seal the monitor box against inquisitive
fingers and to avoid possible shock. Since
there are no batteries to be replaced, the
plastic box may be cemented shut.
Playing the Game: Connect the playing
board to BP1, the scribe to BP2. Place the
goal cup in the center of the board and
distribute the new "winks" to the players.
Each player lines up his "winks" in a row
near the edge of his side of the board. The
control box is turned ON. One player,
chosen by lot, has "first" turn.
The first player takes the scribe and
tries to "snap" or "flip" one of his "winks"
into the goal cup, without touching the
playing board with his scribe. If the first
player gets his "wink" into the cup, but
touches the board, as indicated by the
monitor, the "wink" remains in the cup
but he passes the scribe to the next player
and at the same time resets the monitor.
And if he fails to get the "wink" into the
cup on one try but doesn't touch the board,
he gets a second try. But if he both
touches the board and fails to get the
"wink" in the cup, he passes on the scribe
December, 1956

tice have the least effect on its outcome.
In operation, a player presses a push -button switch. A meter pointer may -or may
not -swing upscale to a peak reading, then
fall back. The peak reading may have any
value from zero to full scale, and there is
no way of determining, in advance, just
how far upscale the pointer will swing before it drops back. The number of times
he depresses it has no effect. A whole series of readings may be "0" at one time
or full scale at another time -or may alternate from "0" to full scale and any
value in between.
Construction Hints: Wired according to
the schematic diagram, this toy may be assembled in a wooden, plastic, or metal
cabinet. The author's model is mounted in
a sloping front meter case.
Neither parts layout nor lead arrangement is critical. Most of the electrical
components are wired on a small aluminum sub -chassis. The meter and the switch
(S1) are mounted on the case proper. Any
standard d.c. meter may be used if it has
a full -scale reading of from 1.0 to 2.0 ma.
If you use a 1.0 -ma. meter, R3 should have
a value of 2.2 megohms, R6 a value of
3000 ohms. If you employ a 2.0-ma. meter,
R3 should be dropped to 1.2 megohms, R6
to 1500 ohms. All other parts values remain unchanged.
Note that the selenium rectifier is connected in rei;erse to the usual arrangement

-
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Playing "Electronic Roulette." At right

which is employed in a d.c. power supply.
Although the unit is "floating" and should
therefore be isolated, do not ground any
part of the circuit to the chassis or case.
With the wiring completed and S1 in its
"normal" position, there should be no upscale movement of the meter's needle. If
there is a small up -scale movement, readjust to "0" using the meter's zero adjustment screw.*
How It Works: Basically, the "Electronic
Roulette" toy is a high- impedance transistorized d.c. meter used to measure the
instantaneous charge on a large capacitor
which, in turn, is driven from a source of
pulsating d.c. When S1 is depressed, the
charge on CI at that particular instant is
applied through RS to the transistor, connected as a common- emitter direct -coupled
amplifier, with a d.c. meter as its collector
"load."
The resulting current flow is amplified
by the transistor and indicated by the meter. Since the player has no way of knowing the charge on CI when he depresses
the switch, and since this charge may be
such as to give any indication from zero to
full -scale and is varying over this range
sixty times per second, the peak meter
reading will depend almost completely on
chance.
"Electronic Roulette" is suitable for a
group of children. The score is kept on a
piece of paper, with the game played in
rounds
ten rounds constitute one game.

...

if

an appreciable up -scale movement is obtained. it
indicates that the transistor's leakage current may be a
little on the high side the transistor may still be
"good," however). But in this case, you'll need another

transistor.
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is a close -up

of the indicator and control.

To play a round, each child in the group,
in turn, depresses S1 with all watching to
see how far the meter needle deflects. The
child getting the maximum deflection, regardless of the exact reading, receives one
point. If two, or more, are "tied," both
receive a point.
After 10 rounds, point scores are totaled and the player with the most points

-6
-0.5
-0

-volt battery (Burgess No. Z4)
C1
-pfd., 400 -volt tubular capacitor
M1
-1 to 0-2 ma. meter (see text)
R1 -1000 -ohm, 1 -watt carbon resistor
R2 -5000 -ohm, 10 -watt wire -wound resistor
1.6- megohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
B1

R3text)
R4- 100,000 -ohm, t/2 -watt carbon resistor
R5 -47 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R6- 2000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor (see
S1- S.p.d.t. push- button switch
S2-S.p.s.t. toggle switch

(see

text)

SR l-20-ma. selenium rectifier (Radio Receptor
8Y1)
VI -- Type CK722 transistor (Raytheon)

1- -Small chassis (ICA No. 29082)
1- -Meter

case (ICA No. 3997)

1- Battery box (Austincraft

No. 110)
Misc. -Line cord and plug, rubber grommets,

terminal strips, transistor socket, decals, machine screws, nuts, wire, solder, etc.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Parts layout under
The

SI

"Electronic

Roulette" chassis
shown at the

is

left.

Top view of wired
chassis appears below. The chassis
slips into a sloping
front meter case.

BI
TO
METER

R5

R6

°

CI

R2X

wins the game. Since each game depends
upon chance, with skill or ability having no
effect on the outcome, this is a good game
for children of mixed age groups.
PROJECT 4

"Electronic Harmonica"
Of all the various arts, music has a truly
"universal" appeal. There are few individuals, regardless of their age or background, who are completely cold to all
phases of this art, whether it be creating
music, operating an instrument, singing, or
"just listening." It is only natural, then,

S2

Schematic and pictorial diagrams, with parts list, for the "Electronic Roulette" game.
LINE PLUG
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SI

CK722
TRI
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that we combine our favorite hobby, electronics, with the universal appeal of musical instruments in designing a "toy"
which will interest all age groups. Of
course, there are many types of electronic
musical instruments, but here is an "off-

beat" one -an "Electronic Harmonica."
This instrument consists of three basic
parts
a standard harmonica, an especially designed vibration microphone, and
a portable, self- contained audio amplifier.
When used, the amplifier does much more
than just amplify the sound of the harmonica. It provides a stereo effect.
Construction Hints: The first step in as.

.

.

To use the

"Electronic

Harmonica,"
simply play it in
the usual manner and adjust
the audio output until there
is no feedback

to be heard.
Place the

plifier

am-

to one

side to make

a

stereophonic effect in room.

The pickup is attached to the harmonica by backing out one of the screws under the metal frame.
Slip in pickup arm and tighten screw into place.

sembling the instrument is to mount the
vibration microphone on a standard harmonica. The microphone has a small extension "lip" which is fastened directly to
the frame of the harmonica, using one of
the screws at either end of the frame.
If you have a good general -purpose audio
amplifier available -or a hi -fi system which
is provided with a "mike" input -you need
go no further. Simply connect the assembled harmonica -microphone to your amplifier and you're all set to go and "ready for
business."
If you prefer to have a special amplifier
to be used only with the electronic harmonica, you can assemble a suitable unit
by following the schematic diagram. This
particular amplifier has been designed as a
low -cost, easy-to -build (it uses only two
tubes), and easy -to- operate instrument. It
is assembled on a small aluminum chassis
which, in turn, is mounted in a commercially available speaker case housing the
loudspeaker.
The rules of good wiring practice should
be followed. All a.c. leads should be kept
away from audio signal leads. The "input"
and "output" circuits should be kept well
separated, and all leads should be short.
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Rear view of amplifier case shows placement of
the speaker and amplifier chassis. The gain control
and jack for harmonica pickup are on the panel.

A printed- circuit plate simplifies wiring.
Be sure to give the amplifier an operational test before installing it in the cabinet. You can do this by plugging the line
plug into a wall receptacle, turning the unit
ON, turning up the GAIN control! R1 and
touching your finger to the ungrounded
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Bottom and top views of the
"Electronic Harmonica" amplifier chassis are shown at the

PLI
V2

left and below. This easily built
amplifier can be employed for
public address if it is fed from

PCI

a

high -level crystal microphone.

C4
TI

C2
SOI

CI

SOI

VI

CHI

Schematic and parts for tale "Harmonica."
Cla /C1b /Clc- Triple-section electrolytic capacitor, 40/80/20 pfd., 150 volts (Mallory Type

FP- 311.7)
C2 -0.001 -µtd., 400-volt

tubular capacitor
C3- 0.0l -µtd. disc ceramic capacitor
capacitor
electrolytic
C4-25 -µtd., 25 -volt
C5- 0.005 -µfd. disc ceramic capacitor
CHI -7- henry, 50 -ma. filter choke (Stancor No.

V2

C -1707)

-2-ampere fuse, extractor-type fuse post
-Phono jack

FI
11

P1

-4 -prong speaker

plug

T2 -Audio

to match SOI
No. 1404 -02)

PCI- Printed-circuit plate (Erie
PL1 -Pilot

3026)

lamp bracket and jewel with 6 -volt

bulb

RI -33 -ohm, /-watt
R2- 220 -ohm, 1 -watt

carbon resistor
carbon resistor
R3-l- megohm, 1/2 -watt carbon resistor
R4-8200 -ohm, /2-watt carbon resistor
R5 -10-megohm, 1/2 -watt carbon resistor
P.6-220,000 -ohm, /2-watt carbon resistor
R7 -2- megohm potentiometer, audio taper
Sl-S..p.s.t. toggle switch
S01-4-prong speaker socket
SR1- 65 -ma. selenium rectifier
50 ma.,
TI -Power transformer, 117 volts
6.3 volts @ 2 amp. (Merit No. P -3045)
1

1

1

i

output transformer (Merit No. Ar

-6AS5 tube
V2-12AT7 tube
Sp'k'r -6" PM loudspeaker
VI

1

-5"

x 91/2"' x 2"

29033)

1
1
1

-- Speaker cabinet

aluminum chassis (ICA No.
(ICA No. 3935)

-7 -pin miniature tube socket
-9 -pin miniature tube socket

Misc. --Line cord and plug, phono plug attached

cable, control knob, decals, rubber
grommets, terminal strips, ground lugs, machine screws, nuts, wire, solder, etc.
Accessories -Standard harmonica, harmonica
microphone (Argonne AR-18)
to "Mic."

MIC.

SPEAKER

R7
2
MEG

{

O

FI

+ CIS
2 AMP

Clc+

N
N

R4
8.2 K

SI

+

1

nOVfd.

2041°.I

Bl
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Picforial diagram of

the simple "Electronic Harmonica" amplifier shows interconnection of parts. A wiring schematic and complete parts list appear on the preceding
page.

terminal of the microphone jack J1. You
should hear a loud hum in the loudspeaker.
Using the Harmonica: Both the musician
and the loudspeaker should face the audience. And the gain control should be set
for the desired level.
The harmonica is played in usual fashion, although you may have to shift your
hold on the instrument because of the extra bulk of the microphone. For best results, and a true "stereophonic" effect, the
musician should be to one side and slightly
behind the amplifier-loudspeaker.
Although the vibration microphone and
56

the amplifier are designed specifically for
use in an electronic harmonica, you needn't
feel limited to this arrangement. The microphone may be attached to many types
of musical instruments. For example, you
could attach it to the sounding board of a
piano, a toy banjo, trumpet, or other instrument to convert any of these into
"electronic" instruments. The amplifier itself makes an excellent general -purpose
unit. If equipped with an r.f. detector
probe, it can be used as a signal tracer or,
if equipped with a standard microphone, as
a compact p.a. system.
30
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Electronics Finds

BURIED wealth, treasure maps, admost men
venture, mystery
have dreamed of such things, but to
Frank L. Fish they are a fascinating
reality. Every Friday, he loads a metal
detector and other gear into a jeep and
roars off onto the adventure trail.
The electronic metal detector is the
.

heart of Fish's exciting adventures,
and he owns several. A favorite is one

which Fish converted from a World
War II mine detector. Using this detector in California ghost towns, Fish
has found valuable pieces of jewelry.
One of these, a ring containing a small
..........

..

,
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Metal detector locates buried objects for

explorer Frank L. Fish (above). At left is a
co "lection of gold nuggets, jewelry, coins, etc.
uncovered by Fish. Below are some of his
many relics of the Old West; the skull contains
a bullet hole and was found at the same time
as one of the revolvers in the foreground.

emerald, was appraised by experts at
a value of $1400.
Finds of such objects are, of course,
comparatively rare, but that doesn't
worry Fish, who has also uncovered
small caches of silver bars and coins
in addition to many historically valuable relics of the Old West.
Several of these finds hint at some
rather lurid history. For instance, Fish
was once exploring an apparently
"dead" area when the detector suddenly went "be-e-ep." He dug down
and uncovered an old, badly rusted revolver -still fully loaded. Further digging revealed a human skull with a bullet
hole through the back of the head! Thus
Fish may well have stumbled across mute
testimony to a possible murder committed
about 100 years ago.
Fish's method of operating is methodical.
Before taking off on each weekly adventure, he prepares à map of the sites he is
to explore. Then he draws, in color, posDecember, 1956

sible jeep routes between the sites. Fish
gleans information from old letters and
maps and from his own knowledge of old
trails and town layouts. His maps are dotted with crosses indicating where important rinds may be buried, and a glance at
one of these colorful charts would make
anyone eager to hit the treasure trail.
One of his finds which really thrilled
(Continued on page 122)
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Police, Fire, Forestry
are a few of the many
stations you can hear
every hour on v.h.f.

By ROBERT COBB

Wives of policemen and firemen

can use v.h.f. receivers fo monitor
their husbands' activities. Receiver shown here in a typical home
bookcase is a Monitoradio PR -9.

in V.H.F. Reception
EXCITEMENT rides on the megacycles
of the very- high- frequency public service communication bands for the listener
who owns -or wants to build or buy
special FM receiver. This set will enable
him to tune police, fire, ambulance, state
patrol, aircraft or mobile radio telephone
frequencies.
A listener, for instance, twirling the tuning knob on his new v.h.f. receiver, might
hear the blasting of a fire siren in the background as an excited voice shouts: "13 to
1, in service to a hotel fire at Broadway and
Willamette." The same listener can also
hear an ambulance driver call his central
station, relaying instructions to the hospital. On the police frequencies, he will
hear patrolmen at disaster scenes or even
chasing the bandit whose bold robbery will
be tomorrow's news.
From that point on, the listener, if he
is a newsman, amateur fire watcher, or
photographer, can spring into action by
getting his own trade tools, and going to
the scene himself. If he is a stay -at -home
armchair explorer, he might turn on his
television receiver and witness the entire
event on his home screen -and at the same
time hear officials and crewmen of all public agencies swing into action.

tening to the police stations. In the mid thirties this was very easy, since many of
the state police agencies used frequencies
in the lower portion of the standard AM
broadcast band. Local police forces used
frequencies in the 2.0- megacycle band. Both
of these bands could be publicly tuned with
simple one- and two -tube AM receivers.
Shortly after World War II, the transition from these "public" bands was completed, and almost all the police stations
now operate in either the lower (30 to 50
mc.) or upper (152 to 174 mc.) v.h.f. bands
using FM signals. At these frequencies,
there have been few receivers built that
would intercept police signals.
This bottleneck has been broken with the
introduction of the Gonset, Hallicrafters,
and Monitoradio v.h.f. receivers. All of
these companies are manufacturing receivers that will tune in the multitude of
stations (including police, fire, taxicab,
etc.) in the upper and lower v.h.f. bands.*
The POP'tronics editorial staff has found
that these receivers live up to the claims
made for them. Since it is not the purpose
of this article to discuss the merits of one
manufacturer over another, we earnestly
suggest your writing to these companies

RECEIVERS FOR LISTENING
In the early days of radio communications, one of the greatest thrills was lis-

`Contrary to popular belief, it

-a
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is not illegal to receive
police calls. It is illegal (under federal laws) to use such
information to your personal advantage by divulging it to
a third party. A third party, in this instance, refers to
anyone to whom the original information was not directed.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

for full information on their police receivers. If you use the code phrase "POP' tronics Police," you will receive this information as soon as possible.*
On the v.h.f. bands, interference is reduced, and the range of stations is generally only 20 to 30 miles. With good outdoor
antennas at a reasonable height, you may
expect to receive signals from stations as
far away as 80 or 90 miles. On rare occasions, lower band v.h.f. stations may be
heard between 400 and 1200 miles in a
fashion similar to TV DX transmissions.
Police station frequencies are now scattered between 30 -50 and 152 -156 mc.
Because of the number of stations and
communities involved, it is impossible to
indicate in this short article where your
local police stations might be operating.
Many of the larger cities have stations operating in both bands. (New York City, for
example, uses ten frequencies with stations
around 39.9 and 155.8 mc.)
STATIONS THAT CAN BE HEARD
Frequencies, call letters and locations of
all the stations mentioned in this article
may be found in the "Registries" published
by the Communication Engineering Book
Co., Radio Hill, Monterey, Mass. These
"Registries" are the only concise public
source of this information. The "registry"
*Gonset Co., 801A South Main St., Burbank, Calif., produces four receivers to cover both AM and FM services
in the v.h.f. band; these units have a noise limiter (for
The Hallicrafters Co.,
.
AM) and built -in squelch.
Chicago 24, Ill., also produces four receivers, some with
provisions for crystal- controlling the received frequency.
Monitoradio (Division of I.D.E.A., Inc.), 7900 Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis 26, Ind., has a wide selection,
ranging from low -cost models for home use to special receivers that may be mounted in your car.
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The v.h.f. receiver at left is a Gonset
model showing the flexible steel tape that
is permanently attached to the receiver as an antenna; the length of the tape is adjusted for best
reception. Above is a photo of news reporter
Jack Craig, Station KREG, who uses a v.h.f. monitor receiver, scoring a major news beat. After
hearing a fire announcement, Jack rushed to the
blaze with his tape recorder and obtained some
first -hand impressions from the disaster victims.

of the Police Radio Systems is priced at

$2.00, the Industrial Registry at $3.00, and
the Transportation Systems registry at

$3.00.

Since there are more than just police
stations in the upper and lower v.h.f. bands,
listed below are a few of the other radio
services which can be heard frequently
with these special receivers.
Auto Emergency. As the name implies,
this group of stations specializes in towing
and wrecker service. At this writing, 38
states have stations operating in this service. Most of these stations are on 35.70 or
35.98 mc.

Forest Products. Communication links
between loggers have become quite common within the past few years. The majority of these stations operate between 49.22
and 49.58 mc. Some newer stations are
operating around 153.25 mc.
Highway Trucks. This classification of
"trucks" is slightly different than that of
the "Motor Carrier" grouping listed below.
These stations are mostly licensed by gas,
oil and propane delivery trucks. Some 43
states have such stations in operation with
most of them operating between 35.78 and
35.94 mc.

Motor Carrier. Over 2000 trailer
trucks and heavy delivery vans have been
(Continued on page 116)
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World's First Underwater Broadcast Was All Wet
NOT TO BE OUTDONE by fountain pens

FIRST
Nlf WOZLPS
14.94, 4AlEF
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Underwater broadcast
(above) as viewed
through studio window
by diver. Bubbles are
seen rising at the side.

Appreciative fish make
a

quiet studio audience.

that

write under water, Station WMOP at Ocala,
Fla., set up a studio at the bottom of Florida's
Silver Springs. From there, Jim Kirk, the station's manager, managed to get through a whole
day of submarine broadcasting, complete with
interviews of local notables who arrived via
aqualung. Divers delivered the news bulletins
at regular intervals, and even though the announcer was up to his waist in seepage water.
he and his equipment got
through the day with nary
a gurgle.
Fifteen feet below the
surface, the air-locked
studio was rather cramped
but contained all the necessary equipment for a
diversified broadcast a
record player, a record library, two microphones
:

and a telephone. This

Brave broadcasters
(above) literally plunge
into their work. Liquid

surroundings didn't

damp their enthusiasm.

Coming up for air after

being on the air under
there, Kirk calls on
WMOP for WMOP -up

operation.

equipment remained dry
and fully intact. Only the
announcer suffered damage in the form of a headache and cold.
Nobody is quite certain
what all this proves, except that broadcast equipment is every bit as good
as a ball -point pen and
AM radio is not yet sunk.
The fish liked it, too.

Navy Hurricane Hunters Use Airborne Radar
VITAL PART of the Joint Hurricane
Warning Service, the U. S. Navy is performing low -level hurricane reconnaissance in
the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean
since 1946. The special squadrons based at Jacksonville, Florida, are assigned this mission during the hurricane season.
The "Hurricane Hunters" provide both low level penetrations and radar reconnaissance.
They track the movement of the storm center
to give early warning. Upto- the -minute data on
threatening storms are
thus reported.
AS A

Before this service

Navy pilot (above' racic lifesaving hurricane werninc as he
surveys the storm area pktured
before him on his rada-scope

(right) during flight.
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started, about 400 people
lost their lives for every
10 million dollars worth of
property damage by
storms. This figure has
been reduced to about 2-4
lives lost for the same
amount of property damage, thanks to the Navy.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Goes
tronic
SANTA stubbornly sticks to reindeer
as his prime motive power,
he seems quite attuned to
technical progress in other
respects. For instance, he
recently revamped North
Pole Industries, Inc., his
renowned workshop, to
start production on a new
line of strictly up -to -date
electronic items.
P.E. bundled its reporter in a parka for a
preview of Santa's electronics department. Our
pictures show Santa's test
crew hard at work okaying new production models for southward shipment in December. Santa
has also licensed a number of earthly establishments to help fill the de-

THOUGH

Transistor radio complete with mike for
adding home -made announcements to broadcasts is made by Remco
Industries, Newark, N. J.

Ford "Victoria"
starts, stops and turns
by remote control from
This

portable transmitter,
makes driving safer.

Preset "The Brain" of this robot to execute intricate maneuvers, such as figure eights, loops,
triangles, fire rockets, etc. It is made by Vintage
Products Company of Saint Louis, Missouri.

Junior ham sends messages over distance up to one mile by voice or code
with this Bell Products two -way
=transceiver equipment.

F,
December,

,
1956

s

O
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NY -Lint Tool & Mfg. Co.
is Saint Nicholas' licensee
for manufacture of pushbutton controlled cannon.

With the help of the Product Miniature Company of Milwaukee, Wis.,

mand for his electronic Santa Claus provides youngsters with a Radar Civil Defense Center,
innovations. These items which simulates actual aircraft outlines on a lighted "radar" screen.
range from toy phonographs and R/C vehicles to complete ra- such -like lend contemporary overtones to
dio transmitting and receiving sets. Rethe Season of Peace.
mote control cars and buses make indoor
Neither has modern Santa neglected his
"driving" safe, as vehicles are steered elec- public relations. The Toy Information Butronically around such obstacles as chair reau and the Toy Guidance Council, Inc.,
and table legs; while the presence of rock - serve as Santa's principal information cenet-shodting robots, "electronic" cannon and ters for this corner of the Earth.

30

Atoms Keep Time in Oscillator Circuit
ATOMIC MOVEMENT is
used as the world's most
accurate time standard in the
new "Atomichron" clock,
shown at left with its creators, Dr. Daly of the National
Co., Malden, Mass., and Dr.
Zacharias of M.I.T. Far more
accurate than the pendulum of
crystal -controlled timing devices, the "Atomichron" varies
by no more than one second
in 3000 years. Here, atoms
control the frequency of an

oscillator circuit.

New One -Piece Phone Has Bottom Dial
IN

CASE you're tired of picking up
your telephone receiver and would
rather pick up the whole phone, the
North Electric Co. of Galion, Ohio,
has just the thing for you. This phone
sits on its dial and has a pointed receiver to fit practically everybody's
ears. It is said to be very "functional." Without any separate headpiece
wires, you're safe from "entanglements."
62
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By LOU GARNER

CERTAINLY this is the season of the year
when the tune of Jingle Bells is heard
over and over on radio and television. But
there's another "jingle" that may be on the
the familiar jingle of the teleway out
phone bell! Experiments are being conducted with a transistorized tone generator as a replacement for the older bell.
Advantages? More pleasing sound, greater
variety of sounds, compactness, and, most
important of.all, lower power consumption.
The bell, an electromechanical device, requires considerably more power for operation than a transistorized audio oscillator.
Looking to the future, we may see many
other electromechanical sound producing
instruments replaced by transistorized dethe doorbell may be replaced by
vices
a tone generator connected with a two -way
intercom, sirens and whistles may be replaced by portable transistorized alarms,
and the day may come when we'll see entire orchestras composed of electronic in-

...

...

struments.

Names and Names. Among the letters
and notes suggesting names for transistor
enthusiasts is an interesting letter from
Carl Altman of Madison, Wisconsin. Carl
suggests rotating the standard transistor

symbol, so that the base electrode lead
points down. and removing the arrowhead
from the emitter electrode. The resulting
symbol is suggestive of a monogram for the
which may be proletters V -O -T .
nounced Votee. So Carl suggests ' VOTee
as a good name, not only because it is symbolic of the transistor symbol "monogram,"
but as a contraction of Devotee- someone
who is "devoted." The capitalization of the
first three letters and the use of an apostrophe is to distinguish the name from
votee, which is connected with voting.
Good thinking, Carl!
Well, fellows, how would you like to be
simcalled 'VOTees? Send a post card
ply say "For 'VOTee" or "Against 'VOTee,"
and include your name and address. We'll
let you know the results.
Reader's Circuit. Many of the circuits
described in this column come from readers
.. fellows who may never have written to
a magazine before, and who may never have
seen their names in print. But every now
and then a professional author will "take
pen in hand" and send your columnist one
of his pet circuits. This month's contribution is from reader /author Joe Chernofa fellow you should all recognize. Joe's
.

.

...

Schematic diagram
and parts list for
Joe Chernofs transistorized power amplifier discussed in
the text. Special
care must be taken
when wiring in the
2N68 transistor to

SPKP

TI

prevent accidental

shorts to circuit
ground. See installation photograph on
the following page.

C1- 25 -5fd., 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor (Mallory TC -26)
C2- 50 -Aid., 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor (Mallory TC -29)
C3 -0.1 -µtd., 25 -volt ceramic capacitor (Mucon
or equivalent)
R1- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer, audio taper,

with s.p.s.t. switch (Centralab B -14 -S or
equivalent)
R2- 36,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt composition resistor
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220n.

e+
R3
R4
R5RS -R7

510 -ohm, 1/2-watt composition resistor
6800 -ohm, 1/2 -watt composition resistor
220 -ohm, I/2 -watt composition resistor

1G -ohm, lie -watt composition resistor
50,000-ohm potentiometer, audio taper
T1- Output transformer (Merit A -3005 or equiv-

alent)
V1 -2N35

V2 -2N68

transistpr (Sylvania)
transistor (Sylvania)

I- Cabinet

(ICA 3988)
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former, T1, serves to match the transistor's
output impedance to the loudspeaker's
voice coil.

Mounted in Joe Cheinof's automobile, his transistorized power amplifier (shown at the right with
the speaker grille) has a very neat appearance.

"by- line" has appeared numerous times in
both POP'tronics and other magazines.
Basically a self-contained audio power
amplifier for mobile applications, Joe's
gadget provides loudspeaker output when
used with receivers (or other instruments)
designed for headphone operation only.
Chernof mounted his model in his auto and
uses it with a low frequency Air -Radio receiver.
Referring to the schematic (page 63), a
type 2N35 n -p -n transistor, connected as a
grounded -collector amplifier, is resistance capacity coupled to a 2N68 p -n -p power
transistor which, in turn, drives a PM
loudspeaker. The common -emitter circuit
configuration is used in the output stage.
Power is supplied by the 12 -volt auto battery
but may also be obtained from a
pair of Burgess No. F4P batteries connected in series. Operation on six volts is
possible, but at a considerable reduction in
output power.
In operation, the 2N35 grounded -collector

...

stage maintains a moderately high input
impedance while providing a reasonably
good match to the 2N68 power transistor
(which has a low input impedance). A portion of the audio signal applied across gain
control R1, depending on the setting of this
control, is coupled through C to the base
electrode of the first stage. Bias for this
stage is supplied through base resistor R2.
The audio signal appearing across emitter load resistor R3 is coupled through C.
to the base of the power output stage. Bias
for the power stage is supplied by voltage
divider R4 -R5 and un- bypassed emitter resistor R6. This bias arrangement insures
Class A operation and good d.c. stabilization. Control R7, in conjunction with capacitor C3, forms a simple TONE control, and
may be used to reduce high frequency
"hash" or other noise. The output trans64

According to Joe's measurements, when
the amplifier is driven with a 1 -volt (rms)
audio signal, a power output of 200 milli watts (nearly a '/4 of a watt!) is obtained,
with a 12 -volt power supply. He indicates
that the distortion level is less than 5 %.
Greater audio output is obtained with a
higher voltage supply (up to 28 volts), less
with a lower voltage supply (down to 6
volts).
The construction of a model duplicating
Joe's amplifier should present no problems
to the average POP'tronics reader. Neither
parts layout nor wiring arrangement should
be especially critical. A standard loudspeaker cabinet (such as an ICA type 3988)
makes an excellent housing for both amplifier and speaker. One important point -the
collector electrode of the 2N68 power transistor is connected to its outer shell ... use
care when installing this unit to avoid accidental shorts to circuit ground.
Tickler File. Again, we remind you of
interesting items mentioned in previous
columns
(1) Last month we mentioned CBS -Hytron's new low -cost high power transistors.
Now you can get a booklet of circuits showing typical uses for these units .. contact
your regular distributor, or write to CBS Hytron, Dept. of Public Relations, Danvers,
Massachusetts, and ask for booklet PA -16.
One circuit from this booklet (a code practice oscillator) is shown on page 126.
(2) Subminiature resistors are available
from Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc., 311
W. Baltimore Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.
(3) For the largest selection of transistor construction kits and transistor com(Continued on page 125)
:

.

Power transistors for automobile radios are
placed in a vacuum bake oven at the Hillsboro, N.
H., electronics plant of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. for heat treating prior to capping and sealing.
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Transtopic
Experiment No.
Light Beam
Receiver

RI

TR2

SI

THIS is another experiment in the series that
started in the March, 1956,
issue. The last experiment,
No. 12, appeared on page 59
of the November issue.
You can transmit code
over a beam of light if you
assemble this circuit. It conOUTLINE OF
verts light into an audio
CARDBOARD TUBE
tone which can be heard in
the "HEADPHONES." If
the "LIGHT SOURCE" foLIGHT SOURCE
cused on photocell SPI is
coded in "dots" and "dashes,"
the audio tone varies in the
same way.
Mount a cardboard tube
over SRI to exclude extraneous light; the tube may be
from 3" to 12" long, closed
at one end and painted black
inside. Use a bright, sharply
focused "LIGHT SOURCE."
A small flashlight generally
will work at distances of
8 -15 feet; a 6 -volt Burgess
"Radar -Lite" will work at
distances of 25 -100 feet, or
more, depending on whether a lens is used with the photocell and on the
care taken in aiming the beam. Most small flashlights have a momentary
contact push button which is adequate for sending code.
To use the light beam receiver, set up the "LIGHT SOURCE" so that
the beam falls squarely on photocell SPi. Use about half of your expected
maximum range. If you hear an audio tone, hold your hand in front of
you're in business!
the photocell to cut off the light. If the tone stops
But if the tone continues, with changed pitch, or if you fail to obtain a
tone when you turn the unit "on," try readjusting RI. With proper adjustment, you'll get an audio note only when light strikes the photocell. Next,
move the "LIGHT SOURCE" back to determine maximum range with
your particular setup, readjusting RI if necessary.
In operation, transistors TRi and TR2 form a direct-coupled audio
amplifier, with R3 provided to limit d.c. flow between stages to a safe
value. The "HEADPHONES" serve both as the collector load impedance
of TR2 and as the output device. Capacitor C11 provides in -phase feedback between the output and input of the amplifier, converting it into
an oscillator. Oscillation is prevented, however, by a current applied
to the base -emitter circuit of TRI through voltage divider R1 -R2, with the
value of this "bias" depending on the setting of Rl.
When light falls on the self -generating photocell SPi, a small voltage
is developed, with a polarity which tends to cancel the bias applied by
-Louis E. Garner, Jr.
El-R2, thus permitting oscillation to take place.

...
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Gambling Robot Beats Humans
ONE OF THE BIG BUGABOOS of science fiction
machine that outsmarts men -may well be
a reality what with a cagey gambling robot developed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray
Hill, N. J. (right). Nicknamed "SEER" (from its
full technical name, "Sequence Extrapolating Robot"), the machine has beaten a majority of lab
assistants and visitors at the old penny- matching
game. According to SEER's engineer, D. W. Hagelbarger, the robot matches its less than 100 relays
against some 10 billion neurons in a man. Aside
from its "gambling instinct," SEER is heralded as
a forerunner of self- adjusting computers.

-a

Progress in 'Scopes
ADVANCES made in the design
and application of oscilloscopes are represented by the two
instruments viewed by Dr. Allen
B. Du Mont (at left) and David T.
Schultz. The instrument on the
left is one of the first commercially produced cathode -ray oscillographs, developed by Du Mont 25
years ago. This firm's latest contribution is the first of their "400"
series, the Type 401 shown at the
right of the photo which is a general- purpose service 'scope.

"Space Command" Tuner
SENDING SILENT messages to your TV
set, a new remote tuner permits you to
control the receiver from your chair, oras the man in the photo at the right
from another room. The device, made by
Zenith Radio Corp., 6001 W. Dickens, Chicago 39, Ill., uses supersonic sound in the
range of 40 kc. to do its job. Nicknamed
the "Space Command" tuner, it requires
no tubes, batteries, or wire connections. It
consists of four tuning forks which are actuated by keys pressed by the
user. The energy radiated by the
forks can turn the TV set on or
off, control its volume, and
change channels. A TV set,
in order to respond to the

-

supersonic control,
must be equipped with
special apparatus
which includes a
microphone, high
gain 39.5 -kc. amplifier, integrator

circuits, control
relays, and a 117 volt a.c. induction motor. The

remote unit
weighs 8 ounces.
66
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Lightning -Fast Printer
AN ELECTRONIC PRINTER that translates coded signals, composes the
translation in a desired pattern,
and reproduces the information
on appropriate business stationery and forms which it prints
simultaneously, has been developed experimentally by the Radio Corporation of America.
Named "Bizmac," this device will
produce in one minute 40 complete and different letter-size
business documents.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Using this

converter With
ge IJO to

receiver, you can

WE'VE ALL HEARD of the

a

stendar

500 Ic. stations.

broadcast

band, FM band, and short -wave band
but how many electronics experimenters know what's on the "long -wave band ?"
This is the band whose radio wavelengths
are longer than those of the broadcast
band. They are above the broadcast band
-not below it like the short waves. Articles have recently appeared in POP'tronics
on long -wave DX and a simple receiver.*
If you want good long -wave reception at a
minimum investment in radio parts, then
the single -tube converter to be described
here is for you.
This converter transforms the frequencies of the long -wave DX stations to something that can be handled by the cheapest
SWL or Novice ham receiver. Power to
operate it comes from a built -in power supply. To use the converter, disconnect the
antenna from your receiver and connect
the output of the converter in its place.
Set your receiver at about 1500 kilocycles,
and from then on, tune in the 100 to 500

...

Better Your Long -Wave DX'ing with
kc. long -wave stations by rotating the dial
on the converter. A 20' length of wire is a
sufficient antenna; with it, the converter
can be used with good results even in a

city apartment.

Construction. Since very few parts are
used in this circuit, the converter and its
power supply can be assembled quite conveniently on a 5" x 7" x 3" aluminum chassis. Tuning capacitor C5 is centered on the
front panel of the chassis first, then trimmer C6 is mounted below deck just to the
right of it. Output transformer T2 occupies the right rear corner of the chassis,
with filter capacitor C8 between it and the
little power transformer, T I. This allows
the socket for the tube to be mounted centrally on the chassis. At the same time,
the two front corners of the chassis are
left conveniently uncluttered for mounting
the bandpass filter components on the left
and the oscillator coils at the right.
A foot or so of fine insulated wire will
be found wrapped loosely around the lower
part of the Vari- Loopstick coil form. Since
this piece of wire will not be used in the
*"The Comeback Trail for Long -Wave DX," by
Tommy Kneitel, October, 1956, page 51; "Long Wave
DX'er
Single -Tube Receiver," by Frank H. Tooker,
November, 1956, page 66.

-a
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Converter

Insure good ierepticn by

feeding your -eceiver with
this simple owe -tube snit
present application of the Vari- Loopstick,
it should be removed. Mark the terminal
to which it is connected with red fingernail polish, for this terminal is the one
which should be wired to the stator of
variable capacitor C5..
Coil Li is the winding already on the
Vari- Loopstick. Tickler L2 is wound on
the form in the space available immediately below Li; it consists of six close- spaced
turns of No. 28 enameled wire wound in
the same direction as Li. Wrap a layer of
plastic insulating tape around the lower
part of the coil form, put on the 'urns for
the tickler, and then wrap a second layer
of the plastic tape over the tickler to hold
the turns firmly in place. The lead at the
lower end of the fielder coil should be
67
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Schematic diagram and parts list for the converter.
Cl, C3-- 300-15µ1d. silver -mica capacitor
C2 --47 -µµtd. silver -mica capacitor
C4 - 100- ppfd. mica capacitor
C5- 50-4µ1d. variable capacitor (Hammarlund
Type HF -50 or equal)
C6 -3 -30 µ.µ1d. mica trimmer capacitor
--

C7- 0.05 -pfd.,

400 -volt paper capacitor
CBa, C8b- -30/30 pfd., 150 -volt dual electrolytic

capacitor

-V ari-Loopsti ck
L2-- Tickler coil, 6 turns of No. 28 enameled
wire (see text for winding details)
RI, R2- 12,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt composition resistor

LI

68

TO CONVERTER'S
ANTENNA TERMINAL

R3- 22,000 -ohm,

!ÿ -watt composition resistor
-9700-ohm, -watt composition resistor
RFC], RFC2- Ferrite-core, 5- millihenry r.i.
chokes (Superex Type F-50 or equal)
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
SRI- 65 -ma., 130 -volt selenium rectifier
TI- Miniature power transformer, 125 volts at
15 ma., 6.3 volts at 0.6 amp. (Stancor Type
PS -8415 or equal)
T2- I500 -kc. converter output transformer (Miller Type 512 -WT or equal)
VI -Type 6BE6 tube
1--.5"x 7" x 3" aluminum chassis
R4

1
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Using this converter With a stender
receiver, you can get IX) to 500 ic. static

WE'VE ALL HEARD of the broadcast

band, FM band, and short -wave band
electronics experimenters know what's on the "long -wave band ?"
This is the band whose radio wavelengths
are longer than those of the broadcast
band. They are above the broadcast band
-not below it like the short waves. Articles have recently appeared in POP'tronics
on long -wave DX and a simple receiver.*
If you want good long -wave reception at a
minimum investment in radio parts, then
the single -tube converter to be described
here is for you.
This converter transforms the frequencies of the long -wave DX stations to something that can be handled by the cheapest
SWL or Novice ham receiver. Power to
operate it comes from a built -in power supply. To use the converter, disconnect the

... but how many

antenna from your receiver and connect
the output of the converter in its place.
Set your receiver at about 1500 kilocycles,
and from then on, tune in the 100 to 500

Better Your Long -Wave DX'ing with
kc. long-wave stations by rotating the dial
on the converter. A 20' length of wire is a
sufficient antenna; with it, the converter
can be used with good results even in a

city apartment.

Construction. Since very few parts are
used in this circuit, the converter and its

power supply can be assembled quite conveniently on a 5" x 7" x 3" aluminum chassis. Tuning capacitor C5 is centered on the
front panel of the chassis first, then trimmer C6 is mounted below deck just to the
right of it. Output transformer T2 occupies the right rear corner of the chassis,
with filter capacitor CS between it and the
little power transformer, Ti. This allows
the socket for the tube to be mounted centrally on the chassis. At the same time,
the two front corners of the chassis are
left conveniently uncluttered for mounting
the bandpass filter components on the left
and the oscillator coils at the right.
A foot or so of fine insulated wire will
be found wrapped loosely around the lower
part of the Vari- Loopstick coil form. Since
this piece of wire will not be used in the
* The Comeback Trail for Long- Wave DX. ' by
Tommy Kneitel, Octuher, 1956, page 51: "Long-Wave
I1.\'er -a Single -Tube Receiver," by Frank 11. Tooker,
November, 1956, page 66.
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Converter

ire good reception by
feedi,-ig your receiver with
Ins

thiss

simple one -tube unit

present application of the Vari- Loopstick,
it should be removed. Mark the terminal
to which it is connected with red fingernail polish, for this terminal is the one
which should be wired to the stator of
variable capacitor C5.
Coil L1 is the winding already on the
Vari -Loopstick. Tickler L2 is wound on
the form ïn the space available immediately below LI; it consists of six close- spaced
turns of No. 28 enameled wire wound in
the same direction as L1. Wrap a layer of
plastic insulating tape around the lower
part of the coil form, put on the turns for
the tickler, and then wrap a second layer
of the plastic tape over the tickler to hold
the turns firmly in place. The lead at the
lower end of: the tickler coil should be
67

RFC!

RFC2

C5

C6

soldered to the unmarked terminal on the
Vari- Loopstick. This terminal also should
be connected to a ground lug when the coil
is mounted on the chassis. Make the lead
at the upper end of the tickler long enough
to reach over to the cathode (pin 2) connection of Vi.
The Vari- Loopstick used as the oscillator
coil and the two ferrite -core r.f. chokes
(RFC1 and RFC2) make up the heart of
this converter. While the mounting of these
components cannot be considered as critical, a certain amount of care must be exercised in their placement. Keep the VariLoopstick at least one inch away from the
metal front and side panels of the chassis,
and mount RFC1 and RFC2 at right angles
---with the end of one pointing toward the
center of the other -as shown in the underchassis photo. Locate RFC1 and RFC2
on tie points, and keep them spaced at
least a half inch away from the chassis
deck. The capacitors, Cl, C2, and C3, must
be silver -mica units.

LI

Adjusting the Converter. After you
have assembled the converter, check first
to make sure that the tube filament is lit.
If you have a VTVM, you might check the
voltage between the chassis and the solder
lug on filter capacitor C8b. It should meas-

Under -chassis view shows placement of major
components. A 3/8 "- diameter hole in the chassis
immediately above trimmer C6 provides access
to adjusting screw. The trimmer lug which makes
contact with the adjusting screw is soldered to a
ground lug which is bolted to the chassis deck.
6BE6
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Schematic diagram and parts list for the converter.

C3-300-µµtd. silver -mica capacitor
C2 -47 -µµ1d. silver -mica capacitor
C4- 100 -µµrd. mica capacitor
C5 -50 -µµtd. variable capacitor (Hammarlund
Cl,

Type HF-50 or equal)
C6-3-30 µµfd. mica trimmer capacitor
400-volt paper capacitor
C8a, C8b -30/30 ad., 150 -volt dual electrolytic
capacitor

C7- 0.05 -0d.,

LI- Vari- Loopstick
L2- Tickler

coil, 6 turns of No. 28 enameled
wire (see text for winding details)
Rl, R2- 12,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt composition resistor
68

&7,

L2

68 TO 82
uufd.
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R3-22,000-ohm, 1/2-watt composition resistor
R4 -4700 -ohm, 1 -watt composition resistor
RFC1, RFC2- Ferrite-core, 5- millihenry r.f.
chokes (Superex Type F-50 or equal)
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
SR1- 65 -ma., 130 -volt selenium rectifier
TI-Miniature power transformer, 125 volts at
15 ma., 6.3 volts at 0.6 amp. (Stancor Type
PS -8415 or equal)
T2- 1500-kc. converter output transformer (Miller Type 512-WT or equal)
VI -Type 6BE6 tube
1-5" x 7" x 3" aluminum chassis
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Pictorial diagram

shows how the components of the converter are physically interconnected.

ure between 90 and 100 volts, and the
solder lug on C8b should be positive (+)
with respect to the chassis. A check with a
VOM will give a lower reading.
Disconnect the antenna from your communications receiver and, in its place, connect one end of a foot or so of insulated
wire. Place the other end of this wire close
to the oscillator components in the converter. Do not make an actual connection
to the converter. Set the range switch and
the tuning dial of the receiver to 1600 kc.
(1.6 mc.) and its r.f. gain control at maximum. Turn the dial of the converter to
where the plates of the variable tuning capacitor, C5, are nearly meshed. Then turn
,
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the adjusting screw on the trimmer, C6,
full in (maximum capacitance). Rotate the
threaded brass rod extending from the
Vari- Loopstick counterclockwise
while
watching the receiver's S -meter for an upswing, indicating that the oscillator in the
converter is tuned to 1600 kc.
Next, set the receiver's tuning dial to
2000 kc., and rotate the tuning knob on the
converter while again watching the receiver's S -meter for an indication. One should
occur when the plates of the converter's
tuning capacitor are about 10° away from
being fully unmeshed. If this is the case,
no further adjustment of the oscillator is
required. In any event, only a very slight
69

HOW IT WORKS
ChAes RFC1 and RFC?, capacitors CI, C.?, and
L3, and resistors R1 and R2 forth a bandpass filter
network which passes all signals over the band from
100 to 500 be. and opposes the passage of signals
at all other frequencies. This portion of the circuit
selects the signals that appear at the signal grid
of G'1.

The oscillator portion of the converter consists of
coil L2, variable tuning
capacitor C5, trimmer CO, coupling capacitor C4,
and grid bias resistor R3. The oscillator tunes over
he frequency range from 1600 to 2000 kc. Con verter output transformer T? is fixed -tuned by
means of its built -in trimmer to 1500 kc. The signal
frequency to which the converter is tuned at any
time is equal to the oscillator frequency minus the
output frequency. Thus, the low end of the range
is at 1600 kc. minus 151111 kc.
ILO ke. The high
end is at 2000 kc. minus 1500 kc.
500 kc.
This converter is complete with its own power
supply. if desired, the built -in supply may be deleted when the converter is to be used with a receiver having the necessary voltages brought out to
a socket on the rear of the chassis. Converter requirements are 6.3 volts a.c. at 0.3 amp. and approximately 100 volts d.c. at 12 nia. When such an
external power source is used, the value of bypass
capacitor C7 should be increased to about 0.25 pfd.
_A
series isolation resistor of at least 1000 ohms is
the B+ lead may also be desirable in sonic ca si
_A
B+ potential higher than 10U volts should mil
be employed unless the proper voltage- dropping resistor and bypass capacitor are included in the
screen -grid circuit of the converter. If you are in
doubt about any of these conditions, you will be best
off using the built -in supply.

\ari- l.00pstick L1, tickler

-or

-or

readjustment of the trimmer should be
necessary to set the oscillator's frequency
at this end of the range.
When the oscillator in the converter has
been adjusted to cover the range of 100 to
2000 kc., remove the lead you placed near
the oscillator components to assist in the
adjustment. Connect the free end of this
lead to the converter's output terminal.
(The other end should remain connected
to the receiver's antenna terminal.) Run a
second lead from the receiver's ground
terminal to the output ground terminal on
the converter, and connect a 20' length of
wire to the converter's antenna terminal.
The input ground terminal should be connected to a cold water pipe to assure good
grounding for the converter.

Set the receiver's tuning dial to 1500 kc.
Then turn up the audio gain control, and
adjust the trimmer screw at the top of the
converter output transformer for maximum "rush" or static from the speaker.
Interference. If you experience interference from a nearby broadcast station,
disconnect the lead to the receiver's antenna terminal (at the receiver's antenna terminal). Leave the ground connections intact. If the AM station still comes through,
the interference is leaking directly into
the receiver itself, and only better shielding in the receiver will cure the difficulty.
Another possible source of trouble is the
lead between the converter and the receiver's antenna terminal. Unwanted broadcast
stations sometimes tend to be picked up
on this lead. Less interference will be obtained by replacing
the lead with a
ANTENNA
length of coaxial cable. Any lead used
here should always
be as short as possible.

If you have a
strong broadcast
station near you

which operates on
1500 kc., it will be
wise to operate the

converter output
transformer and the
receiver a little

CI.

0

Ó

68 TO 82 yute.
SILVER-MICA
CAPACITOR

Ir

TO CONVERTERS
ANTENNA TERMINAL

A wave trap, such as
this one, will prevent
interference from nearby broadcast stations.

higher in frequency
-on 1600 kc., for
instance, if this channel is clear. In this
case, set the converter's oscillator to cover
1700 to 2100 kc.

Light interference on 1500 kc. caused by
a broadcast signal leaking through the converter can often be cured by connecting a
wave trap in the antenna lead to the converter. Locate the trap as closely as pos-

sible to the converter's antenna terminal.
A suitable circuit is shown in the diagram
above. Adjust the slug in the coil for
minimum interference.
30

Rear Seat Speaker I mproves Car Radio
MOTORIST with an ear for music can
improve the sound of his car radio by
adding an extension speaker. Shown at left
is a kit containing such a speaker, as well
as connecting leads, selector switch, and
protective grille. Instructions for mounting the parts are included. The switch
permits you to select either speaker or
both at once. Prices vary with the size of

A

the speaker. For detailed information,
write to the manufacturer, Cletron, Inc.,
1974 E. 61 St., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
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BUILDING THE "MINI -HORN"

By Walter H. Niehoff
Easy to make, this

tiny hi -fi

enclosure produces big sound
using only two small speakers
ONE OF THE TRICKIEST turns on the
road to high -fidelity tries to get around
a tough and persistent problem: how to
obtain the most bass out of the smallest
space. Here the road splits up into as many
paths toward a possible solution of the
problem as there are different opinions and
designs. One of these approaches leads to
the "Mini- Horn."
As a rear- horn -loaded enclosure designed
to house two 5" speakers, it occupies little
more than one square foot of floor space,
and costs about three dollars to build.
What's more, its diminutive size (13" high)
makes it light enough in weight to be considered a truly portable enclosure.
Construction Hints. All of the wood
used in construction was cut from one
21' x 21/2' piece of half -inch plywood. The
panel layout drawing shows how to cut
the panels. Whether you cut the wood yourself or have it done at the lumber yard,
watch the angles on the pieces -they are
critical to correct fitting. The dimensions
shown in the drawing take into account the
cutting waste made by a one -eighth -inch
saw blade. A complete list of materials is
given on page 72.
Start work on the interior panels by cutting the long edges of the 3'/s" x 12" panels,
one at an angle of 46° and the other at an
angle of 21 °. Be sure that they are cut as
shown in the layout drawing.
Cut the long edges of the 23¡,;" x 12"
panels, one at an angle of 88° and the other
December, 1956

°-

at an angle of 21 exactly as in the diagram. Form the two interior panels as
shown, one of each of the two types of
panels just cut with one of the two 2" x 13"
panels. The 13" panels must overlap the
other two by a half -inch on each end.
Glue and nail the two formed panels to
the bottom of the enclosure, making certain
that they are joined to the 63/8" sides.
Then. cut the 13" edges of the front panel
to a 51° angle, being sure that the inner
surface is six inches wide. This finished,
cut the circular speaker holes in the panel
4,2" in diameter, centering them as shown
on the construction layout diagram.
Now glue and nail the front to the bottom of the enclosure and the previously installed panels. There will be a little bit of
overhang due to the differently cut angles.
However, this may he rounded off later with
a file and sandpaper.
Join the 55s" x 13" panels to the bottom
with glue and wire brads. Then cut the 13"
edges of the back panel to a 45° angle,
Rear view of the Mini -Horn, with back panel removed. Angled ducts on either side of speaker panel provide horn -loading for improved bass response.
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making sure that the

surface pointing

in-

ward is eight inches
wide. The back panel
is screwed on, rather
than glued and nailed,
so that the speakers
may be installed and
serviced. Carefully fit
the top onto the enclosure, and glue and
nail it into its permanent position. The actual construction of
the Mini -Horn is now
completed.
You may finish the
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Mini -Horn to suit
your own taste. One
easy way would be to
cover the entire enclosure with grille cloth.
Even covering the horn

openings, this cloth
will not impair the
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Speakers. Install
two 5" speakers in
the unit. These may
be chosen at your own
discretion. If two 4-
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ohm speakers are used, they may be wired
in series for total impedance of 8 ohms.
They must be phased correctly
both
speaker cones should move in the same
direction when a signal is applied to their
voice coils. Run the speaker wires through
a hole drilled in the back panel. After the
rear panel is screwed in place, the Mini Horn will be ready to "sound off."
For best results, place the system in a
corner. Good sound can be also obtained
by placing it against a flat wall. Either
way, you'll be pleasantly surprised at how
the Mini -Horn responds -from the lowest
notes of the tympani to the highest of the
piccolo. "Roominess" is nil because the enclosure is non-resonant.
Add it up -cost, portability, ease of construction, time used, and operation -the
Mini -Horn is truly a hi -fi bargain.
-Ea-

-

BILL OF MATERIALS
1-21/2'x

21/2'

piece of 1/2' plywood

-small box 1" wire brads
-small bag upholstery tacks
4-1" wood screws, No. 6
1

1

Wood glue
Paint, or finishing material, as desired
Grille cloth, as desired

Use layout drawing at top of page as guide
for cutting Mini -Horn panels. Dimensional
drawing at left shows how pieces fit together.
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Do You Need a TV Ghost Eliminator?
MANY TV VIEWERS have found

that

one way additional signal strength can
be gained is by using high -gain non- directional antennas. But with these, a viewer
may have to put up with ghosts (double
images) or seek a new antenna mounting
location, or- -worse yet -- replace the antenna with expensive narrow -beam units.
The antenna attenuation network described here was designed to overcome this
difficulty. It inserts losses into the antenna
lead -in to eliminate secondary signals, commonly called ghosts. In primary signal
areas, the original signal is always stronger
than the secondary or ghost signal (if the
antenna is correctly oriented). Since there
is an overabundance of signal in primary
areas, attenuation of the signal not only
eliminates the ghosts, but often greatly
improves the over -all picture quality!
Construction of the ghost eliminator is
simple and involves little time or work.
Four potentiometers are mounted on a
4" x 4" x '/s" piece of plastic or hardwood

and wired in a conventional attenuation
network. A metal angle bracket can be
used to mount the device on the rear edge
of the TV receiver.
To align the completed eliminator, adjust potentiometers R3 and R4 to their
"off" position and adjust R1 and R2 until
the ghosts are eliminated or minimized as
much as possible. Then turn the line-balancing potentiometers R3 and R4 "on," and
adjust them until you obtain the clearest
picture.
-Warren J. Smith
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Schematic and pictorial diagrams of the attenuation network designed to eliminate ghosts.

Children's Night Light Is a Child's Delight
HERE'S A GADGET to delight the small
fry-and it's a boon to mamas and
papas, too! Not only does it provide a
small light in the nursery, but most children are fascinated by the bubbles rising
in the glass tube. Before they know it,
they're fast asleep.
You can easily assemble this night light
in an hour. Since it operates at reduced
current, it will probably work for a couple
of years before the bulb burns out. As may
be seen from the schematic diagram and
the photo, the unit is nothing more than a
Christmas -tree bubble lamp and socket, a
small filament transformer, and a little
slide switch. It is constructed on a 214" x
214" x 4" aluminum box. You can paint the
box or decorate the front and sides with
children's decals.
The filament transformer should be 6.3
December,

1956

volts, rated at less than one ampere. Although Christmas -tree bulbs are rated at
15 volts, most of them will work with such

under -size filament transformers. If a particular lamp doesn't start to bubble after
warming up for two or three full minutes,
Schematic diagram of
the night light. A photo
of this gadget appears
on the following page.
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check to make sure trie bubble tube is pushed down
firmly against the lamp in the base. These units operate on the heat thrown off by the lamp, so a snug
contact between bubble tube and lamp is necessary.
Two out of three of the author's lights started and
operated perfectly with this arrangement.
You can use a bulb socket from an old string of
series -wired Christmas -tree lights. Drill a hole in the
cover of the box just slightly smaller than the lower
part of the socket, and force -fit the socket in the hole.
Then run a generous fillet of household cement between the socket and the box. Solder the two second ary leads of the transformer to the two leads of the
socket. Each soldered connection should be insulated
separately with plastic tape.
Insert the power cord through a grommeted hole.
Solder one lead of the transformer primary to one
terminal of the switch, and solder the other terminal
of the switch to one wire of the power cord. Then
solder other wire of power cord to remaining primary
lead of transformer. Insulate this joint with plastic
tape -and the wiring is finished. -Frank H. Tooker

Simple Shockless Continuity Tester
FOR TESTING LAMP BULBS, circuits,
fuses and home electrical appliances,
this pill- bottle tester is easily made and requires little room in your pocket or toolbox. All you need is a single cell battery
that fits a plastic pill bottle, a short lead
wire with prods at both ends, pin jack, 11/4"
round-head machine screw, and a 11 -volt
flashlight bulb.
Grind or file most of the threads off the
TIP JACK

PLASTIC
CAP

brass machine screw and form it into a
point. Drill a hole in the bottom of the
plastic bottle, insert the screw and fasten

FLASHLIGHT
BULB

LEAF
SPRING
WIRE
SPRING

PLASTIC

PILL

BOTTLE

NUT

Pictorial

diagram shows how
to construct the
continuity tester.
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MACHINE BOLT
(SEE TEXT)

with a nut. Push the dry cell down in the
bottle until it makes firm contact with the
head of the brass screw. The screw's pointed end serves as one of the test points.
Drill a snug- fitting hole in the bottle cap
to hold the bulb. Alongside the bulb, drill
another hole and insert the pin jack. Solder
the end of a short brass strip to the pin
jack and bend the other end of the strip
so that it makes contact with bottom of
bulb. Then wrap a few turns of bare copper wire around the threads of the bulb so
that a spiral -like spring will make contact
with the bottom of the dry cell when the
plastic cap is put back on.
When using the tester, plug one end of
the flexible-wire lead into the pin jack. Employ its other end and the brass -pointed
screw for the test.
-Stanley Clark
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

It's inexpensive, uses only one tube, and
will cover range from 22 to 12,000 cycles
By RICHARD GRAHAM

THERE IS LITTLE NEED to talk about
the virtues of an audio frequency generator- particularly to the audio experimenter. In this field, it is as basic as a
voltmeter. But although you may realize
the need for such an instrument, what can
you do if your financial resources are limited? Take heart, for if you really want
an audio generator, the unit described in
this article may he just what you're looking for. It was designed with your pocketbook clearly in mind.
This generator covers the entire audio
frequency range from 22 cycles to 12,000
cycles; such coverage effects quite a sav-

ing in the cost of switches and other components usually found in most audio frequency generators. 'l'he frequency control
is an inexpensive potentiometer rather
than an expensive multigang variable capacitor or multigang potentiometer. And,
best of all, only one tube is used.
Construction. The oscillator is housed
in an aluminum 6" x 6" x 6" box known as
LMB Type 666. One -half of this box is an
L- shaped piece which makes it convenient
to use as the panel and hase. No separate
chassis is necessary since the unit is so
simple that the parts can be easily mounted, wired and serviced right on the bottom
of the cabinet.
Mount the tube socket on metal standoffs or spacers to clear the socket pins
from the metal cabinet. It is advisable to

HOW IT WORKS

In this circuit. the pentode
,t ,lie el
funrtn,n.:is a high -gain audio aml,litier. 'line triode
section is directly coupled to the pentode stage with
the output connected as a cathode Ìolh,a er. Positive
feedback tthich is independent of frequency is
achieved tltron1h the tV10 .t -ttatt bulbs. l'L1 and
l'l.l. connecting the two cathods together. The
bulks hate a nnnlinc:1r resistance 3.s. current characteristic. - \s the feedback incre: srs. the lamp resistance aka increases, thus aidiu in regulating the
output soilage. If they were replaced with a linear
resistor. i.e.. a standard cal lion twister, tine output
voltage would vary and the ,vaveforut \v,,u'd be
seriously di -to,
A negative fccdhack path is mutent through the

tf.
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teork eo,uuetu,¢ the grid of the pentode section to

of the triode rection. This network is
fre,pnvc>-selective. Tite Íreit net c) at which the positive feedback cancels out the negative feedback is the
frequency at nehieh the circuit twill oscillate. .1mount
of negative feedback varies with frequency and is
adjustable by the potentiometer Rì which functirnts
is tite frcqucucy control. Tit(' output is :t fairly convolts into a high inipedtuice over the frestant
quency range except at the very lote frequencies
where the output rises to almost 4 volts.
the cathode
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For
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wire as many capacitors, resistors, etc., as
you can to the socket before mounting.
The two 3 -watt bulbs (PL1 and PL2)
are mounted by soldering the screw sides
of the base to a terminal strip. Then solder
the connecting wires directly to the lamp

base. No lamp sockets are needed since
the lamps are used at only a very small
fraction of their rating and should last as
long as any other component. Incidentally,
don't expect to see any visible glow from
these lamps when the oscillator is operating.

After the unit is constructed, there are
no adjustments necessary to put it into op-

eration other than calibrating the main
frequency control. This could pose a small
problem for some, since another piece of
test equipment is required which you may
or may not have.
Calibration. Two possible methods of
calibration are shown on page 131; it is
assumed that you can borrow or obtain
the use of the necessary equipment long
enough to calibrate the "Economy" audio
signal generator. The method shown in
(A) is the simplest. You just feed the
audio generator into an audio frequency
meter which will read the signal output
frequency directly.
The method shown in (B) is based on
comparing the frequency out of the "Economy" generator with that of another calibrated audio generator known to be reaLooking down at the audio generator, note

PARTS LIST

placement of major parts. The unit is housed in
an aluminum box; no separate chassis is needed.

C1 -10 -pfd., 150 -volt

TI

SRI

tic capacitor
C6a /C6b -40/80 pfd., 150 -volt

C68

+ C6ACH1

electrolytic capacitor

C2 -0.47 -pfd., 200 -volt paper capacitor
C3- 0.02-pfd., 200 -volt paper capacitor
C4- 0.01 -pfd., 200-volt paper capacitor
C5 -80 -pfd., 150 -volt electroly-

electrolytic capacitor

40NfT

C7 -25 -pfd., 25 -volt electrolytic

capacitor

CHI -7- henry, 50 -ma. choke
(Stancor C1707)
-watt, 115 -volt lamp
PLI, PL2
R1- 750-ohm, 1/2-watt fixed re-

-3

sistor

CI
IO pfd

SI

R4
C3

86U8
V

PLI

I

PL2

sistor

R5

RI

10

ATTENUATOR

R2
RIO
10K

1/2
1/2

-watt fixed

-watt fixed

+

linear taper

Sl- S.p.s.t.

switch on RIO

SR1- 65 -ma. selenium rectifier
TI -Power transformer, 125 volt

25pfd.

GND.

-watt fixed re-

R9 -5000 -ohm resistor
R10-10,000 -ohm potentiometer,

+ C7
1

A.F. OUTPUT
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80pfd.
R3

750n

resistor

C5

5 MEG.

L

1/2

R7- 220,000 -ohm,
resistor
R8- 68,000 -ohm,

4

C2
47pfd.

1/2 -watt
fixed resistor
R5- 5- megohm potentiometer
with reverse logarithmic ta-

R6- 470-ohm,

1728td.T1pfd.
FREQUENCY
CONTROL

fixed re-

per

10K

C4

R2- 270-ohm, 1/2-watt
sistor
R3, R4- 10,000 -ohm,

270n

R9
5K

-

at 15 ma., 6.3 volt at 0.6 amp.
secondary (Stancor PS8415)
VI -608 tube
x 6" x 6" aluminum box
1
(LMB Type 666)

-6"

Complete wiring details for
the oscillator are at left.
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Si
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Hook up the "Economy" audio generator components as shown

sunably accurate. One generator is fed
into the horizontal input of an oscilloscope.
Feed the other generator into the vertical
input of the oscilloscope. The calibrated
generator is set on a frequency point to be
calibrated. Adjust the uncalibrated generator until a circle, straight line or ellipse
is obtained on the 'scope face. The two
generators are then at the same frequency.
This procedure should be repeated for all
the points to be calibrated.
If you want to maintain the output absolutely constant over the entire frequency range. fixed resistor RI can be replaced
with a 1( O:t -o;i,n potentiometer. By adDecember,

19;;5

in this

pictorial diagram.

justment of R1, the output voltage can be
regulated. However, readjustment of RI
may produce an unfavorable effect on the
output voltage. Therefore, it is recommended that R2 simultaneously be changed
to a 1000 -ohm potentiometer. Thus, RI
and R2 can be adjusted for an output voltage of approximately 3 volts. The fixed
value resistors R1 and R2 constitute a happy compromise between economics and
performance.
Operation. In use, it is only necessary
to remember that the generator will work
into impedances over approximately 1000
(Continued on page 131)
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AFTER CLASS
Special Information on Radio, T V,
Radar and Nucleonics
USING TIME DELAY RELAYS
IME DELAY in oil burners, in transmit Tter power supplies, in power failure
alarms! Time delay in arc -welding, spot
welding, resistance welding! Time delay in
x -ray exposure, photo- finishing, transoceanic radio, and offset photography!
Hardly a moment passes that some electronic device in industry, communication,
or entertainment isn't making use of time
delay action in one form or another.
Although time delay as a fundamental
electrical principle enters into these devices in numerous ways, we will only discuss relay action in timing circuits.
What Is Time Delay? Let's first be
clear about what time delay means and
about the terms we must use in describing
various actions.
In taking an x -ray, your dentist presses
a button momentarily; the x -ray machine
then comes alive for an accurately timed
interval, after which it goes off automatically to prevent dangerously prolonged exposure. The "on" interval is the time delay
period, so that the action might be described as: momentary make (button
pressed) -fast pull -in (x -ray machine goes
on instantly) -slow drop -out (x -ray machine goes off after timed interval).
Or take another example: a radio operator throws a toggle switch on and the
filaments of his mercury vapor rectifiers
light instantly; fifteen seconds later, the
plate voltage is automatically applied to
the tubes. Then, when the transmission is
complete, the switch is turned off and both

f
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301

filaments and plate voltage go off simultaneously. In this case, the time delay interval is fifteen seconds and the sequence
is: held -make -slow pull -in -fast drop -out.
The individual response of a given relay
and the length of the time delay interval

Reluctance Type. Note the metal sleeve that
encircles about half the electromagnet coil in
this reluctance type of time delay relay which
is manufactured by Potter and Brumfield.

are of course governed by the needs of the
particular piece of equipment in which the
relay is used.
Basic Principles. Time delay relays
utilize many different principles. Among
the most popular are: (a) magnetic reluctance action, (b) pneumatic or hydraulic
chambers, (c) thermo -mechanical action,
and (d) résistance- capacitance (RC) charge
or discharge time in connection with electron tubes.
Magnetic Reluctance Relays. These are
useful for relatively short time delays

-a

Pneumatic Type.

-

2,
I

4-40 4

`5 0---- -

DE- ENERGIZED

ENERGIZED

(A)

(B)

The

two -minute Agastat pneumatic relay directly at
left is adjustable down to
a fraction of a second. At
far left is the operating
mechanism of this relay.
It is a slow pull -in -fast
drop -out type in which
the time interval is controlled by a needle valve.

06
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few seconds as a rule. Generally, a copper
sleeve encircles a part of the relay coil. The
eddy currents induced in the sleeve as the
magnetic field builds up set up an opposition action which prevents the electromagnet from reaching full strength instantly,
thus delaying the pull -in. Relays of this
type are not particularly flexible and are
not suitable for wide -range adjustments.
Pneumatic or Hydraulic Relays. Such
relays are easily controlled to provide
timing intervals from a fraction of a second to many minutes. Time delay is obtained by having a magnetically actuated
plunger work its way through a gas (pneumatic) or a liquid -filled (hydraulic) chamber much like door -slam stoppers.
Thermo- mechanical Relays. These depend upon the heating time of a bi-metallic
strip for their delay action. Actuating current flows through a heater adjacent to
the compound bar; the heat radiated to the
bar causes it to bend as a result of the unequal coefficients of expansion of the two
metals comprising the bi- metallic strip.
Thus, contact between two points may be
made or broken by the bending action.
Thermo -mechanical relays are quite inexpensive but have limited application for
two reasons: (1) they are seldom adjustable and must therefore be purchased with
a specific delay rating for a specific job;
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Basic circuit for demonstrating time
delay principles of various RC relay circuits.
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Hydraulic Type.
This is an oil -filled

dashpot relay of
the hydraulic vari-

ety, adjustable
over a wide range
of timing intervals.
Such relays see
years of uninter-

rupted service
with your telephone

company.

(2) they re-cyslowly so

cle

that they pro-

-

vide slow pullslow dropin
out action, being incapable of
fast, momentary

contact re-

sponse.
RC Time Delay Relays -By

most
and
most suitable basic principle for experimenters with limited budgets involves
the charge or discharge time of a capacitor in connection with a resistor. RC
time delay relays that provide virtually
any sequence of delay action can be built
up from scrap parts and tubes. For those
who enjoy experimentation, the circuit of
Fig. 2 offers hours of fun and profitable
experience since it can be made to perform
several time delay tricks. Before describing its use, let's review some fundamental
ideas that will help to clarify the circuit
action.
RC Relay Circuits. A resistor R, a capacitor C, two keys, and a 100 -volt source
are connected as illustrated in Fig. 1. When
key 1 is closed, a current starts to flow
into the capacitor, causing it to build up a
charge. The time required for the capacitor to reach a voltage which is 63% of the
charging potential, or in this case, 63 volts,
is called the "time constant" of the RC
combination. The following simple equation may be used to find time constant
(time constant is in seconds, R in megohms, and C in microfarads)
Time constant = R X C
For example, if the resistor is 3 megohms and the capacitor 2 microfarads, a
time interval of 6 seconds is required to
allow the capacitor (and hence the available output voltage at the terminals) to
reach 63 volts. As the equation shows, this
interval may be changed at will by altering the value of either R or C, or both at
the same time. It is interesting to note
(Continued on page 124)
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Fig. 2. Experimental time delay relay circuit.
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By
LEONARD FELDMAN

Reach

for the Loudness Control if you want

PEACE WITH THE NEIGHBORS
ccjr I -FI IS

SWELL, but why do you have
jj
to play it
loud
This used to be
common -and fairly
?"

so

a

legitimate -complaint regarding the listening level of most hi -fi enthusiasts. Playing
the system "wide open" was necessary to
hear the entire frequency spectrum. It is a
fact that our hearing falls off at the high
and low ends of the audio band. In other
words, it is actually harder for us to hear
lows and highs than it is for us to hear the
mid -range, assuming the same sound intensity throughout the frequency range.
A simple way of illustrating this fact is
to ask a hi -fi owner to demonstrate the response of his system. Out comes an audio
oscillator, test record, and scope or meter.
Then follows a series of tonal grunts and
squeals which, you are told, comprise the
entire audible spectrum from "practically"
zero cycles all the way to supersonic "dog"
frequencies. All the while, the indicating
device hooked across the loudspeaker ter-

80

minais remains motionless, indicating that
the response of the electronic part of the
system is, indeed, flat within the prescribed
limits of a high -quality sound-reproducing
system.
It is quite obvious during such a test that
not all the tones sound equally loud to you,
the listener. The low notes may sound
faint; the very high tones seem somewhat
less intense than the middle frequencies.
These audibility effects were investigated
in detail by Harvey Fletcher and W. A.
Munson in 1933 -some time before highquality sound invaded the living room. The
curves in Fig. 2 summarize their intensive
research and are now popularly referred to
as the Fletcher- Munson curves. They point
out what you have suspected all along
that human hearing response is anything
but "flat." In fact, if you saw curves such

-

Lowering volume while keeping full tonal balance
is

job of loudness control. Above, Electro -Voice
PC -1 preamp uses stepped control for degrees
of compensation. Left, McIntosh C -8M is a similar unit in which loudness and volume controls
are independent of each other. Lower left, Sherwood S- 10008, combined preamp and 20-watt
power amplifier, uses loudness control calibrated
in "plus" and "minus" values.
Below, Scott
210 -E, combined preamp and 30 -watt Dower amplifier, has similar control marked "I" to "10."

POPULAR ELECTRONIC

as these on a commercial amplifier, you
wouldn't even bothler to give it a listening
test.
At this point yo>it're probably ready to
pounce upon the author with the following
questions: "So what) if we don't hear all
tones equally loud? After all, that's how
we're used to hearing ounds, that's how we
hear live sounds in the first place. It
wouldn't be right to 'doctor up' our hi -fi
systems by introduce g 'unnatural' tone
compensation gimmicks, would it ?" Therein lies the whole argument for and against
"loudness controls."
If we listened to alli recorded music at
exactly the same level at which it was recorded (or, in other words, placed ourselves
in the same hearing position that the microphone occupied during recording), the argument would cease to exist. Unfortunately
(or fortunately for our neighbors in the
next apartment), it is rely possible to
play a recording of a fu symphony orchestra at such a level. Furst, the room in
which you listen at home is considerably
smaller than a symphony concert hall. Secondly, there are times when \,you may want
the music as background to her activities,
in which case extremely lolly level is desirable.
Let's take
Why a Loudness
a detailed look at Fig. 3. Supp se the average level of a symphony orcl estra corresponded to 80 decibels as helard from a
good center -orchestra seat. Tl* frequency
response of your hearing meichanism is
as shown in Fig. 3. Notice that at 50
cycles your "mental amplifiers' is down
about six decibels (only one -quarter of the
original power but 74 /80ths of original
sound level as far as your hearing is concerned). Of course, while you are sitting at
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level and frequency of
sound. Note that it requires a level of about
50 db at 100 cycles to
sound as loud as a level of only 20 db at 1000
cycles. These curves
nesss" points atalvariiious
audio frequencies. AcLion of loudness con trot is to get amplifier
to respond in line with

the loudness curves.

LOWER LIMIT
OF AUDIBILITY
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IO

the concert, this fact makes no difference
at all because that's the way music has always sounded at this particular level.
Suppose you enjoy a particular selection
and rush right out to the record shop after
the concert to purchase the piece. You place
it on the record changer, adjust the volume
control and settle down for a repeat performance -with one major exception. That
volume control was adjusted to play back
the selection at an average level of only 50
db, because it is now late in the evening
and everyone else but you is asleep. At
this level, your healing has a response characteristic like that shown dotted in Fig. 3.
You will note that the response at 50 cycles
is now down some 25 db (only 1 /300th of
original power), or about 50 db lower than
during the actual performance three eighths as loud to your ear).
Other low and high notes are similarly
displaced in relation to their original "live"
intensity. You cal check the amount of
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tion, RI becomes conventional volume control.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of combined "volume- loudness"
control. With SI at "ON" position, as shown, RI
acts as loudness control. With SI at "OFF" posi-
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"shift" at any particular frequency by the
curves shown in Fig. 3. This effect is
pretty apparent even to the inexperienced
listener. All you have to do is vary your
volume control from fairly loud level to
quiet "background level" and notice what
seems to happen to the bass tones. They all
but disappear.
There are two good reasons why ordinary
tone controls aren't adequate to compensate for these effects. In the first place, you
can never be sure how much to compensate
or boost the controls unless you have some
absolute reference. Secondly, the amount of
required correction at the "low frequency"
end is often very great. If you were to
boost the bass by the required amount
using your bass tone control -you wouldn't
have much "bass boost" left with which to
compensate for other deficiencies in the system, such as acoustics of the room, speaker,
enclosure, etc. However, the loudness control takes care of these needs conveniently
and simply-and you don't have to be a
mathematician to use it properly.
How It Works. All commercially designed loudness controls are basically the
same as tone control circuits, except that
the amount of boost of both treble and bass
tones is automatically adjusted as the volume control is varied. From the explanation of our hearing process given above, it
follows that the louder the music you're
listening to, the less correction you need.
And that's exactly how one popular form
of loudness control works. If the control
is at maximum (highest volume), the response of the circuit remains flat. As the
control is rotated to decrease the volume
level, more and more compensation is introduced. A partial schematic of a typical
loudness control is shown in Fig. 1.
Some controls apply correction at both
low and high frequencies, while others only
compensate for the more serious bass region deficiency. In either case, there is one
more requirement for setting up the control to work properly. Somewhere else in
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the system there should be another common level or volume control. It may be on

the same amplifier, at the input jack to the
amplifier, on the tuner chassis (if it contains the preamplifier and selector switch
of the system), or on a separate preamplifier- circuit unit.
Using the Control. In setting up a loudness control to work properly, one point

should be emphasized. Not all people have
exactly the same hearing response. In fact,
the Fletcher- Munson curves are actually
average results of hearing tests given to
hundreds of people. Therefore, the instructions to follow are, at best, an approximation. Slight variations in preference are to
be expected in individual cases.
Start by rotating the loudness control to
maximum. The volume control in the system should then be increased gradually
from minimum, causing the music to sound
louder and louder until, in your judgment,
it is as loud as it would be if you were sitting in a choice orchestra seat at a concert.
(This is a lot louder than you would at first
believe. Think back on the last concert you
attended-or better, still, attend another
one with these thoughts in mind!) Now, reduce the volume to a comfortable "living room listening level" by means of the loudness control, leaving the original volume
control permanently set.
Regardless of how high or how low you
set the loudness control, the correct amount
of tonal compensation will take place au-

tomatically, lending realism never before

possible at all listening levels. It would be
ideal if that's all there was to it, but not
all recordings are made with the same average amplitude. Thus, it may be necessary
to repeat this process for different types of
music and for particular recordings.
For example, a piano recording may
often be heard as loudly as it was played
during the original performance. In such a
case, no compensation would be necessary.
That would mean that the loudness control
(Continued on page 123)
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Make Your Own Long Pointer Knobs
MANY TYPES of home-built electronic

equipment require long pointer knobs
which are used as indicators for large calibrated dials. Two types are popular
transparent plastic pointer with a fine central hairline, and the solid hairline pointer.
Unfortunately, long pointer knobs are not
commonly available as "across- the -counter"
items. But you can make your own- here's
how to do it
Transparent Pointer. Basic ingredients
are a round knob with a smooth, flat under- surface, a piece of clear plastic (such
as Lucite, Polystyrene, or Plexiglass) and
a good "universal" cement (such as Duco
or General Cement No. 45-2). Cut the
plastic to the shape and size pointer needed. Now, scratch a fine line on the back

-a

:

of the plastic to serve as a "hairline." Use

a sharp scribe or similar tool for this job.
If you wish, you can "fill" the hairline
with color by rubbing a crayon across its

surface.
Next, use fine sandpaper to roughen
both the under- surface of the knob and the
lower part of the plastic pointer -to insure
good bonding by the cement. Apply the
cement liberally to both surfaces. Then
clamp the knob and pointer together, taking special care to insure proper alignment, and allow to set for 24 hours.
Solid Hairline Pointer. For this, you'll
need a small, round knob, cement, and a
piece of stiff, straight wire. Either 14- or
16 -gauge copper wire may be used, but a
smaller gauge of steel or iron wire is preferable. After straightening the wire, cut
off a piece that is slightly longer than the
desired pointer. You can color it if you
wish, using a quick drying lacquer- fingernail polish is excellent.
Drill à slightly under -sized hole in the
side of the knob. Final assembly is simple.
Coat the end of the pointer wire with cement and force it into the hole in the knob.
Allow sufficient time for the cement to set.
Both types of home -made pointer knobs
-E. G. Louis
are shown in the photo.

How to Regulate Your Line Voltage Booster
ONE of the principal uses of the author's
line voltage booster, which was described in the June, 1956, issue of POPULAR
ELECTRONICS ("Build Your Own Line Voltage Booster"), is to keep the line voltage
at the input to a TV receiver at a more or
less constant level. It can be made considerably more useful in this respect by
adding a television voltage regulator. The
unit shown in the photo, a Clarostat Type
TV -A, is especially easy to use for this
purpose since it plugs into the outlet of the
booster. In turn, the power cord of the TV
set plugs into the regulator.
Voltage regulators of this type are
intended to be operated within definite
power limits. The Clarostat Type TV -A
regulator, for instance, will operate at its
best when the device plugged into it draws
between 200 and 300 watts. A similar unit,
the Type TV -B, will handle from 300 to

120 to 125 volts on its meter. The regulator then takes over and loses the few
volts necessary to maintain voltage regulation at the input to the TV set.

This same general type of setup can be
used to advantage to regulate the line voltage at an amateur transmitter or any other
device, provided that the booster and the
regulator are chosen to work best at the
power level consumed by the particular
B. W. Blneh fowl
device.

375 watts.
As an example of typical TV applica-

tions, the author plugs the regulator into
his de luxe booster, as shown in the photo,
to regulate the input to a Sylvania TV receiver which draws 200 watts. These units
operate very well together. In normal use,
the booster is set to give a reading of
December, 1956
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TRANSMITTING

THE

TOWER
EFFECTIVE January 1, 1957, FCC regu- you are on the air. If it leaves the air
lations require that all amateur stations unexpectedly, suspend operations until you
must be equipped with means to insure determine if other broadcast stations are
suspension of radio transmissions during a operating normally. If they are, resume
CONELRAD Radio Alert. (CONELRAD
operations, but if the only stations you hear
System for CONtrol of ELectro- magnetic are those on 640 kc. and 1240 kc. broadcastRADiations.) Such an alert will be an- ing civilian defense information, stay off the
nounced in the event of an enemy attack air until they broadcast the "all clear."
on the United States and will be the signal
A disadvantage to using a standard refor most radio stations to leave the air, so ceiver as a CONELRAD monitor is. that
that the enemy cannot use our signals you must keep it operating all the time. It
to operate radio navigation equipment.
would be better if an alert would immediA CONELRAD Radio Alert will be anately flash a warning light, ring a bell, or
nounced via AM broadcast, FM, and tele- automatically shut off your transmitter.
vision stations. They will interrupt their
Adding a device to do these things to a
regular programs to broadcast the alert standard receiver is not much of a probannouncement and will then leave the air. lem, as shown by W2EEJ in CQ (see diaIn a few minutes, however, certain broad- gram at left).
cast stations will return to the air on 640
The output signal from the receiver is
kc. or 1240 kc., to broadcast civilian defed into the unit via transformer Tl anfl
fense information. They will use low rectifier SRI. The rectifier converts the sigpower and will operate in clusters. Each nal to direct current, which operates a
station in a cluster will transmit for only sensitive relay, the contacts of which opseconds at a time in a random pattern.
erate the warning light, or bell, or shut off
Test alerts are held from time to time the transmitter.
and amateurs who do not suspend operaOf course, the output signal from the retions during a test or actual alert will be ceiver is constantly varying in accordance
in serious trouble.
with the program being broadcast.
Complying with Regulations. The simIf it were not for the capacitor Cl across
plest way to comply with the CONELRAD its coil, the relay would operate erratically.
regulations is to check the broadcast band When the output of the rectifier is high,
before going on the air and to keep a re- the capacitor stores up energy, and when
ceiver tuned to a broadcast station while the output is low, it discharges the stored
energy through the relay coil to keep its
contacts closed, despite signal variations.
Building Alert Unit. The alert unit
SI
SRI
may be built in any convenient box. No
SPOT.
+
TI
particular parts arrangement is required.
To connect the CONELRAD unit, a slight
+
c
VOICE -COIL
modification must be made in the AM reWINDING
0 100 RL
ceiver. Disconnect one of the two leads
yfd
between the output transformer of the re50VDC
ceiver and the loudspeaker voice coil. ReTERMINALS 1,2,3 CONNECT TO SPEAKER VOICE connect this transformer lead to the center
COIL CIRCUIT OF COMPANION RECEIVER.
TERMINALS 4,5,6 CONNECT TO WARNING
terminal of toggle switch Si, and the
CIRCUIT.
speaker lead to the terminal at one end of
TI - 7000n TO VOICE -COIL OUTPUT TRANSFORM ER, EXACT RATIO NOT CRITICAL.
the switch. Next, connect a wire to the
SRI- SELENIUM RECTIFIER, 20MA. OR MORE
other speaker voice-coil terminal and anRLI-S.P.D.T. SENSITIVE TYPE RELAY, 5000A. COIL.
other wire to the remaining switch termiCl- 1000pfd. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR, 50V D.C.
nal. These wires go to the input winding of
T1 in the control unit.
Schematic diagram of CONELRAD alert unit.
(Continued on page 112)
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HELP US OBTAIN OUR HAM LICENSES
In this section of the Transmitting Tower,
the names of prospective amateurs requesting
help and encouragement in obtaining their licenses are listed. To have your name listed,
write to Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ, e/o POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, 366 Madison Ave., New York

17, N. Y. Please print your name and address
clearly. Names are grouped geographically by
amateur call areas.

K1 /W1 CALL AREA

Morton Krantz,
Conn.
Walter Terlik,

61
14

Mass.

Litchfield St., Hartford,

Palmer, Chicopee Falls,

Jimmy Monahan, 60 Cosey Beach Ave., E.
Haven 12, Conn.
Henry J. Maresi, TD3, FAETU Det, #3, NAS,
Quonset Point, R.I. (Code and theory)
Michael Friend, 56 Catharine St., Worcester
5, Mass.
Ted L. Gibson, Dewey St., Bernardston, Mass.

Fred P. Martin, Jr., 3025 Groves Ave., Groves,
Tex. (Code and theory)
Q. T. Dickerson, P. O. Box 541, Pascagoula,
Miss. (Code and theory)
K6 /W6 CALL AREA

Michael Kandarian, 120 El Monte, Los Altos,
Calif.
Chris Clemens, 316 S. Barranca, Covina, Calif.
(Code)
Robert L. Cloke (12), 506 S. 8th St., San Jose,
Calif. (Code and theory)
Bob Coomler, 6047 Comey Ave., Los Angeles
34, Calif.
Dick Schmidt, 3909 Cresta Way, Sacramento
25, Calif. (Code and theory)
George Breazeale, 12462 San Pablo Ave., Apt.
C, Richmond, Calif. (Code and theory)
Dan DuiIln, 141 Covina Ave., Long Beach,
Calif.
Wayne Overbeck, 1511 Ruhland Ave., Manhattan Beach, Calif. (Code)
David Shallenberger, Boys Republic. Chino,
Calif.

(Code)

K2 /W2 CALL AREA
John W. Noe (11), 226 Naples Terrace, New
York 63, N. Y.
David Howson, 126 Union St., Westfield, N. J.

(Theory)
Mike Vinocur (14),

1776 E. 13

St., Brooklyn

29, N. Y.

Peter Gordon (14), Cedar Knolls School,
Hawthorne, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Robert Nigliorino, 489 E. 22 St., Paterson 4,
N. J. (Theory)
Ronald G. Seeley, 33 Maple Ave., Keansburg,
N. J. (Code)
Jeffrey Elliot, Half Mile Road, Armonk, N. Y.
(Code and theory)
Mal Wisch, 3935 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn 29,
N. Y. Phone: DE 9 -4880. (Code and theory)
David Cassata, 303 North Park Ave., Buffalo
16, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Walter Ludewig, Box 431, Church St., Carmel,
N. Y. Phone: CA 5 -2300. (Code and theory)
Robert Kern, 2 Stuyvesant Oval, New York 9,
N. Y.

Steve Smith (14), 20 New St., Binghamton,
and theory)
Peter Becker, 41 Eagle Rock Ave., Roseland,
N. J. (Code and theory)
Paul Reinhart, Box 81, Pavilion, N. Y.
Steve Denys (14), 48 -36 Oceania St., Bayside,
L. I., N. Y. (Code and theory)
N. Y. (Code

K7 /W7 CALL AREA
1900 S. Fairfield, Las Vegas.

Richard Sires,

Nevada.

Bob Fornworth, 151 Fuller Way, Pocatello,
Idaho. (Code)
John Thomas, Box 238, Mt. Angel, Oregon.
(Code)
James Weiss, 495 Division St., Salem, Ore.
(Code and theory)
Peter Kirk Skarbo, Castle Rock, Wash.
K8 /W8 CALL AREA

Rick Davis (15),
Ohio. (Code)

Jim Fishbeck,

Mich.

981

3505

Sandusky St., Conneaut,
Harold St., Lansing 10,

John Newman, 2518 Outlook St., Kalamazoo,
Mich. (Code and theory)
Earl E. Tiley (51), 405 E. Main St., Blanchester, Ohio.
Myron L. Braun, 202 Howard St., Bellevue,
Ohio. (Code and theory)
K9 /W9 CALL AREA

Jerry Heiman, 2409 E. 97th St., Chicago 17,
Ill. (Code and theory)
Pearley Roy Cunningham, 312 Queen St..
Muncie. Ind. (Code)
Tom Kidd, 846 North St., Huntington, Ind.
Patrick Long (13), 1942 Lake, Wilmette, Ill.
(Code and theory)
Dennis Herr, 232 So. 73 St., Milwaukee 14,
W isc.

K3 /W3 CALL AREA

KO /WO CALL AREA

Tom Farmerie, 634 Malibran Drive, Pittsburgh 37, Pa. (Theory)
Philip L. Lynch, 4620 Greene Pl. N. W., Washington 7, D. C. (Code)

James R. Lamm, 6016 10th Ave., Minneapolis
17, Minn.
Stephen Vaughan, 163 Van Ness, Ottumwa,
Iowa. (Code and theory)
Ray Cunningham, 3313 Mellier, Kansas City,
Kans. (Code)
John Fife, 2732 North 41 St., Kansas City,
Kans. (Code and theory)

Philip Graitcer, 157 E. Plumstead Ave., Lansdowne, Pa. (General code and theory)
Donald H. Bennett, Jr., 1855 Irving St., N. W..
Washington 10, D. C.
Robert }limier (15), 11 W. Madison St., Latrobe, Pa.
K4 /W4 CALL AREA
Gordon Lewis, Jr., 2391 -A Llndmont Circle
N. E., Atlanta 5, Ga, (Code and theory)
Jerry G. Webb, 120 S. Fairground St.. Savan-

nah, Tenn.
Donald Ludlow (14), 314 South Monterey St.,
Mobile, Ala. (Code and theory)

K5 /W5 CALL AREA
1500 North 37th St., Ft.

Jimmy Roughley,
Smith, Ark. (Code)
Arthur Minke, Jr.,
December, 1956

823 N.

17th, Waco, Texas.

VE AND OTHERS

Thomas R. Hill (45), R. R. 3, Ft. William,
Ont., Canada. (Code, theory and regulations)
Gordon Cummer (14), 88 Sunset Blvd., St.
Vital, Man., Canada. (Code and theory)
To help prospective amateurs obtain their
Novice licenses, the Radio- Electronics- Television Manufacturers Association offers a set of
code records (recorded at a speed of 3313 rpm)
postand a Novice Theory Course for $10.00.
paid. The complete course or more informa800,
Suite
RETMA.
from
it
is
available
tion on
Wyatt Bldg., 777 Fourteenth St., N. W., Wash-

ington

5, D. C.
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Tuning the Short -Wave Bands
with Hank Bennett
OUR FEATURED DX'ER this month is
William F. Flynn of 964, The Alameda,
Berkeley 7, Calif. Single and a student,
Bill is 25 years old. He does his DX'ing on
a National NC-125 receiver, with a Zenith
T/O (5H40) as a standby.
Bill's listening post is well equipped with
a DB -22A preselector, an FCC-90A frequency standard, Bell RT -65B 3 -speed tape

to short -wave broadcasting on an impulse.
He spends most of his DX'ing time now on
the s.w. broadcast bands, although he does
like to tune the Aero channels from time
to time.
In addition to being a valuable contributor to the POP'tronics s.w. column, Bill is

recorder, Drake Q- multiplier, and a home built antenna tuner. Antenna -wise, he employs both 60' and 100' long wires, and a
12' vertical whip.
The logbook at the Flynn listening post
is impressive -Bill has 228 verifications
from 99 countries. He finds it hard to decide which verses he prizes the most but

r

rates QSL's from Radio Puckapunal, Australia (75 watts) and Forces Broadcast

Station, Benghazi, Libya (4935 kc.) among
the best.
Unlike many DX'ers, Bill chooses the
3 -mc. "Tropical Band" as his favorite DX
band. He prefers the programs of Radio
Australia because of the excellent and consistent reception, and the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation because of its informative
and reliable DX programs. Bill's best DX
includes: ZOY, Accra, Gold Coast, on 4915
kc. (1952); Belgrade, Yugoslavia, on 9505
kc.; ZNB, Mafeking, Bechuanaland (1948);
and dozens of low- powered Chinese Nationalist stations (1947).
It was in 1947 that Bill began listening

01

,,2411110

Warren Fisher, Miami, Florida, uses three receivers: at left is a Hallicrafters SX28 with a
Scott 215 on top of it; at right, a Collins 51J4.

a member of the Newark News Radio Club,

the Universal Radio DX Club, the International Shortwave Club (England), the
New Zealand DX Radio Association, the
Heureka DX Club (Norway). He is a contributor to the Deutsche Welle DX Bulletin (Germany) and the World Radio Handbook (Denmark). Fishing, geography,
swapping SWL cards, and tape recording
are some of his other hobbies.
Bill likes our present column setup of
one feature per month plus tips arranged
by country. He thinks that detailed schedules which are generally available from
other sources should be kept to a minimum
in favor of "best bets" and lesser known
information. Bill also likes our system of
reporting by post card,* feeling that it is
really convenient to jot down the information and pass it along without having to
write a complete letter
chore that
would discourage many.
(Continued on page 117)

-a

Bill Flynn and

his listening post. The equipment is described in text above; unit on table in
the foreground is his "home- brew" antenna tuner.
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* In addition to having reporting cards available for
our POP'tronics reporters. we also have letter -size report sheets note. Either or both may be had on request.
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MAY SOON be possible for anyone to
"play" every imaginable musical instrument, and several unimaginable ones besides. This impending revolution in music
is heralded by RCA's Electronic Music
Synthesizer, on which you can set up electrical waveforms to duplicate the sound of
any musical instrument, or, if you like, you
can "invent" new ones by making and mixing your own blend of tone patterns on
this machine. Any similarity to previously
known instruments would then be purely
coincidental, for the variety of sounds obtainable in this way is practically infinite.
Did you ever wish you could sing a song
in a certain way-the way you felt it
ought to be sung- thinking to yourself "If
I only had a good voice "? Or have you ever
struggled with an obstinate piano (or
trumpet or clarinet) trying to make the
music sound just as you heard it in your
mind? Here the RCA Synthesizer ends
your frustration. It gives you any voice
you want -soprano, bass, or anything between and beyond-with precisely the inflection, coloring and phrasing you want.
The same machine will "play" piano or any
other instrument for you with any degree
of virtuosity, leaving all the shades of interpretation entirely to you.
Best of all, you can set the machine to
play different instruments, then put them
all together, and you have an orchestra
which you can play all by yourself and
which responds to you completely.
Tatters and Totals. To design electronic circuits that make music, we must
first figure out what musical sound is.
Sound can be broken down into four basic
"building blocks ": (1) frequency ( =the

IT

By H

H FANTEL

As-ccia-a Editor

:

Electronic Music Synthesizer

operated here by its designer, Dr. Harry Olson, who
punches the keyboard at rear;
his associate, Herbert Belar,
adjusts filter and amplifier settings. The device can create
unlimited varieties of sound, including the imitation of known
musical instruments. It can also
generate all sorts of rhythm
patterns. Turntable in back of
Dr. Olson records the output.
is

pitch of a note); (2) timbre (= particular mixture of overtones or harmonics that
lends a characteristic color to the sound);
(3) loudness; (4) duration. The last two
form the "envelope" of the wave, which
determines the way the sound begins,
grows and dies away between its start and
finish.

Instead of tearing musical sound into

December, 1956
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is this element of over -all design

Dr. Olson translates musical score into punched
code or ''typewriter" keyboard of the Synthesizer
(above). The machine converts code to sound recorded by cutter on lower disc (below). Upper
disc combines /racks in simultaneous playback.

these separate tatters, the RCA Synthesizer reverses the process and builds up
the sound by generating these "building
blocks" and adding them up into a tonal
total.
This is quite similar to what synthetics
chemists have been doing for years: they
analyze a substance into its component
molecules; then they make a synthetic
duplicate of the same molecule pattern to
create an artificial version of the real
thing. The RCA machine does the same for

music,
Yet, to say that music is "nothing but"
these basic elements is akin to saying that
a cathedral is ,just a pile of stones. The
essence of the end product lies un the way
the "building blocks" are put together. It
88

that

makes any structure, whether stone or
tone, meaningful and vital. That's why
there can be no machine substitute for
architects or musicians, or for anything
else requiring the creative spark of life.
Like all robots, the Synthesizer can do
no more than follow instructions from its
human master. It has no musical sense of
its own. It can only reflect the feeling and
expression of the man at the controls.
The Innards. If the Music Synthesizer
were "to sing its heart out," it would spew
forth a roomful of intricate circuitry.
Square-wave oscillators provide the basic
frequencies. Multipliers and sawtooth converters add harmonics, and cascaded filters
and resonator circuits shape the precise
overtone pattern for every tone. Gain controls govern the swelling and subsiding of
sound. To tie one note to the next in the
gradual swoop musicians call "portamento," a special glide oscillator provides
the necessary frequency change for six
different kinds of glide. Besides, there are
circuits for producing the incidental sounds
of music, such as bow -scraping, valve tapping, and other random effects typical of
"live" performance.
After passing through this electronic
gauntlet, the finished tone finally arrives
at a disc recorder and is engraved on acetate. All this happens in total silence. Only
later, in playback, does the synthesized
sound become audible for the first time
through a loudspeaker.
To play the Synthesizer, you punch out
the music on something that looks like a
typewriter. This "typewriter" turns out a
perforated tape similar to old- fashioned
player-piano rolls. From this, the Synthesizer "reads" the necessary data for every
tone, all broken down into the basic "building blocks." Only one melody, voice or instrument line is punched at a time and
recorded on a separate track. By combining the various tracks in simultaneous
playback, they are made to sound together
as an orchestra.
Adventure for the Ear. Nobody intends
the Music Synthesizer to replace musicians. Mr. Petrillo can rest assured. But it
may definitely affect the music you hear in
the future in the form of special effects
added to the usual orchestra. With the
Synthesizer, composers can go beyond all
known sounds and make up entirely new
experiences for the ear. Fast, tricky
rhythm might be used which no human
player could manage. The sound- equivalent of a whole orchestra could be made to
throb in such stirring tattoo.
Add to this the sound of instruments
never built, their voices made up with
(Continued on page 122)
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you save by dealing direr ly with the manufacturer!
It's easy to follow simple step -by-step directions with large pictorial diagrams
as your guide. You save labor costs zn.1 get more real quality for less money.
Your greatest dollar value in fine k:t -fprm equipment.
.
-BUDGET YOUR PURCHASE
We invite you to take advantage of :h.3 HEATH TIME PAYMENT PLAN
on any order amounting to $90 or more. Just 10% down, and the balance in
twelve easy monthly payments. Wri-e for complete details.

\\/

..

Largest selling VTVM
in the

world!

... etched

New
improved ..

circuit board

HEATHKIT VACUUM TUBE

full 5"

...
Sensitivity and reliability are combined in the V -7A. It features 1%

precision resistors, large

41/2"

panel meter, and etched circuit
boards. AC (RMS) and DC voltage ranges are 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50,
150, 500 and 1500. Peak -to -peak
AC ranges are 0 -4, 14, 40, 140,
400, 1400 and 4000 volts. Ohmmeter ranges provide multiplying
factors of X1, X10, X100, X1000,
X1 OK, X100K and X1 megohm.

Compact, portable ..
a favorite in the home
and in the service shop

HEATHKIT

MODEL M -1

$l45ó
Shpg. Wt.

3

lbs.

$1.45 OWN.,
$1.22 MO.

Measures AC or DC voltage at
0-10, 30, 300, 1000, and 5000
volts. Direct current ranges are
0-10MA and 0- 100MA. Ohmmeter ranges are 0-3000 and
0- 300,000 ohms. Sensitivity is
1000 ohms /volt. Features small
size and rugged construction in
sleek black bakelite case.

size

etched

circuit
for only

$42só
Shpg. Wt. 21 tbs.
$4.25 OWN.,
$3.97 MO.

5" PUSH -PULL
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

HEATHKIT

This new and improved oscilloscope
sells for less than the previous model.
You can have a full 5" oscilloscope
at the remarkably low price of only
$42.50. The 0M -2 provides wider
vertical frequency response, extended
sweep generator coverage, and increased stability. Vertical channel is
essentially flat to over 1 MC, and
down only 6 DB at 1.5 MC. The
sweep generator functions from 20
CPS to over 150 KC. Amplifiers are
push pull, and modern etched circuits
are employed in critical parts of the
circuit. A 5BP1 cathode ray tube is
used. The scope features external or
internal sweep and sync, one volt
peak -to -peak reference voltage, three position step attenuated input, adjustable spot shape control, and many
other "extras."

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICH.
Subsidiary of Daystrorttr;, Incorporated

HEATH COMPANY
A

Dec>mber, 1956
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Here is a straight -CW transmitter that is one of the
most efficient rigs available today. It is ideal for the
novice, and even for the advanced -class CW operator.
This 50 watt transmitter employs a 6DQ6A final amplifier, a 6CL6 oscillator, and a 5U4GB rectifier. It features
one -knob band switching to cover 80, 40, 20, 15, 11
and 10 meters. It is designed for crystal excitation, but
may be excited by an external VFO. A pi network output circuit is employed to match antenna impedances
between 50 and 1000 ohms. If you appreciate a good
signal on the CW bands, this is the transmitter for you?

POPULA

R

WITH SERVICEMEN

HEATHKIT
RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT
Produces RF signals from 160 KC to 110 MC on
fundamentals on 5 bands, and covers 110 MC to
220 MC on calibrated harmonics. Output may be
pure RF, RF modulated at 400 CPS, or audio at 400
CPS. Prealigned coils eliminate the need for calibration after completion.

MODEL AR

.
$307.5
Incl. Fed. Excise Tax
!less cabinet)
Shag. Wt. 12 lbs.

53.08 )WN.,
$2.58 M0.

ALL BAND RECEIVER KIT
FULL SET OF COILS

INCLUDED WITH KIT

HEATHKIT GRID DIP

METER KIT
An instrument of many
uses for the ham, experi-

menter, or serviceman.

Useful in locating parasitics, neutralizing, determining resonant frequencies, etc. Covers 2 MC to
250 MC with prewound
coils. Use to peat against
unknown frequency, or as

absorption -type wave -

This receiver covers 550 KC to 30
MC in 4 bands, and is ideal for the
short wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides good sensitivity and
selectivity, combined with good image rejection. Amateur bands clearly
marked on illuminated dial scale.
Employs transformer -type power supply
electrical bandspread
antenna trimmer
separate RF and AF
gain controls
noise limiter headphone jack and automatic gain control. Built in BFO for CW reception.
CABINET: Fabric -covered cabinet
with aluminum panel as shown. Part
91 -15A. Shipping wt. 5 lbs., $4.95
incl. Fed. Ex. Tax, $.50 dn., $.42 mo.

-

--

-

meter.

HEATH COMPANY

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICH.
of Daystrom, Incorporated

A Subsidiary
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EASY TO BUILD
.

A

"LEARN -BY- DOING" EXPERIENCE

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND

RECEIVER KIT
You need no previous experience to build this
table -model radio. It covers 550 KC to 1620 KC
and features good sensitivity and selectivity. A
51/2" speaker is employed, along with high -gain
miniature tubes and a new rod -type antenna. The
power supply is transformer -operated. The kind
of a set you will want to show off to your family
and friends. Construction is simple. You "learn
by doing" as the project moves along.
CABINET: Fabric-covered plywood cabinet as
shown. Shipping Wt. 5 lbs., .50 dwn., .42 mo.,
part No. 91 -9A. $4.95 incl. Fed. Excise Tax.

MODEL

BR -2

$1925

S1.93 DWN.,
$1.62 MO.

incl. Fed.
Excise Tax
(less cabinet)

Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

incl. Fed.
Excise Tax
3
Shp

1

5.88 DWN,,
;..

$.73 MO.

... INTERESTING
Incl. Fed.

PROJECT FOR ALL AGES

HEATHKIT

Excise Tax

CRYSTAL RECEIVER KIT

SI 87 DWN.,

SI.57 MO.

REAL HI -FI PERFORMANCE
AT MINIMUM COST

HEATHKIT 7 -WATT

The crystal radio of dad's day is back again, but
with big improvements! Sealed diode eliminatqs
"cats whisker." Uses two high -Q tank circuits t'o
tune 540 to 1600 KC. No external power required.
Easy to build.

AMPLIFIER KIT
This 7 -watt amplifier is more limited
in power than other Heathkit models,
but still qualifies for high fidelity, and
its capabilities exceed those of many
so called "high fidelity" phonograph
amplifiers. Using a tapped- screen output transformer, the model A -7D
provides a frequency response of ±
11/2 DB from 20 to 20,000 CPS.
Total distortion is held to surprisingly
low level. The output stage is push pull, and separate bass and treble tone
controls are provided.
Model A -7E: Similar to the A -7D
except that a 12S1.7 tube has been
added for preamplification. Features
two inputs, RIAA compensation, and
extra gain. $20.35, incl. Fed. Excise
Tax, $2.04 dwn., $1.71 mo.

FOR AMATEUR OR PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS

HEATHKIT

ENLARGER
TIMER KIT
This is an easy -to -build device
for use by photographers in
controlling their enlarger. It
covers the range of 0 to 1 minute with a continuously variable control. Handles up to
350 watts. Timing cycle con!! oiled electronically for maximum accuracy.

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICH,
Subsidiary of Daystrom, Incorporated

-MATH COMPANY
A

acei-nber, 1956
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NEW EDGE -LIGHTED

TUNING DIAL FOR
IMPROVED READABILITY

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY

FM TUNER KIT
This FM tuner can provide real hi -fi performance at an
unbelievably low price level. Covering 88 to 108 MC,
the modern circuit features a stabilized, temperature compensated oscillator, AGC, broad -banded IF circuits, and
better than 10 UV sensitivity for 20 DB of quieting. A
ratio detector is employed for high efficiency, and all transformers are prealigned, as is the front end tuning unit. A
new feature is the edge -lighted dial for improved readability, and a new dial cord arrangement for easier tuning.
Matches the models WA -P2 and BC-1. Easy to build.

S2.70 DWN.,
42 26 MO.

incl. Fed.
Excise Tax

(with cabinet)
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs_

MODEL A -9B

$35 So
S2.70 DWN.,

$2.16

MODEL BC -1

Shpg. Wt.
23 lbs.

$2695

$3.55 DWN.,

incl. Fed. Excise
Tax (with cabinet)
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

MO

NEW EDGE -LIGHTED TUNING
DIAL. MATCHES MODEL FM -3A

$2.98 MO.

FULL 20 WATTS FOR PA

OR HOME APPLICATIONS

HEATHKIT BROADBAND

AM TUNER KIT

HEATHKIT 20 -WATT

The BC -1 was designed especially for
high fidelity applications. It features a
low- distortion detector, broad band IF's,
and other characteristics essential to usefulness in hi -fi. Sensitivity and selectivity
are excellent, and audio response is within ± 1 DB from 20 CPS to 2 KC, with
5 DB of pre- emphasis at 10 KC to compensate for station rolloff. 6 DB signal
to noise ratio at 2.5 UV. Covers 550 to
1600 KC. RF and IF coils are pre aligned, and the power supply is built in.
Features AVC, 2 outputs, and 2 antenna
inputs. Tuning dial is edge -lighted for
high readability.

This high -fidelity amplifier features full 20watt output using push pull 6L6 tubes. Built in preamplifier provides 4 separate inputs.
selected by a panel-mounted switch. It has
separate bass and treble tone controls, each
offering 15 DB boost and cut. Output transformer is tapped at 4, 8, 16, and 500 ohms.
Designed primarily for home installation,
but used extensively for public address applications. True high- fidelity performance with
frequency response of ± 1 DB from 20 CPS
to 20,000 CPS. Total harmonic distortion
only 1% (at 3 DB below rated output).

HEATH COMPANY

AMPLIFIER KIT

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICH.
of Daystrom, Incorporated

A Subsidiary
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FEATURES GOOD LOOKS

AND HIGH PERFORMANCE
FIDELITY
HEATHKIT HIGH

SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
The model SS -1 covers 50 to 12,000 CPS within ± 5
DB, and can fulfill your present needs, and still provide for the future. It uses two Jensen speakers and
has a cross -over frequency of 1600 CPS. The speaker
system is rated at 25 watts, and the impedance is 16
ohms. The enclosure is a ducted -port bass reflex type
and is most attractively styled. It is easy to build and
can be finished in light or dark stain to suit your taste.

MODEL

SS -1

54.00 OWN.,

$3995

$3.36 MO.

Shpg. Wt. 30 lbs.

ATTRACTIVE STYLING
MATCHES MODEL SS -I
Our new 56 -page
1957 catalog describes more than
75 different kit
models for experi-

HEATHK!T HIGH FIDELITY

RANGE EXTENDING
SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT

MODEL

SS 1B

$10.00 DWN.,
58.40 MO.

Shag. Wt. 80 lbs.

The SS -1B is designed especially for use with the model
SS -1. It consists of a 15" woofer and a compression -type super tweeter to add additional
frequency coverage at both
ends of the spectrum. Crossover frequencies are 600, 1600,
and 4,000 CPS. Together, the
two speaker systems provide
output from 35 to 16,000 CPS
within ± 5 DB. The kit is easy
to assemble with precut and
predrilled wood parts. Power
rating is 35 watts, and impedance is 16 ohms.

menters, hams,
students, engineers, industrial
laboratories, etc.
Send for your free
copy nowt

HOW TO ORDER

-

just identify the kit you
desire by its model number and send
your order to the address listed below.
Or, if you would rather budget your
purchase, send for details of the Heath
It's simple

.

Time Payment Plan!

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICH.
Subsidiary of Daysfrom, Incorporated

HEATH COMPANY
A

SHIP VIA
Parcel Post

Name

Express

Address
Zone

City

money order for
check
Please ship C.O.D.
lbs On express
postage enclosed for
Transportation chmys
orders do not in
they will be collected by the express
$

,-

ecember, 1956

Model No.

Item

Quantity

Enclosed find

Freight
Best Way

State

Price

agen:y at time of delivery. On parcel post POSTAGE
orders include postage fo- weight shown.
Orders from Canada and APO's must inTOTAL
remittance NOTE All nriras sub.u
c d e Loll
jest to change without nonce.
I

.
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Radar Scores SAC

400 to 600 or more M.P.H
mow

Bombing Test
IRMEN cried "Bombs away!" but instead of devastating blasts the only
visible evidence of the crew's ability to
destroy a target was cryptic electronic
signals observed by technicians at work
inside a special radar station.
This was the general picture during a
recent bombing and navigation competition
between the huge bombing planes of the
Strategic Air Command (SAC). Some of
the nation's top bombardiers and crews

over

35,000
feet

"Bombs

Away"
Pulse

RBS

Ground
o

At "Bombs away!"

signal, radar pulse sent from
received at Radar Bomb Scoring (RBS) station. Computers then graph hit or miss. Left, Col.
Harold A. Strack, RBS Group Commander, watches
sky from atop van housing Mobile Radar Control
System (MSQ). Pulses received by antenna at his
left are translated into data and plotted by technicians shown below at work inside RBS control station.
plane

were rated with unfailing accuracy, yet
they never released one real bomb. It was
all done by radar and computers, linked
together to form an ingenious tracking
and scoring system that has also been used
as a valuable training aid for fledgling
airmen.
Here's what happens: when the airplane
signals "Bombs away!" a radar pulse is
sent from the bomber to the ground station, known as a Radar Bomb Scoring
(RBS) unit. The station is built inside a
mobile van. A Mobile Radar Control System (NISQ) in the van uses the received
pulses to track the course of the bomber,
while computers determine the accuracy
of "hits." Blips across a radarscope represent the flight path of the plane. The results of the scoring computer are shown
as a thin red line traced by an electronic
"pen" on a sheet of blank paper. With
this data, the RBS group working in the
van knows just where the "bomb" hits.
Variable factors such as wind drift are
taken into account by the computers. Pinpoint accuracy enables the RBS personnel
to judge the amount of error in the born94

is

bardier's salvo. Similarly, the scores can
estimate the amount of damage that would
ensue with a hit.
As a training aid, the RBS system provides crews with a sense of realism previously missing from mock bombing runs.
The MSQ radar and computing equipment
was manufactured for SAC by the Reeves
Instrument Corp., a subsidiary of Dynamics Corp. of America, 25 West 43 St., New
York 36, N. Y.
30
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CBS, leading manufacturer of power tran-

NOW
... LOW -COST
POWER
TRANSISTORS!

sistors for automobile radios and industrial
equipment, offers you new low-cost power
transistors delivering up to 10 watts output
in Class B! Now you can build a variety of
economical transistorized amplifiers capable
of real power output.
The 2N255 and 2N256 PNP alloy -junction
germanium transistors are designed for six and twelve -volt battery operation respectively ... ideal for mobile use. They feature
high power coupled with high current amplification and their construction permits
high heat dissipation.
Check the typical operating data. Order the
2N255 and 2N256 from your CBS Tube
they are available now!
distributor

...

TYPICAL OPERATING DATA
Battery voltage

2N255 ... $2.95

Class B push -pull

output

output
Distortion at max. output

Class A

2N255

2N256

6

12

volts

5

10

watts

1

2

watts

Less

than

10

per cent

db

24

27

Total max. dissipation'

6.25

6.25

watts

Alpha cutoff frequency

200

200

kc

Power gain, Class A

With chassis as heat radiator.

2N256

...

Free

$3.45

... "CBS Power Transistor Applications"

This easy -to -read booklet gives data and operating
notes for the CBS 2N255 and 2N256 in addition to
six simplified power transistor circuits: Regulated
d -c
code practice oscillator
power supply
relay control
voltage multiplier
portable phonograph . . . and O
"""s" ' "s
mobile public address system. It's
from your CBS Tube disfree
tributor. Or write direct. Ask for
CBS Power Transistor Applications,

...

...

Reliable products
t

rough Advanced -Engineering

...

...

...

PA -16.

semiconductors
CBS- HYTRON

Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
December,

1956
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what's new in

hi-fi
Shown here and discussed in text:
top row, left to right, Lafayette FM -AM
tuner kit KT -100, Ercone's Dekamix Record changer, Metzner's new "Starlight"
tone arm; directly above, Brociner
Mark 20 "all -in -one" amplifier; extreme
left, Librascope bulk tape eraser; directly left, Scott FM -AM stereo tuner.

COMPONENTS
components
components. To help see the trees
through the forest, your editors will use
this columw-to present an interesting variety of components each month -both finished and in kit form.
Using an Armstrong circuit for FM, and
a superhet for AM, Lafayette's new tuner
kit will please any cost -conscious hi -fi'er
handy with a soldering gun. Response on
FM is claimed to be 20 to 20,000 cps.
A.f.c. is used. Price, $34.95. (Lafayette
Radio, 100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.)
More on the low -cost front a new model
of the Dekamix record changer, featuring
intermix action and a 4 -pole motor, is
being sold for $29.95. The turntable is
weighted and balanced. A rubber mat on
its surface protects discs and reduces noise
pickup. (Ercona Corp., 551 Fifth Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.)
Looking for a moderately priced all in -one amplifier? Check the Brociner Mark
20. This unit features complete audio controls, tape take -off jack, plus audio power
up to 20 watts for driving your speaker.
Use of printed circuits has reduced chassis
dimensions to "pancake" style proportions.
Baxandall tone control circuits are used.
Price is $99.75. (Brociner Electronics Corp.,
344 E. 32 St., New York, N.Y.)
A "Starlight" transcription arm has been
announced by Metzner, the maker of the
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

turntable of the same trade name. The
arm is counter -balanced and has convenient weight adjustment from 4 to 14 grams.
It nets for $25.00. (Metzner Engineering
Corp., Dept. 14, 1041 N. Sycamore Ave.,

Hollywood 38, Calif.)
To meet the demand for stereophonic or
"binaural" broadcasts, as well as provide
top -quality single -channel FM and AM reception, Scott has designed a tuner with
completely separate FM and AM sections.
Either or both sections may be played
simultaneously. What's more, the FM section can receive multiplex signals (a type
of super hi -fi FM broadcasting that may
be used in the near future). The tuner
nets for $199.95. (H. H. Scott, Inc., 385
Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.)
Tape fans, attention! A new bulk tape
eraser known as "N -HF NOISERASER"
can remove unwanted signals from an
entire tape reel in a matter of seconds.
It operates from any 117 -volt a.c. outlet.
(Librascope, Inc., Burbank Div., 133 E.
Santa Anita St., Burbank, Calif.)
30

Cutting your own records?

Presto's K -I I disc recorder, at right, is a portable, 3 -speed device for
making records up to 131/2" in diameter. Twin- speaker system for playback is housed in K -I l's lid (not
shown) which fits over turntable. Details are available from Presto Recording Corp., Paramus, N. J.
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TO

... ANNUAL "SANTA
LE"'" DOUBLE BONUS

CLAUS" SPECIAL!

UNTIL DEC. 310 ONLY

WITH EVERY ORDER OF $10 OR MORE!
BONUS #1

BONUS

ELEVEN DOLLARS
WORTH OF PARTS

#2

510 Assortment of Radio

Your choice of
ANY $1 KIT

Part

(Aperen.n wt.5lbs.)

FREE

FREE!

FREE!

AS A

EVERY $10 ORDERT

WITH

"THANK YOU" TO OUR THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS -FREE XMAS GIFT WITH ANY SIZE ORDER!

PERSONALIZED
SUPERHET PORTABLE

SCOOP!

.99

COMPLETELY WIRED,
READY TO PLAY!

PRICE ANYWHERE,

A' LOWEST
Fv

OSold elsewhere from $20 to $27! Completely wired, ready
to go! Plays anywhere, with no external connections. Handsome ivory styrene case (only 51/2" x 31/2" x 11/40) slips
easily into pocket. Truly PERSONALIZED w /hearing -aid phone.
CONELRAD fregs. marked for emergencies, Civil Defense. Covto 1650 KCS. Ruggedly built by top
ers broadcast band

NEW! EXCLUSIVE!
TRANSISTOR
ill.

KIT
"SOLAR /CELL." Dual- powered, pocket sloe! Senitive, ample volume. Sun Battery for daylite or electric
times!
light. Mercury Cell for nite-outlasts regular batteriesPre5 -drilled
MINUTES TO COMPLETE-ALL PARTS MOUNTED!
-gain transistor,
styrene cabinet, step -by -step instructions, hi
posts,
tuner,
diode, latest loopstick permeability
'7
jacks, wire hardware. Wt. 3 oz.

O

5588

-530

craftsmen. 3 miniature tubes, sensitivity & selectivity equal
Gift
to big -set performance . .. must be heard to be believed!
BATTERIES
Packed, chip wt. 1 lh.
$2 E %TRA.

(Kit
]0

ar. Conti- tuning;
ferri-loopstiek for superior selectivity,
powered. Pre.drilled stytwo higain G -E transistors; mercury cell pwered
rene case, ALL PARTS MOUNTED! Step -by -step instructions, knob,
wire, posts, jacks. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

3" reflector,
chrome, poifished; powerful beam,
/z
In orig. boxes. Ship. ,t. x1 lb.
BATTERIES 200 EXTRA.
Scoop!

heavy

Subminiature SPEAKER
Req. s6.00
only $1,99
//,, Top make, ruggedly built,
Only 112" q- weighs only
3.2 ohms V -C., 1 oz- magnote! In orig.

3 oz.

caret. tonseers,

n

LEKTRON'S FAMOUS
40 SUBMINIATURE RESISTORS. Exclusive! 11 ohms
to 10 megs; 1/5 iv; 20 val.

O

el
P

ues.

2

Color- coded. Reg. $0.
TRANSISTOR LOOP

-

14
STICKS, tapped for better
selectivity. Quick tuning without
knobs. Transistor projee- $1

Leers, note!
40 MINIATURE

Y

CAPACI-

1Ir , TORS. Subminiature. printed
lcircuit types, too. Asstd.

Elroy. Streamlined alumibase. Used in chools. Cl
num bae.

4 HOBBYIST VARIABLES.
Air types for pocitet"
AM /FM. 2 -gang 365
Wt, 2 lbs. Reg.
, too.

50 PLUGS A RECEPTACLES.
Wide variety for AC, power.
test. Incl. fuse posts, too. QYi
Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $8.
O30 VARIABLES, mica & air

TRANSISTOR

$1
-P

$1

erhets,

$1

2 TRANSISTOR IMPEDANCE

SubCOUPLING CHOKES.
:Mature. 7/x x T/a ". For imdance & direct coupled

5000

C $4.

stages.

$1
Reg.
Se3 GE 1N69 DIODES.
lected, meet Govt. specs

en0er i tapped

'LEtter

than
eg. $3.
HOBBY

comml. types.

MOTOR.

$1

115 VAC,

3000 rpm. W /line cord- For
ultitude of gadgets. Wt. $1
lbs. Reg. $5.
P+
3

I3$

FAMOUS NAVY KEY by Mc-

SOCKETS

8

in poly box. Builders'
runt! Reg. $2.50.

VI

OUTPUT XFMRS. (Circle
any 31. 50B5, 351.6. SOL.,
to 3 -4 ohms. Reg. $1
$1.50 each.
O3

64(6;

lb, Reg- $5.
m
5000 OHM RELAY by Siga.
28
Sensitive; SPDT. Enclosed
case. Wt. l/z Ib. Reg. $1

ues to .1 nil. Reg. $8. Wt.
1/2 lb.

1r.ß

O

CBS

TRANSISTORS:

Scoop!

experiment
-Hytronprinted
dr. $

.lug -in type, for

nits. Worth

$3 each.
25
PORCELAIN CAPACITORS, tubular. Outlast piesIdeds! 10 values; .001 to
,r3 mf, to 3000WV. Wt. $1
1 z Ib.
Reg. 250 each!
PAIR PHONO SLIDES, ball GG1
CL' bearing, heavy duty- Carries
5 lbs., extends to 18 ".
t. 4 lbs. Reg. $5.
POWER XFMR, SCOOP! 115/
ís1 1/60 input. Out: 300 -0 -300
1 Soma;
5V 3A; 6.3V 813A.
65,0x3 ". Wt. 12 lbs. Reg. $1

i

$0.

HOW
TO
ORDER

Wt.

1

$7.50.

P

29

types. Excellent assortment
includes shaft types, too. $1
Wt. 1 1b. Reg. $10,
Chassis inR/C SCOOP!
31
Iudes: fil, xfmr., 115VAC
to 6.3 @ 1.5A; 3000 ohm relay,
resistors, condensers, sock - $1
ets. Wt, 2 lbs. Reg. $8.
150 COIL FORMS.

Asstd,

berm. sealed types, miniature, bakelite & compressed
forma, 20 styles. Wt. 2 Q$1
lbs. Reg, $9,
40 OIL CONDENSERS. Bath 33
tub, tubular, rect. types,
.005 to 1 mf up to 600V, `1
Wt. 3 lbs. Reg, 515.
DIODE RADIO KIT. Corn.
Z. ,bete w /pre -drilled cabinet,
germ, diode, loopstick, instructions. All parts mounted. $1
32

T

Wt.
35

lb. Reg, $3,
15 -pe- TWIST DRILL SET.
by ó4ths,
1/16 thru
1/4

in graduated plastic holders. íY1+
Reg. $4.
PHOTO TIMER. O to 60 min 36 Utes. Panel type w /bell Cl
alarm. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $5,
SUN BATTERY & Photo elec.

trip cell, for photo -elec.
relays, etc. Reg. $3. 11/s° $1
dia.
"DOUBLE BONUS" Offer Good Only Until Dec. 311
Please order by number, including check or MO
and sufficient postage; excess returned. C.O.D.
37

orders, 25% down. Rated, net 30 days.
name, address, amount money enclosed.
Vìs,t our salesroom, 131 Everett Ave., Chelsea
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impedance unit by
Pacific Audio. All metal Co:,'
etruction; stand. easy-swivel base
OHigh

stie

EXCLUSIVE WITH LEKTRON!
10 ELECTROLYTICS.

"POLY" BOXES. Ausid.
sizes, clear plastic hinged
boxesw snap locks. Reg. Q$1
$2.50.
70 TERMINAL STRIPS &
hoards. 15 types: 1 to 20
screw & solder pts. Wt. 1
Y
lb. Reg. $5.
VOLUME CONTROLS.
O35
Asstd. values to 1 meg.
Duals w /switch, too. Wt. -ti
1
lb. Reg. $9.
125 RESISTORS, insulated
30 values,
& uninsluated.
52 ohms to I meg: 1/ to 2W.
too. Wt. 1 lb. Reg. -$
9.
60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS.
lib to
30 types.
to 1500 V. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $

5 value
values,

1

&

lb.

3

ohms to

2W:
Reg.

1

7

ERIE TRIMMERS. L7
8- 50mmf. Reg. 85C ea.
30 TUBE SOCKETS. 4, 5,
6. 7, 8. 9. 11- prong. Miniap -ins.
tures, optais, wafers,
Tune shields, too. Wt, 2 $
O15

SU
2

''

lbs.

Reg. $7.
40 POPULAR BULBS.

1.1

w W't. ','a
O
types, miniature.
M. Reg. $3.
KNOBS.
O 70 STANDARD
$
colors; bakelite & Cl
QYY

plastic. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $9.
75 CERAMIC CONDENSERS.
60
35 asstd. values: tubular &
discs. 5mmf to .Olmf up to Y$1
3KV. Wt. 1/s lb. Reg. $11.
30 PRECISION RESISTORS.
WW & carbonlm, 30 values.
56 ohms to 1 meg; 1/2 /z. 1 &
lb. íY1+
2W; I io toi. Wt.
Reg. $21.
175 -FT. HOOKUP WIRE I n
62
25 -ft. rolls. Asstd.
n
fil

1

i

18 to
24. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $3.75.
20 AC /DC LINE CORDS for

stranding. Insulation.

6.

SILICON DIODES.

etc.

1/a

57

7/132,
handle, 3/E
l wrenches
l renches in plasteel socket
/
tic case. Wt. 1 lb. $3 $1
O4

.

Chassis.
nettc cartridges.
parts, diagram: less 6SCI (88c
Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $1
extra).
$4.50.

5

Glue.

&

OG -E PREAMP KIT, fer mag

to
vitreous. 75
$+
15 to 110$8 ohms. Wt.
lbs. Re $8.
COILS. IF,
®60 E
orle,
UWt.
5t.
RF,
types! Wt. 3 $1
chokes. 25 types!
Ihs. Reg.
MIL CHOKES, ap 80
®3
ohms. Open trame. strap $1
mid. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $6.
SWITCHES,
O15
ROTARY
46
Wide asst. ceramic & bakelite units; foci. multiple Cl
gangs, Wt. 3 Ibs, Reg. $14.
40 MOLDED CONDENSERS,
47
.0001 to 0.1 mf up to
1000V. Brown, black ceramic Cl
cased- Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $8.
4 CRYSTAL DIODES. 2 subminiatures, 1N34, 1N69. $1
Reg. $5.
T.
8-pe.
49
Vs.

t/z,

megs;
Wt.
S9

10

$10.95.

RESISTORd,

s5

A -B,

IRC,

M
&

0

POWER

FP

twist, tubular. rect. Asstd.
8 to 500m í to 450V.
3 lbs. Reg. $15.
LOS. HARDWARE.
O3
2000 pcs. asstd. screws.
springs. washers, etc. Reg. -$1
$8,
insulated
70 RESISTORS,
CZ)

sizes.

si

WW,
®WW,

In

arm. Cartridge included.
orig. cine.
&

®10

$12.

$1

MAGNETIC PICKUP
on1 $1 .49

top L!S mike n her!
ease for hand r
table use. Sensitive, crisp, 1008.0011 ens. Shielded cable. In
''riv. mfrs. Cartons.
PI

only

Reg- $7.00.

Bya

6

`98

my $

with
solder included

CRYSTAL MIKE
Reg. $8.

$4.98Y8

SOLDERING IRON

12

i

11

cell powered

Batery)ry

HI- IMPEDANCE PHONES
for above sets.
e
en
only
IUD

DOLLAR BUYS!

IT KIN

10 PANEL SWITCHES.
VAC, micro.
power
types. W /ON-OFF switch- Cl
plates. Wt. 2 1hs. Reg. $8.50. $

O
LJ

311

KT

n

Sun Battery powered.
less mercury ed Il,

x2. "SOLAR."

OKIT

O
$7.88
RADIO KIT
TRANSISTOR
2- ®Exclusive
pled stages; tapped
design uses in pedaoee & direct
BATTLE
LANTERN
0) only $1.88

RADIO KITS

"KIT KING"

by

motors. etc. Molded

9.(?../

plugs. 2 cond. Wt. 1 lb. $1
Reg.. $5.
70 MICA CONDENSERS. 30
64
values: 00001 to .01mf to
Silver. 5
1000V.
ineluded. Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $5. $i
-A- TUBE -SALE!
Circle
any two: ß5E5, OARS. Cl
OPIC

/

11861,

1N22. 1N23, 1N105. $1
Reg. $8.50.
KNOBS.
20
HI- QUALITY
31

Knurled, skirted, engraved.
Brass insert w /set screws. $1
Wt. t 3 lb. Reg. $7,

6.16.

Any two for

ß V6

EKTRON
S

P

E

C

I

PE -12 28 GARDINER STREET

A

L

T

I

E

S

CHELSEA 50, MASS.
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ccUTE'RE RUNNING out of piano con ,' certos! The hi -fi crowd just can't get

enough of them." This outcry of mixed triumph and despair by the repertory director of one of the largest record companies
points up another curious relation between
music and hi -fi. What accounts for the unusual popularity of piano concertos among
hi -fi record buyers?
First of all, let's define a "concerto." It
is a large piece of music, usually in three
separate movements, in which a solo instrument is set off against an orchestra.
This invariably means plenty of tonal contrast through the interplay of the agile
standout voice of the solo instrument and
the massive body of sound created by the
orchestra. Such tonal contrast is real
"meat" for hi -fi.
A concerto may involve any kind of solo
instrument -violin, cello, trumpet, saxophone, oboe, etc. But piano concertos give
your hi -fi system a special workout as the
percussive piano beats against the solidly
sustained tone masses of the orchestra.
For the past 150 years, since the invention of the modern hammer piano, composers themselves have been fascinated by
the exciting sound patterns of keyboard
cascades rippling against reedy woodwinds
or softly humming strings. A moment later,
the piano's sweet tinkle may change to
stormy crashes of full chords, hammered
with shattering force against the bellow of
orchestral horns. Such sonic contrast flings
a hard challenge at the electronic designer

to create equipment able to withstand the
steep transient wavefronts without budging into distortion.
The hard, percussive phase of a piano
tone when the hammer first hits the string
has up to 100 times the force of the sustained sound that follows. Moreover, the
impact carries with it intense transients in
the uppermost range, which must be reproduced cleanly to convey an impression of
the pianist's touch. The rise of these high
amplitudes is almost as sudden as that of
a square wave.
And while following these peaks, the
sound system must, at the same time, do
justice to the delicate coloring of soft
strings or woodwinds that may be playing
along with the piano. This is admittedly a
tough task for any phonograph, because
intermodulation at these peaks grates this
multi- textured sound pattern into shapeless tonal hash. But when the equipment
and the recording are equal to the technical demands, they offer the listener one of
the greatest thrills in the combined realms
of music and high fidelity.
Adventures in Sonority. The piano
concertos discussed here are representative
of piano and orchestra combinations over
the past seventy -five years, more or less
from the time composers began using large
orchestras capable of the tonal variety so
dear to hi -fi fans.
An excellent point of departure is
Brahms' Concerto No. 2 for Piano and Or(Continued on page 110)

Classical and

pianists differ

jazz
in

mood but are alike
in their absorption
in the music. Rudolf

Serkin (left) gets a
cue from conductor

Ormandy for

a

"take" of the Brahms
concerto. At right,
maverick jazzman Villegas pours rhythmic
rapture into the mike.
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Mahe this a Christmas long remembered

-

with full fidelity listening pleasure
for the entire family
n

Afore%o

.

/

speakers are available
5 ", 8" or 12" sizes in standard impedances.
Priced from $6.75 to $59.98
Blue prints are available for the
do -it- yourself enclosure builder.

y ou
c
a

range: this avoids incorrect matching. High flux
densities are obtained through the use of "Ticonal" magnet steel.

T hey have incorporated a number of technical
r: finements which are evident the moment you
ten. The air gap has been made long so that
tr e coil is completely enclosed in an even magn tic field at all times. A copper ring has been
fi ted into the deep air gap to keep the voice coil
in pedance constant over the whole frequency

scientifically designed acoustical boxes which
enhance the exceptional tone qualities of FRS
speakers; bringing out their true performance
values.
Norelco FRS Speaker Enclosures are available in three sizes to match the characteristics
of the speaker in use. Supplied in either mahogany or blond, these enclosures incorporate a
removable base permitting the enclosures to be
placed horizontally or vertically to suit any room
arrangement or decor.

will hear a remarkable difference in the
arity of Norelco 'Full Resonance Speakers. In
single speaker, twin -cones reproduce low freq encies. middle range, as well as the higher
fr quencies extending beyond the audible range
without distortion.
HV ARE NORELCO FR S SPEAKERS

SO EXCEPTIONAL?

Norelco speaker- matched enclosures are

ADDTO...and improve any sound system with Nre%o
*FULL RESONANCE SPEAKERS
Write today to Dept. NI2 for brochures and prices of these unique speakers.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC., 100
D

cember, 1956

E.

42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y,
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NOW!

Custom Install

your own Hi -Fi Recorder
Low Cost! Plugs into any amplifier & speaker

TIPS an

,,.....

a;`

TECHNIQUES
POLARIZED BATTERY CLIP

Most of the spring battery clips or "battery boxes," so popular in R/C gear, transistorized units, and portable battery operated equipment, suffer from a common

Staff OK Tested by
Tape Recording Magazine

disadvantage-they are not "polarized."

A

Tape mechanism has sensational UniMagic control,
2 -speed record and playback, instant, automatic
braking, special record- playback and erase heads.
Matching preamplifier -Response: 50- 12000 cps
±3db, signal -noise ratio 47 db. Professional controls include illuminated VU recording meter.
itinished in brushed copper and jet black. Carries
famous Pentron warranty. TM -56 tape mechanism
$89.95 list. P -4 preamplifier $79.95 list.

Write for

FREE

Bulletin

.

.

.

Nome of Nearest Dealer!

The Pentron Corporation
767 5. Tripp Ave.
Chicago 24, III.

Canada: Atlas

Radio,

your present speaker

KARLSON

Ltd., Toronto

in a

,
111f>

TRANSDUCER

-`r
4

CAN GIVE YOU
1Ox THE

EFFICIENCY!

2s the

4/

2

dispersion!

more octaves bass!

Flatter response -Less distortion!
Unexcelled transient response!

battery may be inserted in either of two
ways, and there is no convenient way of
telling how a battery is to be installed unless you are familiar with the equipment,
or take time to trace out the wiring. With
some types of equipment, installing a bat-

tery with reversed polarity may result in
damage to components.
Here's a little trick you'll find helpful
for "polarizing" battery boxes. Simply
paint the positive side of the clip with one
or two coats of red finger -nail polish
your wife will never miss the small amount
you'll use. But don't cover the contact terminal
or you'll insulate it!
-G. R.
.

.

.

...

BREADBOARD SOCKET MOUNTING

EASY -TO -ASSEMBLE
from $18.60
to $57 net.
Aleso

assembled models from $26.70 to $174.

KARLSON ASSOCIATES INC.
Dept. PE. 1610 Neck Rd. Bklvn. 29, N.Y.
100

If you are building breadboard models of
circuits, and you don't have any small
brackets or spacers normally used for
mounting octal and miniature tube sockets,
try using ordinary screws. For the octal
socket, solder the mounting flange to No. 8
one -inch flat -head wood screws. For the
miniature sockets, use No. 8 round -head
screws. Both types are shown in the drawings on page 103.
For ease of soldering, with miniature
sockets, try this procedure. First, drive the
round -head screw into the wooden bread Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR
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Just Printed! Send for this

FREE
booklet today!

see what
the rapidly
expanding field of
VC

ELECTRONICS

7

GUIDED M19

R.

FM
C MPUTeRS EÁUTICA
Tv
CAA

BROADCASTINBAM

offers you:

must

AÚVV

MNUFACTURING
ANICATONS

BETTER JOB
BETTER PAY

PROMOTION
GREATER SECURITY
GREATER CONFIDENCE
BETTER LIVING FOR YOU

All these benefits can be yours
if you act now! Take that first
big step this minute -No
obligation whatsoever!

AND YOUR FAMILY

TAKE A MINUTE TO MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET!
CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD

Accredited

Technical

I

nslitute

3224 16th

Dept. 1212 -C

St.,

Curricula.

Founded

N.W., Washington 10,

1927

D. C.

"...

Engineering.

GREATEST
INTEREST

EMPLOYED

BY..- _ -.._.

TYPE OF

H
FIELD OF

intelligently, please give the following information:

Please send me your course outline and FREE Illustrated Booklet
describing
"Your Future in the New World of Electronics
opportunities and CREI home study courses in Practical Electronics

CHECK

To help us answer your request

Practical Radio Electronics Engineering
Broadcast Radio Engineering (AM, FM, TV)
Practical Television Engineering
Practical Aeronautical Electronics Engineering

PRESENT WORK

SCHOOL
BACKGROUND

ELECTRONICS

Name

Age

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS
ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED?

Street

City
Check:

EXPERIENCE

Zone
Home Study

Residence School

State
Korean Vrd. :ron

for

career in raio-tv-eIectronics

a

Hoffman Radio Corporation; Glenn L. Martin
Company; Magnavox Company; Pan American
Airways, Atlantic Division; Radio Corporation
of America; Trans -Canada Air Lines; United
Air Lines. Their choice for training of their
own personnel is a good cue for your choice
of a school.
BENEFITS FELT RIGHT AWAY Almost immediately, you feel the benefits of CREI training. Your
employer, when informed of your step toward
advancement (only at your request), is certain
to take new interest in you and in your future.
What you learn in CREI Home Study can start
helping you do a better job immediately.
PAYS FOR ITSELF QUICKLY. Your very first raise
could repay your investment in CREI training,
and leave you a profit the very first year. Your
increases in pay thereafter are all pure profit,
and you'll be prepared for many more promotions and pay raises in the future years of
your life.
CREI ALSO OFFERS RESIDENCE INSTRUCTION at the
same high technical level -day or night. In
Washington, D. C. new classes start once a
month. If this instruction meets your requirements, check the coupon for Residence School

CREI prepares you quickly for success in
Servomechanisms,
Radar -Guided Missiles.
Computers, Aeronautical Electronics, Broadcasting (AM, FM, TV), Military, Navy, CAA
Electronics,
Electronics
Communications,
Manufacturing.
THE FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS! The signs for
the future are plain for trained men in the
electronics industry. It is a tremendous industhe present time there are more
try, and
jobs than there are trained men to fill them.
But-when there's a choice between a trained
and untrained applicant, the trained man will
get the job.

-at

CREI HOME STUDY . .

.

THE

QUICK WAY TO GET

Since 1927, CREI has given thousands
of ambitious young men the technical knowledge that leads to more money and security.
The time -tested CREI procedure can help you,
too-if you really want to be helped. CREI
lessons are prepared by experts in easy -tounderstand form. There is a course of instruction geared to the field in which you want to
specialize. You study at your convenience, at
your rate of speed.
INDUSTRY RECOGNIZES CREI TRAINING
C R E I
courses are prepared, and taught with an eye
to the needs and demands of industry, so your
CREI diploma can open many doors for you.
Countless CREI graduates now enjoy important, good- paying positions with America's
most important companies. Many famous
organizations have arranged CREI group
THERE

catalog.

If you are eligible for training under
the new G. I. Bill of Rights check the coupon
for full information.
VETERANS:

GET THIS

NEW

FACT -PACKED BOOKLET

-ITS

training for their radio -electronics -television
personnel. To name a few: All America
Cables and Radio, Inc.; Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation; Columbia Broadcasting System;

-is

1st Class

Permit No. 288 -R
Sec.

34.9

P.L.R.

Washington,

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage Stamp Necessary

If

Moiled

FREE.

Called "Your future in the New World of Electronics," this free illustrated booklet gives you
the latest picture of the growth and future of
the gigantic electronics world. We'll promptly
up
send your copy. The rest-your future
to you.

in

United States

D. C.

hoard. Then, remove the screw and solder
the top of the screw to the bottom of the
collar in the center of the socket which is
used for ground connections, junctions, etc.
Next, replace the screw in its original hole.
OCTAL
SOCKET

basic electro ics

LEARN

THE EASY "PICTURE

MINIATURE
SOCKET

BOOK" WAY!

Just Released: The fabulous
ILLUSTRATED

Training Course

now used by the

The mounting of
not be *as sturdy
it will serve well
sure is placed on

the miniature socket will
as that of the octal, but
as long as no undue pres-

-B.E.

it.

HANDY TUBE CONTAINER

of small parts,
is in an empty

cheese or but-

container.

shown in
the photo, a 16ounce size container will hold
the tubes from
an average receiver. The carton
is

Over 25,000 Navy trainees have already learned Basic Electricity and Basic Electronics this easy, "Picture Book" way! Now,
for the first time, YOU can master the basics of Elecs'icir.
and Electronics with this same ''Learn -by- Pictures" training
course! Over 1,700 simple, easy- to -understand drawings explain
every section -these "teaching" pictures actually make up
more than half the entire course! No other Basic Electricity or
Basic Electronics course in America uses this revolutionary
illustrative technique! You learn faster and easier than you'd

arks: etere page covers
Here's how this ci.c, is usrrated c .u.
one complete idea! There's or leis' nn< big illustration on that
same page to explain itl What's more, an imaginary instructor
stands figuratively at your elbow, doing "demonstrations"
that make it even easier for you to understand. Then, at the
end of every section, you'll find review pages that highlight the

important topics you've just covered. You build

As

a

thorough,

step-by-step knowledge at Your own pace -a,t fart as
,.,

y

.you

ios

ant to yo.'

Sponsored by the Navy rr iurn out trained rechmcirn, in mi rt!
time, this modern Ckllir, presents Basic Electricity and Itn.i..
Electronics in a simple may that everyone can grasp-rágard!'srr
of previous education! Every phase is made instantly clear-explained in plain, down to earth English -with hundreds of
easy -to- understand illustrations to help you!

itself

quite sturdy
and water -resistant. And don't forget the lid
provide protection for the parts.

Navy!

dream possible!

A cheap and convenient way of storing
and carrying a set of tubes, or quantity

ter

U. S.

-it

EIC:=1=3

can

-H.

L.

NEW BACKS FOR OLD SETS

Table radios and other small equipment
may be missing their protective back
panels. Others may have backs that are
badly bent or broken. It's a good idea to
keep the back of a set in good shape. It

of "Basie Electric s'y° coyer DC components
and nr:wrs; \'olumcs 3 and 4 cover AC components and cirvuirs; Volume 5 covers AC and DC motors and machinery.
Volume I of "Basic Electronics" covers Dindes and Power
Supplies; Vols. 2 and 3 cover Amplifiers and Oscillators; Vols.
4 and 5 cover Transmitters and Receivers.
d

um

1

.and 2

Home Study Without Correspondence
This course is so different, so complete -there's no need for the
usual letter writing, question and answer correspondence! Learn
at home -at your own pace

t..

exciting new training courses -you eri
nothing! When you receive the volumes, examine them in youown home for 10 full days. If, at the end of that time, you're
not completely satisfied, simply return the books to us an 1
we'll gladly refund sonr full purchase price! Total cost for either
5- volume course is only $9.00! In Canada, prices approximately
5 "i higher.
Send today for these

ORDER TODAY!
These books are sold by electronic sports jobbers

and book stores. If YOUR dealer doesn't have
these books, mail this coupon to us!

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
116 West 14th St., N.Y.C
hure enclosed S
Pleasn send me
.5-vol. Basic Electricity net (i, S9 set
.5-vol. Basic Electronics set (an Si) set
Both sets. 1 u.rderstand I may return the books
in 10 days, and receive a complete refund of the
full purchase price it I am not satisfied.
Add state or city sales tax where applicable
Name
Address
('ity & State
P-,OA
I

helps prevent dust, rust, and the danger of
shock to the prying fingers of small children.
The photo shows an old a.c. -d.c. table
December, 1956
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radio with a new, homemade back panel.
This panel was made from 9 -ply brown sign painter's cardboard. A sheet measuring 28"
by 44" is available at most stationery or art
supply stores for about 45 cents. Often,
sign-painters have scraps around that they
will let you have for a little or nothing.
Lay out the size and shape for the panel,
and then cut with a razor blade. The corner
mounting holes, as well as the rows of ventilating holes, can be made easily with a
dime-store paper punch. Slots for antenna
wire and power cord are cut out with a

-A.T-

razor blade.

use as an earphone may damage the mike,
however.
-E.F.C.
SCREWDRIVER "DODGE"

Jewelers' screwdrivers are so designed
that it is difficult to apply excessive torque

with them,

might
damage the
which

threads of fine
screws. If you
have to work

with small
screws, but
don't have a set

MIKE DOUBLES AS EARPHONE

In an emergency, the crystal microphone
often furnished with home tape recorders
can be used as a monitoring or playback
earphone. This is possible because action of
the crystal element is usually reversible.
When used as a microphone, the pressure
applied to the crystal by the sound waves of
the voice distorts the crystal in varying
degrees as the voice varies, producing a correspondingly varying voltage fed into the
recorder. Conversely, when the recorder
output voltage is applied to the crystal during playback, the resulting deformation of
the crystal vibrates the air in step with the
output voltage variations, thereby producing the sound of the program. Prolonged

i

of

jewelers'

screwdrivers,

here's an easyto -use "dodge."

Use your

smallest regular screwdriver,
but instead of
holding

it

by

the handle,

grasp its shaft between your thumb and
forefinger. You'll find that you can control
it quite easily, with a truly "delicate
touch." You can spin it back and forth
rapidly, but it is almost impossible to apply enough torque to damage miniature

-E.

screws.

C. L.

TONE -ARM

Now

KIT form -at HALF price!
accommodates A N
cartridge
now in

12" KIT, $14.55 NET
Factory -assembled, $24.00 NET
AUDAX KT -16: 16" KIT, $17.55 NET
Factory -assembled, $30.00 NET
AUDAX KT -12:

All above prices include cartridge- housing.
'You do- it- yourself

with no

tools other thon a nail -file
or small screwdriver.

The new KT models exactly duplicate

he Audax "Compass-Pivoted"

transcription

arm long recognized as top "blue chip." These
new arms are the crowning achievement of a
quarter- century of constant refinement and
re- engineering of the very first commercial electronic pickup arm (Audax 1928)
. to the fewest
possible parts. It is this very nth degree engineered
simplicity that makes the new KT arms possible.
Anyone can assemble a KT arm in about 10 minutes
and

-

save 50 %! The "Selector-Index" permits instant adjustment for

any stylus- pressure. The newly- designed cartridge- housing enables
checking of the all- important stylus -to- groove alignment at a glance.

-

No tone arm equals the new Audax KT
regardless of price! Read October 1956 "Popular
Electronics," page 57. See the new KT arms
at your dealer. (If shipped from New York City,
add 25 t). Fill out the coupon.

.kuicaz
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:...f.

..w.-

appeal.., A.

AUDAK COMPANY
S00 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.

AUOAk COMPANY. 300 r,Nh A
AN.. Mr. P.

,

Now York 36

Send me FREE latest Audax catalog and

name of nearest dealer.

Nome

Address
City

Always say yon

sa

Zone

State

-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

PICTURE TUBES
BRAND NEW
RCA Licensed
Unconditional
One Year

Guarantee

Price

108Pá
12LP4
149P4
16RP4
16LP4

$í4.38I 19ÁP4
214P4
16.85
$9.38
$9.38

21EP4
24ÁP4

We guarantee to replace ALL TUBES purchased from our firm forever
Each
tube Individually Boxed and Guaranteed For Life
Over A Half Million Tubes
Always in Stock
Immediate Shipment
Fnee Postage On All Orders With
Full Remittance.

HERE'S HOW LIFETIME GUARANTEED TUBES

price
$20.e

SAVE YOU MONEY

28.79
28.79
42.50
.71

r

f3;

There are fewer "gall
Performance' testing in
ment guarantees quality.
014
.43
SAW4
1A4P
.33
5.16
1A7GT
.43
5T4
1B3GT
.65
5U40
1CSGT
.41
SUB
1DSGP
.43
5V40
5Y3
1E7GT
.41
IG6GT .41
SY40
5Z3
IH4G
.43

IHSGT
1J6GT

IL4
1

L6

ILA4

1LA6
1LB4
ILCS
1LC6
1LD5
1LE3
1LGS

1LH4
1LNS
1NSGT
IRS
155
1T4

IU4
FREE CLOCK
Wlth Every $125 RADIO
Within 30 Days
Purchase
Da
with
Wakemaster clock rud,o
famous Sessions
clock
u c or alarm. movement
porch asedu outrto
be
for $17.98. In 9htryfrom MAJOR May
BRAND

FREE GIFT
CERTIFICATE*
Worth
h $ hantoward
our
purch ase of any f
eo
of
thefuture
sent
will be
rtl c
Free Gift
or more.
fnY
Certificate cannot
obtain
be used
un
ssartln s $55 or more.

1U5

IV2

1X2
2A3

2A5
247
3A4
3AS
3ALS

3AU6
38CS

3BN6
3C86
3Q4
3QSGT

354
3V4
48Z7
56Q7

.47
.47
.45
.55
.57
.47
.57
.49
.47
.57
.57
.57

.64

.47

.50
.50
.42
.50
.47
.42
.65
.61

.55
.57
.55
.51

.50
.45
.46
.54
.70
.52
.46
.57
.47
.47
.95
.89

647
648
6A84
BACI
64E4
SAGS

6407
64146
64.15

641(5

6AL5

6AQS
BARS
SASS

There are no "out of date" tubes
backs"
"Peak
our fully equipped Testing Department before ship
.75

.63
.69
.43
.74
.59
.31
.36
.41
.57
.45
.43
.67

.79
.50
.69
.69
.70
.54
.39
.46
.48
.48

1.70
6456
64570 2.19
.39
6AT6
BAU4GT .63
6AUSGT .59

.42
6AVSGT .65
.39
SAVES
6AX4GT .60
6AXS10T .57
.52
6840
.69
688
.47
8846
.58
81347
.47
6BC5
64116

8SC7
613E6

6BF5
66E8
68G6G
68146

.80
.45
.40
.50
1.15
.30

6BL7GT .75
6BN6
.58
6BQ8GT .78
.78
6807
6BY5G
.58
8827
.88
6C4
.37
6C5
.35
.49
6C86
6CD6G

606

6E5
6F5
6F6

606
OHS

6J4
BJS

6J6
8J7

6J8G
61(6ßT
61(7
61(8

1.15

.48
.44
.37
.38
.40
.38
1.79
.39
.47
.43
.85
.37
.39
.65

6Le
6L7

6N7

607
654
6547
8SC7

8507
BSH7
65.17

.88
.42
.60
.40

.40
.45
.48
.41
.43
.43
.45
.85

851(7
6SL7GT
BSN7GT .SS
.39
6307
.42
65R7
.41
6557
.95
6TÁ
6T8
.68
SUB

.75

6V3

.80

6X4
6X5
6X8

.34
.34
.73

6Y6G

.55
.45
.53
.45
.43
.45

744
7ÁS

7A8

747
748
785
7B6

767

7B8
7C4
7CS

7C6
7C7
7E5
7E6
7E7

.39
.42
.41
.45

.39
.42
.43
.45
.48
.SS

.70
.59
.70
.75
.50
7147
.75
7J7
.75
71(7
.75
71.7
.50
7N7
12476
.37
.66
12477
.63
12427
.41
12ÁU6
.53
12AÚ7
.35
12ÁV8
.67
12ÁV7
12AX4GT.65
.58
124X7
1284
.68
.48
128A8
12806
.48
.48
128E6
.60
128H7
.65
12BY7
.81
12827
7F7
7F8
707

125K7
.45
12SN70T .56
.37
125127
125R7
.45
12V6GT .45
12X4
.37
.42
14A7
1486
.38

.50
19BG6G 1.15
1978
.65
24A
.39
25AVSOT .78
238Q6ß7 .78
25L6OT .47
24W4GT .43
2525
.37
2576
.37
1407

27
35AS

.25
.4e

.50
.30
35LBGT .47
.34
35W4
.34
35Y4
.39
3523
3SZ50T .34

3585
3SCS

37
SOAS

5085

SOCS

SOL6GT

75
76
77
78
80

84/624

.29
.46

.30
.50
.43
.42
.42
.38
.38
.34
.44

117L7GT

1.09
117N7OT
1.09
117P7GT
1.09
.35
11723
117ZeGT .63

6V6ß7 .48
12CU6
.95
6W4ß7 .39
12547
.45
681(5
.68
6W6GT .53
.45
.78
125.17
68 )(7
WE PAY ALL POSTAGE on order. Write For FREE Tube Li t -Order Blank
shipped In USA. Territories and APO's. -and FREE Sample Tube Carton. We
rehanant Y -O -U On Our Mai ing List!
Send only purchase price of
dise. Please include approximate
foreign shipments. All orders
age o
where you saw our ad and we
subject to prior sale. Add 250 han- Mention
's
send you FREE three
dling on orders under $5.00. Quantity will
with any order of $10.00 o more.
users write for special discount.
6816

.47

post-

BRAND
MAJOR
TUBE CO.
Romano Bldg.
Write Dept.
December, 1956

12 -PE

Harrison, N. J.
ESsex 4 -1106
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MUSIC LOVERS!
RECORDS BY MAIL

on ALL ITEMS LISTING FOR
$4 or LESS.
on ALL ITEMS LISTING FOR
$5 or LESS.
on ALL ITEMS LISTING OVER
$5.
Every Important Label
Fully Guaranteed

20% OFF
25% OFF
30% OFF

All factory new -classical to jazz
-331/3 RPM's are available to
you at substantial retail savings
by simply clipping and mailing
this coupon today!

Give your

friends
POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

this Christmas

Receive free catalog, monthly
bulletins, and "specials"

FREE

are extra -protection
packaged to insure perfection.
Records

- - - -- -MAIL

- - - - --

THIS COUPON

CHESTERFIELD MUSIC SHOPS
Dept. F.S, 12 Warren St.

New York 7, N. Y

NAME
ADDRESS

ZONE...

CITY

STATE

CHESTERFIELD MUSIC SHOPS

TEST CONDENSERS
UNDER

WORKING

CONDITIONS-Also

$eff

Selenium Rectifiers
Accurately Checks:
Paper, Mica, Ceramic Capacitors
Selenium Rectifiers
Electrolytic,
Continuity
AC /DC Voltages
NOT A KIT
Flashbulbs

Quickly,

postpaid,
ready to

C
operatenet.

Set of leads

PACITEST
Time!

omplete,

.

with each CA-

for

Limited

thousands already in use, is new, imCAPACITEST
proved, compact, does a giant job to avoid callbacks and save you time and money. Tests Selenium Rectifiers!
Checks Condensers at 150 V., the approx. working voltage in radio
or TV sets. Meters won't give this type of cheek since applied
voltage is 20 V. or less. Accurately, quickly shows open, shorted
or intermittent capacitors and leaky electrolytic,.
Compact: 4 "x4 "x2 ", Lightweight, for bench or too! kit.
Order direct from mfr. Send
$3 deposit with C.O.D.'s.
The BARJAY Co.

with

1

Save PP & COD fees. Send
$9.95 a we'll pay postage. 145 West 40 Street, New York 18, N.Y.

AMAZING

PERSONAL POCKET RADIO
LISTEN WHILE YOU
WALK DOWN THE STREET!
Slips in any pocket-wt. only 7
Size 2a4tx4a.yx11/4". Beautiful
Black Gold Plastie Cas NO HOOK UPS-NO WIRES -NOW PLUG -INS!
Self- contained. t50 -hour life flash
Iight hat teries and BUILT-IN ANTENNA. POSITIVELY NO AERIAL HOOKUPS EVER! GUARANTEED RECEPTION
OF RADIO STATIONS TO 50 MILES, up
to 1500 muds for powerful stations!
New patented Super -regenerative Duo.
triode tribe and transformer audio stage

What more thoughtful gift to friends than a
subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS this
Christmas!
You'll be giving 12 full months of pleasure -all
the enjoyment and fun that the wonderful world of
electronics offers.

SPECIAL GIFT RATES

First 1 -year gift subscription
Second 1 -year gift subscription
Each additional 1 -year gift

$3.00
$2.00
$1.50

As you have no doubt noticed, POPULAR ELECTRONICS has raised its price to 35c per copy -because of
increased paper and printing costs.

Because POPULAR ELECTRONICS subscription rates
will now be raised to $4.00 per year, this very favorable
Christmas offer can be kept open for a limited time
only. We urge you to send in your order at once.

-

and
sit!v!ty!
for sharp selectivity
se top tuner (while walkiegt. Tiny
plastic Personal earplug LETS YOU ALONE
LISTEN WHILE: YOU WALK, VISIT, WORE,
f.Rsv to

ltll1t:

i1!t -LI.I'.1' ANYTIME-ANYWHERE.
MONEY-BACK GUAR.5511:1: AND ONE YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE.
=k, mo) and pay pentano $14.95 phis postage us
SEND ONLY $5.00
delivery or send $19.95 for postpaid delivery. GET
11
"R
REAL POCKET RADIO o
and be ready to lie fen In
Civil Defense Alarms, n
music. sports, etc. on
moment's notice
without bothering those around you. NOT AN UNWORKABLE INC.OMPI I.I1 KIT OR PLAYTHING. BUT A REAL POCKET RADIO! Ship,'
.rl .: ritli hnttrrir2. Rn:,dy to listrn! Available only from: WESTERN
RADIO, DEPT. APL -12, Kearney, Nebr.
'

1

106

Each gift subscription will be announced by an
attractive card naming you as donor.
Fill in and return the prepaid, self- addressed
envelope facing this page for your own and gift
subscriptions. List additional gift orders on an extra
sheet of paper.
(Your own new or renewal subscription may be
included.)

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
New York 17, N. Y.

366 Madison Ave.
Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

TOOLS

and

GADGETS
DRILL SHARPENING ATTACHMENT

Sharpening drill bits is simplified with
portable
the Model G2 "DRILLMATE "
attachment which consists of a fine -grain
(100 -grit) 2 "- diameter grinding wheel with
safety wheel guard and two tool rests. One
tool rest -for knives, scissors, chisels and
other small tools -has a novel cam action
which permits its adjustment to any angle
with close proximity to the wheel at any
position. The drill holder accommodates
drill bits from 1/16" to /4" size.
" DRILLMATE" can be used on any flat
surface without special mounting. Model

-a

Ncw in KIT form, the famous
MODEL M -1
AA

I/

POCKETESTER
The famous V-0-MA unit we
built by the thousands for the Army!

Easy, step -by -step instructions

Complete with cable harnesses, test leads
Military Accuracy
Precision parts for fast assembly
Dual color meter scale
Rugged handsome vinyl carrying case
14 broad ranges, for
EVERY job!
BUILD IN 20
MINUTES!

G2 is priced

at $2.95. A larger, profession-

al model, for drills up to

1/2"

size, is also

available; it is priced at $5.95 when supplied with a hard, general -purpose grinding wheel, and $6.95 with a soft "green
grit" wheel for masonry drills and carbide tipped tools. (Popular Mfg. Co., 4115 Glen crest Rd., Minneapolis 16, Minn.)
TV AND RADIO TUBE TESTER

"U- Checkit" is a "do -it- yourself" tester
that will tell you whether or not a TV or
radio tube is shorted. It will also check all

electrical appliances for shorts -you just
pull the plug of the device to be checked
out of the wall socket, plug the "U- Checkit" in, and place the test leads across the
circuit to be tested.
In testing tubes, plug the questionable
tube into the proper "U- Checkit" socket.
If the neon lamp glows, your tube filament is all right. If it does not, the filament is open. Tubes having two filaDecember, 1956

Measure:
VOLTAGE:
0.2-5000 volts AC -DC
RESISTANCE:
1- 500,000

ohms

CURRENT:.

4.a M

Ill
ATOMI C
Il

I

ENGINEERING
CORP ORATION

ataaa
Manufacturers of
quality electronic
equipment.

Box 1701, Station P
Grand Junction, Colo.

"POCKETESTER" kits to me NOWT I
i(its.
Money order enclosed,
enclosed.
Check

Rush rey

wont

0.2 -100 Milliamps

M -1
-

Send C.O.D.

NAME

s

-.a a.-- ammam
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

III
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monts are checked by using test leads on
pin 4 and on pins 5 and 9; older radio and
TV tube filaments may be checked by
using the test leads on the large pins.
Price, $4.95. (Nutronics, Inc., 1446 N.
Clark St., Chicago 10, Ill.)

MULTIMETERS
RESISTANCES 0 -10K OHMS IN 2
RANGES AC /DC VOLTAGES
0-1000V (4 RANGE) CURRENT DC
0.100 MA
With Test Probes end Pigskin Cote

3'i" 3"

1 '

Also

i"

$8.95

- Midget

NON- SLIPPING SCREWDRIVER

Multimeter w/Test Probes

AC /DC 0.750V

The "Magic -Tip" screwdriver not only
gives a tight grip even in worn slots, but
also enables the screwdriver to hold screws
without being magnetized. Fashioned from

$5.95

SPEAKERS
MINIATURE DYNAMIC

2"

SPEAKER

With Transformer

$2.50
2'2" MODEL

$2,75

MICROPHONES
BULLET SHAPED HIGH OUTPUT

CRYSTAL

For PA Systems, Home Recording
range 100 -7000 CS-53 DB

$3.50
Streamliner Model, 200-5000-48 DB

$3.25

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED

WORLD SALES

SANASANA,I CALIF.

Direct Importers of Top-Quality Electronic Equipment
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
NO C.O.D.s

-

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING CHARGES

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE ADD 4% SALES TAX

Dealer Inquiries Invited

NEW MAGIC RADIO WAL IE TALKIE

YOUR OWN POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION!
BROADCASTS TO ANY IIO\Ili OR CAR RADIO WITHOUT WIRES OR IIOOKt'PS! Wt. only 5 oz. Si,.' (l',r_'ix
4y1"). Built-in telescoping antenna. Powerful
Transistor

/

P

.

rty- \
,ay
VV

_

Rive
phone, frequency setter. break-in
,-iteh!
If-c"ntoimd flashlight battirirx, DurRuna for weeks on
able plastic caer. With this Rodio Talkie you (AN 'l':1I.Ii
TO YOUR FItII:NDS UI' TO A RLOCIi OR hJr111E
AWAY! Talk p to mile or
between t
t
.1

bl

-/

1

-

!

,

INSTANT OPPRAIION Just push button
talk! N license needed. Uses inductive f II
R
vtoi
radiation. Useful
d
i f
million
GUARANTEED TO WORK. 1 YEAR LR\IC'L
op"GUARANI ER
SEND ONLY $2.00. Mash, ek
p ir
e rer
Postman F A nr1 COD u
F
paid d rrr C.O\IPLI.I I Rh:\DY '1 , OI R:\TI:
with t,elrurli,m :Ind hnndreds .f w
and
ir!.x for
<

I

I

1

e

1

1

1

I

broadr.

..

TA LKIE N.

Dept. REL-t

LMB

.'

:,,I,

'

,

e

,

eorv.

n

.

,los

T'rl

i

I;FtïLRÁDIVi.\' W1!.filE

metal tubing supplied by Superior Tube
Company, Norristown, Pa., it has a hollow
blade which houses a secondary rotating
blade. The tip of the secondary blade is
located in a cut -out portion of the primary
blade (as shown in close -up view at the
left). Pushing the screwdriver handle
turns the second blade at right angles to
the width of the primary blade (see close up view at right) to wedge it tightly
against edges of the screw slot. (Hunter
Tool Company, Los Angeles, Calif.)
HAND -OPERATED

NIBBLING TOOL
a radio chassis

It's easy to cut holes in

with this hand -operated nibbling tool. It
will cut round, square, or keyed holes of
any size or shape over ¡1;" and it will cut
sheet metal of a thickness up to 18 -gauge
7,

from: WESTERN RADIO,
NEBR.

OFFERSAFREE

Inside LMB boxes

10 tested kit diagram projectors for the builder.
Each one of
these kit diagrams built by a recognized expert. Kit projects
are complete in every detail. Circuit diagram, photo of project
both front and rear photo. Rear photo shows wiring and parts.
Detailed instructions for building, complete parts list and
approximate cost. Complete to build except parts and your distributor can supply the parts. Ask your distributor for the
list of LMB kit Diagram Projects. If he does not have them,

write to

LM EP

1011 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

"key" man. Learn how to send and
receive m "ages In code by telegraph
and radio. e Commerce needs thousands of
men for .fobs. Good pa} adventure. interesting work. Learn at home ,ickl
y
through famous Candler Syslvm InQualify for Amateur or Commercial License Write for FREE BOOK.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Dept. 5 -O, Box SAS, Denver 1, Culo:, U.S.A.
Be a

108

steel and 16 -gauge aluminum. The metal
remains flat and straight after cutting.
Simple to operate, the nibbling tool is a
handy gadget to have around the shack,
workshop or laboratory. Price, $3.85 each,
plus 25 cents for packing and postage.
(Harrison Radio Corporation, 225 Greenwich St., New York 7, N. Y.)
3p
Always say you saw it
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ALL TUBES UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR

On orders of less than 100 tubes

take your pick
any assortment

154

1SS

1T4
1T5GT
1U4

Partial Listing

lus

1X2
3Q4

T.M. Price

Type

$10.95
12.95
10.00
15.25
ISDP4
16.95
160P4
18.50
16GP4
19.25
16KP4
17.00
$17.00
16RP4
17BP4
19.00
17GP4
21.00
171P4
18.00
19ÁP4
23.00
20CP4
24.00
21ALP4A 24.00
21EP4
24.00
Picture tubes
1OBP4

354
3V4
5U40

121P4
12QP4
14CP4

PRECISION

5V4G
5Y3
6ÁB4
6ÁC7
GAGS

6ÁG7

6ÁF4
6AKS
641.5

WITH EVERY ORDER

each

6ÁU6
6AU5GT
6ÁV5
6AV6
6AX4GT
6AT6
6AH4GT

6546
6805

6BE6

6BG6G

6816
6BK5
6BK7
6BL7GT
6606GT
6BQ7

6BY5G
6BZ7
6C4
6CB6
6CD6G
6F6
614607
6J5GT
616
6K6GT
616
654
658GT

65117

65J7GT
65K7GT
6SL7GT
6SN7GT

6507
65117

6T8
6U8
6V3
6V6GT

6 W 4GT

6W6GT

6X4

6XSGT
6Y6G
7CS
7C6
7E7
7F7
7F8
7N7
1241.5
12ÁT7
1241116

12AU7
12AV6
12ÁV7
124X7
12AX4GT

12846
1213E6

12AZ7
12BH7
12BY7
12SA7
125G7

1251707

12SK7
125L7GT
125N7GT

12507

12SR7

1978
19606G
25BQ6GT
25L6GT

2525
25Z6GT

3505

3SC5
35L6GT
35W4

35Y4
35Z5GT
5OAS
SOB5
SOCS

501607
11723
6547
128Y7
Free Pos age on all prepaid continental
U.S.A. orders. 50¢ handling charge on all
orders under $5.00. 25% deposit on all
C.O.D. Subject to prior sale.

6ÁQ!
SASS
6476

F.O.B. PASSAIC, N. J.
via Railway Express

SCREWDRIVER SET
of

IRS

No dud required

3111-1

regardless

1H5GT
1LCS
1LN5
1NSGT
1Q5GT

Licensed

$38
'

16307

RCA and DUMONT

tubes
FRS

OZ4

PICTURE
TUBES

receiving

YEAR

PRETESTED TUBES-INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

BRAND
NEW TV

loo

41

1

TUBE MART

sire!

DISCOUNT

PRescott 3.0330

The

Lokpet Bldg.

HOUSE

Passaic, N. J.

Just For Examining COYNE'S New Set

Yes, you get this big, brand new book, "150
Radio -Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams
Explained," absolutely FREE! Just off the press.
Gives complete 11 x 22" Schematic Diagrams
on leading models Radio and TV Sets. Easy -toread, large Sü_ a 11" pages, with full instructions on how
to use the diagrams. A "must" in every repair kit. You
get this book as a FREE Gift for asking to see Coyne's new
7 -book

set, "Applied Practical Radio- Television!"

AT LAST! MONEY -MAKING "KNOW -HOW" ON
TRANSISTORS, COLAR TV AND SERVICING

Coyne's great 7- volume set gives you all the answers to
servicing problems -quickly! For basic "know -how" that's
easy to understand, you'll find everything you want in Volumes 1 to 5 on over 5000 practical facts and data. Every
step from fundamentals to installing, servicing and troubleshooting all types of radio and TV sets. So up -to -date it
covers COLOR TV, UHF and the latest on TRANSISTORS.
All this plus Volume 6 -NEW Coyne TECHNICAL DICTIONARY with over 4000 definitions of the latest terms,
symbols and abbreviations in radio -TV, electronics and

electricity.

SEND NO MONEY! Just mail coupon for 7- volume set on 7 days
free trial. We'll include book of 150 TV -Radio Patterns and Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $2 in 7 days and $2 per month
until $24.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price, only $22.95.) Or
you can return the library at our expense in 7 days and owe nothing. YOU RE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of TV -Radio Pat
terns Is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. Act NOW!

EXTRA! 900 -PAGE TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA INCLUDED
And then, for speedy on- the -job Use, you get volume

FREE

7-

Book FREE.

Naine

Educational Book Publishing Division

COYNE
December, 1956

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500

S.

Poulina

St., Dept

Chicago

12,

BOOK -FREE TRIAL COUPON!

Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. C6 -PE
500 S. Pauling St., Chicago 12, In.
YES! Send 7- Volume "Applied Practical Radin -Television" for 7 days
FREE TRIAL per your offer. Include TV -Radio Patterns & Diagram

the famous Coyne TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA. It answers
today's television problems on servicing, alignment, installation, etc. In easy -to -find ABC order, cross- indexed. Use
this 7- volume TV -RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days; get
the valuable Servicing Book ABSOLUTELY FREE!

III.

Age

Address
City
Zone
State
Where Employed..
Cheek here f you want library sent C.O.D. You pay postman
$22.95 plus C.Ó.D. postage on delivery. 7 -day moneback guarantee.
109

Sound Impressions
(Contillued from page 98)

ehestra in a new version by the Philadelphia Orchestra, with Eugene Ormandy
conducting and Rudolf Serkin as soloist
(Columbia ML 51171, Here hi -fi recording
reveals the complex interweaving of themes
and harmonies, and the dramatic interplay
between piano and orchestra which accounts for this work's popularity still growing nearly 80 years after its composition.
The concerto is a sober but songful and
often reflective work, ranging from moods
of gentle fragility to thundering heights of
robust vigor. This performance is splendid,
matching musicianship and technical skill
to the emotional demands of the score.
Sonically, the pressing is one of Columbia's
finest -with \s'ide dynamic range, full concert -hall sound, and very clean surfaces.
Many composers tried to break away
from the strict concerto form. Thus we
find the French composer Vincent d'Indy
writing what he called a Symphony on a
French Mountain Air. Essentially a piano
concerto, this work spins a simple folk
tune into a major score. Thus, in addition
to the piano-orchestra aspect, this composition is also fascinating in its build -up
of a humble melody through a series of
variations to its full -blown symphonic

Model TK -104, a professionally engineered,
completely transistorized receiver kit.
Printed Circuit Chassis
Self Contained Speaker-18 mw. Output
External Phone Jack
High Gain Ferrite Loopstick Antenna
Texan Leather Case

Completely Sub -miniature
Measures Only 6 x 4 x 2"
Complete Easy To Follow Instructions

Model TK -101,

available.

transistor regenerative kit

2

SEE YOUR DEALER OR JOBBER.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:

TRAN -KIT ELECTRONICS
467 SOUTH 5th AVE., DEPT. PE, MT. VFRNON, N.

Y.

WONDERFUL NEW CHRISTMAS GIFT

Give the radio sensation of
-pocket radio the size

a

i

decade

of two

rigaret packs. Take it everywhere
-Perfect for hunting. fishing, walk-

ing, picnics, spectator sports. 3tube, battery powered, built -in suferrite antenna. Tunes broadcast band 530 to
167.0 lie. with Conelrad frequencies marked. Comes equipped
with B battery and hearing-aid type
earphone. Case 1l/Ç' x 3F, f2^ x 51 2'
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climax.
In a recent Angel recording (35104), conductor André Cluytens and pianist Aldo
Ciccolini show full appreciation of this
two -fold interest. Both the orchestra and
the soloist approach the piece modestly,
but with a sense of increasing intensity
and assertiveness, until the final movement
sweeps the listener to a rousing conclusion.
Unflagging interest in the concerto form
continues, with modern composers being
stimulated by its possibilities, and in turn
fascinating audiences with their handling
of it. Serge Prokoffeff has written five,
of which Piano Concerto No. 3 is the most
popular as well as the most typical of this
composer's unique style. It also happens
to be one of the most fiendishly difficult
pieces to play. Its intricate rhythms, unusual harmonies, and fantastic sonic effects
challenge the musicianship, technical skill
and ability to get together and stay together on the part of soloist, conductor,
and orchestra. Because of its difficulty,
performances of this work are not too frequent and really good performances are
very rare.
Westminster's new release of this masterpiece (XWN 1317R) leaves an unforgettable impression on the listener. The performance is by pianist Emil Gilels, assisted
by the State Radio Orchestra of the USSR,
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which is conducted by Kiril Kondrashin.
A recent Concerto for Piano & Orchestra by Andre Jolivet is a challenging experiment. Jolivet, a young Frenchman,
makes his first appearance on records in
this London International release (DTL
93010. A strong and vital musical imagination speaks to us from these grooves
in a highly personal idiom far removed
from the traditionally melodic bend of
French music. It may take a while to become accustomed to it, but if you like
modernism in the style of Stravinsky, this
disc is your dish. The piano often joins the
percussion group in strange tonal effects
contrasted against the expertly handled orchestra. The high point of the concerto is
undoubtedly the middle movement; here
the relentless and almost brutal rhythms
give way to a dreamy, magical "night
piece" of bell -like chords, gliding flute
tones, and hushed tappings.
Anti- Gravity Matter. If any music can
be guaranteed to lift you straight up into
a high holiday mood, it is the waltzes of
Johann Strauss. Regardless of your musical tastes, the lilting three -quarter time
sweeps you along with the soaring and
capering flight of melody. Favorites like
Tales from the Vienna Woods, the Emperor Waltz and The Bat never seem to
run out of the kind of upward propulsion

*

of this world. But
between the fast whirls you can float lazily
for a while in sweet and slow nostalgia.
So, all along the trip, you're never sure
whether you are riding a rocket or a fiacre.
Bruno Walter, who leads the expedition
on Columbia ML 5113, knows the secret of
such a hybrid timetable. Mixing the rhythmic zest with easy relaxation of the melody
line, sprinkled with offbeat accents, he
brews intoxicating fuel for your joyride.
The engineers in the booth have collected
a rich sonic fare for extra -smooth going.
Adeste Hi- Fideles. The cream of the
Christmas crop of hi -fi caroling can be
skimmed off Yuletide Songs of Many Lands
sung on Decca (DL 9689, DL 9553) by the
Trapp Family with a wonderful mixture
of piety and joyfulness. The beautifully
balanced recording brings out the clarity
of these beautifully blended voices.
The caroling of the Randolph Singers on
Westminster (WP 6022 -3) benefits from
their profound skill in the madrigal style
and makes this record a choice item for
any season.
Though these carols are sure to warm
his heart, the confirmed hi -fi addict needs
no "special" music for his holidays. To
him, all good music, well recorded, is a
feast. The giving and receiving of records is
bound to make his Christmas merry. -E
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Power Supplies
Electronic Organ

Alarm Devices
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Here is the perfect kit for beginners and experimenters of all
ages. Simple enough that even a youngster can use it, yet fascinating enough to hold the interest of the older student or experimenter. This kit contains all the necessary materials required for
any of the experiments listed above plus many others. Best o-f all,
no batteries ore required in any of the experiments, saving you
the cost of replacing expensive batteries. Complete instruction
book contains basic theory for experiments, plus an explanation
of radio symbols, thus establishing a foundation for further study

of electronics.
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WALKIE- TALKIE
RADIOPHONE
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for as
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$6.50
plus acceswrles

Specifications.
to 5 mile range with I8-inch antenna and much
more with directional beam antenna. Tunes from 144 to 148 mos.
High level amplitude modulation. Silver plated tank circuit and
many other exclusive features assure maximum efficiency and long
battery life. Fully portable-no external connections ever needed.
Meets FCC requirements for general class amateur license. No
I

minimum age requirement.

The following components are all you need to assemble a complete walkie- talkie as illustrated. Factory wired and tested transceiver chassis complete with special dual tube
$6.50
High output carbon mike
$1.49
Miniature mike transformer
___..$ .98

Powerful alnico magnet headphone
$1.25
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (8 "s5 "x2 ") with battery compartment, battery switch plus all hardware and fittings including 18 inch antenna
$3.98
Uses standard batteries available at your local radio store.
All components except tubes guaranteed for one year.
Please include 5% for postage. COD's require $1.00 deposit.
Thousands sold throughout the world. Foreign currency of
equivalent exchange value plus sufficient amount for postage accepted.
All orders immediately acknowledged.
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F. C. C. LICENSE

GUARANTEED PREPARATION
Get Your

License by the Easy Emig Method -Paced at Your
Speed -Study Time at Your Convenience.

Write Now For Free Infdrmation
EMIG SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

4902 SUNSET BLVD.
112

HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.

The Transmitting Tower
(Continued from page 84)
The switch may be mounted either in the
receiver or in the control unit. With it in
one position, the receiver will operate normally. In the other position, the loudspeaker will be silenced, and the relay will
close when a signal is tuned in.
To test the unit, snap the switch so that
the speaker is in the circuit and tune in a
signal on the receiver. Snap the switch to
the other position, and the relay should
close. Return the switch to the first position, and the relay should open again, after
a short delay as Cl discharges. Of course,
with the switch back in this position, the
speaker operates again.
The amount of delay before the relay
opens after the switch is snapped will depend upon the capacity of Cl, the resistance
of the relay winding, and the setting of the
receiver volume control. At the higher
values, the delay is longer. The values
shown for Cl and the relay are about optimum.
Adjusting the receiver volume control to
the proper point is not difficult. If it is set
too low, the relay may not close at all, or
it will flop open during momentary pauses
in the incoming signal. On the other hand,
advancing it too far may permit noise to
keep the relay closed even in the absence
of a received signal. Check this possibility
by leaving the switch in the "Control" position and tuning the receiver dial to a point
where no signal is received, and notice if
the relay opens as it should. If it does not,
retard the volume control until it does.
Using the Device. This merits a little thought. If a light bulb or warning buzzer and a power source are connected to
the normally closed contacts of the relay,
a warning will be given as soon as the
incoming signal is lost or the relay becomes
de- energized for any reason -as long as
nothing happens to the light, buzzer, or
power source.
For automatic protection, connect the
normally open relay contacts in series with
the control circuit of your transmitter.
Then, as long as everything is o.k., the
contacts will remain closed, and your transmitter will operate normally. $ut, if anything goes wrong, the relay contacts will
open and automatically take the transmitter off the air. In a c.w. transmitter,
the obvious place to connect the relay contacts is in series with one of the key leads.
Any receiver capable of receiving nearby
broadcast stations while your transmitter
is on the air will be satisfactory to operate
the CONELRAD control unit. Tune it to
any strong station, except one operating on
640 kc. or 1240 kc., and connect its 117 -volt
Always say you saw it
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line cord, so that it is turned on along with

your transmitter.
Remember, whether you build a unit
such as described above or depend on other
methods, it is your responsibility to be prepared to comply with these new regulations.

News and Views
Tony, ZS6CJ, thinks that hams who make
all their radio contacts "hello -goodby" affairs
are missing out on much of the friendship
possible through amateur radio. He and
Gregg, W2OBX, for example, have been working each other regularly since 1934. In that
time, they have both married and now have
families who share their radio joys
. Les,
WN1 LDK, has made 143 contacts in 20 states
in three months on the air. He runs 25 watts
of power on 80 and 40 meters into a 100' antenna, and his receiver is an S -38D.
Pete, KN9DRR, added a BFO to an old RCA
"all- wave" receiver so he could receive code
signals. He uses the Eldico TR -75 transmitter
and a Windom long -wire antenna. Working
40 meters only, he has 15 states confirmed.
Pete's pet peeves are hams who will not QSL
or who will not ragchew a bit
Dave Bergdahl (N.Y.), while waiting for his Novice license to arrive, summed up the results of
15 months as an SWL. His percentage of replies to cards sent was 94' from s.w. broadcast stations and just over 50's from hams.
Realizing that most hams consider answering
.

an SWL card as doing a favor to the listener,
he always included a stamped reply envelope
with his reports.
In three weeks on the air with a DX -35
and SX-43, Bill, KNOHAN, has garnered 28
contacts in nine states. He has a center -fed,
133' antenna on 80 and 40 meters and QSL's

100'7,,
Jim, WN3EHN, sticks to 3733 kc.
Running 35 watts to a home -brew 807 transmitter, feeding a 135' wire, and using an
S -38B receiver, he has marked down 22 states
and Canada. Best DX is California. His General Class license is in the mail -he hopes.
Speaking of waiting for licenses, lately
they have been taking around three months
to come through. By the first of the year, the
FCC should have nibbled down the tremendous pile of General Class renewal applications, and this long waiting period should be
greatly reduced. Along this line, Short Wave
Magazine (London) and the R.S.G.B. Bulletin report that, in past years, it has taken
up to six months for the results of English
amateur exams to be announced, but this
year the results of the May examination
were announced in two months. Of the 518
who sat for this particular examination, 458
passed, but these still had to pass a 12 -wpm
code test before receiving their licenses.
Ron, KN4GNW, uses an AT -1 transmitter
and an S -38D receiver, and he operates on 80,
40, and 15 meters with a Windom antenna.
For 15 meters, he also has a "Quad" type rotary beam, which he built for $7.00, including
.
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the cost of a surplus motor to rotate it. He
has worked 42 states, two Canadian provinces.
and Puerto Rico in 180 contacts. Helping his
sending is a code monitor he built for less
than 50¢
Loren, WN7EOJ, just got his
ticket a month ago and has already made
250 contacts in six states-who needs sleep?
He uses the dual -band Novice antenna described in March POPULAR ELECTRONICS, and he
also has a "beer -can" vertical for 40 meters.
A 50 -watt Knight transmitter excites his antennas, and an SX -43 receiver excites his
headphones.
Bob Colter, Oregon SWL, recommends a
steel tape measure as a convenient temporary
antenna. It certainly shouldn't be difficult to
adjust it to the desired length. But it won't
help KN2UBC and others with his problem.
They live in places where even outside TV
antennas are forbidden; therefore, putting
up any sort of an amateur antenna, let alone
an efficient one, presents quite a challenge. Do
you have any suggestions? Marty, KN2UBC,
tries to work 40 meters with a 20 -watt rig
and BC -455 receiver, but the antenna restrictions have cut his number of contacts down
to zero. About all that can be said in favor
of this record is that answering QSL cards is
no problem. Let's hope, though, that it soon
becomes one for him.
Steve, K2RDP, reports building a 90 -watt
rig he "designed" himself; so he is now on
the air with a 5 -watt rig that works. He is
interested in hearing from other low -power
enthusiasts
Laverne, KNOEFB, claims the
Conditional /General class examination isn't
so hard. After three days of continuous study,
he took and passed the examination. In five
months as a Novice he has worked 31 states
with his 807 running 50 watts. He receives
with an S -38C
Skip, W2ESQ, has been
helping the newcomers in his neighborhood
convert "surplus" "Command" receivers (BC454, 455, and 453) into good low- priced amateur receivers. Then, he started listening to
his own propaganda. As a result, he now uses
converted 454's on 20 and 40 meters feeding
into a 453 in a dual- conversion superhet setup, and finds they work as well as he said
they did.
Earl, KNBCFJ, thinks he has gotten a little
late start in ham radio at 51, but he is start-
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KN4JBJ, Griffin, Ga., has worked 30 states
from coast to coast in three months of operation.

WESTERN AVE., Dept. M., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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ing at the bottom and working his way up.
So far, he has constructed a 6AG7 transmitter
and a three -tube receiver and has his sights
set on a DX -35. A ruptured neck disc slowed
him down for a while, but that is healed now;
so watch him go. See his naine and address
Another one who has
in the "help" list
learned that amateur radio fascinates adults
as much as youngsters is Dr. Paul Gudgel of
Danville, Ky. After 20 years of playing with
radio, the bug finally bit. His AT -1 and S -77
receiver are ready to go, as soon as his Novice
license arrives. This will be any day now-he
hopes- because he passed the test a month
before writing to the Transmitting Tower.
Help Offered: K2IBQ, Stephen Maybar, 379
Rockaway Parkway, Brooklyn 12, N.Y., will
help Novices seriously interested in learning
radio to get their General Class licenses.
Addresses of Contributors: ZS6CJ, A. M.
Holtzhausen, Junette Farm, P.O. Box 72, Brits,
Transvaal, Union of South Africa; WN1LDK,
L. Franklin, 54 Alabama St., Mattapan 26,
Mass.; KN9DRR, P. Gilsfer, 310 Buena Vista,
Chester, Ill.; Dave Berghadl, 113 Elmwood St.,
Valley Stream, L.I., N.Y.; KNOHAN, W.
Hemme. Terril, Iowa; WN3EHN, J. L. Fish,
RD 5, P.O. Box 129, Irwin, Pa.; KN4GNW,
R. Collins, Route 2, Harrisburg, Va.; WN7EOJ,
L. Gebhard, Rt. 2, Box 640, Central Point,
Oregon; Bobby Cutter, 1317 Horseshoe Curve,
Oswego, Oregon; KN2UBC, M. Davidoff, 2045
Rockaway Pkwy, Brooklyn 36, N.Y.; K2RDP,
777 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N.Y.;
KNOEFB, LaVerne Killion, Box 347, Gothenburg, Nebr.; W2ESQ, M. F. Nelson. 21 Knollwood Ave., Madison, N.J.; Dr. Paul Gudgel,
326 W. Main St., Danville, Ky.
That uses up all our space again. Why don't
you write that letter to the Transmitting
Tower that you have been planning to write
for so long? 73 and Merry Christmas to everyone,
Herb, W9EGQ
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(Continued from page 40)
What is the precise mechanism of propa
gation of these waves? Any attempt to explain even the common types of whistlers
must show how the single sharp "Bonk!" of
electromagnetic energy from a thunderbolt
is changed into a delayed echo many seconds
long. Where did the energy go during the
one or two seconds between lightning flash
and whistler? The delay strongly suggests
an echo or reflection from a remote point.
The German scientist, Heinrich Bark hausen, is generally credited with discovering whistlers while intercepting Allied land line telephone conversations in World War
I. Later, both Barkhausen and the English
scientist T. L. Eckersley offered the theory
that the pulse from the lightning flash traveled through the ionosphere. Eckersley further proposed that the earth's magnetic
field would cause the energy from a flash

l
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EASY TO LEARN CODE
Learn or increase speed with an Instructograph
Radio- Telegraph Code Teacher that takes
the place of an operator-inatructor and enables
anyone to master code without further assistance. Available tapes ftbm beginners alphabet
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V.H.F. Reception
(Continued from page 59)
equipped with two -way radio sets. Most
stations are in the 44.10 to 44.42 mc. frequency band. Some of the largest users are:
Akers Motor Lines, Central Truck Lines,
East Texas Motor Freight, Campbell 66 Express, St. Johnsbury Trucking Co., Trans american Lines, etc.
Power Utility. Maintenance of electric
power lines has been greatly expedited with
the introduction of two -way radio. In this
category, the number of licensed transmitters is well above 20,000. In the lower v.h.f.
band, they may be heard between 37.50 and
37.86 mc., or 47.70 and 48.54 mc. In the upper v.h.f. band, they are between 153.41 and
Railroads. It may seem strange, but

BE SURE POPULAR ELECTRONICS FOLLOWS
YOU. PLEASE SEND YOUR CHANCE OF
ADDRESS TO

Chicago

AA

153.71 mc.

MOVING?

64 E. Lake St.

to be split and was responsible for the generation of a whistler.
In 1950, in the famous Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, England,
L.R.O. Storey took up the study of whistiers. By 1953 he had calculated that the
path length of whistlers was a minimum of
fifteen thousand miles. With the help of
data obtained from British thunderstorm
locating stations, he deduced that the
waves were focused into a huge curved
beam, closely following a line of force of
the earth's magnetic field out into space
and down into the Southern Hemisphere,
and that they returned after reflection to an
area around the initial flash. He proposed
that the whistlers sometimes heard without
a preceding "Bonk!" or "click" had originated in the Southern Hemisphere during
thunderstorms there.
It seems virtually certain that whistlers
will provide a valuable tool to assist in determining the nature of the "outer" ionosphere. These studies may also throw new
light on partially unexplained geophysical
phenomena such as "radio blackouts," magnetic storms, and the aurora.
0-

1,

III.

a vast number of stations in the v.h.f.
bands have been licensed by railroads. The
Southern Pacific Railroad, for example,
has approximately 1200 transmitters in op-

eration. Other famous-name railroads have
similar numbers of stations. Most transmitters are licensed for the channels between 159.63 and 161.79 mc.
Taxicabs. Practically every reader of
POP'tronics has ridden in a taxicab with
a two -way radio set. The number of such
stations can only be counted in the thousands. Washington, D.C., taxicabs account
for about 2000 transmitters. Base taxicab
stations operate between 152.27 and 152.45
mc., and the taxicab mobile transmitters
A ways say

YOU

saw

it
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operate between 157.53 and 157.71 me.
Urban Transit. This category is reserved for fixed and mobile stations that
service trolley, bus and subway lines. Although many stations are spotted around
44.50 mc., the greatest number of mobile
units appears between 30.66 and 31.14 mc.
In this small band, the Philadelphia Transportation Co. and the United Transportation Co. (Providence, R.I.) have nearly 325
stations licensed and in operation.
Not included in the listing above are
stations in the Relay Press, Motion Picture, V.H.F. Maritime, Special Industrial,
Petroleum & Gas Pipeline, Citizens Service,
Highway Maintenance, and Special Emer-
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(Continued front page 86)
The following is a resume of the current
reports. All times shown are EST, 24 -hour
system. These reports were correct at the
time of writing. Stations often make changes
in frequency or schedule with little advance
notice; hence, certain items may appear to
be incorrect.
We are now using numbers to credit items.
These numbers pertain to those reporters
that have received their Monitor Identification Cards. Other reports will continue to be
credited by initials.
Australia -The rarely noted 2 -kw. outlet on
6090 kc., VL16, Sydney, has been heard around
0800 -0817 with news. (31)
British Guiana -ZFY, Radio Demerara,
QSL's this information: now on 5981 kc. (2
kw.) , 3255 kc. (2 kw.) and 1230 kc. (500
watts) . Schedule is Sundays and weekdays
0345 -0915. Address: The British Guiana United
Broadcasting Co., Ltd., Georgetown, British
Guiana. (PB)
Bulgaria-Radio Sofia has two English
xmsns nightly to N.A. from 1930 -2000 and
2300 -2330. The frequency is 9700 kc. (WS, GL)
Canada -English from Canada can be
heard three times daily as follows: at 19552045 to the U.S. on 15,190 and 9630 kc.; to
Australasia at 0325 -0415 and to Europe at

Radio Supply

WR- 90 WATT
THE
Kit
Globe Chief

gency Services.
The possibilities in this crowded v.h.f.
communications monitoring field are about
as varied as the imagination. The biographer of a recent book on the life of
Walter Winchell tells how Winchell and
the late Damon Runyon used to "ride"
police and fire calls during the early morning hours for adventure and relaxation.
This hobby is not restricted to newsmen
hundreds can daily sit in their armchairs,
riding herd on the "megacycles" for the
high adventure that lies at their fingertips
on these v.h.f. bands. Such a hobby can
also be a rewarding one to the free -lance
writer or photographer who wants to be
on the scene while tomorrow's news is "in

the making."
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1530 -1600 on 17,820

and 15,320 kc. (11, 53, AT)
Ceylon -Colombo is now on 15,265 kc. (replacing 15,120 kc.) at 1230 -1600 with VOA
programs. "Music USA" is broadcast at 14001600. This xmsn is beamed to Africa. (RL)
Radio Ceylon, 9520 kc., can be heard faintly
around 0800 in English in a Commercial Service beam to India. (37)
Chile -A rare 2.5 -kw. station is CE1185,
Radio La Aurora, Santiago, on 11,850 kc. It is
noted from 0815 -0830 in Spanish. Schedule
is 0700 -2300. (WG)

Colombia -Emisora Nuevo Mundo, Bogota,
heard evenings on 4787 kc., replacing the
inactive 6000 -kc. channel. HJFW, Manizales,
moved from 5020 kc. to 5027 kc. to provide
is

ardiatdede

RADIO KIT $11.95*
It's the famed Packard-Bell 5R1 in an
exciting new kit. Perfect for student instruction in electronics. Powerful 5-tube
superheterodyne circuit. Everything included: tubes, wiring diagrams, beautiful
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and handling,

4%
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more separation from HJCA, Radio Nacional
de Colombia, on 5014 kc. (RL)
HJBW can be heard a few hours daily on
5055 and 9080 kc. They are running tests. (40)
'-Costa Rica -In addition to their regular
English schedule on 1330 -1430 and 2300 -0000,
TIFC, San Jose, The Lighthouse on the Caribbean, on 6037 and 9645 kc., has an extra
hour of English from 2200 -2300, Sundays only.
New programs are "Sunday At Nine" and
"The Whole Bible Series" from Dallas. (54,

CM, WG, TH)
Dominican
Republic -HI3K, Ondas del
Yaque, Santiago de los Caballeros, is again
being heard evenings. (RL)
HI3C, La Voz del Papagayo, La Romana,
has drifted from 2440 kc. to 2420 kc. (91)
Ecuador -HCJB is heard at 1700 -1730 with
a religious program, at 1730 -1800 with a program in Russian on 17,889 kc., and at 1800
with "Off The Record" on 9745 kc. This latSpecial Offer. A copy of the "Electromagnetic Spectrum and 1955 FCC Frequency Allocations" chart can be had upon request
from P. R. Mallory & Co., Distributor Division, Indianapolis, Indiana. This chart shows
the usage of all frequencies from 10 kc. to
100,000 mc. It also gives other information
about the bands therein.

ter program consists of messages from missionaries to friends in America. (93)
El Salvador- According to Mr. Ron Moyer,
Guatemala City, the following stations are
still operating: YSO, La Voz de la Democracia, San Salvador, on 9515 kc.; YSDR, Radio
Tropical, Santa Ana, 4800 kc.; YSI, Radio
Imperador, San Salvador, 6130 kc.; and YSR,
La Voz de El Salvador, San Salvador, 6050 kc.
Exact schedules are requested by the World
Radio Handbook.
Fran ce-Radiodiffusion Francaise, Paris, has
an English xmsn to Great Britain at 15001600 on 15,400 and 9625 kc. The outlet on
11,845 kc. was noted at 1850 -1940 with music
and news in French; s /off at 2000. (11, WF)
French Cameroons -A new station is Radio
Garoua, operating on 9900 kc. from 1300 -1400
with news at 1300 -1310. Report to Radiodiffusion du Cameroun, Yaounde. (40)
Greece -The latest schedule of Radio
Athens is: 0200 -0315 to Cyprus on 9607 and
11,927 kc., 0400 -0500 to Egypt on 11,927 kc.,
0530 -0830 to Cyprus on 9607 kc., 0900 -1015 to
the Balkans on 17,300 kc., 1030 -1045 to Russia
Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR
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on 17,745 kc., 1100 -1200
11,718 kc., 1215 -1245 to
17,745 kc. (in English
1315 -1345 to Cyprus on

to Cyprus on 9607 and
Europe on 15,345 and

and French) and at
9607 kc. and on 11,718
,

kc. (40)
Guatemala -Transmitiendo Gratas Nuevas
Alagres operates TGNA, 5952.5 kc., TGNB,
9668 kc., and TGNC, 11,850 Ice. Stations on
15,100 and 17,870 kc. are inactive. Power is
5 kw. on each frequency and the schedule is
0730 -0900 and 1730 -2200 in Spanish, and 22002345 in English. (33)
TGLA, La Voz de Centro America, Guatemala City, 6295 kc., can be heard around 2130SHORT -WAVE ABBREVIATIONS
frequency
BBC-British Broadcasting Corporation
c.w. QRM- Interference from code station
ID- Identification

A- Approximate
kc.- Kilocycle
kw.- Kilowatt

me.- Megacycle
N.A- -North America
if -Sign -off of station
SSB- Single sideband
s.w. -Short -wave
xmsn-Transmission from

station
xmtr -Transmitter used by station
Frequency varies
VOA -Voice of America

V-
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Iceland -TFJ, Reykjavik, 12,175 kc., is another hard one to log. This station operates
ONLY on Sunday at 1115 -1130 in the Icelandic language. C.w. QRM. (JB)
India -All India Radio, New Delhi, is heard
on a new channel of 15,160 kc., dual to 17,720
kc., with English news at 1930 -1940 and 21332145. Another English program is noted at
1445 -1545 on 15,415 and 11,705 kc. to Great
Britain. Address is P. O. Box 500, New Delhi.

25.Ft. Phono -Mike
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Cable
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50

HRN, La Voz de Honduras, Tegucigalpa,
was noted at 2230 with 1 kw. on 5875 kc. The
schedule is 0800 -2300. This is not too easy to

hear. (70)

/

HARDWARE

ROTARY

15

1

with music and Spanish announcements.
Power is 1 kw. (SD)
Honduras -HRA, La Voz de Lempira, listed
on 5920 kc., is being reported on 5890A kc. at
2230 -2358 s/off with news in Spanish at 23352145
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with

COAXIAL
PLUGS
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Magnets

(4, 11, 87)

Indonesia -Radio Indonesia carries English
to N.A. at 0600 -0700, 0930-1030, and 1400 -1500
on 9710 kc. (YDF6), 9865 kc. (YDF8), and
11,770 kc. (YDE). (11)
Kashmir-Radio Srinigar is on the air daily
from 0230 -0330, 0730 -1430, and 2100 -2300 on
'7270, 6110, and 4860 kc. Reception reports to:
The Director, Indian Home Service, All India
Radio, New Delhi. The reports are forwarded
from New Delhi to Srinigar. (38)
Kenya -Radio Mombasa, Box 2200, Sauti Ya
Mvita. is operating on 4985 kc. with 1 kw. at
1030 -1115 and 1205 -1300 in Swahili, and at
1115 -1205 in Arabic. (WRH)
Mauritius- V3USE, Forest Side, 15,037V kc.,
is noted at 1905 -2030 with music, news, and
talks, in French. Signal strength is only fair.
This station is often heard to 2300A. (52)
Mexico-XEBR, El Heraldo de Sonora, Sonora, Hermosillo, 11,820 kc., has a steady signal from 1115 -1130 with Latin- American
music and commercial ads in Spanish. FreDecember, 1956
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quent identifications for XEBR and XEBH
make this one a rather easy one to log. (61)
Mozambique- CR7BD, Lourenco Marques,
15,080 kc., is heard 1315 -1515 s /off with music
and Portuguese language. (52, 76)
Netherlands -Hilversum, 9590 kc., can be
tuned at 2130 on Sat. with world news following the sign -on and on Sun. at 0730 with
"The Happy Station Program." These xmsns
are in dual with 15,365 kc. The N.A. xmsn is
on the air daily at 2130 -2210. The 17,725 -kc.
outlet carries English to 1725 s /off. (76, MA,
JM, SD)
New Zealand -ZL14, 17,820 kc., Wellington,
is heard quite well from 2005 -0000 with mu-
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gift subscriptions for your
friends this Christmas.

Gordon Nelson (31) Inglewood, Calif.
William Currell (33) Toronto, Ont.
Stuart Fidler (37) Jordan, N. Y.
Ted Levecque (38) Bracebridge, Ont.
David Quarterson (40) Farrell, Pa.
Bill Schultz (51) N. Arlington, N. J.
R. D. Kimpton (52) Cobourg, Ont.
Jon Mayo (53) Rutland, Vt.
Bill Onesky (57) Parma, Ohio
Grady Ferguson (59) Charlotte, N. C.
John Beaver (61) Pueblo, Colo.
Bill Evans (70) Port Arthur, Ont.
Bill Hutchinson (76) Baltimore, Md.
Jack Parsons (87) Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. M. Stanbury, III (91) Crystal Beach, Ont.
Ted Zagrodnick (93) Johnstown, Pa.

Maurice Ashby (MA) Wichita, Kansas
Joe Beeler (JB) San Bernardino, Calif.
Port Baughman (PB) Rockport, Texas
Silas Dunn (SD) Little Rock, Ark.
Warren Fisher (WF) Miami, Florida
William Grimm, II (WG) Newtonville, N. Y.
Thomas Heiss (TH) Altoona, Pa.
George Linde (GL) Hutchinson, Minn.
Roger Legge (RL) McLean, Va.
Charles Majko, Jr. (CM) Newark, N. J.
Jimmy Monahan (JM) East Haven, Conn.
William G. Smith (WS) Louisville, Ky.
Arthur Teal (AT) Chester. Conn.
Joel Whitaker, II (JW) Indianapolis, Indiana
World Radio Handbook (WRH)

sic, news, stories, classical music, and sports.
ZL10, 15,220 kc., operates 1500 -0115 to Australia, is heard well in Eastern N.A. (38, 51, 59,
WF)
Pakistan- Karachi is operating on a new
frequency of 15,260 kc. at 0845 -1000 with English news at 0945 -1000. (RL)
Radio Pakistan can be heard 1930 -2015 s /off
in English and Urdu to S.E.Asia, on 17,750
and 15,335 kc. They reopen at 2030 with Oriental music. (23, 38)
Panama-Radio Hogar, operating on 670 kc.
(HOLY) and 5960 kc. (HOL21) , is on the air
daily at 0600 -2200. An Italian program was
noted at 1900 -1930 followed by news in Spanish to 2000. Power is 500 watts on s.w. for
HOLY. (WRH)
HOLA, Colon, 9505 kc., can be noted around
1615

with dance music. (26)

Portugal-Lisbon

Simply use the handy envelope
found elsewhere in this issue.
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on 17,895 kc. can be heard
with an English program, dual to 21,700 kc.,
from 1200 -1245. News at 1215 -1222V and the
remainder is music and talks. (21, 59)
Sierra Leone -The Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service, Freetown, has begun regular
Always say you saw it

www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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xmsns on 3316 kc. with 5 kw. Other channels
which may be used are 5980 and 9630 kc.
Present schedule is Mon. thru Fri. at 0145 -0300,
0700 -0900, 1100 -1745; Sat, at 0145 -0300, 07001745; Sun. at 0100 -0300, 0530 -0900, and 11001745. They use the English, Mende, and
Temne languages. Many programs are relays
of BBC. Reports should go to Sierra Leone
Broadcasting Service, Public Relations Office,
26A, Westmoreland Street, Freetown. (40)
-Solomon Islands -The present schedule for
VQO2, Honiara, 5960 kc., is 0200 -0300 on Mon.
to Sat. and a special xmsn on Wed. at 0130.
There is no broadcast on Sun. The power is
100 watts. (31)
South Africa -The station calling itself
The Freedom Station on approximately 5200
and 4500 kc. is no longer operating according
to a news dispatch from A. M. Holtzhausen,
ZS6CJ, Brits, Transvaal, South Africa. The
station had been operating as an illegal station.
Spain -The Voice of Spain, Madrid, has
three English xmsns to N.A. on 9360 and 6135
kc. at 2215 -2250, 2315 -2350, and 0015 -0050.
(76, WS)

Tangier-Two new frequencies for VOA stations are 25,920 kc., scheduled 0700 -0915 to
Europe and Near East, and 0915 -1130 to India
and Pakistan, and 25,670 kc., scheduled 07001230 to Europe. (RL)
Radio Tangier International is testing on
9490 kc. at 10- minute periods in afternoons.
It has been heard at 1905 -1908 and 1958 -2004.
Reports should go to Victor B. Berner, Copen-

F

ARMY GEIGER TUBE
Finest beta -gamma precision radiation
detection tube. Makes ultra sensitive
uranium prospector Geiger Couiner unit
worth $100.00. Full instructions for constructing efficient counter -detector using
tube plus few inexpensive components Cost $8.50
SALE, $1.39 PpdULTRA- VIOLET (Black light) TUBE
glow
it Conduct fascinating fluorescent
experiments with this tube in your home
laboratory. Operate on 110-v thru resistor. Full Instructions. Rocks and
minerals glow brilliantly under black
light. Locate valuable mineral deposits.
SALE. 49c Ppd.
Cost $2.50
LARGE AC SELSYNS
Finest large 110 -v 60-c
powerful Selsyns. Marvelous
for experimental use. Make
wind direction
wonderful
other units. Transmit mechanical motion electrically.

Run on small AC generators,
etc. Many uses. Size
Wt. 8 lbs. each. Runs directly off 110-v 60 -c.
Govt. cost $79.50 each.
SALE, $15.41 per pair Ppd. or $8.00 each

BOAT

&

TRUCK

ELECTRIC

WINCH

Operates from e or
12 -v battery over

1000-lb. capacity
Powerful expensive
Govt.
ball bearing motor
with built -in 100 -10 -1
precision
reducratio
tion gear. Gives smooth pow-

fully reversible

erful pull on Winch cable.
of applications.
MHundreds
ount on boat trailers. boat
docks. raising anc. ors, etc.
Ideal for trucks, farm equipment trailers. industrial uses.
('uts labor loading costs 90t:ó.
Wt. 54 lbs.
17 "x12 "x8 ".
Drum holds 40' s/ ", or 75'
3/16" able. Orig. Govt. Cost
over $200.
F.O.H. Lincoln
$48.71
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hagen, Denmark. They hope to open a Danish
program very shortly. (10, 57)
Thailand -Radio Thailand, HSK9, 11,670 kc.,
is being heard 0845 -0900 with Oriental music
and Thai language. English ID was given at
0900 and the station either signed off or faded
out. (61)

El Espectador, CXA19,
noted at 1645 with music and
Spanish language. (JW)
United States -The Voice of Maritime Labor is on the air Sundays' only at 1140 -1215
with a continuous newscast concerning maritime labor problems, shipping, etc. The station
is sponsored by the AFL -CIO Maritime Committee. WFK95, 15,700 kc., is beamed to Europe and the Mediterranean Area; WFL65,
15,850 kc., to Western South America; and
WFK39, 19,850 kc., to Eastern South America
and Mexico. They are asking for reception
reports to: The Voice of Maritime Labor, 346
West 17th Street, New York. (54)
Utility Stations -On the Aero channels,
Wake Island, Tokio, Saigon, Bangkok, Hong
Kong, Colombo, Manila, Rangoon, Singapore
and Sydney have been heard on 8871 kc.,
Midway Island, Hickam AFB (Honolulu) , and
Guam on 6738 kc. On the telephone channels, Amsterdam (20,505 kc.), Port -of -Spain
(17,800A kc.), Guam (15,400A kc.), Wellington
(9890A kc.) , and Paramaribo (9257A kc.) have
been heard with SSB transmissions. (31)
Paramaribo (17,672.5 kc.) and Dominican
Republic (15,055 kc.) have been heard in the
telephone service. (WF)
Uruguay -Radio

11,835 kc., was

WAR SURPLUS
INVENTORY
BANKRUPT STOCK /

SURPLUS CENTER
BUYS (Prepaid)

Unit 85 to 1 ($661.$ 8.91
18.71
Govt. Weather Unit ($125)
48.71
6 -Volt Electric Winch ($250)
Power Plants (110 -v 60 -c. 1000-w1 149.50
5.71
Weston 0 -100 Amp DC Meter
6.89
G.E. 0 -300 Amp DC Meter
3.91
Triplett 0 -15 Amp DC Meter
3.96
Triplett 0 -50 Volt DC Meter
6.91
Simpson 0.120 M.A. RF Meter
3.91
Westinghouse 0 -35 M.A. DC Meter
39.20
G.R. n 100 -Q KVA Variac (FOB)
Handset Holders Screw on desk
,79
Edwards AC -DC Bell ($3.75)
Laboratory Sensitive Relay ($11.50) 2.37
.97
Relay Spring Adjusters ($2.50)
2.91
Relay Gram Gauge ($7.50).......
Gear Reduction

stainLine Test Phone Unit
($250)
110 -v tO 20-c Telering ($70)
Amplifier- Repeater
Dual
Federal
($1501
Wire Chiefs Test Board ($1751
A.E. Step-by -Step Switch ($105)
Machinists Calipers, polished,

less
..
Telephone

2.94
24.95
9.91
19.76

30.72
15.89

PERSONNEL CARRIER MOTOR

tr/

cAmazing buy! Use for
alf cars, factory personnel
(ü
carriers,
boys auto, and
100s other uses.
Powerful eeduction ball o Bean reduction motor
lens on any 8P or 12 -v
storage battery. Powerful high torque. Shaft
lnstr. Easily respeed
e
Wt. 34 lbs.
versible.
cost over $200..SALE, $19.48 F.O.B.

} "`

ibiOGp

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
POWER RECTIFIER

tart

New G.E. 115-v 60 -c

selenium rectifier unit.
Will supply DC voltage
for labs. work, signal ing, power supply systems. experiments, radio and TV test
benches. etc.
Furnishes pure, well filtered direct
current adjustable from 25 to 230 -v.
Also AC voltage adj, from 50 to 230'v.
Attractive cabinet Rough and Elne ad-

justments.

ovt.

Cost over $200
SALE. $15.61 F.O.B.

INDUSTRIAL TUBE TESTER
Elaborate expensive laboratory type tube
Model 0Q2. Test hundreds of types
including industrial, home receiver, TV, etc.
Attractive oak case 8'x12 "x24 ". Three precision meters. rectifiers, etc. Works on 110 -v
60 -c. Full instructions. Slightly used -perfect. Wt. 35 lbs. Govt. cost over $100.
SALE, $14.90 F.O.B. Lincoln
WESTON
tester.

G.E. AMPLIFIER -RECTIFIER

New 110 -v 60 -c electronic unit. Push -pull
ciramplifier-rectifier. Useful in lahy. control
cuits. In A -C control application. voltage applied to input will produce a DC voltage for
motor or relay operation at output. Ideal for
study of Servo -Selsyn circuits, etc. 101/4 "x
91/4 "x51/4 "a
SALE, $8.98 Ppd.
Govt- Cost over $150

DIAL TELEPHONE
Kellogg standard
Will

Genuine

dial telephone.

any modern system either as
train phone or as remote extension phone.

Completely self-contained transmission circuit, signal bells. Easy to connect. Complete
with cord.
air dampers, valves, remote
SALE, $13.91 Ppd.
List
830.50
boat steering, window and
door locks, garage doors.
Remote tuning, retate anORDER FROM AD or write for big new
tenna rrays, etc.
a
9000 rpm
ñlo °co°rs°f iteew.triving
power- WINTER CATALOG Ing goods.
a shaft. Very
worm gear,
ful due to high (1000 to 1) reduction ratio. hand -electric tools, watches, etc. We pas
Output speed is 6 -10 rpm. Will operate on freight except where stated 'F.O.B."
6 to 24 volts DC or 8 to 12 volts AC. Fully
"Nationally known -World famous"
reversible.
Has limit switches to control travel limit.
Spiined dble. shaft 5/s" die. Overall dimen- Pt,
Gsions 9 "x5 "x4 ". Marvelous equipment buy.
ovt. cost over $100.
842 "O" St., LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
$8.72 Ppd.
SALE

GEAR -HEAD MOTOR
Brand new. Will operate

M¡

l-.-r.Mr

aall
double ingo

SURPLUS CENTER
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Electronics Finds Treasures

e&ek

ELECTROSTATIC

TWEETERS
Better performance in higher frequencies
(7000 -20000 cycles)
Extremely low cost
Compact, space- saving
Easy installation for single output and push -

pull amplification
Remarkable brilliancy of sound
DID YOU

SEE

Popular Electronics, Sept., Page 91.

Read the reviews on the excellent
performance of these tweeters)

ST

HB7

$2.99

Diem: 2.76"
Thickness: 0.55"

(Continued from page 57)
Fish was the discovery of the mountain
hide -out of Joaquin Murietta. In the crag surrounded cave which had evidently been
used by the notorious outlaw of the mid nineteenth century, the metal detector
turned up rifles, knives, and other weapons.
As for Murietta's reputed loot, this is as yet
just one more cross on Fish's map.
As a by- product of his treasure -hunting
activities, Fish has acquired an amazingly
complete knowledge of California history.
He has done "field" detective work for several missions and performed similar services for the State of California and historical societies.
-Gordon S. Fay

Music by Proxy
(Continued from page 88)
nothing more than the idea of what is
wanted. If such instruments were actually
constructed, chances are that human hands
or lungs could not play them. But the
Music Synthesizer spans any interval, has
an infinity of "fingers," never gets out of
breath, and can draw a "bow" as long as
its endless arm.
What sort of music will these possibilities suggest to the minds of composers
once they learn to utilize the Synthesizer?
Since the human imagination is not predictable, there can be no answer to this
question. But again we can compare the
situation to modern chemistry. Not only
has the chemist duplicated already existing substances (e.g., vitamins, silk, leather,
etc.), but he has constructed new materials
of his own imagination for which nature
has no model, like plastics and steel. The
RCA Synthesizer gives musicians a similar
freedom to search for new sound "mate-

ST H 5/16 $3.99
Size: 1.97" x 6.30"
plio,
Thickness: 0.787"

What a fine
Christmas gift
they make!
For literature and name

al nearest distributor,
write to

ARNHOLD CERAMICS, INC.
1

122

East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

RECORD

Block diagram of Music Synthesizer from
punched tape to link- driven disc cutter.
Always say you saw it
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50 MUM -OLE

Musical "building blocks" for "Home Sweet
Home" are code -punched under column headings.

rial" to mold into valid forms of artistic
expression.
Detour to Perfection. In its present
experimental state, the Music Synthesizer
is far too clumsy and complex to serve any
practical everyday purpose. This is no adverse reflection on its designer, Dr. Harry
Olson, who conceived the present model
merely as a research tool for purposes of
further exploration. Its attainments and
limitations are evident to anyone who has
heard the sound created by this machine
on RCA Victor record No. LM -1922, which
is generally available in record stores. Yet
the present shortcomings are merely the
inevitable detours in the road of progress.
There seems little doubt that further development will let the Synthesizer fulfill
its inherent promise.
30

WORLD'S

LARGEST

SAVE ON EVERYTHING

STOCKS

IN ELECTRONICS

Everything for Experimenters, Builders,
Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers
and Hi -Fi Hobbyists

Save on everything in Electronics:
Hi -Fi systems and components;
latest builders' kits (see the famous KNIGHT -KIT line); recorders
and phono equipment; TV tubes,
antennas, accessories; Amateur
station equipment; P.A. systems;

test instruments; industrial electronic supplies -plus everything
in parts, tubes, transistors, tools
and books. Get more for your
money -send today for your

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Peace with the Neighbors
(Continued from page 82)
should be set at maximum, and any adjusting of room listening level would then be
done with the volume control.
Some commercial loudness controls have
a switch with which the compensation
effects can be turned off at will. Still others
go a step further and provide as many as
six so-called "contour" positions on a
switch, for those people who don't happen
to have the same hearing as Mr. Fletcher
and Mr. Munson's "listeners," or for taking
care of recordings whose program content
requires more or less than the "average"
December,

1956
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Everything in Electronics
From One Reliable Source
Send

for
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Keep your Recording Tape
From Time -Wasting

Spilling

//with

jot

Any Size Reel!

amount of compensation indicated by the
curves of Fig. 2. These refinements are
handy, but not essential, because it's always possible by working back and forth
between the loudness control and volume
control to set up conditions that suit your
ears precisely.
If your present hi -fi system does not have
one, the installation of a loudness control
can be a worthwhile project. It is fairly
simple to do using a commercially available
component for just that purpose. Details
on such an installation will be given in a
subsequent article.
30i

AAAAAAA
Whether you're a professional or record at

home, you know how often tape spills out
from a reel you're ready to use. That
wasted time may mean missing the very
crux of what you want to record.

Magi- Clip,® an ingenious brass, non -magnetic clip, holds tape securely on the reel
till ready for use. It snaps over flange of
any size reel, holds even a partial reel.
Lasts indefinitely. Ideal for mailing or
storing!

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
20 for $2.00 (postage paid) Magi -Clip is not sold
in stores. Send cash, check or money order to:

NIBLACK THORNE COMPANY
Dept. P.E.
BOX 86

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

Kruger Pistol
.12 CALIBER

8aaü

00

SINGLE grioT

.14 MG. POWDER

CHARGE

BLUE -

BLACK
FINISH

Crafted after famous German Luger design. Not an
air or CO2 gun. This is a
small bore gun that actually shoots .12 caliber lead bullets fired by light 14 mg. powder
charge. Beautiful gun, swell for target shooting.
4" steel barrel in knurled styrene stock. Overall
length 8% inches. This amazingly low price is due
to ball- and -cap design. Comes with 50 bullets, ins.
tructions, and target. Money back if not satisfied. At
your sports dealers or send E3 tó KRUGER CORP.
Kruger Building, Boa Z 44, Alhambra, California

RADIO COURSES
FCC LICENSE PREPARATION
COMMERCIAL
CODE BRUSH -UP
AMATEUR
THEORY
TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICING
Residence Courses Only
Personal Counseling
Approved for Veterans

TRADE

YMCA
15 West

EN 2

12Iî

63 St.

-8117
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&
C
Y.
New York 23, N. Y.
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E.

53rd
Year

After Class
(Continued from page 79)
that the charging curve of a capacitor
shows it to be theoretically impossible for
the capacitor ever to attain the same potential as the source, but most authorities
agree that five time constant periods are
enough to bring the capacitor up to substantially source voltage.
If the capacitor starts with a charge of
100 volts, closing key 2 permits the capacitor to discharge more or less slowly
through the resistor. At the end of one
time constant interval, the capacitor voltage will be 37 volts. From this, it is apparent that a capacitor follows the time
constant equation on both charge and discharge, since it has lost 63 volts of the
original 100 volts that it had on full charge.
In the experimental circuit of Fig. 2, the
voltage across capacitor C2 is applied between the grid and cathode of a tube such
as a 6J5. This voltage then serves to neutralize the bias caused by the passage of
plate current through resistor R4, so that
the plate current of the tube may rise sufficiently to pull in the relay in the plate
circuit. RZ and R2 form a voltage divider;
with 21 at point A, about 20 volts appear
at the grid (with respect to ground), making the grid positive. When S1 is moved to
point B, the grid is placed at ground potential. Thus, in the first case pull -in
plate current is established, and in the second case the current is too small to actuate
the relay. R3 and C2 comprise the time
delay network with the timing made variable over an appreciable range by R3, the
10- megohm potentiometer.
Some Delay Sequences. A circuit like
the one in Fig. 2 makes several different
sequences easily possible.
(1) Momentary contact -fast pull -inslow drop -out. Move S1 to position B. The
grid thus stabilizes at ground potential and
the relay remains open, the plate current
being held down by the bias established by
Always say you saw it
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start with an open relay by having 21
on position B and then go from B to A and
back as described above.
If a time delay unit is to be built for actual application using the circuit of Fig. 2
as a base, Si may, of course, be omitted
and permanent connection of the wiper of
R3 may be made to either point 1 or
ground depending upon the sequence desired. It should also be mentioned that the
"ground" of the experimental circuit is one
leg of the a.c. line and that a shock hazard
exists for the careless user. It cannot be

the voltage drop across R4. Now short circuit point 2 to point 1. The relay will
instantaneously pull in and will remain
closed for a period determined by the adjustment of potentiometer R3. Typical uses
for this sequence are photographic enlarging and contact printing timing, x -ray
dosimeter timing, cutting starting resistances into motor circuits.
(2) Momentary contact -fast drop-out
slow pull -in. Move switch to position A.
Apply power and allow warm -up time. The
relay will close and remain closed. Now
short -circuit point 2 to ground. The relay
will drop out instantly and then pull -in
again after the preset time delay period. A
typical use for an arrangement like this is
to de- energize a photoelectric alarm circuit for authorized passage. It then resets
automatically, eliminating the possibility
that someone may forget to turn it on

is,

again.

Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 64)
ponents offered anywhere, get a copy of
Catalog No. 300, issued by Lafayette Radio,
165 -08 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica 33, N. Y.
It's free for the asking.
Tech Talk. One question which comes
up pretty regularly concerns transistor life
that is, how long a transistor can be expected to last in normal work. This ques-

:

-

(3) Held contact -slow drop -out-slow
pull -in. With switch S1 on position A, the
relay is pulled in. Now flick the switch to

position B. After the desired time delay,
the relay will drop out. Moving the switch
back to position A will provide approximately the same time delay interval before the relay again pulls in. The order of
this sequence may be reversed, if desired,
by inverting the order of the steps. That

A
over -emphasized that all electronic equipment in home use should be isolated from
the a.c. lines via an inexpensive isolation
transformer for protection against electrical shock and the danger of inadvertent
short circuits.

o-

.

DON'T PAY

MORE FOR SET TESTED
LIFE DEPENDABLE RADIO & TV
TUBES
BUY VIDEO
INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED -ALL GUARANTEED FOR ONE
YEAR OR YOUR MONEY BACK WITHIN

We Have
OVER 1000
USED
TV Sets

10"

li:
21"
24"

DAYS -37.00 Per Hundred
Some Standard Brand-Others With Famous
VIDEO Brand
0A2
4B97
6BE6
6557
128147
0A3
5AM8
6BFS
65V7
126Y7
0A4
SANS
12CU6
6BG6G 6T8
OB2
5gQ5
125117
6BH6
6U4GT
0C3
5AT8
613.16
6U7G
12507
0Z4
5AW4 6BK5
6U8
125147
1A7GT SAZ4
12SJ7GT
6BK7
6V3
1B3GT 5J6
68146
6V6GT
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1C7G ST4
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1F4
ST8
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1H4
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1J6GT SV4G
6827
14A7
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1L4
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1L6
SY3
7AS
6CB6
14Q7
1LA6 5V40
6CD6G 7A7
19606G
ILCS 6A B4
6CF6
785
1978
1LH4 6AC7
787
6C56
24A
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At All Times In Our Huge
Warehouse. Buy one or
more of these WORKING
TV's to sell or use as
your own second set! All
sets in GOOD WORKING
condition! Your ChoiceConsole or Table Model.

FOR AN Y

1LNS
1N5GT
154
155
1T4
1U4

0

$12.00
$99.00

WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD

When ordering TV's, state
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All FREE BONUS ANTENNA FREE
ence on
kae of set.
and Territories on orders
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$5.00. 25e handling
SET ORDER!
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$5.00.
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6AG5

6AF4
6AH4GT
6AK5
6ALS
6AM8
1US
6AN4
1V2
6N8
1X2
6AQ5
2A7
6AQ7GT
2D21 6AS5
2X2
6AS7G
3A4
6AT6
3AS
6AU4GT
TALS 6AU5GT
3AÚ6 6AU6
3805 6BVSGT
3CB6 6AV6
304
6AX4GT
3Q5GT 6BA6
354
6AXSGT
3V4
6BC5
4827

6CU6GT 7C5
6E5
7C6
6H6GT 7C7

25AVSOT
25BQ6GT

6J5GT
6J6

2SCU6

6J4

7F7

6K6GT
6L6
6N7GT
654

707
7Y4
7Z4
12A6
12AH7GT
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12AÚ7
12AV6
12AV7
12AX4GT
12AX7
121347
1264
128E6

6S7G
6SA7
6SB7Y
65C7
6SF5
65F7
6507
65H7
6SJ7GT
6SK7GT
6SL7GT
6SN7GT

7F8
7N7

25CD60

2SL6GT
25W4GT
25Z6GT
35W4

35,4
3523

3SZ5GT

50A5

SOBS
SOCS

SOL6GT

117N76T
117P7GT
11723
FREE RCA "CHEATER" CORD GIVEN WITH
ANY TUBE ORDER OF 87.00 OR MORE!
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COMPANY

CLINTON PL. NEWARK, N. J.

'

35 L6GT

Phone

HUmboldt 4.9848
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triweekly newspapers only.]
G. E. CABINET, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day of September,
1956.
[SEAL]
VICTOR C. STABILE, Notary Public.
(My commission expires March 39, 1957)

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain Shrinks Hemorrhoids

-

For the first time science has found a new healing
substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain- without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving pain, actual
redo tion (shrinkage) took place.
Most amazing of all- results were so thorough that
sufferers made astonishing statements like "Piles have
ceased to be a problem!"
The secret is a new healing substance (Bio-Dyne*)discovery of a world- famous research institute.
This substance is now available in suppository or
ointment form under the name Preparation H *. Ask for
it at all drug counters -money back guarantee.
*Reg. I" S. Pat. IIll
PEE WEE

ATTUTBEEIMESSS

"LIFETIME" RADIO

B

REALLY WORKS -FOR LIFEI
Works WITHOUT TUBES, BAT TERIES OR ELECTRICAL PLUG INS, Will never run down or burn
out: World's smallest. SMALLER

tion has many possible answers, depending
on the answerer's viewpoint.
Theoretically, a perfectly made transistor, operating under "ideal" conditions,
should have almost infinite life
there
are no parts to wear out, no filaments to
burn open, no cathode which can be exhausted. In fact, one scientist, writing in
a professional journal, indicated that there
was only one part in a piece of transistorized equipment which would have a service
life as long as the transistors used -the
metal chassis on which the equipment was
built!
In the early days of transistor manufacturing, before production techniques were
fully refined, and before hermetic sealing
had become standard practice, it was not
too unusual for a transistor to be "poisoned" during assembly -that is, some impurity would get into the transistor accidentally. This impurity would adversely affect the semiconductor material on which
the transistor depended for its operation.
Over a period of time, the transistor would
go "bad," generally developing a high internal leakage. And this would sometimes
happen even if the transistor were not in
use ... if, in fact, it were simply in storage.
As a result, some transistor engineers
would jokingly remark that "a transistor
has infinite operational life, but limited
shelf life."
Heat will also affect a transistor's life.
This is especially true of germanium units,
and most manufacturers will specify a
"maximum storage temperature" for their
products. Along with heat, electrical overload will seriously reduce a transistor's useful life. But excessive heat and electrical
overloads are unusual conditions and should
not occur in properly designed and operated equipment.
According to a recent report from Gen.

-

plastic case.
ck,
and pay postman $4.99 COD
SEN ON ` S .40
postage on arrival or send $6.99 for postpaid
post
delivery. SENT COMPLETE G.
TO LISTEN WITH LIFETIME
thing extra to uy -ever. Available only from:
GUARANTEE.
Dept. WPL11
MIDWAY COMPANY
KEARNEY, NEBRASKA
1
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PLASTICS

LEARN
:'
COMPLETE LOW COST SHOP METHOD

FREE
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INTERSTATE TRAINING SERVICE
DEPT.

C -93

i

seon
w

HOME TRAINING NOW AVAILABLE

WRITE FOR

.

eral Electric, the replacement of transistors
in portable radios and other electronic
equipment may never be necessary if the
units are used within limits set by the manufacturer. The report stated that life tests

THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES!
GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE LOCAL
RADIO STATIONS ANYTIME-ANYWHERE YOU GO! Sensational new
Ferrite Selective Tuner
PermaCrystal diode, Super SPEAKER.
PHONE, durable black and gold

Get iu ou Big Money opportunities in Plastic
molding, casting, forming, carving, etc. Earn
as you learn with Interstaté s professionally
prepared course. All plastic materials furnished.

.

22

y
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circuit of a code practice oscillator appears in CBS -Hytron's booklet of circuits showing typical uses for high power transistors.
This

PORTLAND 13, OREGON

A ways say you

saw

it

in- POPULAR
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started in

1954 on transistors picked at random from regular manufacturing lots
showed no failures after 18,000 working
hours at full power ... equivalent to a maximum load of eight hours a day every day
for six years. And, even after these extensive tests, the transistors acted like new

units!
In contrast, especially made "premium"
vacuum tubes have a survival record of
only 50' after less than half this time at
full power. And standard vacuum tubes, as
used in home radio and TV sets, have an
even shorter life.
In addition to a long operational life,
transistors are extremely rugged mechanically. In experimental tests, standard
transistors have withstood the shock of
being fired from a mortar.
Product News. From RCA comes news
of two new transistor types. Intended for
audio work, the type 2N206 is designed primarily for military applications. The type
2N247 is a new high frequency transistor.
Check your local distributor for information on availability.
Audiophiles take notice! Lafayette Radio
(165 -08 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica 33, N. Y.)
is the first supplier to announce the availability of true high fidelity transistor transformers. Type numbers are AR -500 and

AR-501; their response is 20 cps to 20 ka.
Herman Fialkov, president of General
Transistor Corp. (Richmond Hill, N. Y.),
has announced several additions to their
line. The newest unit is the type GT -109, a
p -n -p transistor designed primarily for use
in audio push -pull output stages. Used as a
Class B amplifier, the GT-109 offers high
efficiency and low battery drain.
The Lansdale Tube Company, a division
of Philco, has announced a trio of medium
power audio transistors
type numbers
2N223, 2N226 and 2N224. In driver and
Class B push -pull operation, these new
p -n -p transistors provide up to 300 milli watts audio output at battery supply voltages of 3 to 12 volts.
Sylvania has announced a new power
transistor, designed especially for the audio
output stages of automobile radio receivers. Designated as type 2N242, the new

...

transistor

hermetically sealed and will
watts audio power with less
than 5% distortion, when operated Class A
from a 12 -volt power source.
That's it for now, fellows. Hope you have
a Merry Christmas and find loads of transistors and components in your stockings
.. and don't forget to save a little Egg
provide

is

21/2

.

Nog for Santa.
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First 8 Only
Hook of its

Book Gives You ALL The Facts On ALL

Kind!.,

TRANSISTORS
Completely Covers Every Transistor Made
.
Diagrams
Over 200 Different Circuits . . . Eliminates Guesswork!

JUST

Now, for the first time, you can get full facts on every type of transistor circuit
from one book! Completely covers control circuits, amplifiers, receivers,
test instruments, wiring techniques. special purpose circuits and much more.
4:30 fact- packed pages; more than 200 circuit diagrams; dozens of how- to -do -it
illustrations. Coyne's new TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT HANDBOOK is a quick, easy
on-the-job reference book that covers in full detail just about every type of
application involving transistors-the tiny, amazingly versatile successor to
vacuum tubes. Every major transistor manufacturer has contributed circuit and

-all

otT' 41kr

.

component data to this book.

/,.,....

YOURS ON 7 DAY FREE TRIAL!
You must see C'oyne.s TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT HANDBOOK to believe that one
book can contain such complete. easy -to- understand information. So we'll senil
you a copy for FREE trial! Send no money. Just mail the coupon. TRANSISTOR
HANDBOOK will be rushed to you at once. After 7 days, send either 54.9.
(plus postage) or return the hook and owe nothing. Send coupon TODAY'

ALL THESE FACTS
IN ONE VOLUME!

Educational Book Publishing Division

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500

S.

Paulina SI.,

December,

1955

Depl.4 Chicago 12, III.

Chap. 1. Traneietor Coast-notion.
end Types
Chap. 2. Teehni ., Care of
Transistors
Chap. 3. Transistor Components
Chap. 4. Amplifiers
Chap. S. tlseilletore
Chap. 6. Special Purpose Citenit
Chap. 7. Andin !lees of Transistors
Chap. S. Transistor R. F. Appliention
Chap. 9. Transistor Teat Instruments
Chap. 10. Controls and Gadgets
Chap. 11. Transistor Characteristics
and stir..
Chap. 12. Definitions k Design Formula
Chap. 13. Special Tee.hnlgnen,
Now iev.L,mnents
P.Pere, I'nl rnl.s
Chap. 14. Te.i i

,l

Complete!
Down to Cases

FREE TRIAI OFFER COUPON
Educational Hook Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL. Dept. Ce -PT,
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12. III.
Rush sour complete now "TRANSivTiiR
O. K.!
t'IRt1IIT HANDBOOK" for 7 days' FREE TRIAL
or our offer.
.s

i
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SAVE ON THESE SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH

7.95

Marker Beacon Receiver

LAFAYETTE SPECIAL

This is the one the boys are using for
garage door openers and other radio remote control. Contains a BK 35 plate

sensitive relay actuated
a 75 Mc. signal. Tubes
wgt. approx. 5 Ibs. Used
good working condition.

R/C RECEIVER

on reception of

included. Ship.
but in

í3e75
i7

Each

Include Postage
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF RETURNED PREPAID WITHIN 10 DAYS

21240,-

M

42
dianapolisu255Indiana

ESSE RADIO CO.

ompletely wired and assembled,
with tube, ready to operate on
exam free 27.255 MC remote control band. Size: 1 %" x 1- 15/18"
x 3 ". Weight 3.3 oz. Uses ose 1.6
volt and one 46 volt battery, Leas
batteries, Shpg. wt., 8 oz.
F -208
Net 7,95
e 100 SIXTH AVE. ÑÓ1tú1
MISi. 14 Central he
Ii.
NEW YORK.
'MOULD..
1. lit
Seism Si

//

DEPT

PE 2

IRMA SI,

N

t,

511

f

/Wham

Rd

Inelude postage w,th order

r
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT COVERS

ELECTRONIC

Heavy

MAGAZINES EACH MONTH
WRITE FOR PRICES

-

Fntee:
or sizes
up to 21'
For izes - over

Phone IV 9 -0808

Hempstead, N. Y.

12"
16"
17"
19"

OTHERS

524.95
538.95
542.95

554.95

Order preferred make. We'll try to accommodate.

Free indoor antenna with each set

Telephone: Essex

1 White Terrace
Newark e, N. J.

5 -2152

SIMPLEX- DUPLEX-TRIPLEX

RADIO CONTROL OF MODELS -ALL SYSTEMS AVAILABLE FROM
ESSCO RC PRODUCTS
WORLD'S LEADING RC MATERIAL SUPPLIER
Build the new multicontrol R C ystem described in this issue.
Complete deluxe parts kit to build your own w/ relays
$10.95

-

Complete factory wired -tested, ready for use
21.95
A Twin Tube Receiver At Price Of Single Tuber
Super special Esseo -Lorene receiver for beginners and oldtimern
ton. Factory wired, Includes sensitive reliable Sigma relay and
Special E
Control Panel
14.95
Complete deluxe parts kit to build your own
9.95
Esseo as always brings you your best buy in SMTRS. Housed In
handsome black wrinkle case with sturdy whip antenna. remote
click type keyer. Dinde antenna tuning network
ablen easY
tuning for maximum output. Complete factory wired ready for
use ¡except tiatterieni. 5 watt MAC II or 3 watt Lorene MOPA.
Both models at sante low price. with Free FCC form
21.95
Esseo Products Available Also From Your Hobby Shop Dealer

ESSCO RC PRODUCTS

N

Y.C.A13[

N

ohm coil.

F260

Net 2.75

1

age NEW YORK. N.Y. Ijry1Ì1
K/,((7 pEpT pE 2 Ineluet

/Masi

10,

N/Sl

.

Pl11NI1i10,
IROMt S1.

N

1.

N

1

/
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111
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SI
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Radio

New Catalog 3200 Novelties

Novelties. jokes, tricks,
agie fun- makers, hobbies,
jewelry. radios, home -craft, photo items, etc. Cat. 10e.
Johnson Smith 6 Company, Dept. 509, Detroit 7, Mich.

JUST OFF THE PRESS!

FREE FLYER!

HUNDREDS OF UNMATCHED BARGAINS IN
RADIO
TV
HI -FI
ELECTRONICS!
For your free copy. WRITE TODAY TO

LEKTRON

SPECIALTIES
CHELSEA 50, MASS.

No operator's license required. FREE -SEND FOR FCC FORM SOS

The Mighty Mite of the R/C
field. Weight lees, than 14 oz.!
Only 38" H z 11/32.W z 1.1/16'
L. Highy sensitive-extremely
rugged. Pulls at 1.4 Ma -drops
out 1.2 Ma D.C. B.P.D.T. 5000

'Li"

"j

RADIO
CONTROL Headquarters
For model airplanes- boats, cars, etc. FREE CATALOG "P."

RELAY

R/C

each
n.nll

28 GARDINER STREET

SY.

"JEWEL"

LITTLE

n

:

No C.O. D.M.
Newark, N. J.

Send Check or Money Order.

All sets shipped F.O.B.

21'.

Listen at work, play. in bed. Fits shirt pocket.
No tubes. No batteries. No electric
plug -ins. No expense. Plays day
6 night forever. New self-pow,
ererl diode rectifier replaces
luhen. NO BUILDING. Tuner
cover, complete broadcast hand.
Shirt Canal brings In local
stations. Red plastic ease only
3n.I t/ex l- Inches.
Lit etime
guarantee. Radio
ithout phone,
52.98. Hearing Aid Phone Iplugsm in
colored
almnot
ear.
fleshInvisible,
1.98. Regular phone $1.29.
JOHNSON SMITH 6 COMPANY,
Dept. 509. Detroit 7, Minh.

ZENITH
TELEXING
ADMIRAL

TV SUPER MART, INC.

s

additional charge. please
include twenty tuve cents
for Pns,e
Free sample of material sent on reopen. Send con, píete tnlormotion pertaiuina to size and depth.
MARVIN GELLAR, 118 Main Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

S2.98

Guaranteed in working condition

MOTOROLA
MAGNAVOX

e clear

New Midget

USED TV CONSOLES
RCA

gta

$o 95

ALGERADIO ELECTRONICS CO.
236 N. Franklin St.

sixten
e

vinyl
plastic
for
all types of phonographs,
turntables and hl-fl equipment. These covers are
unto ni made to suit loue
specifications.
s
Sold only
by nail. ,Honey bock puar-

COMPLETE KITS
FOR ARTICLES
DESCRIBED IN THIS AND OTHER

Garage Door Radio Control Transmitters 6 Receivers Kit Available.
¡R. C TRANSMITTER 6 RECEIVER KIT
271a Mc. 5 Watt 2 -Tube Simple Transmitter 6 Su persens. 2 -Tube
Simple Receives -Parts incl. Drilled Bases Wound Coil. Se.95
s7
Res.. Cond., SIGMA Relay, Instrue
Only
14.95
SIGMA'F RELAY: 81,060 i,m, $3.R5: 8 Reed Reiáy
8.95
2 -6V Battery Charger Kit $4.95; wired ..
R C BOOKS: Model Control $1: Radio Control 51: Handbook 2.25
.15
CRYSTALS: 27.255 Mc. Petersen Z9A..$3.95; HOLDER
Microl0000
3.95
2' METERS. 150 MicroA, $3.9S;

500.

li:"

Ohm

RELAY CONTROL UNIT m: Relay
Mal Therms B?
metal Strip, Heating Element, Hi 2 Audio Choke, Mini Al.99
nico V Magnet, Neon Lamp, Resistors, Capacitors.... only
.99
TUBES: )FEU, RK81, 3A4, 3AS, 1A64, 8K4- Transistors
Storage Batteries: Mini. 6V, NT6, 52.5: 2V 27A Hour
2.75
RELAYS, 10K ohm 2 Ma DC or 110V AC SPOT 95c: SPST .95
325-P CANAL S .
N. Y. 13, N. YT.

GYRO ELECTRONICS

Always say you saw it
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LAFAYETTE SPECIAL
RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER

-

-

Completely assembled
tested
and guaranteed R/C transmitter. Includes tube and
27.265 MC crystal. 6 sect. telescoping antenna. Size: 4' x 4" x 12 ". Approx. 1 mile
range. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. Less batteries.
Net 19.95
F -249

New PRINTED CIRCUIT NOVICE
TRANSMITTER KIT
2

BANDS 40

& 80

meters ';;'i 4 °
"l C"
nLl1,ex
6ïi.aaiat..r,
toned amlirr! li
`

and war.
simple
nple. x

LIBERTY AVE., JAMAICA
Include poc,00e rvh order.

NOW

YOU CAN TEST YOUR OWN
TV AND RADIO TUBES
All of Them-even picture tulle!
It's easy and safe with this A.B.C.
Tester.
Simply insert tube in
socket. Pilot light instantly indicates if tube needs replacenbuit.
A precision instrument. Rugged
metal case (not plastic!. Operates
on AC or DC.
One service call
saved pays for tester. Only 53.05

postpaid (Deluxe model $4.05) or
C.O.D. plus charges. Instructions
included. 5 Year Guarantee.

OMEGA ELECTRONICS wasóe46T-gód. öri naW; ilt.

Clasti8ed

words prepaid. February
order and remittance to:
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 366 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C. I7.

RATE:
issuo

500

closes

per word.

Minimum

December 3rd.

lI'1

33,

10

Send

FOR SALE
DO It Yourself tube tester route. Testers, with tube
stock, placed in drugstores and supermarkets, in your
city. A few weekend calls assure excellent income.
General Electronic Research Co. P. O. Box 94, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
MEDICAL Electronics. Brainwave, cardiograph, Electrophoresis, etc. Circuits, data; $1.00 Biotron, Box 351
Station A, Palo Alto, Calif.
NEW Tubes -6AL5 39f', 12AÚ7 590, 39/44 250, 954 22e,
1629 29('. Experimenters Special -300 New components
$5.95 Postpaid. Free List. Bigelow Electronics, 105
North Main, Bluffton, Ohio.
BUILD 21,? "- Square 4 CK722 Radio! Speaker! Room
Volume! No Outside Antenna! Stations Remote! No
Transformers! Plans: $3.00 Mention Pop'Tronics "with
order:" receive $1.50 Battery-Eliminator Data Free!
"Additional" Details: D. W. Bush, 2345 -A South -101,
San- Clemente. California.
RADIO Controlled custom designed equipment at
factory prices. Guaranteed sales and service. ElectroMatic Associates, 1818 So. Phoenix, Tulsa. Oklahoma.
KITS -Transistor Radio $3.00 -One Tube Radio $2.00
-Two Tuber $4.00.- Crystal Radio 60e. Transistors,
Tubes, Parts, Instructions included. Alliance, 2059
:.0th Street, Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
24 PAGE Handbook "Crystal Set Construction" including Experimenter's catalog-30e. Laboratories,
328 -L Fuller, Redwood City, California.
TRANSISTOR Kits. Free Information. Transit Electronics, Box 15 -P5, Alden Manor, N. Y.
HALLICRAFTERS S -85, like new, $85. Box 51 rye POPULAR ELECTRONICS.
December, 1956
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$11.95

Net

Makes a one man band out of

every harmonica player.

A line quality, sensitive, crystal
microphone with a high output
especially designed to fit harmonicas. May he connected to any
P. A. system, or the audio section
of a phonograph or radio. Installation is simple. Sturdily built and
measures only 1%" L x 54" W s
D. Complete with 7 ft. shield-

3"

d

cable.

Dept. PE

-L.

.

..N.

i

2.!15

trk
HAMS! Work -the -world Alcoa all -band vertical an-

tenna for 80, 40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters, $16.95 shipped
collect. Guaranteed, needs little space, no guy wires.
Literature. Gotham, 1805A Purdy Ave., Miami Beach,
Fla.

PLANS. Transistor Super Het, Wrist Radio, etc. 10
for $2.00, Cook, 4003 -E Roosevelt, Midland, Texas.

ELECTRONIC Brain, wired or kit. Computer courses
$5. Electric sliderule $14.95. 50 diagrams for electronic

experimenters $2. Computerplans $3. EBE 1015 Atkin
Ave., Salt Lake City 6, Utah.
WALKIE- Talkie chassis only $6.50. Illustrated in this
issue. See index on last page. Springfield Enterprises.
CITIZENS band radio plans for building your own
receiver and information on transmitter design, FCC
requirements, etc. plus special discount on type approved transceivers. All for $1.00. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E12, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
THREE Experimental Transistors; Four Carbon Microphones; Three IN34 -A Diodes; Two Ferrite Loop sticks. Any $1.00 Postpaid. All $3.50 Electronic Outlet, 3 -H Wolcott Ave., Lawrence, Mass.
QSLs Want 'em fast? Reasonably priced? Cleanly
printed? Ham's "Super -Speed Specials" are the
answer. Samples 10e. Robinson W9AYH. 12811 Sacramento, Blue Island 2, Illinois.
MICRO, toggle, rotary, thermo, switches etc. All types
and sizes. Prices below wholesale. Free catalog, Box
1216, San Bernardino, Calif.
COMPLETE Television sets $11.95. Jones TV, 1115
Rambler Avenue. Pottstown, Pa.
TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types
At Sensibly Low Prices, New, Guaranteed 1st Quality
Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog or
Call Walker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512
Broadway, New York 12N, N. Y.
DIAGRAMS! Repair Information! Radios -Amplifiers
-Recorders $1.00. Televisions $1.50. Give Make, Model,
Chassis. Nor-elco- Philips and Amperex tubes in stock!
TV Miltie, Box 101 -PE, Hicksville, New York.
TELEPHONE Transmitter. Hand set type. Suitable
for inter -house phones, speakers or any communication purpose. Delivered two for $1.00. No C.O.D.'s.

Telephones, Dept.

C -629, 1760

Lunt, Chicago

26.
129

DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00, Television $2.00.
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE,

Hartford

Conn.
WALKIE-TALKIE. Build wireless portable radiophone
for less than $10.00. Plans for variable frequency and
crystal control types, only 500 for both. Springfield
Enterprises, Box 54 -E12, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
TRANSISTOR devices, walkie- talkies, VHF AM -FM
portable radios, wireless mikes, etc. at wholesale
prices direct from our factory. Free literature. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E12, Springfield Gardens 13,
1,

-

at big profits. Brand name
merchandise
Appliances, cookware, housewares,
watches, jewelry, dry goods, clothing, sporting goods,
toys, gifts, etc. Free 1957 color catalog listing over
1001 items with confidential cost sheet. Merit Home
Products, Dept. PE 12, 107 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn
BUY Wholesale! Resell

6, N. Y.
$150 WEEK-easy!

Start home Venetian Blind Laundry. Revealing book free. E. O. Co., 101 So. 44th, Philadelphia 4, Penna.

N. Y.

TRANSISTORIZED Allwave Radio, 12.000 Mile Range
Kit $7.95, transistorized F -M radio kit less transistor

(Send Stamp For Information About The
World's Smallest Thimble Radio) Ekeradio, 646 North
Fair Oaks, Pasadena, California.
ELECTRIC Pencil: Engraves all Metals, $2.00. Beyer
Mfg., 10511 -P Springfield, Chicago 43.
TWO Transistor Pocket Radio Kit $11.95. Free Literature. Highland Electric, Box 553E, Pasadena, Calif.
$9.95,

WANTED
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs. Edison, Conqueror, Idelia, and Oratorio models. Berliner Gramophones and Zono -o- phones, Columbia cylinder Graph ophones, and Coin- operated cylinder Phonos. Want
old catalogues and literature on early phonos prior
to 1919. Will pay cash or trade late hi -fl components.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Box 50.
TUBES and equipment bought, sold and exchanged.
For action and a fair deal write B. F. Gensler, W2LNI,
56 Crosby St., N. Y., 12N, N. Y.
CASH for old 16mm, 35mm movies. Studios, Box 382,
Lima 3, Ohio.
SELL Your Way To Wealth! Wanted -Surplus Military And Commercial Aircraft Electronics: BC -788,
I -152, ARN -7, ARC -1, ARC -3 BC -221, RTA -1B, ART -13,
DY -21, APN -9, transmitters, receivers, test equipment,
etc.! Wanted- Electronic Tubes: Broadcast, transmit-

ting, receiving, Magnetrons, Klystrons, miniature, subminiature, ruggedized, etc.! Top Prices Paid! For
Fattest Checks-Sell To Rex! Write or phone description for immediate action. P. E. Sanett, W6REX,
1524 S. Edris Drive, Los Angeles 35, Calif. Phones:
REpublic 5 -0215, CRestview 1 -3856.

TV EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
TV Tube Brightener -Adds new life to weak

picture
tube. Guaranteed. Simple installation without tools.
$2.00 postpaid. Murhall Company, 608 S. Dearborn,
Chicago

5.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented: unpatented. Global
Marketing Service, 2420 77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
JOBS -High Pay. South America, the Islands, USA,
foreign countries. All trades. Clerical, labor, engineers, drivers, others. Women also. Fare paid. Ap-

HIGH FIDELITY
FREE Monthly Hi Fi Bulletin Write for quotation on

any components. Sound Reproduction Inc.
St. Newark, N. J. Mitchell 2-6816.

34 New

INSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING Degrees earned by home study. (Residential Courses also available.) Pacific Internation
University, Box 27724 -D, Hollywood 27, California.
BECOME Tax Consultant. Graduates earn $3,000 every
tax season preparing returns evenings. State approved.
Union Institute, 68 Hudson, Hoboken 3R, N. J.
LEARN While Asleep! Details free. Research Asso-

ciation, Box 610, Omaha.
TAPE Recorded Code Courses, Novice, 4 hours length,
$11, Can't be beat. Details-_T__apecode, Box 31, Langhome, Pa.
PIANO Tuning course. Complete self -instruction lessons. Also teaches you piano regulating, repairing
and other servicing operations. Wonderful illustrations. Full price only $4.95 postpaid, or C. O. D.
plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or refund. Nelson Company, 210 South Clinton, Dept. AT -43, Chi-

cago 6.
BECOME a Radio Amateur. Free Information on how
to pass Code and Theory FCC examinations. American Electronics, 1203E Bryant Ave., New York 59,
N. Y.

TAPE RECORDERS
RECORDERS, Tape, Hi -Fi. Wholesale Prices. Catalogue. Kerstin, 215 E. 88 St., N. Y. C. 28.
TAPE Recorders, Tape. Unusual Values. Free Catalog.
Dressner, 69 -02F, 174 St., Flushing 65, N. Y.
WHOLESALE! Recorders. Tapes. Phonographs. Radios.
155, Philadelphia 5.
Catalogue 100. Towers
LEARN to get most from your tape recorder. Newest
techniques, tape reviews, latest accessories. Special
trial subscription, four monthly issues, only $1.00.
Hi -Fl Tape Recording, Severna Park 2, Maryland.
SAVE 60 %! Hi -fi tape, 7" reel, $1.70 postpaid! Guaranteed. Tape Enterprises, Box 6, Springdale, Conn.
PRE -RECORDED Tapes, Recorders, Accessories, Unusual Values, Catalog. Efsco Sales, 270 -A Concord
Avenue, West Hempstead, N. Y.

-

plication forms. For information. Write Section 92B,
National Employment Information, 1020 Broad, New-

RECORDS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PHONOGRAPH Records Cheap. Catalogue. Paramount, TD -313 East Market, Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

TO $100.00 Weekly. Sparetime, Home Operated Mailorder Business. Successful "Beginner's" Plan. Everything Supplied. Lynn, 10420 -E National, Los Angeles

PRINTING

ark, N. J.

34.

VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of

coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12,
715 Ensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.
PLATE Baby Shoes, jewelry, gifts, bronze and colored
pearl. Free booklet. Thompson, 11029 South Vermont,
Los Angeles 44, Calif.

ASSOCIATE wanted by manufacturer of "Do -It-Yoursuperself" tube testers. You call on drugstores and money.
markets, weekends. Replace tubes sold. Collect
General
Split the tube markup of 100% to 125 %. Atkinson,
Electronic Research Co. P. O. Box 94 Ft.
Wis.
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PRINTED Copies of your diagrams, plans, drawings,
photos, typed or printed copy 81,x11. 100 copies $3.50.
1000 copies $6.50 plus postage. Fast service. D'OR
Printers, 629 N. Florence, Burbank, California,

MISCELLANEOUS
SONGPOEMS and Lyrics Wanted! Mail to: Tin Pan
Alley, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
WILL you lose your hair? Modern hair research dis-

covers simple conditions causing baldness. Complete
report, 250. V. A. Coll, Box 1262, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

"Economy" Audio Oscillator
(Continued from page 77)
ohms with the attenuator control completely open, i.e., maximum output. The
unit will work into lower impedances if
the attenuator control is backed off slightly to introduce some resistance in series
with the external load. Of course, this
will also reduce the output.

Another characteristic of the circuit,
which is true of many RC oscillators, is
that if the frequency control is changed
suddenly, lamps PLI and PL2 must adjust
to new operating conditions. Since this oscillator has a range wider than most, it
may take a second or two to overcome the
thermal inertia of the lamps. This is quite
normal in such an oscillator. Operation
otherwise is straightforward and should
present no problem.
30

SfflJOJ
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With H, G. Cisin's Copyright RAPID
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD"
Without experience or knowledge, this guaranteed new meth,'
of servicing TV sets enables you to DIAGNOSE TV troubles :1,
rapidly as an expert NO THEORY-NO MATH -yet can locate

all faults in record- breaking time regardless of make or model.
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD" is the most valuable
aid to TV servicing ever written. Be a TV Trouble Diagnostician.
Increase your present. earnings. Open your own Profitable Business or get a high- paying skilled job.
It's all in this book
.
Nothing more to Pay-Nothing else to Buy
85 picture troubles. over 5g raster and 17 sound troubles. By
this unique copyrighted method you know EXACTLY WHERE
the trouble i.s:, plus step-by-step instt 't imts, Including 69
RAPID ('IIEIES, enabling you to Curl the faulty part.
13 IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY CHECKS NEED NO INSTRUMENTS! Of the Gu Rapid Checks, OVER 65 ALSO REQUIRE NO INSTRUMENTS! Rapid checks include emergency
checks for distorted pictures. defettite tubas including l'IX
tube, plus 57 others. ALL EXPLAINED IN SIMPLE LAN GUAGE. PERFORMED WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS, MANY
CHECKS USE THE PICTURE TUBE AS A GUIDE.
It. G. Cisin, the author, is the inventor of the AC /DI` midget
adio. He licenses RCA, AT&T etc. He has also trained thouands of technicians now owning their own prosperous Ti)'
service organizations or holding highly paid TV positions. His
pram of esspelieneo are embodied in this remarkable new book.

..

.

Guaranteed Money Back In

5

Days

If Not Satisfied!

ABSOLUTELY FREE with each order: H. G. Cisin's
newest hook "TV 6 RADIO TUBE SUBSTITUTION
GUIDE." Gives direct replacements of
d
picture tubes. Most valuable servicing aid! ACT

1 Post

..t

ECONOMY

AUDIO
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

AUDIO
FREQUENCY METER

NOW -get

-

Paid

both honks postpaid at cost of only one!
r

RUSH COUPON NOW!
ENGINEER,
Amagansett, N. Y.
Enclosed find $1. Bush loth hooks.
Name
H. G. CISIN, CONSULTING

Dept.

P -21

Address
Zone

City
READ GENERATOR
FREQUENCY DIRECTLY
FROM A.F. METER

(A)
SCOPE PATTERN WILL BE SLOWLY

ROTATING
CIRCLE AS OSCILLATORS ARE ADJUSTED TO
SAME FREQUENCY, WHEN EXACT, SCOPE WILL
EXHIBIT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PATTERNS:

SEND FOR THE 1957

ALLIED CATALOG
OSCILLOSCOPE

Features the world's largest
selection of systems and components.

Shows you how to choose a custom
Hi -Fi music system for your home
at no more than the cost of an
ordinary phonograph. Tells you
what to look for and how to save
money. Offers dozens of complete systems and

ECONOMY
GENERATOR

hundreds of individual units, including the

famous money -saving Hi -Fi Knight -Kits. For
everything in Hi -Fi and Electronics, get the
FREE 1957 Allied Catalog.
CALIBRATED

ALLIED RADIO
ezwen. caa 4&R Cuth,

A.F. GENERATOR

ALLIED RA DIO CORP., Dept. JJ -126
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
ID

(B)

Two possible methods of calibrating the
audio generator, as described on page 76.
December, 1956

Send FREE 1957 ALLIED Catalog.

Nome

Address

LtY

Zone

State

_

J
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Direction Finders, Two-Penny (Robberson) 53 July
47 Oct.
Dry Battery Rejuvenator (Harvey)
Electronic Lock, Fool Your Friends with
60 Sept.
(Shields)

INDEX
.

TO VOLUME 5

July-Dec.,1956¡
AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Adapting NC -300 to Receive WWV

84 Oct.

Beam and Tower for 15 -Meter Novice (Orr) 78 Nov.
Converter, Long -Wave DX'inq with a (Tooker) 67 Dec.
Code Reception on "All-Wave" Receivers
83 July
(Blachford)
51 Oct.
Long -Wave DX, Comeback Trail (Kneitel)
53 Oct.
Preselector for 21 Mc., Lucky 15 (Orr)
DX'er
Single -Tube Receiver, Long-Wave
68 Nov.
(Tooker)

Superheterodyne,

Miniature,

"Minidyne"

75 Sept.
(Tooker)
V.H.F. Reception, High Adventure in (Cobb). 58 Dec.

BOOK REVIEWS

Allied's Electronics Data Handbook (Allied
Radio)
Amplitude Modulation (Schure)
Applied Automation (Custer)
Audel's Television Service Manual (Anderson)

Audio Amplifiers and Associated Equipment
(Howard W. Sams & Co.)
Automatic Factory -A Critical Examination
(June)

Brics

Phototubes and Photocells (Mark)
Blocking Oscillators (Schure)
Building Your Record Library (Hoopes)
Color TV Training Manual (Oliphant & Ray)
Electronic Tubes, Circuits, and Devices
of

38 Oct.
36 Oct.
36 Oct.
38 Oct.

22

Aug.

22 July
34 Nov.
24 Sept.
20 Aug.
20 Aug.

32 Dec.
(Blevins)
Hi -Fi Loudspeakers and Enclosures (Cohen) 18 July
Co.)
36 Oct.
Mfg.
(Jensen
Hi -Fi Speaker Systems
How To Make Good Tape Recordings (LeBel) 32 Dec.

How To Select and Use Your Tape Recorder
(Mark)
Industrial Electronics (Bukstein)
Introduction to Color TV (Kaufman &
Thomas)
Inverse Feedback (Schure)
Long Playing Record Guide (DeMotte)
Mighty Force of Research (Editors of Fortune)
Public Address (Crowhurst)
Quest for Quality (Crowhurst)
Radio -Electronic Master, 21st Edition (United

Catalog Publishers)
Radio Receiver Laboratory Manual (Levey).
R-F Transmission Lines (Schure)
Ribbons of Sound (Barleben)
Simplified Radio Servicing by Comparison
Method (Beitman)
Superheterodyne Converters and I -F Amplifiers (Schure)
Tape Recorders and Tape Recording (Weiler)
TV Servicing Guide (Deane and Young)
TV Trouble Tracer (Cisin)

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
(see other categories also)
Alarm Clock, Illuminated (Pearce)
Antenna, Simple FM Yogi (Stoner)
Camera Synch, Check Your (Winklepleck)
CD Observer Post, "Ears" for (Garner)
Clock Radio, Putting Together (Trainer)
Crystal Receiver, Progressive (Dunant)
132

20
22

July
Sept.

22 July
34 Dec.
22 Sept.
18

July

22 Aug.
20 July
34 Dec.
20 Aug.
22 Aug.
34 Dec.
36 Oct.
32 Dec.
22 July
34 Nov.
24 Sept.

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
73 Nov.

46
58
100
47
89

Fire Alarm, D.C.-Operated (Chapel)
Hygrometer, All-Electronic (Pollack)
Intercom, Instant -Heating, "Tirade Terminator" (Pollack)
Magnetize for Fun and Utility (Samuels)
Microphone -to -Stand Adapter (Trauffer)
Night Light, Children's (Tooker)
Neon Lamp, 90 -Volt, Runs on 41/2-Volt Battery
(Pearce) ..
Radio, "See -Thru" (McCafferty)

Relaxation Oscillator Makes Perpetual
Flasher (Frantz)
Sun Battery Power, Magnifying (Trauffer)
Time Switches, Custom- Design (Rasmussen).
Touch -o-Matic Control, The "Soft Touch"
(Pollack)

Electronic (Louis)
Whistlers, How to Hear (Gleason)
Toy Projects,

4

85 Sept.
65 Oct.

47 Nov.
57 Aug.
63 Aug.
73 Dec.
53
76

Aug.
Aug.

85 Sept.
90 Aug.
69 Sept.
39 Sept.
47 Dec.
41 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS
Jerry (Frye)
8 July, 8 Aug., 10 Sept., 10 Oct., 10 Nov., 10 Dec.
Transistor Topics (Garner)
59 July, 65 Aug., 86 Sept., 61 Oct., 57 Nov., 63 Dec.
Transmitting Tower (Brier)
78 July, 78 Aug., 71 Sept., 85 Oct., 81 Nov., 84 Dec.
Tuning the Short-Wave Bands (Bennett)
57 July, 69 Aug., 59 Sept., 69 Oct., 91 Nov., 86 Dec.

Carl

&

FEATURE ARTICLES
"Brains" Taking Over? (Reid)
Cathode Rays Are "On the Beam" (Fantel)
Drive -In Church Attracts Motorist Congrega-

41
43

July
Nov.

51 Nov.
tion
92 Nov.
Drive-In, Electronics Comes to (Clark)
39 Nov.
Election Bet, Electronic (Reid)
Electronic Mind -How It Remembers (Fantel) 31 Aug.
49
July
Elevators, No Guesswork with These
60 Nov.
Fishways, Electronics on (Magna)
48 Sept.
Government by Automation
103 Aug.
Hearing Aids, Miniaturization Shrinks
45 Dec.
Hot Circuits, Talk About
73 July
Movie Camera's "Electric Eye"
91 Aug.
Phone from Your Boat (Robberson)
54 Aug.
Pin Boy, Automatic
Piston Capacitors Require Watchmaker's
37 July
Skill
68 Aug.
Radar Chain Tracks Missiles 1500 Miles
94 Dec.
Radar Scores SAC Bombing Test
74 Nov.
Radar Tames Wild Blue Yonder (Smith)
62 July
Radio Stamps Make Rare Collection
43 Sept.
Radio Wave Curvature, Army Studies
Venus
and
from
Heard
Radio Waves
Jupiter
35 Sept.
(Ferrell)
95 July
Robots Behind Your Phone (Fantel)
Whirlwind Defense Quarterback
SAGE
43 Aug.
(Morgan)
61 Dec.
Santa Goes Electronic
41 Nov.
SEE Who's on the Phone
73 Sept.
TECH Writing, What About (Norman)
Testing Assures Survival at Supersonic
95 Aug.
Speeds, Super -Safe
51 July
Thin Air, My Foot! (Kohler)
Treasures of Old West, Electronics Finds
57 Dec.
(Fay)
88 Aug.
Tube Tester Plug -In Accessories
39 Aug.
Voices in the Mail (Webster)
37 Aug.
Weather, Dodging with Radar
43 Dec.
Weather, What's the
39 Dec.
Whistlers, Thunderbolts and (Gleason)

-

-

HI-FI AND AUDIO
Bass Reflex, Jr. (Tooker)
Better Bass in Less Space
Boost, Hi -Fi (Fields)
Demonstrate Hi -Fi, How to (Eisenberg)
Enclosure with Burlap Finish (Rasmussen)..

71 Aug.
82 Oct.
53 Nov.
41 Oct.
128 Aug.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Equalize Hi -Fi, Why
Hi -Fi, Do You Really

(Fields 6 Johnson)
Have (Eisenberg)

96 Aug.

.82 Sept.

Hum, Mum That (Coriell)
Kings of Swing, Hi -Fi Revives (Hawthorne)
Living Room, How "Hi -Fi" Is Your (Coriell)

Loudspeaker Installation (Richardson)

"Mini- Horn "' ( Niehoff)
Mixing It Up (Dubbe)
Music by Proxy (Fantel)
Peace with the Neighbors, Loudness Control
(Feldman)
Plate That Talks (Lanier)
Phono Speed Changer (Carter)
Record Player, Amplifierless (Trauffer)
Records, Life Insurance for (Smith)
Tape Recorders Take Time
Tone Compensator for Tape Recorder (Stoner)
Tuner, AM, for Low -Cost Hi-Fi (Norman)
Tuner, How to Buy (Reid)

Turntable Upkeep
Tweeter, Hi Tide in the (Kohler)
What's New
94 July, 58 Sept.,

72 Oct.
45 Sept.
99 July
46 July
71

Dec.

80
89
89
80
85
71
77
52

Aug.
Nov.
July
July
July
Aug.

58 Oct.
56 Aug.

FIVE
FOR

(Garner)

TRANSISTORS
Receiver -Experiment No.

13
65 Dec.
31 July

ment No. 11 (Garner)
63 Oct.
Short-Wave Converter, First Transistorized
37 Sept.
Timer, Electronic
Experiment No. 12
(Garner)
59 Nov.
"Transistor Portable," More Sensitivity for
(Duda)
50 July

-

WORKSHOP AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Audio Oscillator, "Economy" (Graham)
75 Dec.
Batteries in Your Portable (Coriell)
51 Aug.
Capacitor Duo -Decades (Tooker)
56 Nov.
Components, Storing Small (Kuehn)
65 Nov.
Continuity Tester, Shockless (Clark)
74 Dec.
Ferrite -Rod Loop Antennas, Handy Connections for (Trauffer)
65
Grid Dipper, How to Use (Sutphin)
49
Impedance Checking Made Easy (Turner)
91
Line Voltage Booster, How to Regulate
(Blachford)
83
Long Pointer Knobs, Make Your Own (Louis) 83
Meters, Testing Second-Hand Sensitive (Trauffer)
66
Parts Checker, Junkbox (Graham)
83
Power Supply, Handy (Tooker)
74
Printed and Etched Circuits, Telling Apart
(Louis)

Nov.
Sept.
July

A

COMPLETELY ENCLOSED PLASTIC
PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLY WITH
GIANT RED FLUTED JEWEL CAPVISIBLE FROM BIG DISTANCES!

58

July

59

Aug.

(Garner)
53
Probe Adds Range to Your VOM (Middleton) 88
R and C Stocks (Blachford)
124
Rectifier, Oil Bath Increases Rating (Carter) 67
Selenium Rectifiers (Louis)
48
Signal Chaser, "Economy" (Graham)
63
Tester Uses "Magic Eye" (Marsh)
79
Third Hand You Have Often Wanted (Adams) 90
Transformers, Identifying Salvaged (Tooker) 88

Sept.

"Printing
(Garner)

Wiring"
If

December, 1956

Techniques,

Part
Part

V

(Front Panel Bulb Replacement)
FIVE
POST
'vj/,/I\
FOR
PAID
Screw-on Jewel Cap protrudes 9/18 "-IS 7/e" diameter. Depth
behind rear of mounting ears r/s ", with mounting centers of

$1.00

". (Same may be mounted in front or rear of panel- either
manner providing front -of- panel- bulb-removal.)
Requires 1"
mounting hole. Solder Lugs are "locked " -shorting
thus impossible. Thousands of applications-ideal for Model Railroad
Controls (for -which above Switch is ideal!) Requires any voltage Miniature Screw Base Bulb.
13/a

DUAL PURPOSE RUBBER GROMMET & FLEXIBLE FULL PROTECTION NECK
FOR ALL SIZES POWER LINE
CORDS
nts dangerous

20
FOR

$1.00

POST
PAID

fraying of Line Cords where
enters
Electronic Apparatus, Appliances, etc. Mounts in same
1/2"
etal
holes. 11/16' maximum o.d., by fully 2" long. Accommodates
any Line Cord up to 3/s" diameter. Black color. Permits constant moving about of Line Cords (at any angle!) with complete
safety assured.

SPRING COMPRESSION BINDING POST

EIGHT

$1.00

POST

FOR
PAID
e°NYeuialllu.
Firmly grips any wire up to 1/2" diameter -just press down non
engraved Black Bakelite Cap to either insert Or remove same.
Has a 6/32 x 3/q"
ounti
stud. Nickel Plated Brass stud
and body. Extends 13/16" above mounting surface. EBY Part
No. 8330.

I

-1 -2

ASSORTED Y2
WATT
5 % -10g/ß
% TOLERANCE
HIGH QUALITY RESISTORS
STANDARD COLOR CODINGS

-20

FFO

OR

OO

POST
PAID

An exceptional value indeed) Ideal for builders of Electronic
Apparatus, Experimenters and Radio -TV Servicemen! Splendid
diversification of Resistance Values. Full length Tinned Leads.

All brand new. Mostly 10% Tolerance Types. Standard Brands
only. Biggest majority are 1/2 -1 Watt sizes (most popular
types.)

SPECIAL

-S ASSORTMENTS

(approx. 1.000 pcs.)

$4.00 POSTPAID
ATTENTION: Manufacturers- Jobbers -Etc. Large
quantifies of above Five Lots and other items
available at SURPLUS LEVEL PRICES!

Dec.
Dec.

July
Aug.
July

POST
PAID

we

77 July
67 July
73 Dec.
45 Oct.
39 July
34 July

Megaphone, Single Transistor (Garner)
Regenerative Receiver, High- Gain-Experi-

$1.00

Complete with "easyto- connect -anddisconnect" Terminal Screws, also Solder Lugs and Mounting
Nuts. Very compact- mounting area only
o 1" x We" required.
Single hole mounting- 15/32" diameter. Threaded
mounting bushing is 5,16" tall. Silver Plated Switch Contacts. Ball tipped handle Nickel Plated. Equipped with In
sulation Guards to avoid "shorts" between the connections.

P e

Light Beam

PACKAGE
OF
5
TOGGLE
SWITCHES C -H 3 AMP. 125 VOLT
RATED SINGLE POLE DOUBLE
THROW (Or Use As Regular
ON -OFF)

Dec.
Sept.

RADIO CONTROL
Dual Proportional System (McIntyre)
63 Sept.
Slave Photoflash Tackles Football Parade
(Edwards)
65 July
Three Controls on One Channel, Triplex
(McCullough)
86 Nov.

Closed -Circuit TV (Norman)
Ghost Eliminator (Smith)
Tall Timber, TV in (Gibbs)
Traffic Snarls, TV Will Unravel
Troops, TV for

K;T POSTPAID
,

84 Nov.
87 Dec.

77 Oct.
70 Nov., 96 Dec.

TELEVISION
Cheater Cord and Outlet Assembly (Fred)

$1.00

REMIT

-MONEY ORDER -CASH- STAMPS (No
C.O.D. Orders) MONEY REFUNDED IN 10 DAYS
IF NOT FULLY SATISFIED! (Established 1941.)
BY CHECK

LOUIS P. GANCHER CO.

468 WEST BROADWAY

1

4EII0141

V

NEW YORK 12. N. Y.

WRITE US -GET ON OUR MAILING LISTI

2

Nov.
Aug.

Please Be Sure to Mention

Sept.
July
Nov.

POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

Oct.
Nov.
Sept.

When Answering Advertisements
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WRITE FOR NEW BONUS CATALOG
1000's of Un- Adverfised Specials
I

--`

-

iy'

\.-

rY'

MODEL
Chassis

l

P52003.

INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE
See in Dark Tube
SELECTED, GTD
Tr vie fur resolution. 1st
sitiV image converter viewing tube.
scree y simplified design 2" data Wlllemite
screen-Hi- Resolution. Tube & Data.

"TAB" SPECIAL.........

$4.75; 2 for $9
Snooperscnpe Dnuhler Power Supply Less
$13.95
@

0

NEW "TABLITE" ELECTRONIC FLASH KITS
AC & Battery Operation Inbuilt
All in One Camera Case
MODEL 4008, 60 Watt Sec'd; color 75 +; 5&W
Two
Recycles
R
0cvO 2 Seed
-,
525.10
Two (2) 240 VOLT BATTERIES
@ $10
Write for Details & Specifications

TUBES
092

.70
.42
.60
.40
.64
.40
.49
.45
.40
.60
.75

024
1B3
1L4
IRS
154

.9

155
1T4
1U4

Ills
%2A
1

2V 3

304
305
304

.48
.75
.45
.55
.42
.65
.60
.64

3V4
5U4G
573G

6084
608 4
6AC7
6Aas
Seel

.45
.45
1.75

6AH6

.85
.52
.38

6665
GALS

6905
6955
6476
6AU4
6AU6
60 %4
6BÁ6
69C5
68E6

68F5

613G6
6 B K5

68L7
68X6
6806
65Q7
6C4

6C86
6CD6
6116
6J5
6J6
6K6
6K7
6L6

"TAB"

Guaranteed

TESTED

OUR 127H YEAR IN BUSINESS
.45
120X4
.70
.45
654
.45
.75
6507
120 %7
.55
.40
.35
651.17
128H7
.65
.75
6517
.45
.45
.40
6567
C61028 3.25
.55
.60
651.7
.45
65147
.55
.70
12877
.39
.45
6507
12507
.65
.45
1.00
6T4
125157
.43
.50
1251'47
.55
1.12
1N21
.25
.45
12507
.75
.55
1407
.80
1.25
6T8
.75
198G5
.65
25806 .90
GU8
.75
.90
6V6
.45
25Z6
.4S
.85
GWG
.55
3SC5
.50
.35
6X4
.30
35L6
.50
35WA
.45
7Ag
.50
.75 I
785
35Z5
.55
.45
.45
7F7
.55
5005
.48
7F8
.88
5085
.55
1.12
7N7
.55
SOCS
.45
707
.75
SOLO
.40
.45
12A76
75
.45
.38
.40
.65
76
.45
12AT7
.45
.50
77
.40
.39
12007
117L7'1.17
.35
12AV6
.35
12AV7
.75
1.75
.65

#B

l,

SPNC

30 Amp, C'SD
includes
MAG'ARC
SUPPRESSOR
Reg.

$9.00

-

-

1

MICA

'

I0

8

-

CONDENSERR
.006 MFD

200N
Reg.

C

$6.50

,-

+

Be

,

"TAB" Kit Contains the Finest Selection of Top
Qualify Components in the Most Popular Values & Sizes

EXTRA!
/

_

_

25 Precision Resistors
10 Switches
25 Knobs
75 Carbon Resistors
38 Panel Lamps
10 Electrolytic Coed's
15 Volume Controls
25 Tube Sockets
50 Tubular Condensers
SO0 Lugs & Eyelets
10 Bathtub Oil Coed's
S lbs. Surprise Package

10 Transmit Mica Cond's
40 Insulators

Kit with Each
$10 Kit Order

Free

_

25
65
5
250
100
35

Power Resistors
Mica Condensers
Crystal Diodes

ft. Hook Up Wire, Asst'd
Fuses

Ceramic Condensers

10 Rotary Switches
6

60

5

10

In

1,000's OF SATISFIED
EACH
CUSTOMERS
KIT ONLY....
Every Kit Sold on "TAB' Money Back Guarantee

"TAB" FINEST HI -FI RECORDING TAPE
Lois
7" Reel -1200 Ft. Per Reel

C

ft-

Sold on Money Back Guarantee. It1 45 of 12
5 I
Highest quality Hi -Fi Precision Coated & Slit.
FERRO -SHEEN processed, quality controlled, constant output.
Noise FREE. Splice FREE Plastic Tape, Freq. 71/e IPS. 40.15KI
"TAB" @ $1.59 ea; 3/$1.50 ea.
Oxide Wnd lo
NEW 1st quality "MYLAR" 2400 Ft -7" REEL FERRO -SHEEN
processed Double Play RECORDING TAPE W "TAB" SPECIAL

for $12; 12 for $45,
Guaranteed Replacement Needles-4g Cartridges
Diamond
$8.98, Dual Dia $16.98; Dia-Sapphire $10.98.
Single
Please Sena Cartridge Name & Number

$4.49 Ea.;

3

"TAB"

TERMS: Money Back Grg. (cost of
mdse. only), $5 min. order F.O.B.
N.Y.C.
Add
hpg. ' hard,
or for
C.O.D. 25% Dep. Tubes Gtd. via
R -Exp. only.
Prices shown are subject to change.

Dept. 12PE6, 111 Liberty St., N.Y. 6, N.Y., Rector 2-6245
134

III

107
104
106
114
114

Burstein- Applebee Co.
Candler System Co.
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute

108

C.B.S. Hytron
Central Technical Institute
Chesterfield Music Shop, Inc.
Cinaudagraph Speakers
Cisin, Harry G.
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
Coyne Electrical School
DeVry Technical Institute

101,

102

116,

106
133

95
25

131
21

109,

5

129

Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc. (EICO)
Electronic Kits Supply Co.
Electronic Measurements Corp.
Electronic Specialty Supply
Electro -Voice
Embry- Riddle School of Aviation
Emig School of Electronics
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Superior's New Model 770 -A

The FIRST Pocket -Sized

VOLT ONM MILLIAMMETER
USING THE NEW "FULL -VIEW" METER
Specifications
71% MORE SCALE AREA!!
6

although our new FULL -VIEW D'Arsonval type meter
occupies exactly the sanie space used by the older standard
2, 2 Meters, its provides 71% more scale area. As a result,
all calibrations are printed in large easy -to -read type and
for the first time it is now possible to obtain measurements
instead of approximations on a popular priced pocket -sized
V.O.M.
Yes,

*
*
*
*

RANGES: 0 -15/-

30/150/300 '1500/3000 volts.
6 D.C.

VOLTAGE RANGES:

0 -7.5

-

15'75/150/750.1500 volts.
2

RESISTANCE

Ohms,
3
3

Compact -measures 31 e
578"
Uses Full Vie -s' 2% accurate, 850 Microampere D'Arsonval type meter
Housed in round-cornered, molded case
Beautiful black etched panel. Depressed letters fil led
with permanent white, insures long -life even with
constant use-

RANGES:

Megohom.

0 -1

Amps.

0 -1.5

DECIBEL RANGES:

bd,
14 db to
db to
58 dh.
The Model 770comes complete with
self -contained batteries, test leads and

x 21/4..

-

-

0- 10,000

D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0 -15 150

Ma.,

FEATURES
x

A.C. VOLTAGE

-6

db to

18

38 db,

34

$1585

all operating instrurlluns.

SUPER-METER

Superior's New
Mode-.1 670 -A

A COMBINATION VOLT -OHM

MILLIAMMETER PLUS

CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE AND DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS
S

D.C.

P

E C I

VOLTS:

0

F

I

C

A

T I

O N

S

RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000/100,000 Ohms 0
to 10 Megohms
to 50 Mfd.
CAPACITY: .001 to 1Mfd.
Quality test for electrolytics)
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms 2,500
Ohms to 2.5 Megohms
INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries 7 to 7,000
Henries
14 to
38
DECIBELS: -6 to
18
34 to
58

:

to 7.5'15,'75'150/7501

1

1,500r7,500 Volts

A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30'150/300/1,500
3,000 Volts
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15'30/150/300/-

1,500/3,000 Volts

D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to

i

1.5/15 Amperes
ADDED

I

I

The Model 670 -A comes
housed
in
a
rugged

FEATURE:

Built -in ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
reduces possibility of burning out
meter through misuse.

crackle -finished steel
cabinet complete with
test leads and operating instructions.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C
We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described

on this and the following page. If
after a 10 day trial you are com-

pletly

satisfied and decide to

keep the Tester, you need send us

only the down payment and agree
to pay ha balance due at the
monthly indicated rate.

NO INTEREST
OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!

If not completely satisfied, you

are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

obligation.

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I
I

DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept. D -300, 3849 Tenth Avenue, New York 34, N.Y.
MOSS ELECTRONIC

agree to pay down payment within
Please send me the units checked.
10 days and to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is understood there
will be no finance or interest charges added. It is further understood that
1

should I fail to make payments when due, the full unpaid balance shall
become immediately due and payable.

I-

Model TV -11
$11.50

... Total

within

10

56.00 monthly for
-1 Model TC -55

...

Price 547.50.
days. Balance
months.

Model 670-A
S7.40

6

Total Price $26.95
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
monthly for 4 months.

within

...

fl

Model 770-A ...Total Price $15.85.
$3.85 within 10 days. Balance
54.00 monthly for 3 months

I

Name

CUT

OTHER

I

I

SIDE

I

0U7 AND MAIL TODAY!

I

Add r ess

City

Total Price $28.40
days. Balance
6 months

10

$3.50 monthly for

I

SEE

O. D.

Zone

I

All prices net, F.O.B., N.Y.C.

State

Superior's New Model

TUBE TESTER

TC -55

Streamlined

r

The Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has
delayed purchasing
higher priced Tube Tester.
The Professional Serviceman, who needs an extra
Tube Tester for outside calls.
The busy TV Service Organization, which needs
extra Tube Testers for its field men.

can't insert

Speedy, yet

ets and circuits for efficiently
testing the new Noval and Sub -

Minar types.

tube in wrong socket. Separate sockets are
used, ore for each type of tube base.
"Free- point" element
switching system Any pin may be used as a filament pin and
the voltage applied between that pin and any other pin, or even
the "top- cap ".
Checks for shorts and leakages between all
elements. Provides a super sensitive method of checking for
shorts and leakages up to 5 Megohms between any and all of
the terminals. Continuity between various sections is individually indicated.
Elemental switches are numbered in strict
accordance with R.M.A. specification. The 4 position fast -action
snap switches are all numbered in exact accordance with the
standard R.M.A. numbering system.
OYou

p
?a

Lr w

Superior's new Model

efficient operation

is accomplished by Elimination
of old style sockets used for
testing obsolete tubes 126, 27,
57, 59, etc.) and providing sock-

a

Model TC -55 comes complete
with operating instructions and
charts and streamlined carrying
case.

TV -11

Standard
Professional
*

TUBE TESTER
*

5, 6, 7, Octal, Lork.in,
Peanut, Bantam, Hearing Aid, Thyratron Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, Novels, Sub -minors, Prox-

Tests

*

all tubes including 4,

imity fuse types, etc.
self -cleaning Lever Action Switches
element testing. Because all
elements are numbered according to pn number in the RMA base numbering s ggy
the user can instantly identify which element is under test. Tubes having tapped

*

Uses the new

for individual

sv

*

filaments and tubes with filaments terminating in more than one pin are truly tested
with the Model TV -11 as any of the pins
may he placed in the neutral position when

cw

* bination

front

panel for plugging in either
phones or external amplifier will
detect microphonic tubes or noise
due to faulty elements and loose

housed
in a beautiful
hand -rubbed oak cabinet complete with portable cover.
Comes

Model TV -11 does not use any comtype sockets. Instead individual
sockets are used for each type of tube.
Thus it is impassible to domaae a tube
by inserting it in the wrong socket.
The

-

NOISE TEST: Phono -jark on

internal connections.
The model
TV -11
operates on
105 -130 Volt 60 Cycles A.C.

necessary.

EXTRA SERVICE
The Model TV -11
may be used as an extremely sensitive
Condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxa-

Free moving built -in roll chart
provides complete data for all
tubes.
Newly
designed
Line
Voltage
Control compensates for variation
of any Line Voltage between 105
Volts and 130 Volts.

tion type oscillator incorporated in
this model will detect leakages even
when the frequency is one per minute.

s47So

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDJR -NO C.O.D.
I

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 61430

New York, N. Y.
Postage

Stamp Necessary if

POSTAGE WILL

BE

Mailed in the

PAID BY

U.

3849 TENTH AVENUE

1

I
1

to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this and the preceding page. If
after a 10 day triol you are completely satisfied and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us
only the down payment and agree
to pay the balance due at the
monthly indicated rate. (See other
We invite you

side for time- payment schedule
details.)

NO INTEREST

I

S.

MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC.

I

I

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
Na

I

te
tttt

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further
obligation.

NEW YORK 34, N. Y.

SEE OTHER

SIDE
4

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

